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ABSTRACT: The purpose of this research was to evaluate the
resources available to the field of court reporting in the 
United States, specifically, the existence of an eclectic 
dictionary which encompasses all known methodologies and 
advanced principles.
This study reviewed articles, texts, and manuals 
pertaining to court reporting to ascertain the need for an 
eclectic dictionary.
A questionnaire was prepared and sent to all court 
reporting program directors of accredited programs in the 
United States. They were asked to provide their overall 
philosophy in terms of developing an eclectic dictionary and 
requested to respond about the need for such a dictionary.
From the responses to the survey, an eclectic 
dictionary was created and included and appended to the 
study.
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PURPOSE AND ORGANIZATION
Introduction
Court reporting is a unique field of vocational study; 
that is, it is comprised mainly of five major methodologies 
of learning at the beginning level. Although several texts 
exist that can be categorized as specialized dictation 
material, the field of court reporting is lacking 
continuations of those basic methodologies. Until now, both 
the information and quality of advanced learning in court 
reporting usually was dependent upon the resources, 
experience, and educational attitude of individual 
instructors. These individuals could be placed on a 
continuum extending from writing all words out according to 
sound and syllabification to the other extreme, i.e., one- 
stroke shortcuts for common words and phrases.
All of these methodologies incorporated shortcuts to 
some degree. However, these abbreviations, also called 
briefs or arbitraries, usually were restricted to the 
beginning methodology and did not encompass advanced 
methodologies or specialized writing, which is inherent to 
court reporting. In order for potential court reporters to 
build writing speed to certification levels required in the
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2United States, they incorporated briefs for words and 
phrases which occur with significant frequency.
Ironically, these methodologies all are based on the 
concept of rote memorization, i.e.. a word or phrase can be 
written only one way; therefore, it must be memorized and be 
available for immediate recall. When students matriculate 
to advanced status or enter the profession, they are forced 
to adapt and learn problem-solving techniques not covered in 
the methodologies. Court reporters would be required to 
adjust to a new learning technique.
As an educator in court reporting, this author had 
noticed that no comprehensive resources existed to present 
advanced machine shorthand writing. Also, this author had 
acquired an extensive collection of advanced words and 
phrases over a twenty-year period while working as a court 
reporter and teaching court reporting. These words came 
from other reporters, other systems, and personal creations. 
It was also realized that a student or instructor had to be 
selective when incorporating these resources. It became 
obvious that advanced words and concepts were used but 
usually hidden from the standard curriculum. Also, it was 
suspected that many more existed that very few students or 
practitioners were privy to.
Further, the dichotomy between what is learned and what 
is relearned became a strong consideration for this author 
in adopting other's concepts. As an educator, this author.
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who was instrumental in choosing a beginning system for 
several schools, had difficulty selecting one methodology 
that would afford the right climate for alternative ways of 
writing. It also became apparent that such an eclectic 
system might be impossible to create because of the myriad 
of variables that exist in the English language and the 
particular needs and concepts of individuals and differing 
school philosophies.
It was also important to note that many programs 
required students to create and maintain personal 
dictionaries in which they would record abbreviations or 
briefs for easy reference. Since these personal 
dictionaries were the only complete resource students had to 
indicate changes in their basic system and advanced 
concepts, they usually were written in longhand. Moreover, 
they were rarely in exact alphabetical order; rather they 
tended to be posted with new additions by groups under the 
letters of the alphabet or where there was room available, 
causing students to spend additional time looking up 
forgotten outlines. Finally, it has been this author's 
experience that a student would end up near the end of his 
education in court reporting with a dictionary that was 
comprised of handouts, scraps of paper, and various concepts 
and briefs from instructors, other students, and friends in 
the profession. Student dictionaries, unless carefully
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4arranged and rewritten, were not designed for quick study 
and conceptual learning.
Statement of the Problem
Although court reporting was an integral part of the 
education of students in the field, there was at this time 
no educational court reporting Eclectic Machine Shorthand 
Dictionary (EMSD) for training students and for use as a 
resource for the practicing, professional court reporter. 
This was detrimental to the proper training and specialized 
skills inherent to court reporting.
The purpose of this research was to survey all court 
reporting program directors by means of an author-designed 
questionnaire with the intent to gather information 
pertinent to;
1. Identifying the need for a comprehensive 
machine shorthand dictionary,
2. Identifying those aspects or concepts that 
must be included in a comprehensive machine 
shorthand dictionary, and
3. Identifying the types of study and testing 
methodologies and procedures that should be 
included in a comprehensive machine shorthand 
court reporting dictionary.
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From the information gathered and the review of the 
literature, an Eclectic Machine Shorthand Dictionary to meet 
this need was developed by the writer.
Premises
Premise One; A review of the literature of court 
reporting material should reveal a need for a student court 
reporting dictionary comprehensive to the most common and 
most popular methodologies.
Premise Two; Developing a court reporting student EMSD 
would be desireable and in the best interest of advanced 
court reporting education.
Premise Three; An eclectic dictionary could be 
developed to meet the overall court reporting needs of court 
reporting programs.
Premise Four; Constructing an EMSD would be possible, 
based on data collected. Furthermore, there should be 
enough congruence among responses of directors of programs 
that an overall consensus could be derived.
Premise Five; Directors of court reporting programs 
were considered knowledgeable enough in the field of court 
reporting to respond to the needs of their programs.
This study asked the following questions;
1. What validation existed supporting the need 
for an EMSD for advanced students in court 
reporting?
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2. What general basic principles or concepts of 
court reporting study techniques should be 
included in a comprehensive dictionary?
3. What aspects of court reporting would be 
needed and included to develop a more 
comprehensive advanced program for court 
reporting students?
Delimitations and Limitations
This study was developmental research utilizing survey 
techniques to obtain the major aspects of information. It 
was delimited by the relatively small number of accredited 
court reporting programs in the United States,
Some court reporting program directors themselves have 
limited backgrounds and work experiences in court reporting 
techniques, which was pointed out by the NSRA's 1986 report 
prepared by L. M. Schleich entitled "An Analysis of the 
Human Resources Committee's Survey of Court Reporting 
Schools." This report cited that some program directors, 
who may also be responsible for other curricula, may not be 
court reporting trained, but it does not mention the number 
or percent who are not court reporting trained. Others may 
be removed from the clinical setting by their current 
administrative duties and, consequently, may not have kept 
pace with the changing court reporting field.
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7Finally, some institutions may not have employed a 
court reporting program director. When this was so, the 
dean or administrative head of that sector was asked to 
complete the survey.
However, these situations were considered small enough, 
according to the NSRA study, not to affect the results of 
this investigation significantly.
Significance of Studv
There have been numerous books, journals, and articles 
written describing and detailing the responsibilities of a 
court reporter's capability for writing precise and accurate 
shorthand records when verbatim testimony was required. The 
impact of these court reporting methodologies on progress in 
court reporting should not be underestimated. While new 
concepts and additions to curricula are slow in taking place 
in court reporting, one of the main concerns of the National 
Shorthand Reporter's Association (NSRA) is to improve court 
reporting education and, in answer to a critical shortage of 
qualified court reporters throughout the country, increase 
the number of qualified candidates entering the profession.
Even though several methodologies of learning court 
reporting techniques existed, there was no definitive, 
comprehensive machine shorthand dictionary, text, or guide 
written which specifically promoted problem-solving skills 
beyond the initial system learned.
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It was vitally important to establish the need for this 
study by discussing it with some of the people who work 
within the industry, and whose comments were peripheral to 
or corroborated by this study's eventual findings.
In February 1989, letters were written to a number of 
professionals in the field, requesting their professional 
assessment of the need for a student court reporting EMSD.
One of these professionals, Jean Gonzalez, who was one 
of the authors of a major shorthand system, and was 
Curriculum Coordinator for South Coast College of Court 
Reporting in Westminster, California, responded to the 
letter. She observed, "I have often thought that such a 
dictionary is needed. The students at our school could 
really use a dictionary of this type" (Ltr., May 2, 1989).
Glory Johnson, owner of a free-lance agency and Vice 
President of RapidText, an innovative concept in shorthand 
recording, also responded. Johnson, a 17-year veteran of 
court reporting, also saw a need for the proposed 
dictionary. "This reference dictionary can be utilized 
greatly in the field of education for machine shorthand, for 
the working reporter both in court and deposition work, and 
now for the rapid data entry operator. Having dealt in each 
of these arenas in our profession, it will be wonderful to 
have a reference book to give this type of information," she 
concluded (Ltr., May 2, 1989).
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A certified court reporter in New York State, Diane 
Gagliano, epitomized the practicing court reporter.
According to her, "A project like this has been needed for a 
long time as no resource exists to date with this kind of 
information which is critical to court reporting studies—  
which never ends" (Ltr., May 8, 1989).
Another practicing court reporter certified in 
California, Stephen Roche, commented, "I appreciate the time 
and effort that is expended in order to publish such a 
dictionary. It will be especially helpful when writing for 
the computer" (Ltr., Jun 28, 1989).
Anita Springs-Walker, an advanced court reporting 
student at Clark County Community College in North Las 
Vegas, Nevada, revealed, "It's about time somebody thought 
up a way to save time and help the student once out of 
beginning theory" (Interview, March 12, 1989).
Another advanced student, Joe Burkowski, was very 
enthusiastic about a proposed comprehensive dictionary. He 
lamented, "The learning process is a non-stop, always 
continuing, entity. I have learned many outlines and later 
had to relearn them again because they interfered with what 
I had already learned" (Interview, March 12, 1989).
In a telephone interview, Mary Layton, a Phoenix 
student who hopes to pass an upcoming RPR examination, 
disclosed, "I was amazed at how differently everyone I know 
writes; even though, we all started out with the same
.1
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system. It is almost personal, and unfortunately other 
students and reporters haven't the time to pass on 
information that might be useful to others." Layton 
elaborated that even if these people did have the time, no 
forum exists to exchange such information. She felt that 
advanced learning was uniquely restricted to the school 
attended, friends, and reporter organizations. However, 
these organizations, while presenting seminars on 
information pertinent to the field, have not presented 
seminars in advanced shorthand writing skills (Interview, 
March 13, 1989).
The preceding three students were selected as 
representative of over 30 students from two western schools, 
one a proprietary school and the other a community college, 
interviewed during the month of March, 1989.
In a recent article in the National Shorthand Reporter. 
Richard D. Featheringham (1989) contended that utilizing 
preview words prior to testing materials helped the student 
to write faster. He confided, "...we provide suggested 
machine shorthand outlines— often more than one suggestion 
for a word or phrase. Because some students have learned 
their [methodologies] at other schools, I don't insist they 
use my suggested outlines." Although he pointed to an 
advanced concept (What is your name and address = WHAURND) 
as an example of a preview word, he neglected to say where 
that principle originated (p. 44-5).
,1
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Methods of Research
Phase One; Validation. The first step in the study was 
to develop a questionnaire from the current literature which 
provided information the researcher desired. For validation 
purposes, the questionnaire was distributed to a panel of 17 
experts from five western states. Once the field test 
questionnaire was returned, it was revised accordingly.
Phase Two; Distribution. The final questionnaire was 
distributed to all accredited court reporting program 
directors or their representatives. A follow-up contact was 
made by telephone for those questionnaires not returned.
Phase Three: Analvsis. The questionnaire was analyzed 
based on respondents' answers. Aside from demographic 
information, each question was tallied by percent of 
responses. A percentage of 50 percent or larger was 
arbitrarily considered a consensus and used as the guide in 
the development of an Eclectic Machine Shorthand Dictionary. 
The information was then utilized to;
1. Compare the assessments of court reporting 
program directors with the review of the 
current literature,
2. Categorize concepts and specific types of 
court reporting methodologies essential to 
advanced students in court reporting, and
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3. Develop an EMSD based on the overall needs
indicated by the review of the literature and 
the national survey.
Definition of Terms
This section includes definitions of terminology 
specific to court reporting or specific to this study. For 
example:
Advanced Court Reporting Student. One who has 
completed a basic court reporting system.
Basic Theory or System. A term used interchangeably 
with beginning court reporting theory, system, or method.
In this study, theory is meant to be the same as methodology 
or system as it refers to beginning machine shorthand 
education.
Computer Aided Transcription fCATI. A method of 
preparing transcripts from electronic impulses recorded 
along with a hard copy on a shorthand machine. The recorded 
material is transmitted into the computer, and the computer 
program translates the impulses into transcript form.
Courts of No Record. Those courts that do not require 
an official transcript to be made automatically. These 
courts are also known as Courts Not of Record (Roderick, 
1985, p. 2).
Court Reporter. A person capable of recording 
conversations verbatim using a phonetic system. Roderick
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(1985) provided a more basic definition: "One who records 
verbatim the deposition of a witness or the proceedings in 
court and produces a written transcript thereof" (p. 55).
Court Reporting. A field in which a certified, 
verbatim copy of an official proceeding is produced.
Court Reporting School. A school which prepares 
students to become court reporters.
Court Reporting Theorv or Methodology. Court reporting 
theory or methodology pertained to a set organization of 
learning machine shorthand concepts outlined by the system 
used. All systems are comprised of phonetic representations 
and shortcuts. Once machine shorthand basic concepts were 
completed, a student was expected to be capable of 
committing a shorthand representation of any word in the 
English language (Roberts, Walsh, & Gonzales, 1984, p. iii).
Electronic Recording fERI. A method in which court 
testimony on yideo or audio tape for later transcription is 
recorded (Knapp, 1984).
Entrv-Leyel Shorthand Reporter. One "...who possesses 
the knowledge, skill, and ability to produce a yerbatim 
record of proceedings" (Professional Exam. Svc. & NSRA,
1985) .
Lower or Inferior Courts. Courts which have restricted 
domains (e.g., traffic court). These courts are usually 
Courts of No Record. However, cases tried in lower or
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inferior courts can be appealed to a higher court (Roderick, 
1985, p. 2).
Machine Shorthand. A method of rapid writing on the 
shorthand machine by way of a system of alphabetic 
characters to represent phonetic English.
Note Reader. An individual who is specifically trained 
only to read the hard-copy notes that are produced by the 
shorthand machine. Moreover, a note reader is not trained 
to become a reporter.
Pen and Pencil Systems. Those shorthand methods (also 
known as Pen and Ink systems) which utilize either an ink 
pen or lead pencil to commit a shorthand record to paper.
Professional/Practicing Reporter. Since some states do 
not require certification, this study considered 
professional or practicing reporters to be individuals who, 
after training, functioned as verbatim recorders of 
depositions, hearings, and court proceedings.
Shortcuts. Shorthand outlines that are abbreviated to 
save time. Usually a shortcut, also known as a brief or 
arbitrary, is devised for a word that is common and 
otherwise cumbersome due to the nature of English.
Shorthand Machine. The basic shorthand machine weighs 
4^ pounds, has 24 keys, and commits indelible ink to 
continuous paper. Currently, many manufacturers modify the 
basic machine to suit computers or shorthand systems.
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Nevertheless, the modifications are minor and usually do not 
affect the basic functions of the shorthand machine.
Transcript. A deposition or a court proceeding which 
has been printed verbatim. A court reporter usually 
prepares transcripts (Roderick, 1985, p. 55).
Verbatim. Word for word. "A 'verbatim record' is one 
which accurately reflects the spoken word and nonverbal 
communication and action" (Professional Exam. Svc. & NSRA, 
1985) .
Organization of the Study
Chapter 1; Purpose and Organization. In order to 
develop a strategy which ultimately resulted in adding to 
the body of knowledge in court reporting education, this 
study (1) examined the literature pertinent to the field,
(2) developed a method of collecting information related to 
the researcher's stated problem, and (3) analyzed data and 
synthesized results in order to bring about meaningful 
change in court reporting education to include an 
introduction and purpose of the investigation, objectives 
and research questions, extent or scope (premises), 
limitations, methods, definitions of terms, organization, 
and a summary pertinent to this study. The summary briefly 
reviews the main points of the chapter.
Chapter 2; Review of the Literature. The review of the 
literature includes an historical perspective of court
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reporting education, its growth, development, recent trends, 
and all literature pertinent to the development of an EMSD 
including an introduction, which explains the chapter's 
purpose and forewarns of the chapter's main contents; a 
summary and critique of previous investigations; analysis of 
laws, methodologies, or fundamental concepts which relate to 
the study; unresolved issues, significant problems, and 
unanswered questions requiring investigation; evidence 
coupled with reasoning that the specific investigation 
proposed arose out of the needs demonstrated in this chapter 
and that the proposed study filled in gaps or add to 
substantive understanding; and a brief summary of the 
chapter's contents.
Chapter 3; Investigative Procedures. Investigative 
procedures include : an introduction; the design and step-by- 
step execution of the plan of study; criteria used to 
determine whether the data were valid and reliable; how the 
data were analyzed to attain the objectives, or respond to 
the research questions; and a brief summary of the chapter's 
contents.
Chapter 4 : Results. The results were analyzed and 
include: an introduction; results regarding the questions 
being investigated; results regarding interactions, if any, 
among the objectives and research questions; results or 
findings on matters not planned as part of the study but
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which were uncovered in the investigation's course and which 
are relevant; and a brief summary of the chapter's contents.
Chapter 5; Summary. Conclusions, and Implications. 
Summary, conclusions and implications drawn from the 
analyzed data were used to develop a court reporting EMSD in 
court reporting to include: an introduction; summary and 
conclusions drawn regarding the research questions as stated 
in Chapter 1 (each were dealt with as a separate topic); 
conclusions, if any, regarding matters not originally 
planned as part of the study; discussion of the conclusions, 
including implications and indications for present and 
future practices, and for additional needed investigations; 
and a brief summary of the chapter's contents.
Information gathered from this study also may be used 
by program directors in assessing their current court 
reporting curricula and identifying any existing 
deficiencies.
The last two sections consist of the references and 
appendices relating to the study.
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
This chapter includes an historical perspective of 
court reporting education; its growth and development; 
analysis of laws; methodologies or fundamental concepts ; 
recent trends, and issues pertinent to the field of court 
reporting and to the development of an EMSD. When 
appropriate, each section embodies unresolved issues, 
significant problems, and unanswered questions requiring 
investigation; evidence coupled with reasoning that the 
specific investigation proposed arises out of the needs 
demonstrated in this chapter and that the proposed study 
could fill in gaps or add to substantive understanding; and 
concludes with a brief summary of the chapter's contents.
Historical Perspective.
Dating from over two thousand years ago, shorthand 
notes have been found annotated to the margins of ancient 
Greek and Egyptian manuscripts. In fact, in 4 B.C. an ex­
slave, Marcus Tullius Tiro, created a shorthand system to 
facilitate the recording of Cicero's speeches. Tiro's 
system, known as Tironian, was considered prestigious enough 
to be learned by Emperor Augustus. Augustus passed on the
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training to his descendants (Court Reporting Institute,
1988, p. 2).
However, today's shorthand systems are descendant from 
Timothy Bright's treatise on shorthand presented to Queen 
Elizabeth I. His system is considered the first to be 
almost completely phonetic. Using shorthand became 
widespread by clergy and scholars because of the time it 
saved. Other educated men used a shorthand system to effect 
cryptic messages and diaries. One great example of this 
practice was Samuel Pepys' diary which is considered a 
masterpiece (Court Reporting Institute, 1988). Written 
between 1660 and 1669, his diary has become a standard 
portrait of that era's court life. Without the veil of 
secrecy, Pepys' diary would not have been able to be as 
frank and revealing as it was.
The first official reporter in England over 
parliamentary debates was Thomas Gurney. In 1750, he 
published his system of shorthand. In the intervening 
years, several systems were published, but it was not until 
1837 that the first, truly modern system of shorthand 
emerged. This system was called Pitman Shorthand after its 
creator. The Pitman system was followed by another great 
system called Gregg Shorthand 50 years later (Court 
Reporting Institute, 1988, p. 3).
These modern systems were pen and pencil methods; that 
is, written by hand. It was not until the early 1900s that
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machine shorthand debuted. "Known as machine shorthand, 
stenotypy, or touch shorthand, it has gradually replaced 
both Pitman and Gregg as the main system used by reporters 
to the point that today most practicing reporters use this 
system, which is taught exclusively in all reporting 
schools" (Court Reporting Institute, 1988, p. 3).
Patented in 1879, the first shorthand machine which 
attained much success was the Bartholomew Stenograph. 
However, the Ireland keyboard, which is still in use today, 
did not appear until 1911. Machine shorthand was prevalent 
during World War I, but all but died out for the next ten 
years. Shorthand by way of a machine was reintroduced in 
1928. This "new" machine came with a textbook of a 
simplified system.
According to most sources. Ward Stone Ireland usually 
is ascribed with the invention of the shorthand machine. It 
is he who was successful in defining the best uses of his 
machine to create notes with the least amount of strokes 
possible.
Ireland was responsible for limiting the shorthand 
machine's keyboard to correspond to the ten fingers of an 
operator, eliminating any elaborate reaching. Most of the 
"keying in" was done by keys immediately below the fingers 
(Glassbrenner & Sonntag, 1986, p. i).
He diligently altered keyboards until he was confident 
that several letters and words could be written with one
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stroke. Not until he had studied and developed his machine 
for nine years did he apply for a patent in 1910. With his 
new patent, he founded Universal Stenotype Company. 
Assembling 30 teachers, Ireland himself instructed them in 
the use and concepts of his invention (Glassbrenner & 
Sonntag, 1986, p. ii) .
This new machine was not restricted to the United 
States and the English language. Glassbrenner and Sonntag 
(1986) acknowledged that at least 46 machine shorthand 
inventors were active in the development of a machine that 
could write shorthand. They affirmed, "In addition, there 
are several noteworthy designs native to foreign language 
usage, such as: the Palantype Machine invented by a French 
woman in 1939, and the Russian CTM-2 and Japanese Sokutaipu 
machines which came out after World War II, bearing a close 
resemblance to the present day Stenograph machine" (p. i). 
Nevertheless, Ireland's shorthand machine did not meet with 
immediate success.
Machine shorthand or stenotype was very different from 
conventional methods predominated by Gregg and Pitman 
shorthands. Gregg and Pitman relied on drawn characters to 
represent consonants, vowels, syllables, and affixes. These 
systems incorporated briefs, but kept these shortcuts to a 
discreet minimum. The drawn characters were chained 
together to form words and phases. Conversely, machine 
shorthand had the ability to write consonants, vowels.
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syllables, and affixes in one stroke. Often a multi-stroked 
word in the other systems would translate to one stroke on 
the shorthand machine.
To illustrate the differences in speed, Glassbrenner 
and Sonntag (1986) disclosed that Ireland entered nine of 
his students (ages 15 to 19) in the National Shorthand 
Reporters Association speedwriting contests in 1914. They 
reported, "These nine youngsters were pitted against 30 
seasoned court and convention reporters who wrote the 
popular systems of pen and pencil shorthand. These nine 
youngsters captured practically all of the honors in speeds 
of 150, 200, 220, and 280 words per minute" (p. ii.). 
Apparently intimidated with the results of these contests, 
the NSRA discontinued its speedwriting contests for a period 
of years. Even when these contests were resumed in the 
1920s, stenotypists were not allowed to compete. In fact, 
it wasn't until 1952 that machine shorthand writers were 
again allowed to compete in NSRA's speedwriting contests 
(Glassbrenner and Sonntag, 1986, p. ii). Arriving full 
circle, the yearly contests now are made up of machine 
shorthand trained writers. In recent years, it has been 
rare that a pen and pencil writer has been entered in the 
competition.
National Shorthand Reporters Association fNSRAI.
Founded in 1899, the NSRA is "a professional organization of 
court and freelance shorthand reporters" (Gales, et al.,
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1986, p. 1). During its early years, machine shorthand was 
not as acceptable as traditional methods of shorthand 
(called pen and pencil shorthand) and was usually only used 
for routine reporting which did not require verbatim 
transcripts or any certification of what had transpired. In 
the intervening years, individuals who were adept at machine 
shorthand began to infiltrate all sections of the shorthand 
field to include conventions and the courts (Gales, et al., 
1986).
It took almost ten years, but in 1937, the first 
machine shorthand reporter was allowed to "jump" the divider 
that separated spectators and lawyers from the bench. It 
landmarked the machine shorthand reporter as an "official" 
of the court and provided a deserved place for the shorthand 
machine (Gales, et al., 1986).
It became obvious that stenotypists were capable of 
speeds four times faster than Gregg or Pitman. In the 
courtroom, faster speeds were needed for a verbatim 
transcript to be prepared, and machine shorthand gained a 
firm and lasting place of respect in the field of shorthand 
(Gales, et al., 1986).
Ironically, the machine— which in its basic form weighs 
only 4h pounds, has only 24 keys, and prints alphabetic 
characters onto continuous paper in indelible ink— has never 
made a complete transition into the office environment.
While there have been no studies done, it was suspected that
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the machine in the office was looked on as cumbersome, 
therefore, impractical. It also was suspected that many 
office workers would not be comfortable dictating with a 
machine present. One would think that this relationship is 
changing, given the proliferation of machines that exist in 
the office for dictational needs (Gales, et al., 1986).
In summary, shorthand reporters have been utilizing the 
Ireland keyboard which permits input at speeds four or more 
times faster than those attained by pen and pencil methods. 
The higher speeds can be attained because instead of 
keyboarding individual letters of the alphabet, the reporter 
writes combinations of letters, whole words, and phrases 
using a shorthand system based on phonetics and alphabetic 
symbols. As the reporter keys in, a paper tape that 
contains the shorthand notes is generated. The reporter 
produces a transcript from these notes by one of the 
following four methods:
1. Personally reading and transcribing the notes.
2. Having a notereader read and transcribe the
3. Dictating the notes into a dictation unit and 
having a transcriptionist listen and transcribe the notes.
4. Utilizing a Computer Aided Transcription 
system, the notes are translated from a machine impulse 
which is recorded at the same time as, and along with, the 
hard-copy notes (Gales, et al., 1986).
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Court Reporting Education
As previously cited. Ward Stone Ireland was the first 
to train 30 teachers to pass on his methodology of machine 
shorthand to students using his innovative machine.
Since then, court reporting education has usually been 
restricted to a conservatory-training atmosphere in that 
most programs have been private and have concentrated only 
on those skills necessary to produce a court reporter (Court 
Reporting Inst., 1988).
Basic to court reporting studies have been machine 
shorthand methodology, typing, English, biology, and medical 
and legal terminology. Machine shorthand has been kept to a 
simplified system that mirrors traditional methods such as 
Gregg shorthand. In fact, it has professed to be even more 
simplified because, originally, long and short vowels were 
written the same. Hence, notes were context specific 
because "rat" and "rate" were written identically ("RAT") 
(Court Reporting Inst., 1988).
In the intervening years, machine shorthand has 
gradually predominated over pen and ink methods when a 
verbatim transcript was needed. However, it was peculiar to 
note that the Adjutant General's School of the United States 
Army was still training court stenographers using Gregg 
shorthand as late as the middle 1960s.
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In recent years, programs have emerged in liberal arts 
environments in colleges and universities awarding associate 
and bachelor degrees in court reporting. The training of 
machine shorthand has always been geared to court reporting. 
One school has opened in California which specializes in 
training individuals to be manuscript transcriptionists with 
machine shorthand. It is believed that a stenotypist can 
enter data into a computer four times faster than a typical 
typist or word-processor trained operator. This translates 
into 60 pages an hour (without interruptions) as opposed to 
12 pages an hour. The lucrativeness of this project is 
obvious (RapidText; Preliminary Training Materials. 1989).
The trend in court reporting education seems to be 
toward a degree-oriented curriculum and viable alternatives 
to machine shorthand uses. Several schools offer 
alternatives, such as scopist and hearing reporter, to 
individuals who wish to remain in the machine shorthand 
field but do not wish to be full-fledged court reporters.
It is believed also that many individuals who begin court 
reporting eventually go on to become lawyers or paralegals. 
Often these individuals use court reporting as their 
financial basis while attending law school (Knapp, 1984).
Court reporters have always conducted themselves in 
business as professionals. Court reporting professionals 
regard the educational sector as very important, because 
they believe the only one who can do the work of a qualified
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court reporter is another trained court reporter. It has 
been important to the schools that attempts to replace the 
reporter with video or audio records have met with little 
success mostly because they were not as exacting or 
certifiable as trained and qualified court reporting school 
graduates (Silver, 1986, p. 28).
National Shorthand Reporters Association ^NSRA). The 
NSRA has been instrumental in improving the quality of 
machine shorthand training. Under the guidance of New 
York's Professional Examination Service (PES), NSRA created 
its Registered Professional Reporter (RPR) and Certificate 
of Merit (CM) examinations, as well as a comprehensive job 
analysis and domain listing for court reporting (Gales, et 
al., 1986, p. 1). The following is a statement published by 
this organization which provides its purpose and goals:
The National Shorthand Reporters Association (NSRA), a 
national professional organization with a membership of 
close to 20,000 court and general shorthand reporters, 
was founded in 1899, to secure the benefits resulting 
from organized effort, to promote and maintain proper 
laws relating to shorthand reporting, to advance the 
interests of the shorthand reporting profession, and to 
enlighten the public as to the importance and value of 
the services performed by the competent shorthand 
reporter (NSRA, 1988, Approval: Objectives, Benefits, 
and Procedures).
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According to a study commissioned by NSRA,
Schleich (1986) attested that the Human Resources Committee 
of the NSRA believed there was a "growing concern over the 
continued shortage of qualified reporters throughout the 
United States" (p. 1).
Her survey (43 percent of the forms were returned) of 
school administrators pointed out several factors :
1. While 30 percent of the schools' enrollments 
remained static, almost half dynamically increased in 
enrollment.
2. A large number of respondents, 70 percent, 
indicated a dropout rate of over 50 percent of those 
students who were enrolled in programs. Further, almost one 
half of this 70 percent group said they had less than 20 
percent complete programs.
3. Over 80 percent of the schools surveyed had 
instituted some sort of motivational program to combat their 
high attrition rate. Approximately 40 percent of the 
schools which had motivational programs had increased 
enrollment while the other half showed a decrease in 
enrollment.
4. Although the average length of reporting 
programs was found to be two years, most students, over 
half, took longer to complete the program.
5. Average student age was 16 years old.
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6. Over 75 percent of reporting programs had less 
than 100 students.
7. Programs employing full- and part-time 
instructors ran over 70 percent.
8. The two most common student recruitment 
efforts were high school career fairs and local newspaper 
advertisements.
9. Over 50 percent of the schools' enrollments 
were attributed to Direct Mail advertising.
10. Over 70 percent of the schools offered 
alternative educational programs such as 
legal/medical/executive secretary, word processing, 
paralegal, note reader, scopist, and legal office 
specialist.
11. Respondents agreed (66 percent) that 
educational background had an effect on success in court 
reporting, citing language skills as important academic 
assets. However, many administrators believed that manual 
dexterity played an important part of court reporting 
success, but it did not specifically relate to academic 
achievement.
12. Remedial programs were offered by 65 percent 
of the respondents.
13. A large majority (88 percent) contended that 
a mentoring program was an asset to the potential court 
reporter.
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14. Finally, Schleich reported that more research 
needed to be done in the area of screening processes 
concerning potential student court reporters. Also, 
querying practicing court reporters for their qualities and 
characteristics was needed, and this information would help 
the educational environment. "We also learned that even 
though we know a great deal more about reporter education 
now, there is still a considerable amount to be researched 
and investigated" she concluded (p. 1-5).
The day-to-day responsibilities of court reporting were 
presented by Mary Knapp (1984) in her book. The Complete 
Court Reporter's Handbook. Knapp had been a court reporter 
for several years. She then opened and ran a school of 
court reporting. Knapp warned would-be court reporters that 
the road was tough, and only the best survived. Her book 
also concentrated on the forms necessary in court reporting.
The NSRA published a directory and registry of its 
membership entitled Membership Directorv and Registry of 
Professional Reporters (1986). This publication listed its 
members and their status within the organization. NSRA 
members could take a Registered Professional Reporter's or 
Certificate of Merit examination. These tests, when passed, 
attested to the individual's court reporting skills.
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Growth and Development
Court reporting is a lucrative vocational field of 
study. Few vocational programs afford the graduate such 
high-paying opportunities as court reporting. It is 
estimated that beginning reporters make from 20- to 50- 
thousand dollars a year. Experienced reporters have 
reported such high earnings as ninety-thousand dollars in 
one year. Moreover, a free-lance reporter can work when he 
chooses. Many free lancers work right out of their homes, 
making court reporting ideal for homemakers who do not have 
a lot of time to expend outside the home environment (Court 
Reporting: A career for the future. NSRA, 1986) .
Two types of court-reporting schools exist today. One 
is the conservatory school in which the curriculum is 
usually structured around daily contact and confined to 
court-reporting subjects; the second is the liberal arts 
school, in which the curriculum is usually structured around 
a liberal arts program, as well as a core of court-reporting 
subjects. Typically the latter school can grant a degree, 
while the former usually does not. Some colleges, 
especially community colleges, have found it necessary to 
expand their two-year programs into 3- and 4-year programs, 
because they were not able to furnish the intensity of 
learning necessary to acquire court-reporting skills.
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Board on Approved Reporter Training (BART). BART was 
created by NSRA to establish standards and accredit schools 
of court reporting. Its statement is as follows:
In order to insure that qualified and competent 
reporters would continue to enter the profession and 
would continue to maintain the same high standards and 
ethics, NSRA embarked on its program of assessing, and 
granting approval to, court reporter training 
institutions. NSRA intends for its approval of these 
institutions to be identified as synonymous with 
excellence by assisting good court reporting schools in 
becoming better schools, by setting high standards to 
which all court reporting schools can aspire, and by 
assuring the public of the high quality education 
offered. Towards this end, the Board on Approved 
Reporter Training (BART) was formed to act upon 
applications made to NSRA by institutions which desire 
approval of their court reporter training programs 
(NSRA, 1988, Approval: Objectives, Benefits, and 
Procedures).
Meeting in June and December each year, BART has seven 
members made up of members of the court reporting profession 
and members from institutions that already have gained NSRA 
approval. Additionally, BART's purpose was set forth by the 
NSRA as follows :
,1
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BART is primarily a policy- and decision-making body, 
it has developed General Requirements and Minimum 
Standards. the criteria against which all programs are 
measured; it rules on the eligibility of, and 
determines the degree of compliance with the minimum 
standards of, all institutions which have made 
application to NSRA for approval; it publishes and 
makes available to the public a list of schools whose 
court reporter training programs have met the 
established Standards, and, it conducts an annual 
Teachers Workshop and a Student Seminar (NSRA, 1988, 
Approval: Objectives, Benefits, and Procedures).
On a Grant of Approval from NSRA, an institution was 
considered an approved program of court reporting for four 
years. After four years, the school could ask for 
réévaluation.
BART, among its criteria for approval, suggested a 
curriculum that has become a standard not only for approved 
schools, but non-approved schools as well. This minimum 
criteria spelled out the curriculum for approval as follows: 
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM. All graduates of the approved 
court reporter training program are required to 
satisfactorily complete the following offered courses 
of instruction:
A. Court Reporting Procedures
1. Role of the reporter in:




c . Administrative Hearings
2. Transcript preparation and format —  the 
student shall be required to type at 
least ten (10) pages of transcript taken 
from simulated or actual deposition or 
courtroom setting in two (2) hours or 
less with 95% accuracy
3. Proofreading
4. Instruction in dictating equipment and 
writing for a notereader and computer
5. Marking the exhibits
6. Indexing and storage of notes
7. Reporting techniques such as when and 
how to interrupt a speaker, obtain 
spellings of proper names, identify 
speaker in a multispeaker situation,
8. Instruction in the proper use of library 
and reference materials including how to 
research citations
9. Instruction in the NSRA Code of 
Professional Responsibility (see 
Appendix)
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B. English




5. Vocabulary (word knowledge)
(Inclusion of the English course(s) in a shorthand 
dictation course does not meet this requirement.)
C. Anatomy and Medical Terminology
1. Instruction in basic anatomy
2. Instruction in medical terminology 
(Inclusion of the anatomy and medical terminology 
course(s) in a shorthand dictation course does not meet 
this requirement.)
D. Law and Legal Terminology
1. Civil and criminal law
2. The judicial system (discovery, trial 
and appellate processes)
3. The legislative process and 
Administrative Agencies
4. Legal and Latin terminologies 
(Inclusion of the law and legal terminology course(s) 
in a shorthand dictation course does not meet this 
requirement.)
E. Technology
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This shall be an overview in reporter-related 
technology, concepts, and vocabulary, and should 
cover at least the following areas:
1. Computer-aided transcription systems
2. Word processing systems
3. Video application for the court reporter 
(This material can be included in other courses.)
F . Shorthand
1. For graduation as a court reporter, the 
student shall pass a minimum of two 5- 
minute tests on unfamiliar matter with 
95% accuracy at each of the following 
speeds :
225 wpm Q & A (2 voice)
200 wpm Jury Charge 
180 wpm Literary
2. Material used in testing of shorthand 
ability at incremental speeds shall be 
composed of materials with no less than 
1.4 syllabic density.
3. The student shall be trained to develop 
accurate writing habits.
4. Read back of notes shall be a classroom 
activity.
5. Dictation materials shall include two- 
and four-voice dictation material as
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well as literary, jury charge, legal 
opinion, motions, etc.
6. Any dictation class shall include only 
students whose tested writing speeds are 
within the same 20 to 30 wpm range.
7. Dictation material shall be of varied 
terminology.
8. New material shall be added regularly. 
Typing
1. For graduation as a court reporter, the 
student shall attain a minimum of 60 net 
words per minute.
2. Evidence of meeting this standard shall 
be in the student records.
Internship
1. It shall be the institution's 
responsibility to establish an 
internship program, which shall contain:
a. Evidence of a minimum of forty (40) 
verified hours of actual writing 
time during on-the-job training.
b. Records to verify the internship 
experience.
c. This training shall not commence 
until a student reaches 200 wpm 
(excepting those localities where
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200 wpm conflicts with existing 
laws or court rules).
d. The student must not serve in the 
capacity of the actual reporter 
during participation in this 
internship period.
e. A minimum of 20 pages of 
transcription is required.
f. The transcript is produced for 
educational and grading purposes 
only and must not be sold (Board on 
Approved Reporter Training, NSRA, 
1982, p. 26-9).
In "NSRA Approval of the School Program: Who Needs 
It?", Carol Coblentz (1989) revealed that a dichotomy exists 
concerning NSRA approval of a school program. On one side 
were the approved schools and on the other side were the 
schools which had elected not to seek NSRA approval.
In a study conducted by the Florida Shorthand Reporters 
Association, 20 percent of students surveyed indicated that 
approval was not necessary. However, were these students 
fully aware of the implications and criteria for NSRA 
approval? It would be more likely that they were more 
concerned in the "clout" this distinction would make on 
their careers (p. 36).
,1
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Arlene Sommers (1989) believed that dialogues between 
programs and degree-granting institutions promoted 
innovative concepts necessary to the future of court 
reporting schools. One such agreement between the Winter 
Park Adult Vocational Center (WPAVC) and Florida's Valencia 
Community College resulted in the creation of an Associate 
of Science Degree for court reporters. This relationship 
could not have been accomplished without the enthusiasm and 
commitment to excellence of WPAVC's Director, Kaye Chastain, 
according to Sommers. Sommers also predicted 4-year 
programs on the court reporting horizon (p. 35). 
Unfortunately no literature was found to speak for those 
schools which had not sought NSRA approval.
Coblentz (1989) thought accreditation was important 
because it was lucrative in attracting enrollment, NSRA 
tracked accountability through yearly reports, students 
experienced school pride, and future leadership in NSRA was 
created. Concluding her positive treatment of NSRA 
approval, she exhorted, "If our teachers and school 
administrators are encouraging their students to become RPRs 
as most seem to be, they, too, should insist that their 
programs attain approval for passing the minimum standards 
test for reporting programs. Doctors, lawyers, teachers, 
and their schools do it. Reporters and their schools 
should, too" (p. 36).
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Continuing Education. Recognizing the need for 
continuing educational requirements of reporters, Jeffery 
Rossen (1989) pointed out the promotion of the external 
degree program offered by the University of Alabama for 
court reporters. Rossen thought that the program was 
working because of its flexibility. This program was a 
cooperative effort between the NSRA and the University of 
Alabama (p. 28. and Young-Johnson, V., 1988).
Many states have enacted laws governing court 
reporting. Usually these states require that a person 
cannot practice court reporting in that state when a 
certified transcript is required unless that individual is 
certified by the state to function as a court reporter. At 
the Federal level, a Federal certification examination must 
be accomplished, along with a record of experience, in order 
for the RPR to perform as an official of the court (Knapp, 
1984, p. 14).
According to the NSRA Directorv & Registry: 1988-1989 
NSRA Membership Directory and Registry of Professional 
Reporters. Arkansas, California, Colorado, Georgia, Hawaii, 
Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Michigan,
Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, New 
York, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, Texas, Utah, 
and West Virginia have Certified Shorthand Reporter's (CSR)
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examinations. However, in Louisiana the examination was for 
all free-lance reporters— official reporters were exempt. 
Also, Nebraska, Rhode Island, and West Virginia's tests were 
voluntary. Therefore, 19 states, or 38 percent of all the 
states, required a fully mandated CSR. States without 
mandated CSR laws were as follows: Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, 
Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Indiana, Kentucky, Maine, 
Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, 
Montana, North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South 
Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Vermont, Virginia, 
Washington, Wisconsin, and Wyoming. The total of the states 
with no CSR examination was 27, or 54 percent of all the 
states. This was a clear majority without adding the 
District of Columbia, which did not have a CSR (p.xxvi- 
xxix).
Concerned about consistency, the NSRA's membership 
adopted the NSRA Code of Professional Responsibilitv in 
1979. Ethically, this document provided a sincere 
professionalism by which a reporter lived and performed his 
chosen occupation, whether his individual state required 
certification standards or not (See Appendix B). The NSRA's 
Task Force along with the Professional Examination Service, 
a private, non-profit testing concern, published The Entrv- 
Level Shorthand Reporter: A Job Analysis, in 1985. The 
Foreword of this study pointed out, "The resulting document 
represents the job-relevant experience of both freelance and
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official court reporters, reporter educators, court 
administrators, and the legal profession. It describes the 
overall job functions and responsibilities as well as the 
underlying knowledge, abilities, and skills that are 
essential for an entry-level shorthand reporter."
States' court reporters, their state organizations, and 
the NSRA have been active to seek standardization through 
certification requirements. In this direction, the NSRA 
provided programs to improve the image of reporters and 
indicate levels of skills. These programs were as follows:
1. Registered Professional Reporter (RPR). "An 
RPR is a reporter who is skilled, knowledgeable, and 
dedicated to achieving and maintaining a high level of 
professionalism" (p. xxv). An RPR must pass a three-part 
skills test and the Written Knowledge Test (WKT).
The skills portion of the test is a dictation test of 
Literary matter at 180 wpm. Jury Charge at 200 wpm, and 
Testimony at 225 wpm. The WKT portion tests those 
areas of knowledge needed to perform the duties of a 
shorthand reporter, such as English, terminology, 
courtroom rules and procedures, transcript format, use 
of legal research materials, and professional 
responsibility (NSRA Registry & Directory, 1989, p.
XXV) .
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The RPR has been sanctioned by the American College on 
Education and determined that this program is equivalent to 
21 college credits.
2. The Certificate of Merit (CM). The next step 
after the RPR is the CM, which is similar to the former in 
scope, but the requirements were more stringent. The CM 
includes a skills— Literary matter at 200 wpm. Jury Charge 
at 240 wpm, and Testimony at 260 wpm— and a merit-level 
Written Knowledge Test. A CM certificate is an attainment 
of distinction (NSRA Registry & Directory, 1989, p. xxv & 
Rogner, 1985, p. 26).
3. The Certified Managing Reporter (CMR). The 
CMR program is an innovative attempt at providing a 
continuing education degree program for the court reporter. 
According to the NSRA:
The Certified Managing Reporter (CMR) Institute is 
designed to educate freelance and official reporters in 
the knowledge and professional practices necessary to 
become successful and competent managers— of courtrooms 
and court systems, of offices, and of themselves. In 
order to become certified, the CMR must complete four 
NSRA-sponsored modules on major aspects of management: 
Basic Management Theory and Practice, Personnel 
Concepts and Practices, Financial and Marketing 
Concepts and Practices, and Technology Concepts and 
Practices. Successful CMR candidates must also
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participate in an internship and complete an 
independent study project (NSRA Registry & Directory, 
1989, p. X X V ) .
4. The Certified Legal Video Specialist (CLVS). 
Started in 1984, the CLVS program certifies both reporters 
and non-reporters as "qualified to conduct and control the 
complex process of providing videotape services for the 
legal community" (NSRA Registry & Directory, 1989, p. xxv).
Accomplishing any of these programs is thought to 
enhance the credibility and esteem of the individual 
reporter. Without a doubt, the RPR and the CM is crucial 
validation of skills in those states that do not require a 
CSR (Lea, 1986, p. 16).
Official Reporting or an Officialship is the goal of 
many reporters. Mary Knapp (1984) maintained:
Judges often like to hire beginners so they can train 
them to do things their way. Other jurists prefer 
reporters who have had freelance experience or training 
by some other judge. Some judges prefer men reporters; 
others feel that women add class to the courtroom 
setting (p. 14).
Shorthand Methodologies
The genesis of machine shorthand systems owed a 
considerable debt to the pen and pencil methods of hand­
written shorthand. Many of the principles, affixes, and
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briefs were carried over to the machine. This fact 
contributed a great deal to machine shorthand's eventual 
acceptance. A close kinship was important. Today, machine 
shorthand still shows a resemblance to its brethren, but it 
has changed dramatically because the machine has more 
capabilities for faster note taking (Court Reporting Inst., 
1988).
Early machine shorthand experts either read their own 
notes or trained note readers to read them. Many of the 
ambiguities inherent to English were solved by virtue of 
contextual extrapolation. For example, in the past only one 
representation (outline) was needed for "their, there, 
they're", because the operator could discern the correct 
form as he was translating the notes into manuscript form. 
Likewise, early forms of machine shorthand did not have long 
or short vowel distinctions. "Reed, red, and read" were 
written alike (Hagestrom, 1983, p. 42).
With the advent of the computer, it became obvious that 
writing words that sounded or looked alike and occurred 
often would not do without costly, extra time spent 
proofreading. It was crucial that these frequently 
occurring words be written distinctively in order for the 
computer program to decipher the word and translate it 
properly into English. Court reporters called these similar 
representations "conflicts" which needed to be written
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differently, therefore, eliminating the conflict (Hagestrom, 
1983, p. 42).
More and more the computer programs and computer 
hardware for court reporters were being updated, rewritten, 
and redesigned to reflect better translations and fewer 
untranslatables. Each reporter created an initial, personal 
dictionary telling the computer how he wrote his outlines. 
Nevertheless, these programs were based on lists— many, many 
lists. Many of the breakthroughs in computer translations 
were directly linked to the decreasing size of computer mass 
storage. Sophisticated use of algorithms played a part in 
translation, but most of the work was done by pre-prepared 
lists of words and word instances. An algorithm was loosely 
defined as "repetitive calculations used to find the 
greatest common divisor of two numbers" by Webster's New 
World Dictionary of the American Language. It followed that 
the more extensive the lists were, the more sophisticated 
the translations were (Shorak & Sobieski, 1988).
Court reporting schools have been acutely aware that in 
preparing students for the job market, computers would have 
to be taken into consideration. Whether the student would 
end up working on a computer did not matter because a 
"computer-compatible" system would also be appropriate in 
the non-computer environment. In fact, resolving conflicts 
produced, in the long run, more accurate machine shorthand 
writers. Therefore, machine shorthand methodologies in the
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past ten years have gone to great lengths to include the 
phrase "computer-compatible". Upon investigation, though, 
computer-compatible did not mean that any one system was 
perfect; rather, the system had been reworked with computer 
compatibility in mind (Shorak & Sobieski, 1988).
A long-running standard, Computer-Compatible Stenograph 
Theory has survived many revisions. This system grew out of 
Stenograph Corporation's need to have a definitive system to 
market with its machine, the Stenograph. One important 
characteristic of this shorthand system was that each unit 
or lesson included a principle of English grammar, style, or 
punctuation, which in court reporting, cannot be reinforced 
enough. This system of shorthand jumped a large barrier 
when its authors, Mae Glassbrenner and G. Allen Sonntag 
(1986), decided to incorporate some advance principles along 
with heretofore basic principles (p. iii-ix). These 
inclusions supported the need for a codification of advance 
methods and knowledge.
Because of this system's ongoing commitment to change, 
it was a major area of consideration when developing an 
EMSD. The Stenograph Corporation's system and other basic 
methodologies shared many similarities making them 
consistent from one system to another.
Herman Miller's system. The Herman Miller Theory, was 
thorough but contained many conflicts. However, this system 
did equip the student with advanced learning after the
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beginning methodology (Ninnich & Rasmussen (1985). Several 
texts were available, but Elena Rasmussen's (1985) Herman 
Miller Briefs and Phrases with Drills for Dictation stood 
out as one of the few texts that dealt with advanced 
concepts. Unfortunately, putting conflicts aside, this 
advanced system relied heavily on the use of asterisks (*) 
to separate conflicts. In this connection, the parent 
organization. The Stenotype Company of California (also 
known as The Herman Miller Stenotype Corporation), marketed 
an annotated machine which split the asterisk key and relied 
on "bridged" keys to increase writing power. A bridged key 
was one that could be depressed with the same finger while 
it was already depressing another key.
By developing an advanced resource that was compatible 
to all systems, Herman Miller's was one of the outstanding 
resources considered by this author if only because of its 
maverick and nonconformist flavor. According to Miller, re­
inventing the same systems that are prevalent would be a 
waste of good time. He believed that his system improved on 
other systems saving a court reporter time and effort. 
Detractors thought that his system relied much too heavily 
on rote learning, but many of his innovative ways of writing 
have been adopted by other systems over the years 
(Rasmussen, 1985 and Ninnich & Rasmussen, 1985).
A system which surfaced in recent years was Alan 
Roberts, John Walsh, and Jean Gonzalez's Computer Shorthand
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Theory and Transcription (1984) (known as the Roberts 
system). The system is still evolving, and the authors are 
currently compiling a second edition. It was worthy of note 
because it tried to incorporate some advanced concepts as 
well as offering alternative ways to write outlines in some 
cases. This was the first text that promoted the concept 
that students can think or make decisions for themselves. 
Another asset was its approach to conflict resolutions. Its 
strategy tried to keep resolutions confined to one concept 
or system for consistency. A minor drawback was that this 
system did not address these conflicts enough.
Several volumes of dictation practice also exist for 
the Robert's system. Unfortunately, the advanced words and 
phrases are presented, but no key to writing them is 
included. Apparently, this task is left up to the school or 
the instructor.
Like Stenograph, this system was considered in the 
development of an EMSD. Many of the basic concepts share a 
consistency of writing with other known systems.
Another comprehensive method was the Merit Machine 
Shorthand Theory (1986). The Merit system was used by the 
Merit School of Court Reporting in California. Along with 
its basic texts, there was an intensive audio-cassette 
program that was available to other schools. Advanced 
features were given in an alphabetic listing which allowed 
the student to incorporate them as needed. This list was
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compiled to meet the specific needs of the previously 
recorded material available in the program. In other words, 
if an advanced word did not appear in one of the study 
transcripts, it would not be in the listing, and this 
listing only included a rudimentary index of advanced words.
A well-defined system. Merit was consistent with other 
methodologies in basic concepts of shorthand skills and was 
another major consideration for the EMSD. Merit also had 
defined many advanced words in materials that are used at 
the advanced levels. However, it is crucial in arguing the 
need for advanced concepts, to note Merit offered 
alternatives or shortcuts in advanced learning that were 
different than its own original method. One such case was 
Merit's approach to numbers. Numbers were written one way, 
which was consistent with traditional methodologies, while 
in its advanced audio-cassette series. Merit offered a 
complete relearning of numbers as one-stroke briefs (Merit 
School of Court Reporting, 1986).
The Philadelphia Clinic Machine Shorthand Theory (1983) 
was another unique system. It seemed to avoid any in-depth 
look at conflicts, rather concentrating on writing speed 
through special techniques that border on intensive problem­
solving skills by the operator. This system required 
students to reverse and transpose English letters and sounds 
mentally. It also proposed a finger shift of the home 
position which opened new possibilities for more letter
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combinations and representations (Miller, Foster, & Fincun, 
1983) .
The Philadelphia system was the most innovative (most 
extreme), because its authors believed that students should 
not only be required to memorize concepts, but be able to 
relearn other concepts intelligently as well.
Like the Herman Miller system, the Philadelphia Clinic 
system created an exciting feeling of change— change from 
traditional methods of shorthand writing. While Miller 
relied on the heavy use of asterisks, the Clinic innovations 
caused, at first, startling alternatives. A student 
learning this method after completion of beginning concepts 
would have to incorporate sophisticated learning and cross- 
referencing techniques in order to utilize these concepts. 
For example, the traditional way to write a word such as 
"betting" would have been to double-stroke it as "BET/-G" 
because "G" precedes "T" on the keyboard and would be out of 
sequence. The Clinic system wrote "betting" in one stroke 
("BEGT"), arguing that all that was necessary was to 
transpose the two letters. Once learned, the system worked 
well— except this transposition unfortunately puts some 
words into conflict status. By this reversal of letters, 
the new representation spelled another word or phrase. For 
example, transposing the "ing" in "bedding" ("BEGD") also 
created another word as well; "begged". Be that as it may, 
no system can be completely conflict free. Therefore, this
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important system was considered in the development of an 
EMSD (Miller, Foster, & Fincun, 1983) .
All of the preceding methodologies of learning basic 
machine shorthand had unresolved conflicts; some few— some 
many. Also, all of the preceding systems were basic machine 
shorthand methodologies and were rudimentary in their 
treatment of advance methods, with the exception of the 
Philadelphia system which did have advance methods.
Further, it is unlikely that any system could ever be 
devised to incorporate every instance of conflict in the 
English language.
Advanced methods and concepts have usually been left to 
the expertise and knowledge of individual instructors and 
the available resources of the particular school. It 
follows that under these conditions advanced concepts and 
knowledge have been limited to the local educational 
environment.
Boasting a completely conflict-free system, StenEd has 
been actively lobbying schools to adopt its system (Computer 
Compatible Machine Shorthand for Expanding Careers. Ritter,
B.L., 1986). In a letter sent out to school administrators, 
StenEd's Vice President, Chuck Ritter (1989), persuaded: 
StenEd is the only court reporting theory that was 
designed from its inception to be conflict-free and 
thus the best for all computer technology— CAT, real­
time, and other rapid text entry applications. All
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other court reporting theories have made what are often 
described as 'band-aid' changes to a pre-computer 
theory. That is, they have improved their computer 
compatibility, often by borrowing from StenEd concepts 
and outlines, but are still inherently structured so 
that manv conflicts simply cannot be eliminated. This 
presents quite a dilemma to graduates who purchase a 
CAT system and begin to interface with the computer. 
Even after they have struggled for months— in some 
cases for years— building a dictionary, they will, for 
their entire reporting career, waste unnecessary time 
in the edit process and can never— unless they unlearn 
a great deal of their writing habits— be real-time 
writers. Unlearning or relearning, as you know, is far 
more difficult than learning correctly in the first 
place (Itr, May 15, 1989).
What appears to be a truly conflict-free method has 
underlying drawbacks. For example, basic to this system is 
that most words were written out (StenEd writes 
"masculinity" as MAS/KAOU/LIN/TI, in four strokes, while 
other systems write it in two strokes: MAS/KLINT). The time 
saved is conspicuous. In StenEd, also, shortcuts are kept 
to a minimum. Another drawback is the need for an extra 
stroke to indicate capitalization, but in all fairness, most 
systems do not have that capability (Ritter, B.L., 1986).
It is important to note that StenEd has been crafted to a
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finite degree: Its methodology is excellently prepared, and 
its concepts are consistently appropriate. What is 
influential in this system is that there is no room for 
outside techniques. This unique learning system has its own 
beginning, middle, and end: It is the most complete system
available.
A workable system, StenEd is appraised as a viable 
system of worth in the development of an EMSD. In its text,
C. L. Ritter (1986) worked diligently to find every instance 
of a concept in order to have learners experience every 
nuance and characteristic possible. This is a large asset 
to students, because they are afforded an articulation of 
the sound from every direction. Students who miss a word in 
advanced work are not often heard to say as in other 
systems, "I've never heard that word before."
Another new addition to the growing list of 
alternatives was RapidText out of Irvine, California. This 
was a direct entry system geared more for professional 
manuscript preparation than for court reporting. The 
company's Vice President, Glory Johnson, reported that her 
company was working on a text to suit its computer system. 
Basically, an annotated shorthand machine keyboard was 
connected to a word processor such as WordPerfect, utilizing 
MS-DOS (Microsoft-Disk Operating System), and as the 
operator keyed in outlines, the RapidText program 
immediately translated them into English. Johnson also
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claimed that once the basic keyboard orientation for 
RapidText was learned, any system could be used for direct 
translation as long as an individual's personal dictionary 
was available. Although RapidText is in the process of 
promulgating its own system, those who have already learned 
other methodologies can easily adapt to RapidText's entry 
system (RapidText; Preliminarv Training Materials. 1989) .
Digitext of California, a division of Wang Corporation, 
was another direct-entry system, again designed primarily 
for manuscript preparation and not court reporting. Like 
StenEd, most words were written out in syllables in this 
system. Digitext declared that trained operators can write 
any word in English and foreign languages because everything 
was written phonetically. Its system's approach to 
shorthand seemed to have come full circle back to pen and 
pencil. However, it is important to point out that this new 
direction machine shorthand was taking illustrated the 
diversity of opportunities available for the machine 
shorthand trained (Digitext, 1985).
Recent trends
Computer Aided Transcription (CAT). Advances in 
technology in the last ten years have begun to revolutionize 
the court reporting field. In 1985, the NSRA's report, CAT 
in the Courts; A National Survev. reflected the NSRA's 
dictum of a five-year program, begun in 1984, to encourage
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practicing court reporters to adopt Computer Aided 
Transcription when producing transcripts. This report 
promulgated the results of its survey to identify the use of 
CAT by members and courts.
CAT systems virtually have eliminated the need for 
court reporters to type, or employ others to type, their 
transcripts. However, all reporters were not using CAT.
The NSRA study confirmed what NSRA already expected, 
"...approximately 1 in 5 official reporters use CAT to 
produce transcripts" (p. 4). It was interesting to note 
that these data also indicated that of the two major groups, 
official court reporters and freelance reporters, the use of 
CAT systems was dramatically higher in the latter group.
It was significant that NSRA's (1985) study indicated 
no dramatic change in a court reporter's monthly volume 
produced. According to that study:
It is interesting to note that regardless of production 
method, the majority of official reporters (77.6% of 
CAT users and 69.5% of non-CAT users) are producing 
between 200 and 1,000 pages of transcript per month (p. 
7).
M. H. Block (1985) explained the new concept of real­
time reporting in his article in the National Shorthand 
Reporter entitled "Real-time Reporting as a Career." With 
the aid of a computer, a reporter's notes were instantly 
translated into English on the Judge's bench and counsels'
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tables. Reading back and researching previous testimony 
were facilitated by this approach. In the past, reporters 
either had to read back a section of testimony, which took 
valuable court time, or had to provide the typewritten copy 
the next day. Providing copy the next day was known as 
"daily copy" (p. 20-21 and Marrone, N., 1989).
In 1986, the Courtroom of the Future, which was debuted 
in Phoenix, Detroit, and Chicago, was making news and caused 
the prediction that computer-aided transcription would 
"revolutionize" the field of court reporting. Essentially 
this system dispensed "real-time" (almost immediate) 
translations of testimony to the bench and counsels. "Real 
time" was a term created for immediate translation of 
stenographic notes. Up until then, a transcript could be 
several days in preparation. In fact, next day service or 
"dailies" was the best offered in the past— and at a price. 
The Chicago courtroom and two similarly equipped courts in 
Phoenix and Detroit are part of a $75,000 experiment that 
may determine how the courtroom of the future will be set up 
(Karlovits, J.R. 1989).
Non-Shorthand Methods. Other methods of producing 
official transcripts have surfaced in recent years. Most of 
these methods can be grouped under one heading: Electronic 
Recording (ER). Some lower courts, or Courts of No Record, 
have utilized ER as a convenient record or backup to the 
proceedings should a question or need for a transcript
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arise. There have been attempts to incorporate audio- and 
video-taped recordings in courts where an official 
transcript need not be produced. Other courts have 
instituted ER because no shorthand reporter was available to 
fill the position. Many courts that adopted these systems 
have since rejected them because: 1) an audio or video tape 
can be annotated without detection, 2) inaudible portions 
cannot be replicated to written transcript, and 3) an audio 
or video tape cannot testify to its own validity (Bryan,
D.R., 1985; Gross, E.G., 1982; Wilson, J.B., 1982; &
Parsons, J.B., 1981).
Miller and Fontes' book (1979), Videotape on Trial: A 
View from the Jurv Box, was a venture into the positive 
aspects of videotaping in the courtroom. The authors were 
promoters of using videotape in the courtroom. Although 
they present setbacks to the concept of videotaping, they 
did not consider or discuss the legal setbacks that have 
occurred in superior courts that affect the use of videotape 
in courtrooms.
Several courts have been forced to overturn convictions 
because of the problems inherent in audio/videotaping 
testimony. Rogner (1985) reported that an attorney in his 
jurisdiction had been forced to protest to no avail a 
reversal against his plaintiff that had been overturned 
because of ER "Blanks, spaces, and inaudibles [inaudible 
word or words] in the transcript of the oral hearing," (p.
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in her article, "Deus ex Machina is no Panacea— Again!" She 
noted that ER was gaining in Courts of No Record, because 
qualified court reporters were not available. Wilson listed 
the reports she found, all previous to 1980, while 
conducting her study in the State of Utah. She concluded 
that ER in Courts of No Record was appropriate, but not 
superior or equal to a qualified court reporter. Wilson 
wrote, "Overall, the staff agreed that the errors in the ER 
transcript outnumbered those in the reporter's transcript by 
more than four to one" (p. 20).
The NSRA's position was that ER, if necessary, should 
be administered by a trained court reporter. In many 
instances, both systems were used. Sandra McFate saw 
videotaping of depositions as a skill to be acquired by 
court reporters. She promoted the Certified Legal Video 
Specialist (CLVS) examination which had been established by 
NSRA in 1983. The Association's exact policy on videotaping 
was as follows:
NSRA is an active proponent of the use of videotape 
technology in connection with the pretrial preparations 
and preservation of testimony. It is the official 
policy of the Association to support and encourage the 
use of videotape when court reporters prepare a 
simultaneous shorthand record of the proceedings...(p. 
30) .
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Warning reporters. Vice President May Smith Agren 
(1989) disclosed that ER was used in some courts because no 
one has been available to fill crucial positions in the 
courts. Agren believed that promoting the profession, 
suggesting changes to schools, sharing the history, and 
becoming involved in internship programs would increase the 
likelihood of more graduates (p. 51, 53).
One system, almost after the fact when discussing the 
different ways machine shorthand has been written, was 
Cipher-Scan. It was a mechanical device that, along with a 
computer, read the actual hard copy produced by a shorthand 
machine. Tom King of Cipher-Scan, Inc., vowed that Cipher- 
Scan will "know" a writer's dictionary after only three jobs 
are processed through his translation process, because his 
program is capable of remembering and classifying unique 
ways of writing as they are encountered (Interview, Jan. 20, 
1989).
New Occupations. New and exciting career fields are 
opening for the machine-shorthand trained. Alternatives in 
recent years include closed-captioning for the hearing 
impaired, foreign-movie subtitling, live sports reporting on 
tote boards, and general manuscript preparation in the 
office (Jorpeland, M.S., 1982; & Block, M.H., 1982).
Digitext. As previously stated, this system is 
not geared for court reporting as much as it is in document 
preparation routine in the office environment. It argues
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that a stenotypist can accomplish up to 60 pages an hour, 
while the traditional typist averages 12— without 
interruptions (Digitext, 1985).
Digitext's advance concepts were not considered 
appropriate for the development of an EMSD, because this 
system is written strictly in syllables— avoiding any 
advance concepts— and because this system does not cover 
many of the specific areas necessary to court reporting.
RapidText. RapidText is manuscript oriented. It
claims ;
RapidText is a new technology that is making it 
possible to input into word processing programs and 
take advantage of desktop publishing. Now you can 
input rapidly and incorporate graphics (illustrations 
and photographs) into documents. The use of RapidText 
is making more jobs available for people with court 
reporting skills. Moreover, documents can be produced 
faster than even before and can be more attractive 
(Preliminary Training Materials, 1989).
RapidText was another system not considered in the 
development of an EMSD. As of this study's completion, a 
published text was still in the developmental stage.
Issues
High Attrition Rates. The NSRA in 1986 identified that 
a critical shortage of qualified court reporters existed in
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Federal courts and lower court systems. In that same year, 
the NSRA published their report, which was the result of a 
survey sent to school administrators, citing the major 
factor contributing to the national shortage of court 
reporters was that schools were not producing enough 
qualified graduates (NSRA). Several reasons for the high 
attrition rate were lack of speed progression, family 
problems, lack of academic skills (most notably English), 
and a lack of awareness of the depth of commitment necessary 
to become a Court Reporter (Bichy, 1989).
Fighting the high attrition rate of students in court 
reporting programs was one of Cassie Bichy's prime concerns 
at Villa Julie College. She felt that students should be 
introduced to expectations, goal setting, and time 
management in order that they would become "committed". She 
advised, "What I have done is to create a situation in which 
the students have every possibility of being successful..." 
(p.38).
In "How to Motivate Reporting Students," Pauletta Morse 
and Diane Davis (1989) presented a good description of the 
characteristics of one program at Southern Illinois 
University at Carbondale which concentrated on student 
motivation. They wrote, "...the major factor in helping 
these students achieve their goals is for their instructors 
to find ways of instilling in them [the students] the one
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aspect without which they will achieve almost nothing; 
motivation" (p. 40).
National Shortage. Haueisen (1975) discussed a pilot 
program in an Ohio school district to answer the critical 
shortage in that state for qualified court reporters. The 
pilot program was an intensive two-year court reporting 
curriculum directed at elevating and improving court 
reporting skills from previous levels (p. 16).
In another article, Haueisen (1977) reported that his 
court reporting program advertised itself because court 
reporting is a field in demand throughout the country.
In a continuing effort to attract students to become 
members, the NSRA periodically sent promotional material to 
schools to interest students. In 1983, the membership voted 
to relax its by-laws as follows;
Any student of shorthand reporting who is certified by 
a court reporter training program instructor or 
director as having enrolled in reporting school shall 
be eligible to become a student member. Student 
membership shall not be limited to students enrolled in 
NSRA approved program schools. A student member shall 
be eligible to renew his/her membership three times for 
a total of four years of student membership (Ltr, May 
13, 1986).
Eileen S. Farkas (1989) implored working reporters to 
become active in recruitment and teaching. She believed
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practicing reporter. She also pointed out that involved 
reporters would become better reporters.
A revealing study was conducted by Gary M. Cramer to 
determine the actual time it took for most students to 
complete a court reporting program. He surveyed 485 
successful completers (172 responded) of the California 
Certified Shorthand Reporters examinations for November 
1986, May 1987, and November 1987. The overall results of 
the survey indicated that most students, regardless of 
whether they were full-time, part-time, daytime, or 
nighttime attenders, took an average of 44 months to 
complete their programs.
Cohen and Weiss (1961) provided a handbook for students 
and practicing court reporters to increase their speed in 
machine shorthand. Speedbuilding was a mechanical process 
according to them. Therefore, the authors believed that 
practice and more practice would eventually lead to better 
and faster speeds.
Richard Featheringham (1989), in an article about the 
problem of increasing shorthand speed, used the technique of 
"Sneak Previews". These previews were projected visually or 
orally and were comprised of ten percent of the material to 
be dictated. He preselected these words for their 
uniqueness. "I use the word interesting." he stated, 
"because a word like hard or difficult tends to promote
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negative images..." (p. 44). Addressing advanced concepts 
obliquely, he held that an advanced phrase can be presented 
during this preview phase in preparation for the actual 
dictation (p. 44).
In another article on shorthand speed. Featheringham 
(1989) explored the realm of "mental rehearsing of motor 
skills." He cited the need for routine rehearsal of skills 
to prepare the student for execution of those same skills 
(p. 48).
Summarv
What became apparent after reviewing the literature 
available in court reporting was that the major issues were 
a national shortage of court reporters, the credibility and 
capabilities of court reporters, the adoption of CAT 
systems, ER's threat of encroachment on the field of court 
reporting, and continuing educational efforts.
The texts that existed for learning court reporting 
were at first traditional, but on closer observation, were 
diverse and, in some cases, innovative. It was apparent 
also that very few resources, on the whole, were available 
to schools and instructors for advanced concepts and 
shortcuts. The undercurrent here was the constant awareness 
that the NSRA's study essentially blamed the educational 
sector for not producing "qualified" candidates for entry 
into the field.
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It was apparent that no EMSD existed in the educational 
sector, because these systems of learning machine shorthand 
were channeled to their own ends. The authors were hesitant 
to promote advanced learning, for to have done so would have 
implied that their basic system's presentations were faulty. 
Moreover, the trend appears to have been to incorporate 
advanced features in beginning methods as long as they did 
not cause a complete relearning of concepts or were not 
compatible with conflict-free writing. Also, it could be 
assumed that authors of beginning methodologies were aware 
that a large body of material existed for advanced words, 
phrases, and concepts in the possession of court reporting 
instructors and individual schools. Also at hand was the 
belief that instructors and individual schools would not 
collectively welcome advance techniques into their already 
standard curricula.
On the other hand, court reporters were not only hard 
workers but usually displayed an unusual esprit de corns 
about their chosen field. The current status of court 
reporting education, as the NSRA saw it, could be summed up 
by the remarks of NSRA's Immediate Past President, William
C. Oliver (1989):
Educationally, NSRA is no longer in the business of 
'repackaging old goods.' Admittedly, our new approach 
requires that reporters summon up more courage than is 
needed to recycle older, more familiar, learning
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patterns. But if we truly accept lifelong learning and 
lifelong change as the keys to success, we will be 
linked, decade after decade, with the future (p. 26). 
The attitude NSRA had taken toward the new horizons in 
court reporting was positive and refreshing while firmly 
recognizing the worth of its past. Court reporters did not 
plan to be eliminated due to obsolescence or lack of 
technical expertise. The field of court reporting was 
changing as change became available.
,1




This chapter includes the design and step-by-step 
execution of the plan of study; criteria used to determine 
whether the data are valid and reliable; how the information 
from the literature and the results from the survey were to 
be analyzed to attain the objectives, or respond to the 
research questions; and a brief summary of the chapter's 
contents.
Methods of Research





Phase One: Validation. A questionnaire, developed from 
a review of the current literature, provided information the 
researcher desired according to the premises and questions 
raised in Chapter 1.
Prior to this questionnaire's distribution to the 
Program Directors of court reporting programs in the United 
States, it was sent to a panel of 17 experts from five 
western states for validation purposes. Once the field
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testing of the questionnaire was returned, it was revised 
accordingly and titled "Eclectic Machine Shorthand 
Dictionary Questionnaire" or EMSDQ (Appendix A).
Demographic information was asked in order to obtain 
data about the schools and programs queried. These 
questions asked specifically what shorthand system was used, 
what type of degree or certificate was granted, and how long 
the program or programs were in duration.
The remaining questions were specific to the study's 
premises and questions which are outlined in detail in the 
next chapter.
A cover letter was then prepared (Appendix A) to 
explain the nature of the study and its importance to the 
field of court reporting and addressed to the Program 
Directors or Administrator of a court reporting program. To 
this end. Jay L. Schaivo, Membership Director, NSRA, 
furnished a list of the accredited court reporting programs 
in the United States (Appendix D).
Phase Two; Distribution. The final questionnaire was 
then readied for distribution to all accredited court 
reporting Program Directors or their representatives in the 
United States. A list of labels was prepared and, at the 
end of May 1989, the EMSDQ was then sent by Priority Mail 
with an addressed and stamped easy return mailer.
Recipients were advised, on the last page of the EMSDQ, of
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the importance of their answers and given a response 
deadline of June 15, 1989 (Appendix A).
Phase Three; Analvsis. After the June 15 deadline, the 
questionnaire was analyzed based on respondents' answers. 
Aside from demographic information which warranted 
specialized treatment according to the question asked, each 
question was tallied by percent of responses. The remaining 
questions were separated then by question number and 
response, and a percentile was computed by the following 
formula; Number of individual responses divided by total 
number of responses.
A percentage of 50 percent or larger was arbitrarily 
considered a consensus and used as the guide to the 
significance of the responses. The information was then 
utilized to;
1. Compare the assessments of court reporting 
program directors with the information 
resulting from the review of the current 
literature,
2. Categorize concepts and specific types of 
court reporting methodologies essential to 
advanced students in court reporting, and
3. Develop an Eclectic Machine Shorthand 
Dictionary based on the overall needs 
indicated by the review of the literature and 
the national survey.
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This chapter concentrated on the design of the study to 
develop an EMSD. This chapter presented the three phases of 
the investigative procedures used: 1) validation of the 
study and the survey instrument; 2) distribution of the 
survey instrument; and 3) analysis of the review of the 
literature and the data extrapolated from the EMSDQ which 
provides the foundation for Chapter 4's discussion of the 
results.
.1




This chapter presents the results of this research 
study concerned with the development of an Eclectic Machine 
Shorthand Dictionary. The results were analyzed regarding 
the questions being investigated, and the results regarding 
interactions among the objectives and research questions. 
This chapter also presents results or findings on matters 
not planned as part of the study but which were uncovered in 
the investigation's course and which are relevant; and 
concludes with a brief recapitulation of this chapter's main 
contents.
Literature Review Results
The review of the literature in Chapter 2 revealed a 
need for a student court reporting dictionary comprehensive 
to the most common and most popular methodologies. Even 
though few advanced resources exist, no comprehensive 
resources available to all of the most common and most 
popular methodologies were found.
Further, it was interesting to note that there were 
very few resources available that suggested any guidelines 
in the presentation of advanced material to be learned.
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Regardless of whether a program used advance machine 
shorthand concepts, it was important to define the 
appropriate place in a curriculum for medical testimony, 
legal testimony, and jury charge testimony. StenEd and 
Roberts have advanced material available but do not dictate 
sequence of presentation. StenEd, a system that leaves 
little room for alternative ways to write shorthand 
outlines, provides the most comprehensive resources.
Roberts' well-prepared texts do not, once past the beginning
system stage, give any indication of how these new
vocabularies are to be written other than what has already
been learned.
The literature review also indicated that developing an 
EMSD would be desirable and in the best interest of advanced 
court reporting education, mainly because such a resource 
does not currently exist. Also important to this discussion 
is the information that court reporting programs experience 
very high attrition rates.
According to the 1986 NSRA study, one of the reasons 
school administrators felt that students exited was lack of 
speed progression, which a comprehensive advanced resource 
could alleviate. It is logical that if speed can be 
increased by advanced concepts and shortcuts, then the 
student, who has reached a speed barrier, can be helped over 
that barrier.
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Sylvia Pollick, an accomplished court reporter and NSRA 
Certificate of Merit writer, believes that advanced 
shortcuts are crucial to writing faster and becoming a Merit 
writer. Stenograph's system has been rewritten to include 
advanced concepts right along with beginning methods. 
Robert's system, since it is a relatively new one, sees the 
need to incorporate advanced concepts as beginning concepts. 
The trend apparently seems to be that advanced concepts are 
welcome, but most program directors would rather these 
concepts be included in the basic system.
Since an eclectic dictionary does not exist, one should 
be developed to meet the overall court reporting needs of 
court reporting programs. In order to satisfy these 
methodologies, the EMSD should furnish alternatives to write 
a certain word or phrase. However, in most cases, the 
methodologies are similar in many basic concepts and in 
these cases alternatives will not be necessary. In this 
connection, it is important that the preface of the EMSD 
prepare the student user with advice on the selective 
incorporation of any word, phrase, or concept.
The user should also be cautioned that a word should 
not be incorporated recklessly. It is important that he 
"figure out" the reason for the creation of the outline in 
question, i.e.. the reasoning behind the way it is written 
or the prevalence of the occurrence of a specialized word or 
phrase. Admittedly, many of the words and phrases will only
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occur in the special environments inherent to court 
reporting. Therefore, the user should be able to discern 
the purpose and underlying concept that are possibly at 
work. It is hoped that this method will promote a new and 
articulate awareness in the user which will cause him to 
better understand how he writes. In this way, he becomes a 
thinking writer instead of an automatic writer.
Survev Results
From the list of approved schools furnished by NSRA 
(Appendix D), 83 questionnaires were mailed and 69 were 
returned. Two of the schools were eliminated from the 
results because they are Canadian schools, and the study was 
limited to the United States. The 12 remaining schools were 
contacted by phone.
The demographic information. Questions 1-4, disclosed 
from the EMSDQ is presented as a background and framework on 
which to build the study. The data are presented in 
percentage rank of responses. If unsolicited comments were 
made by the respondents, these comments are included 
immediately following the presentation of the percentage of 
responses, except for Question 21, which specifically asks 
for comments.
Question 1. Which basic machine shorthand system 
does your program utilize?
42% Stenograph








"School is switching from Philadelphia Clinic to 
Stenograph in the fall."
"This school revised Roberts."
"We have made revisions to Stenograph's [system] 
to make it more computer compatible."
"Our own [system]— a combination of many."
"We will be switching from Stenograph to StenEd in 
September 1989."
"We devised our own [system] based on Stenograph."
"We have an instructor-revised version of 
Stenograph."
"Recently changed from Roberts to Stenograph."
Question 2. Does your school offer a degree or 
certificate?
75% offer an associate's degree 
23% offer a completion certificate 
15% offer a diploma 
6% offer a bachelor's degree
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COMMENTS :
"Associate's Degree is for some students who are
being taught out from a program we had when we were a ■
college."
"Going from associate's degree to bachelor's
degree."
Question 3. Is your court reporting program







"It does take the average student longer than two 
years to complete."
"Students have the option to continue beyond two 
years to develop shorthand skill."
"Two-year, but often takes three."
"We are in a pilot project in which CR students 
will enroll for first quarter (9 weeks) for English and 
typewriting, then begin 2h years of specialization."
"Two-year program, but most take longer; at least 
one more 10-week quarter to achieve final speed 
requirements."
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"Very few complete the course in two academic 
years. The majority need an additional half year or whole 
year."
"[Program is] competency based— 2-3 years, 
whatever it takes."
Question 4. Besides Court Reporter Training, does 









"We have a complete supporting curriculum."
"We will offer CR Scopist and Rapid Text Entry in
1990."
"Occasionally a student uses the machine in Legal 
Secretarial. Our training enables graduates to become 
employed as hearing stenographers."
Questions 5 through 20 and the responses are arranged 
the same way in which they appeared on the EMSDQ which was 
mailed to Program Directors or Administrators of court 
reporting programs. A percentage of each response is given 
alongside each choice.
.1
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Question 5. Are your court reporting students 
required to maintain a personal Machine Shorthand dictionary 





"Yes, in [our system] only; they may use others 
contained in StenEd's Professional Dictionary."
"No, we have a school dictionary."
"Yes, according to [our system] and other 
computer-compatible words and phrases."
"It is suggested that students keep a personal 
list of any phrases or briefs that they themselves have 
invented or use often— some practice it— some do not."
"Our system, Brenner, includes one."
"No, but most do."
"No, we provide CAT dictionary based on [system]
learned."
"No. Not required but most do! (In addition to 
the Brenner dictionary.)"
"Yes, they pick and choose from StenEd briefs and 
arbitraries the ones they wish to use."
Question 6. Are court reporting students required 
to assemble a Computer dictionary before graduation?
58% YES





"Not required. We have a dictionary on one system 
that they may take with them."
"No, a copy of ours is made available to them." 
"Yes, it's provided and given to them as hard copy 
and floppy."
"A dictionary is optional."
"They can either produce their own or make a copy 
of the one we have available."
"Available upon graduation."
"No, but they are given the option through job 
dictionaries in the X-Scribe computer system."
"Not required as yet, but recommended."
"No, but given the opportunity."
Question 7. In your opinion, are advanced briefs 





"Don't know. Perhaps some are for some students." 
"We have it— most programs don't."
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"Definitely beneficial to expedite writing— some 
individuals prefer phonetic writing which is not 
discouraged."
"I teach them but only high-frequency occurrences 
after [our method] is introduced."
"Not required, but students have the opportunity."
"Not needed— but helpful!"
Question 8. How would you rate the availability 









"Poor, I like Wiley's books for concepts, but we 
could still use more briefs and dictation material."
"Good, for our [system]."
"Adequate; however, I am not aware of any for the 
[system] we teach."
"Confusing in most [systems]."
"Good, we use onlv the briefs published by the 
authors of StenEd. We do not believe in mixing [systems]."
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"Seven schools use the Brenner system; although, 
we do not promote it, they discover its strengths though 
contact with other users."
Question 9. Are you aware of any universal 
advanced Machine Shorthand Dictionary which could be used 
with any beginning system?
71% NO
14% DON'T KNOW
15% YES (4%, Stenograph; 5%, StenEd;
2%, Tomcat; 2%, NAIT; 2%, Digitext)
COMMENTS :
"I don't believe it would be good. We use only 
the dictionary published by StenEd."
"No, but I think that StenEd could be."
Question 10. Does your school teach other 






"We offer alternative briefs and phrases in the 
upper classes if they are interested in using them."
"Yes, only because we have many students who 
transfer to our school with various [systems]. Also we will 
offer a brief which does not conflict."
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"Yes, the basic writing stays the same but writing 
rules are added (i.e., KP = ex is introduced in beginning 
methods; drilled on later.)."
"I'm not clear as to what you mean."
"Yes, but stressing computer compatibility."
Question 11. If you answered YES to the previous 
question, where are these concepts based?
77% Instructor Resources
29% Other (21%, school resources; 8%,
other students)
14% A Text (3%, NAIT; 3%, Digitext; 3%,
StenEd; 5%, Phila. Clinic)
0% Don't Know
COMMENTS :
"We get briefs from students."
"[We have] class discussions and trade-off ideas."
"Any briefs or phrases that other students have 
made up themselves are offered to the others."
Question 12. Please mark the areas you would have 
included in an Universal dictionary:
98% General Phrases
90% Jury Charge Terminology
86% Medical Terminology
83% Legal Terminology
70% Technical Terminology (50%, not
limited to any specific area; 2%,
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Asbestos; 2%, Real Estate; 2%, 
Insurance; 2%, Plants; 2%, 
Economics; 2%, Congressional; 2%, 
Construction; 2%, Geology; 2%, 
Industrial; 2%, Directions)
0% Other
Question 13. Are students offered alternative 





"Yes, as long as they correlate with the 
principles of our [system] of writing and do not create 
conflicts."
"Yes— some, but not many."
"Some write out, some use briefs. We can only 
suggest and drill; they will be the ones to accept them into 
their writing style."
"No, generally not."
"Students are discouraged— stress orthodox 
principles for consistent writing."
"Yes, some."
"No, if the text shows two ways to write a word, I 
recommend that the student choose one and be consistent."
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Question 14. Are students taught different 






"Yes, we help transfer-in students resolve 
conflicts."
"Unnecessary !"
"They [students] are taught to resolve conflicts 
in [the basic system]."
"No, we have no conflicts with our [system]."
"No, everything is taught in [the beginning
system]."
"Not Necessarily."
"No, their [system] should resolve conflicts."
"Yes, to some extent— but they must be compatible 
with StenEd."
"Yes, whole basis of this [system] is 'no 
conflicts'."
Question 15. Do students who complete your court 
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COMMENTS :
"Yes, although some will branch out and use more 
briefs and or phrases than others."
"Yes, particularly since starting to use StenEd
[system]."
"Yes with a little variation."
"Yes, not 100% probably— but close to it."
"No, court reporters are individuals first!" 
Question 16. Do you think advanced Machine 






"No, they create hesitation in stroking if not 
included in basic [system]."
"No, because too many shortcuts break your writing
rhythm."
"Yes, only if the students know the 'shortcut' 
inside out, frontwards, backwards, etc., etc."
"Most champion writers use very few briefs. High­
speed writing must be fluent without hesitation. Briefs can 
slow a person down if they do not immediately come to mind."
"Don't know— depends on where they are offered in 
the program."
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"Don't know. I read conflicting points of view on 
this in NSRA publications and hear discussions at NSRA 
teacher's seminars."
"Yes, but not all of them."
"Yes, as long as they don't conflict with other 
outlines. I am one who believes in drilling a lot. The 
student becomes programmed."
"Yes, with correlated drill material."
"Don't know— for some people— not for all!"
Question 17. Do you think advanced Machine 
Shorthand shortcuts have the potential of causing students 





"It depends on personality of individual."
"No, nothing helps there!"
"Don't know. I believe it depends on each 
individual student. Some of my students write almost 
everything out and do very well. Others use shortcuts and 
do well. Writing becomes very 'personalized'."
Question 18. Do you think advanced Machine 
Shorthand shortcuts have the potential of causing students 
to become better shorthand writers?
54% YES




"Not necessarily— some students need 'shortcuts' 
more than others."
"Yes, if learned well both in writing and reading
them. "
"Don't know. Not necessarily. If phrases and 
briefs are not stroked absolutely accurately, they cannot 
read back— or transcribe— much less be translated by the 
computer."
"Not necessarily. People are different and react 
differently."
Question 19. Do you think a reverse dictionary, 
alphabetized by outlines and mirroring the main dictionary, 





"Would be good for a scopist!"
"Yes, many CAT computer machines can provide this
"As a matter of fact, I tried to work one myself 
from our Brenner [system] book in alphabetized order by
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outline, and it about drove me nuts. I quit on the letter 
' C ' . "
"Yes, but limited."
"Yes, limited; for conflict resolution."
"If available— it is useful."
"No, StenEd has such a dictionary, which we have 
not found useful."
"Very minimal."
Question 20. Do you think advanced Machine 






"Yes, if the student does not know how to write 
and read it perfectly."
"Yes, in some cases, my students have said, 'Yes', 
when I have asked this. It puts a great burden on some
student's minds. Some students do not 'think' in shortcuts- 
-others do."
"Yes, if they try to use briefs for too many
words."
"Yes, if given too soon."
"No, not unless they don't know them well enough, 
and they hesitate."
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"Don't know. In some cases, yes— others, no."
"No, if they incorporate the most commonly used 
ones only."
"No, unless students don't learn (memorize) them 
well enough to both write them very automatically and 
recognize them easily in reading the notes."
"No, students know what is comfortable for them to
read and write and what is not. They can pick and choose
the shortcuts that work for them and the ones that don't ."
"Yes, If they become obsessed with learning
shortcuts."
Question 21. What specific problem(s) do you 
perceive arising out of the use of advanced shortcuts?
COMMENTS :
"If students do not study and practice brief forms 
thoroughly but have the ability to stroke phonetically with 
accuracy and consistence, then they should abandon brief 
forms."
"Shortcuts should agree with [system] principles 
as much as possible."
"Very much interested in the Results.
"As with any arbitrary or technique, if it is not 
responded to automatically; it causes hesitation and slows 
the student down."
"Memorization causes hesitation, and memory fades 
without constant use."
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"Students having to think about outlines lose
speed."
"Students should be writing with speaker; not 
waiting to determine if phrase can be briefed."
"So much time could be spent learning these 
shortcuts, that the student would not learn to just write."
"I have had students who want a brief or short 
form for every word and phrase they hear, instead of being 
selective, and this has slowed them down a lot or they have 
been unable to read their notes because they can't remember 
what the short forms stand for. Our StenEd writers who use 
selected briefs but write lots of stuff out are much better 
at reading back."
"Students become so dependent on shortcuts, they 
do not do well on dense material that requires written-out 
outlines."
"Available time to master such phrases and 
shortcuts is time consuming. When trainees write, they 
think of phrases they missed or shortcuts they could have 
employed. Make the shortcuts available and let learners 
select what suits their needs."
"Many students do not want the responsibility of 
their own learning and tend to shut the system down."
"Sometimes students have difficulty with 'dense' 
or literary material if they rely too heavily on shortcuts."
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"If students try to use shortcuts, but do not 
learn them well, they become confused, stop to think what 
the shortcut is rather than instantly reacting and end up 
dropping words. In such a case, they could have been better 
off by stroking the word out. Too many shortcuts— half 
learned— can be as bad as too few."
"Students tend to 'gather' briefs and try to 
memorize them, which often results in retardation rather 
than gain in terms of progress."
"Some students may 'create' a shortcut on the 
spot— then in transcribing, they may not remember what the 
shortcut meant."
"While I do feel that advance machine shorthand 
shortcuts can increase speed, I find that the students 
sometimes become careless in their writing habits. I find 
most students are relying on the shortcuts and can't write 
phonetically when confronted with unfamiliar terminology."
"None that I can think of right off hand."
"Takes longer teaching time; less time available 
for speed building."
"Having a few are great ; too many creates 
confusion and are too easily forgotten."
"We use a [system] that originated with 
Stenograph's [system], but then we modified it. Your briefs 
would have to mirror our basic writing. How is that
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possible? I'd like to see anything you produce. Your 
questions are interesting."
"If not chosen wisely and learned properly, 
advanced shortcuts can lead to hesitation in writing and 
conflicts."
"Infrequent use— forget the brief."
"Could cause hesitation."
"More possibility for conflicts."
"I think it is important to expose the student to
these in [system]. In my [system] classes, I drill a lot in
arbitraries and phrases; therefore, the student becomes 
programmed just like a computer, in the early stages. If 
something is learned in [system], no time or effort will be 
wasted in changing— which is sometimes difficult."
"Shortcuts are all right as long as the student
does not have to stop and think about it. If it is learned
in [system], it is set in a student's mind. Thank you for 
including me in your survey."
"Our students learn Digitext. In this [system], 
we also have, and use, the Digitext Dictionary."
"None— but repetitive usage important to learn the 
outlines (advanced) in the beginning. Please send me 
results."
"I believe some students try to rely too much on 
shortcuts to avoid stroking out multi-stroke words and then 
ultimately have trouble reading the notes they've written.
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I've seen this with some students who seem able to write the 
material but then don't recognize their 'shortcuts' when 
reading them. Not all unfamiliar technical terms, proper 
nouns, etc., can be written in just one or two strokes if 
the student is going to be able to read and transcribe them 
accurately. There is some limit to ability to memorize 
'shortcuts' if too many get involved."
"Until a student feels the 'need' for a shortcut 
of a word or phrase encountered often, he will not learn it. 
What is a shortcut for one may not be for another. The best 
I can do is to tell them the shortcut is available 
(introduce them) and let them pick and choose the ones they 
need. I have come to this conclusion after many years of 
struggling with this problem. P.S.; I will eagerly 
anticipate the results of this questionnaire."
"Introduced too soon, they can confuse writer. 
Every [system] should offer the basic sound first with 
definite prefixes and suffixes and root strategies before 
going to advanced phrases, etc. Each writer should have the 
option of stroking out before shortcuts!"
"Getting the student through the change. After a 
student has learned a specific way to write an arbitrary, 
phrase, or word, they have a difficult time changing that. 
From my experience, it can be done (change) but is 
difficult. And in a speed crunch (fast testimony) most all 
people use the first thing they were taught."
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"When a student has to think of the shortcut or 
brief, he or she tends to drop many words."
"Hesitation in writing. Throws students out of 
rhythm if the first word of a 'shortcut' phrase has been 
written and then the writer hears rest of phrase."
"Writing an outline too many different ways."
"Some students can't handle advanced shortcuts 
since it causes them to hesitate— these have to be used 
'cautiously' and 'selectively'! Some students prefer to 
write it out."
"If a student thinks that speed is achieved by 
using shortcuts."
"If a student tries to use too many and their flow 
of writing is hampered."
"If there are computer conflicts in using some 
shortcuts."
"If someone does not know abbreviation, etc., 
thoroughly, hesitation in writing will result— the downfall 
of any writer. Also, all briefs must be easily read. If 
someone only practices writing a brief and not also reading 
it, transcription problems arise."
"They cannot be forced on students. Our 
philosophy is to offer the outlines and dictate the 
'phrases' in drill. However students want to 'keep up' is 
their personal choice— short cut memorization is not for all 
students. Some do better by writing everything out."
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"If the outlines for arbitraries, etc., require 
•thought' or longer reaction time, it can slow a reporter 
more than writing phonetically. Any 'shortcuts' have to be 
automatic."
"There should not be a problem if students are 
consistent in their writing and the advanced shortcuts are 
not conflicts with other words."
"The advanced shortcuts might not be based on our 
Stenograph [system], and this could cause some confusion. 
Would appreciate a copy of the results."
"If not included in writing [the basic system], 
advanced concepts are memorized and not part of the 
'foundation' of writing by sound. As with any memorization, 
'recalling' the outlines creates writing hesitation, thus 
slowing speed development."
"It takes a lot of practice to replace old 
[system] with new. Under pressure, most writers will revert 
to old. Also choosing one over the other may reduce writing 
speed."
The following summary of results can be gleaned from 
EMSDQ: Stenograph appears to be the most used system by 
court reporting schools (42%) followed by Roberts (22%) and 
StenEd (20%). However, several schools that cited 
Stenograph commented that they had altered the system to 
suit their needs.
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Of the respondents, 75 percent offered an associate's 
degree, while 23 percent offered a certificate of 
completion, and 15 percent gave a diploma. Some schools 
offered more than one type, but the trend toward a 
lengthening of a court reporting program is reflected in the 
fact that 6 percent of the respondents offered a bachelor's
In Question 3, the respondents demonstrated that most 
court reporting programs are regarded as two-year programs 
(83%). But in the comments, it became clear that 2 years 
may not be long enough for the average student to progress 
to a level of proficiency necessary in court reporting.
Very few programs offered alternatives to court 
reporting (65%). Of those that offered alternatives 13 
percent cited secretarial followed by hearing reporting 
(8%), scoping (8%), ER tech. (6%), legal specialist (2%), 
and RapidText (2%).
Also, it was clear that a majority of the respondents 
were in agreement in the following matters:
1. Students are required to maintain a personal 
dictionary.
2. Students are required to have a computer 
dictionary.
3. Advanced briefs and concepts are needed.
4. Advanced resources are poor or lacking.
5. No universal dictionary exists.
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6. Schools teach other concepts of writing after 
a beginning system is learned.
7. Most advanced concepts are instructor
generated.
8. An universal dictionary should include general 
phrases, jury charge, medical, legal, and technical 
terminology.
9. Students are offered alternative outlines.
10. Students are taught different methods of 
resolving conflicts after original concepts.
11. Completing students dp write practically the 
same way in the same program.
12. Advanced machine shorthand shortcuts can 
potentially increase speed.
13. Advanced machine shorthand shortcuts can 
potentially alleviate stress.
14. A reverse dictionary along with a regular 
dictionary would be useful.
Also, many respondents were in agreement that any 
shortcut or concept is worthless unless it is learned well, 
that resolving conflicts is important, that new techniques 
should be learned at the beginning because time is precious, 
and that students as a source of learning are a valuable
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In order to create an Eclectic Machine Shorthand 
Dictionary, several concepts needed to be outlined and were 
included as follows:
1. A complete listing of common abbreviations, 
briefs, or arbitraries.
2. In the case of an advanced word, phrase, or 
concept, several entries would be included to indicate a 
word or phrase's transition through past tense, plural, 
third person singular, special usage, and, in some cases, 
ungrammatical occurrence. The later example needed to be 
included, because it could occur in verbatim testimony. 
Conversely, some examples were not explored, which it is 
hoped will cause the user to assimilate previous examples 
and be able to detail them on his own.
3. One-stroke phrases were explored to try to 
contain as many elaborations as possible. Again, some were 
not detailed to promote problem-solving skills.
4. A comprehensive list of medical and legal 
words and phrases was compiled and added to the dictionary 
with suggested shortcuts. In some cases, shortened terms 
were still included to indicate that no shortcut existed. 
Further, some words and phrases were not included because it 
was adjudged that these words and phrases were not common 
enough to warrant inclusion.
5. A Foreword was written for the EMSD to advise 
the user of basic concepts, conflicts, and the general
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overall rule that the dictionary was primarily a resource.
As a court reporting resource it was explained that it 
should never be construed as law. A resource is meant as a 
help, in this case for resolving conflicts and promoting 
faster writing on the shorthand machine. The user was 
advised to rely on basic, learned concepts when in doubt.
6. In many cases, different ways of writing the 
same word or phrase were included so the user could choose 
the best way to write a new outline considering his 
beginning concepts and the way he currently writes 
shorthand. Also, many choices were given if there were more 
than one way to write a particular outline. It was 
ascertained that some people prefer to write a word one way, 
while others another. For example, "amity" could be written 
"A/MIT" or "AM/IT" or "AMT" depending on preference and 
conflict. Also taken into consideration was the fact that 
some people hear words and phrases differently than others. 
Moreover, the inclusion of an emphasis on the correct 
pronunciation of a word or phrase was attempted. For 
example, the long "a" sound in "strength" and the short "i" 
sound "finance" were stressed.
7. Lastly, a second, reverse dictionary was 
created in order to provide a complete listing of the words 
and phrases in shorthand order to facilitate the research of 
an outline. One such use of the reverse dictionary would be 
to test quickly whether a new outline either from the
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dictionary or created by the individual would conflict with 
other outlines already in the individual's repertoire.
Summary
In retrospect, this chapter discussed the results of 
the literature review and the results of the EMSDQ. 
Interactions among objectives and research questions also 
were discussed to include findings on matters not planned 
for by this study but relevant to this study. The 
information from the literature review and the data from 
EMSDQ were primarily presented categorically so that 
conclusions and recommendations could be drawn and discussed 
in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS 
Introduction
The summary, conclusions, and implications drawn from 
the analyzed data in Chapter 4 are discussed in this 
chapter. The summary, conclusions and implications were 
used to develop an EMSD (Appendix E) identified as needed in 
court reporting. Also discussed are the conclusions drawn 
regarding the research questions as stated in Chapter 1? 
conclusions regarding matters not originally planned as part 
of the study; a discussion of the conclusions, including 
implications and indications for present and future 
practices, and for additional needed investigations. The 
chapter concludes with a brief summary.
It appears that court reporters are not threatened with 
technological extinction. As new advances in technology are 
discovered, the trend is toward welcoming the new technology 
as a way to make the job of the court reporter faster and 
less tedious. Like other professions, expertise is a 
continuing, life-long learning process.
Summary
This study exposed the need for an Eclectic Machine 
Shorthand Dictionary to increase the resources available to
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the advanced student and studies in court reporting. It was 
interesting that most of the program directors were in 
agreement that court reporting learning is unique in that it 
relies heavily on rote-learning techniques. Many of the 
directors were interested in new methods to alleviate 
problematic results such as high attrition, and lack of 
expertise that are inherent to most court reporting 
programs.
Conclusions
It was evident from the literature that no EMSD was 
available. Moreover, the EMSDQ revealed that program 
directors perceived a need for such a resource in their 
programs for advanced students.
After considering the major methodologies in beginning 
court reporting education and the responses from the EMSDQ, 
it was apparent that the EMSD should contain the following:
1. A section explaining basic principles 
(included in the Foreword of the EMSD).
2. Several choices for an advanced concept if 
several choices existed. These choices would also oblige 
educators and learners to select, according to their system, 
the best concept for their needs.
3. Repetition of outlines in the phrases in which 
they might occur which would enable learners to practice 
right from the dictionary.
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Finally, it was important to consider all of the major 
methodologies in order to compile an extensive list of 
advanced shortcuts to promote the speed and accuracy of the 
advanced learner regardless of the original system learned. 
The review of the literature and the EMSDQ were adamant that 
what is learned must be learned well to the point of 
becoming automatic. Therefore, though some outlines would 
be learned by rote, most of the advanced outlines were 
conceptual, that is, the same pattern was followed through 
for words and phrases of a similar nature. Again, it was 
important that the instructor and learner be cautioned to 
select what would work best for them and their system.
In summary, it was concluded from the review of the 
literature and the EMSDQ that no Eclectic Machine Shorthand 
Dictionary for the training and use of court reporting 
students existed. Further, it was concluded that there was 
a need for a comprehensive machine shorthand dictionary. 
Finally, an EMSD was created (Appendix E) considering 
concepts and types of study and testing methodologies that 
emerged from the review of the literature and the EMSDQ.
Implications
It is important to the field of court reporting that 
resources such as the EMSD be available to give the student 
reporter and the professional reporter the material to 
continue and promote the learning process in school and in
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lifelong learning. It is necessary for a reporter to "think 
on his fingers" without hesitation. If a reporter is not 
exposed to "thinking on his fingers" while in school, he 
must acquire this important concept in the work environment. 
Several program directors indicated that they did not 
approve of advanced shortcuts but readily admitted that 
students either did them anyway, or their systems were 
altered or instructors were allowed to present them as part 
of the overall learning process.
This research also demonstrated that it is necessary 
for a qualified reporter to possess an extensive vocabulary. 
Even though some words are indigenous to a specific area, 
such as bankruptcy court, students and reporters need to be 
equipped for all types.
It was realized that the EMSD was by no means complete 
with regard to all words and phrases, especially specific 
technical terminology. It was thought that, while 
important, these words needed further research and 
compilation in separate works because of their extensiveness 
and frequency of usage.
Finally, the major implication that this study revealed 
was that while rote learning was at the core of machine 
shorthand learning, students were adept at organizing 
different learning concepts, and their applications, as long 
as these concepts were well learned.
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Suggestions for Further Research
From the literature review and the comments on the 
EMSDQ, an investigation into the "speed plateau" or stopping 
point experienced by most advanced students would help 
educators develop ways to eliminate this problem.
Even though the NSRA's 1986 study pointed out that 
schools were not producing enough qualified candidates to 
enter the profession, this study queried educational 
administrators— not students. Also, if a shortage exists, a 
study that concentrates on practicing reporters and those 
who have exited the profession would ascertain the longevity 
of a court reporter and perhaps suggest ways to improve the 
situation if an exiting situation exists (Thomas, 1977 & 
1979; and Thomas & Robbins, 1979).
Research into the appropriateness of a standardized 
curriculum and the requirements of such a curriculum needs 
to be done to clarify the current academic standards of most 
court reporting programs. For example, if NSRA mandates a 
225 word minimum, does that exclude other shorthands? Also, 
if typing is no longer a strong requirement for practicing 
court reporters, given the advent of computers and CAT, need 
it be a strong part of a court reporting curriculum?
It also was apparent that due to technological advances 
and the encroaching Information Age, the amount of data a 
student must learn has quadrupled (Rader, 1981). If so, 
should curricula reflect that change? Likewise, research
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should be done to clarify what information a student of 
court reporting needs to "know" versus that what he needs to 
"hear" and be able to replicate in transcription form. 
Consequently, this area should also investigate what is 
learned as opposed to what is retained.
Research and compilation of technical terms and how 
they are written in machine shorthand should be done to 
provide the student and practitioner with added resources.
Future investigations might also address the question 
of why so many schools decide not to ask for NSRA approval.
Even though NSRA has set certain guidelines on who 
should teach court reporting, inquiries into this area would 
benefit educational programs as well as the profession. For 
example, why are there few seminars in teaching 
methodologies for court reporting? Also, are court 
reporting instructors teachers who specialize in court 
reporting— or court reporters who teach?
Chapter Summary
This last chapter discussed a summary, conclusions and 
implications drawn from the analyzed data in Chapter 4. 
Further, this chapter discussed conclusions and implications 
that were used to develop a court reporting EMSD (Appendix 
E) identified as needed in court reporting. Also discussed 
were the conclusions drawn regarding the research questions 
as stated in Chapter 1; conclusions regarding matters not
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originally planned as part of the study; and other 
conclusions, including implications and indications for 
present and future practices, and for additional needed 
investigations.
In brief, advanced resources are looked on by the field 
of court reporting as bearing strange gifts. On one hand 
they are needed; on the other hand, program directors look 
at them with trepidation, anticipating the fact that they 
could do more harm than good. However, if advanced 
resources are seriously used incorporating learning 
techniques that solidify the process, they can improve the 
speed, quality, attitude, and production of an advanced 
student in court reporting.
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Court R eporting Program
A s a Court Reporting educational professional, you are aware o f the problems 
that face this unique field o f training. I am doing research in the field of Court 
Reporting as part o f my doctoral program. I would appreciate it if you could take 
a few minutes to answer the questions on the attached form, “Eclectic Machine 
Shorthand Dictionary Questionnaire.”
Research is important to a field's creditability. Your help, I am sure, will help to 
promote Court Reporting studies, and possibly be instrumental in bringing about 
necessary change. A s with any profession, it is important for changes to begin at 
a profession’s core —the educational forum.
Your school’s name and address was furnished to me by Jay Schiavo, National 
Shorthand Reporter’s Association, Virginia Headquarters, for the purposes of 
this research study.
Your tim e is valuable, but I hope you will take the few minutes to com plete the 
Questionnaire, fold it in half, staple it, and drop it in the mail. Your time will not 
have been  wasted!
I intend to make the results o f this study available to you upon its completion.
WILLIAM CAM PBELL  
Master o f Arts, English 
Doctoral Candidate, UNLV
Enc: “E clectic M achine Shorthand Dictionary Q uestionnaire”
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APPENDIX A
__________ ECLECTIC MACHINE SHORTHAND DICTIONARY QUESTIONNAIRE P a g e  1
Eclectic M achine S horthand  Dictionary 
________________ Q uestionnaire________________
1. Which of the following Basic Machine Shorthand theories does yonr program 
utilize (please mark the appropriate box.):
n  Stenograph Computer-Compatible Stenograph Theory
D  Computer-Compatible Machine Shorthand for Expanding Careers: 
Basic Theory (StenEd)
□  Stenotype “Computer Compatible” Theory (Herman Miller)
O  Computer Shorthand Theory and Transcription (Roberts), Roberts, 
Walsh, & Gonzalez
D  Merit Machine Shorthand Theory
D  Philadelphia Clinic Machine Shorthand Theory
n  Other (Please Specify) ________________________________
2. Does your school offer (Please mark the appropriate boxes.):
D  Associate’s Degree
□  Certificate
□  Bachelor’s Degree
□  Other (Please specify) ________________________________
3. Is your Court Reporting program considered a (please mark the appropriate 
box.):
□  1-year program
□  2-year program
□  3-year program
□  4-year program
n  Other (Please specify) ________________________________
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APPENDIX A
P a g e  2 ECLECTIC MACHINE SHORTHAND DICTIONARY QUESTIONNAIRE__________
4. Besides Court Reporter Training, does your school offer other Machine Shor­
thand related programs? (please mark the appropriate box.)
□  Hearing Reporter
D Electronic Recording Technician
□  NONE
□  Other (Please Specify)_______________________________
5. Are your Court Reporting students required to maintain a personal Machine 
Shorthand dictionary of briefs or arbitraries? (please mark the appropriate box.)
□  YES
□  NO
□  DONT KNOW
6. Are Court Reporting students required to assemble a Computer dictionary 
before graduation? (please mark the appropriate box.)
□  YES
□  NO
□  DONT KNOW
7. In your opinion, are advanced briefs and concepts needed in Court Reporter 
training? (please mark the appropriate box.)
□  YES
□  NO
□  DONT KNOW
8. How would you rate the availability of published resources for Machine Shor­





□  Very Good
□  Don’t Know
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APPENDIX A
________ ECLECTIC MACHINE SHORTHAND DICTIONARY QUESTIONNAIRE Page 3
9. Are you aware of any universal advanced Machine Shorthand Dictionary which 
could be used with any beginning theory? (please mark the appropriate box.)
D YES (Please Specify)_______________________________
□  NO
□  DO NT KNOW
10. Does your school teach other concepts of writing after students complete 
beginning theory? (please mark the appropriate box.)
□  YES
□  NO
□  DONT KNOW
11. If you answered “YES” to the previous question, where are these concepts 
based? (please mark the appropriate box.)
□  A Text (Please Specify)_______________________________
□  Instructor Resources
D Other (Please Specify)_______________________________
n  Don’t Know
12. Please mark the boxes next to the following areas you would have included in 
an Universal dictionary:
D General Phrases
n  Jury Charge Terminology
□  Medical Terminology
□  Legal Terminology
□  Technical Terminology (Please Specify)_________________________
D Other (Please Specify)_______________________________
13. Are students offered alternative ways to write particular outlines (please mark 
the appropriate box.)?
. □  YES
□  NO
□  DONT KNOW
(Prepaied by B. Campbell, May 89)
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APPENDIX A
Pa g e  4  ECLECTIC MACHINE SHORTHAND DICTIONARY QUESTIONNAIRE__________
14. Are students taught dilTerent methods of resolving conflicts after beginning 
theory? (please mark the appropriate box.)
□  YES
□  NO
□  DONT KNOW
15. Do students vrho complete your Court Reporting program write outlines 
practically the same way? (please mark the appropriate box.)
□  YES
□  NO
□  DONT KNOW
16. Do you think advanced Machine Shorthand shortcuts have the potential of 
increasing students’ speed development? (please mark the appropriate box.)
□  YES
□  NO
□  DONT KNOW
17. Do you think advanced Machine Shorthand shortcuts have the potential of 
causing students to be less stressful? (please mark the appropriate box.)
□  YES
□  NO
□  DONT KNOW
18. Do you think advanced Machine Shorthand shortcuts have the potential of 




□  DONT KNOW
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APPENDIX A
_ECLECTIC MACHINE SHORTHAND DICTIONARY QUESTIONNAIRE Page  5
19. Do you think a reverse dictionary, alphabetized by outlines and mirroring the 




□  DONT KNOW
20. Do you think advanced Machine Shorthand shortcuts have the potential of 
being detrimental to students’ progress?
□  YES
□  NO
□  DONT KNOW
21. What specific probIem(s) do you perceive arising out of the use of advanced 
shortcuts? (Please Specify)
AFTER YOU HAVE ANSWERED ALL OF THE QUESTIONS-PLEASE 
FOLD THIS QUESTIONNAIRE IN HALF, STAPLE WHERE SHOWN (Back 
Page), AND DROP THE COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE IN THE MAIL
1________ PLEASE RETURN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE BY 6-15-89._________|
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND HELP WITH 
THIS STUDY.
a. Camoboii. May 89»
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APPENDIX A
PLEASE RETURN THIS IMPORTANT INFORMATION BY 
6-15-89.
I WILLIAM CAMPBELL, M A  P.O. Box 13677 Las Vegas, NV 89122-1677
I  STAPLE HERE I
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APPENDIX B
CODE OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY
NSRA Code 
jaj ol Protessional is Responsibility
Adopted By Membefship August i,
1. Ttie shorttiand tepoiiei stiall 
avoid any appearance ol conflict ol 
Inleiest by conducting tiimsell with 
Impaitiallty toward all participants in 
every case. He shall refrain from the ac­
ceptance or extension ol gilts or favors 
In connection with his work. He shall 
disclose to the approptiaie authority 
existing or past financial, business, 
professional, family, or social relation­
ships which might reasonably create an 
appearance of partiality.
2. The shorthand reporter shall 
preserve the confidentiality ol informa­
tion entrusted to his possession which is 
so classified and shall take whatevei 
steps are necessary to insure Its 
security and privacy He shall preserve 
and file his shorthand notes in an 
organized manner so that they may be 
retrieved. It needed, at a later date. 
These notes shall be retained for a 
period ol not less than five years, unless 
otherwise specified by law or rule ol
3. The shorthand reporter shall con­
tribute to the Integrity and impartiality ol 
the judicial process or ol any other pro­
ceeding by conducting himself In a 
manner that Is fair and courteous to all 
participants. II he has nol heard or 
understood a speaker, he shall, calmly 
and without Inllectlon, ask him to repeat 
himself, but shall otherwise make all 
reasonable efforts to avoid the 
unnecessary Interruption ol proceed-
4. The shorthand reporter shall 
strive to accept only those assignments 
where his levels of knowledge, skill, and 
competency are such that they will 
result in the preparation of a complete 
and accurate transcript and shall, 
whenever possible, remove himself 
from an assignment where he believes 
his knowledge, skill, and compelency to 
be inadequate. He shall recommend or 
assign another reporter in his place only 
If, in his opinion, such reporter has the 
knowledge, skill, and competency 
tequited for such assignment.
6. The shorthand reporter employed 
by or assigned to a court or other
government organization shall refrain 
fiom the impiopei use of public piop- 
erty, materials, facilities, supplies, or 
services tor personal gam. He shall pro­
vide his lime and services in return lor 
the salary and lees received from his 
employer and shall assign a subslllute 
reporter to replace him in his absence 
only with his employer’s knowledge and 
consent.
6. The shoithand reporter shall act 
with diligence to complete and deliver 
tianscripls in accordance with the pro­
visions ol court rules il applicable or 
within a reasonable time alter they have 
been ordered. A determination ol what 
constitutes "reasonable time " shall lake 
Into consideiation such factors as the 
length of the transcript to be delivered, 
the transcript backlog experienced by 
the reporter at the time ol placement ol 
the particular order, the time available 
lor transcripl preparation, and the 
availability ol a replacement for Ihe 
reporter involved. The official couil 
reportei with a transcript backlog shall 
give prioiity to the preparation and com ­
pletion ol his ollicial transcript before 
undertaking any freelance reporting a c ­
tivities. The freelance reporter shall 
retrain from promising transcript deliv­
ery dates he cannot reasonably expect 
to fulfill.
7. The shorthand reportei shall pie- 
pare a true and accurate transcript that 
is neat in appearance and has proper 
paragraphing, indentation, marginal 
limitations, and number ol lines. Except 
as specified by official rule, a lull page 
of transcript should conform to the 
transcript format guidelines recom­
mended by this Association, or the 
equivalent, and shall provide iair value 
to the user. '
8. The shorthand reporter shall 
charge no more than a reasonable lee 
lor those assignments where statutory 
charges do not apply. Determination ol 
the reasonableness of the compensa­
tion requires consideration ol many fac­
tors, including the nature of the services 
performed, the time required, the 
expenses to be incurred, the reporter’s 
experience, ability, and reputation, and 
Ihe value ol the service to the user. He 
shall agree with the user in advance, 
wherever feasible, on the amount of 
compensation or the basis ol compen­
sation. Except to the extent that the 
basis or amount of the fee is established 
by law. the shorthand reporter shall set 
his lee In the exercise of his sole and 
independent discretion, and shall enter
into no agreement with any other 
reporter, express or implied, on Ihe 
basis or amount of any charges to any
9. The shorthand reporter who plans 
to assign or refer fo another reporter 
who IS not employed or associated with 
him all or some ol the work of an assign­
ment shall, whenevei possible, notily 
the user in advance of that arrangement 
and give the name of the reporter and 
his qualifications. The compensation of 
the reporters involved in such an 
arrangement shall be based upon a divi­
sion of service and/or responsibility.
10. The shorthand reporter, 
whenever making public statements, 
announcements, or advertisements, 
shall provide truthful, accurate, and ade­
quate information that does not deceive 
or mislead the public about his 
qualifications and the services he pro-
Enforcement and Disciplinary 
Procedures
The following procedures shall be fol­
lowed in resolving complaints of 
unprofessional conduct made against 
any member of the Association.
A. Filing anil Investigation of 
Complaints
1. All complaints must be in writing, 
signed by the person making the com­
plaint, and addressed to the Executive 
Director of the Association. All com­
plaints must contain the name and 
address of the person complained 
against, a description ol the conduct 
complained ol, and references to the 
specific provisions of the Code ol 
Professional Responsibility involved in 
the complaint.
2. The Executive Director shall 
promptly acknowledge receipt of all 
complaints and shall provide a copy ol 
these complaint procedures to the per­
son making the complaint. II the com­
plaint does not contain all the required 
Information, the Executive Director shall 
advise the person making the complaint 
that further Information must be pro­
vided before any furfher action can be 
taken, and shall specify what further 
information is required No action 
(except the action specified in the fol­
lowing paragraph) shall be taken until 
all required information has been pro-
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3. The Executive Diiectoi shall 
advise Ihe person making me complain! 
of his or her right, in lieu ol filing a com­
plaint, to request an advisory opinion 
from the Committee on Professional 
Responsibility on the question whether 
the conduct complained ol is consistent 
with the Association's Code of Profes­
sional Responsibility, and shall not pro­
ceed further until the person has indi­
cated In willing his or her desire to pro­
ceed with the complaint procedure 
rather than request an advisory opinion.
4. If the person making the com­
plaint declines to proceed with a 
request for an advisory opinion, the 
Executive Director shall forward a copy 
of the complaint to the person com­
plained against, along with a copy ol 
these complainf procedures, and 
request that person to respond to the 
complaint in writing within thirty days.
B. Proceeilings by tfie Committee on 
Prolessionai Responslblilty
1. When the thirty-day period has 
elapsed, the Executive Director shall 
forward the complaint, and the 
response. If any, to the Committee on 
Professional Responsibility. The Com­
mittee on Professional Responsibility 
may reach Its decision based on the 
complaint and the response, if any, or 
may ask the Executive Director to 
obtain additional information. The Com­
mittee may also grant an opportunity lor 
the person making the complaint and 
the person complained of to be heard 
either In person or through legal 
counsel. If the Committee determines 
there are disputed issues of fact that are 
material to its decision, it shall grant 
either party an opportunity to present 
relevant information. Including docu­
ments and witnesses, and an oppor­
tunity to cross-examine the witnesses 
called Py the other party.
2. The Committee shall thereafter 
prepare a written decision containing Its 
findings of fact and conclusions. The 
Committee may recommend to the 
Board of Directors that the member be 
expelled or suspended from the Regis­
try or the Association, or may order that 
the member be censured or repri­
manded. No expulsion or suspension 
shall become effective unless sustained 
by the Board of Directors In accordance 
with the provisions of Article XI, Section 
3(b) of the Constitution and Bylaws. 
Reprimands may be kept confidential If 
the Committee so directs.
APPENDIX B
C. Appeals
1. The Executive Director shall 
promptly send a copy of the decision of 
the Committee on Professional Respon­
sibility to the person making the com­
plaint and Ihe person complained 
against, and advise them that me Com­
mittee's decision will become final 
(except for recommendations regarding 
expulsion or suspension) unless either 
party appeals to the Board of Directors 
within sixty days. In writing, specifying 
the grounds upon which the party con­
tends the Committee's decision is 
erroneous and should be revised.
2. If no appeal Is taken within the 
sixty-day period from a decision by the 
Committee on Professional Respon­
sibility recommending expulsion or 
suspension, the Executive Director shall 
forward to the Board of Directors the 
record before the Committee and the 
Committee's decision. In such cases the 
Board shall decide on Ihe record before 
the Committee whether to sustain the 
Committee's recommendation.
3. Upon receipl of an appeal within 
the sixty-day period, the Executive 
Director shall forward it to the other par­
ties to the proceeding. Any other party 
to the proceeding may respond to the 
appeal within thirty days ol receipt. 
When the thirty-day period has elapsed, 
the Executive Director shall forward to 
the Board ol Directors the appeal, any 
response, and all other papers relating 
to the matter. The Board may decide the 
appeal on Ihe basis of these papers, or 
may grant a request for oral argument 
made by any party. The Board may 
affirm, reverse or modify the decision of 
the Committee on Professional Respon­
sibility; provided, however, that no 
greater sanction can be imposed than 
that recommended by the Committee 
on Prolessionai Responsibility.
D. Costs and Expenses
1. All costs and expenses incurred 
by the person making the complaint and 
the person complained against shall be 
borne by the person Incurring them.
E. Advisory Opinion Procedure
1. Any person may submit to the 
Committee on Professional Respon­
sibility a written request for an advisory 
opinion on the question whether certain 
actions or conduct are permitted under 
the Association's Code of Prolessionai 
Responsibility. The Committee shall 
give such guidance as is possible within 
the limitations of the information pre­
sented by the person. The Committee 
may make public such advisory opin­
ions upon requesl or on its own motion 
for the general guidance of the profes­
sion. Upon request, the Committee shaft 
keep confidential the identity of the per­
son making a request for an advisory 
opinion. The Committee may in its dis­
cretion keep confidential the Identity of 
the person about whose actions or con­
duct the advisory opinion was 
requested. The Board of Directors may 
review on Its own motion any such opin­




1. The shorthand reporter will 
observe the law and maintain high stan­
dards of personal conduct.
2. The shorthand reporter recog­
nizes his responsibility to the public 
Interest and to his profession to contrib­
ute to the development and understand­
ing of better ways to serve the Interests 
ot justice and to make a record of the 
proceedings that Is true and accurate.
3. The shorthand reporter shall 
apply his knowledge and experience 
working In cooperation with the bench 
and the bar toward the Improvement of 
the administration of justice.
4. The shorthand reporter should 
strive to perfect and enlarge his.profes­
sional knowledge In addition to improv­
ing his skills.
5. The shorthand reporter who is 
employed as an official reporter shall 
recognize his responsibility and ac­
countability to his employer and shall 
not undertake freelance work when 
such work conflicts with his official 
responsibilities.
6. The shorthand reporter should as­
sociate with organizations having as 
their objective the betterment of the 
shorthand reporting profession In the 
public interest and contribute his time 
and funds to carrying on the work of 
these organizations.
7. The shorthand reporter will give 
just recognition to the work of his peers 
without distortion or discrimination.
B. The shorthand reporter will not 
engage In commercial activities that 
conflict with his responsibilities to the 
persons he serves piotesslonally.
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9. The shorthand reporter will seelt 
the freest professlonat discussion ol all 
theoretical and practlcat issues, but 
avoid personal invective directed to­
ward others.
10. The shorthand reporter who 
holds an official posiflon In a shorthand 
reporting association shall avoid the 
appearance of impropriety through the 
use of his position for self-aggrandlze-
Transcript Format Guidelines
1. No fewer than 25 typed lines on 
standard S'/i x 11 paper.
2. No fewer than nine or ten charac­
ters to the typed inch.
3. Left-hand margin to be set at no 
more than 1% inches.
4. Right-hand margin to be set at no 
more than 3/8 Inch.
5. Each question and answer to 
begin on a separate line.
6. Each question and answer to 
begin at the left-hand margin, with no 
more than five spaces from the 0  and A
APPENDIX B
to the text.
7. Carry-over Q and A lines to begin 
at the left-hand margin.
e. Colloquy material lo begin no 
more than 15 spaces from the left-hand 
margin, with carry-over colloquy to the 
left-hand margin.
9. Quoted material to begin no more 
than 15 spaces from the left-hand 
margin, with carry-over lines to begin no 
more than 10 spaces from the left-hand 
margin.
10. Parenthetlcals and exhibit mark­
ings to begin no more than 15 spaces 
from the left-hand margin with carry­
over lines to begin no more than 15 
spaces from the left-hand margin.
(In Ihose states or jurisdictions with 
transcript format guidelines recom­
mended or established by court or other 
applicable rule, such guidelines shall be 
observed.)
advisory Opinion In Clarification ol 
Provision Numbsr Seven of the HSHA 
Code ol Professional Responsitilllly
In performing its duties under Article
XI, Section 3(b) of the Association's 
Constitution and Bylaws, the 
Committee on Professional 
Responsibility shall treat as 
mandatory and binding upon every 
member all provisions of the Code, 
except that compliance with the 
transcript format guidelines referred 
to In the second sentence of 
provision number seven of the Code 
Shalt be considered as 
recommended and not mandatory or 
binding.
In determining whether a transcript 
compiles with the "fair value" 
requirement of provision number 
seven, which requirement Is 
mandatory and binding, the 
Committee on Professional 
Responsibility shall consider, among 
other relevant factors, the custom 
and practice in the locality in which 
the member conducts his 
professional activity, and may 
consider Ihe degree of compliance 
with the recommended transcript 
format guidelines.
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APPENDIX C
South Coast College 
of Court Reporting
7122 Maple Street •  Westminster, California 92683 •  (714) 897-6464
Mr. Bill Campbell
Clark County Community College
3200 East Cheyenne
Las Vegas, Nevada 89030
Dear Bill:
Your idea of producing an eclectic dictionary sounds great.
I have often thought that such a dictionary is needed. The 
students at our school could really use a dictionary of this 
type, especially if it is to be as comprehensive as you^ve 
described.
Please let me know when this dictionary will be available. 
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APPENDIX C
Mr. Bill Campbell
Clark County Community College
3200 East Cheyenne
Las Vegas, Nevada 89030
Dear Bill:
It was with great delight that I heard of your project to 
produce an eclectic dictionary for the steno machine 
operator. Having been in the court reporting field for 17 
years, I have seen the need for this type of publication.
This reference dictionary can be utilized greatly in the 
field of education for machine shorthand, for the working 
reporter both in court and deposition work, and now for the 
rapid data entry operator. Having dealt in each of these 
arenas in our profession, it will be wonderful to have a 
reference book to give this type of information.
Good luck on this project and looking forward to reading 
your dictionary soon.
Sincerely,




18013 Sky Park Circle •  Irvine, California 92714 (714)261-6333
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APPENDIX C
3642 Sherry Avenue 
Wantagh, New York 11793
Bill Campbell
Clark County Community College 
Court Reporting Program 
3200 E. Cheyenne Avenue 
North Las Vegas, Nevada 89030
Mr. Campbell,
I write this letter to support your dessertation research to produce a 
generalized dictionary for advanced students and practicing court reporters. 
A project like this has been needed for a long time as no resource exists to 
date with this kind of information which is critical to court reporting 
studies— which never ends.
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APPENDIX D 
NSRA ACCREDITED C.R. PROGRAMS
The following institutions have met the General 
Requirements and Minimum Standards set forth by the Board on 
Approved Reporter Training (BART) of the National Shorthand 
Reporters Association (NSRA): (As of January 1989)
Academy of Crt. Rptg.
2930 W. Market St.
Akron, OH 44313
Academy of Crt. Rptg.
614 Superior Ave., NW 
Cleveland, OH 44114




PO Box 447 
Amarillo, TX 79178
Amer. Inst, of Crt. Rptg.





American Inst, of Business 
2500 Fleur Dr.
Des Moines, lA 50321
American Inst, of Commerce 
Duck Creek Plaza 
Bettendorf, lA 52722
Bay Area Acad, of Bus.
4508 Oak Fair Blvd., 2nd fl.
Tampa, FL 3 3610




Brown Mackie College 
126 S. Santa Fe 
Salina, KS 67401
Bryan College of Crt. Rptg. 
2511 Beverly Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90057
C.R. Careers, Inc.
33 61 M. Belvedere Rd.
West Palm Beach, FL 33406
Calif. School of Crt. Rptg. 
1201 N. Main St.
Santa Ana, CA 92701
Capitol City Trade Sch.
463 0 Westgate Blvd.
Austin, TX 78745




Mt. Pleasant, MI 48859
Central Penna. Bus. School 
College Hill Road 
Summerdale, PA 17093
Champlain College 
163 S. Willard St.
Burlington, VT 05401
Chicago College of Commerce 
11 East Adams St.
Chicago, IL 60603
Clark State Community College 
PO BOX 570
Springfield, OH 45501
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APPENDIX D
College of Crt. Rptg.
295 S. Wisconsin St.
Hobart, IN 46342
College of Legal Arts 
527 S.W. Hall, No. 415 
Portland, OR 972 01
Concordia College
12800 N. Lake Shore Rd., 9W
Mequon, WI 53092
Crt. Rptg. Inst, of Dallas 
8585 N. Stemmons Fwy. S- 200 
So.
Dallas, TX 75247
Cuyahoga Community College 
11000 Pleasant Valley Rd. 
Parma, OH 44130
Cuyahoga Community College 
2900 Community College Ave. 
Cleveland, OH 44115






Edmondson Junior College 
3635 Brainerd Rd. 
Chattanooga, TN 37411
Educ. Svcs. Ctr., Heritage 
Int.
3031 Dixie Highway 
Edgewood, KY 41017
Erwin Vocational Tech. Ctr. 





Gateway Technical College 
3520 - 30th Ave.
Kenosha, WI 53141
Hagerstown Business College 
1050 Crestwood Dr.,Box 2809 
Hagerstown, MD 21741
Hammell College 
4000 N.W. 12th St.
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33313




655 Wick Ave. - PO Box 779 
Youngstown, OH 44501
ITT Technical Inst.
11 So. Fifth St. 
Minneapolis, MN 55402
Johnson & Wales College 
60 Broad St.
Providence, RI 02903
L.H. Bates Voc. Tech. Inst. 
1101 S. Yakima Ave.
Tacoma, WA 94805
Lakeshore Technical College 
1290 North Ave.
Cleveland, WI 53015
Lansing Community College 
419 N. Capitol Ave., Box 
40010
Lansing, MI 48901
Lincoln School of Commerce 
1821 K St.
Lincoln, NE 68501
Long Is. Bus. Inst.
6500 Jericho Tnpk.
Commack, NY 11725
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MacCormac Junior College 
615 North West Ave.
Elmhurst, IL 60126
MacCormac Junior College 
327 S. LaSalle St.
Chicago, IL 60604
Madison Area Tech. Col.
3550 Anderson St.
Madison, WI 53704
Massachusetts Bay C. C. 
Framingham Campus, Fay Rd. 
Framingham, MA 01701
Merit College of Crt. Rptg. 
7101 Sepulveda Blvd.
Van Nuys, CA 91405-2997
Midlands Tech. College 
PO BOX 2408 
Columbia, SC 29202
Midstate College
244 S.W. Jefferson Ave.
Peoria, IL 61602
Mile Hi College
#10 Lakeside Lane, S-3 00
Denver, CO 80212-7413
Mile Hi College, Inc.
221 San Pedro, NE 
Albuquerque, NM 87108
Northern Alberta Inst of 
Tech.
11762 - 106th St.
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T5G 
2R1
Northern Tech. Sch. of Bus. 
12450 Wayzata Blvd. 
Minnetonka, MN 55343
Orlando College 
5500-5800 Diplomat Cir. 
Orlando, FL 32810
Pacific Coast College 
7655 Convoy Ct.
San Diego, CA 92111




1202 W. Thomas Rd.
Phoenix, AZ 85013
Prince Inst, of Prof. studie 
60001 E. Shirley La. 
Montgomery, AL 36117




SIU at Carbondale 
Carbondale, IL 62901
South Coast College of C.R. 
7122 Maple St.
Westminster, CA 92683




131 S. Morgan St. 
Shelbyville, IL 62565
St. Cloud Business College 
245 North 37th Ave.
St. Cloud, MN 56301-3091
Stark Technical College 
6200 Frank Ave., N.W.
Canton, OH 44720-7299
Stenograph Inst, of TX 




New York, NY 10007




Jacksonville Beach, FL 32250
Stenotype Institute of SD 
705 West Ave. North 
Sioux Falls, SD 57104
Strayer College
1100 Vermont Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20005
Strayer College 
3045 Columbia Pike 
Arlington, VA 222 04




River Grove, IL 60171
Univ. of Mississippi 
Box 11, Law Ctr.
University, MS 38677
Univ. of MN Tech. College 
Crookston, MN 56716
University College 
University of Cincinnati 
Cincinnati, OH 45221
Video Tech. Inst.- Biggers 
3501 North Causeway Blvd. 
Metairie, LA 70002
Villa Julie College 
Green Spring Valley Rd. 
Stevenson, MD 21153
Winter Park Adult Voc. Ctr. 
2250 Lee Rd.
Winter Park, FL 32789
WI Indianhead Tech.Inst.
1019 S. Knowles Ave.
New Richmond, WI 54017
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SPECIAL THANKS
I would like to  thank all the wonderful students I hope I have helped along in 
their efforts o f  becom ing professional reporters. I would not have been  able to 
com plete this text without their help. In fact, this text would not have b een  under­
taken but for their desire to have a dictionary that would accompany and what 
they were learning plus provide room  for users to make or include their own veiy  
special outlines.
It is indeed rewarding to have a student arrive early for class breathless to pass 
on the information that she has researched and com e up with an ironclad, unique 
way to right a  particular, troublesome word or phrase. Since I would always let it 
b ecom e a topic of discussion at the beginning o f a class, I felt confident that stu­
dents were working even harder outside of class, as well as, responding to the 
learning environment in class. They becam e active participants in the outcom e of 
their education.
I also would like to thank the Court Reporting program directors who responded 
to the EM SD Q  and the practicing reporters who contributed, and the NSR A  
staff for their help and encouragement, and lastly, all the professionals and soon- 
to-be professionals in this exciting field.
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FOREWORD
BASIC CONCEPTS: Educationally, the basic concept that pervades this EM SD  
is one of problem solving. I believe that students, once they have advanced to 
speed development, should have the capability to decide how and what they 
write. However, deciding how and what students write should never preclude the 
guidance and advice o f professional instruction.
It has been  my observation that students who survive the rigors o f the basic clas­
ses in court reporting are different than m ost students. They are usually aggres­
sive, astute learners who willingly accept the mountains o f material given to them  
in their commitment in becom ing professional court reporters. Too often, these 
characteristics are overlooked in  deference to rote learning.
In m ost systems, students are asked to differentiate betw een the word "a" in a 
phrase and the word "a" on a line by itself. It follows that this reasoning can be ex­
panded upon to include those concepts that are ordinarily reserved for advanced 
theory classes. In fact, many students have confided to m e that they fe lt that they 
learned theory, only to relearn it later.
Finally, without problem-solving skills, students expect to  b e told specifically how  
to write ad infinitum. Non-thinking activities inhibit their learning discoveries: 
They carmot think on their fingers. Additionally, once out o f  the academ ic en- 
viromnent, new reporters must shift gears and acquire much needed problem  
solving skills. Are they really prepared? To change this traditional mold, the 
natural sequence or, at least a new  approach would be to integrate advance con­
cepts in  beginning theory.
CONFLICTS: The history ot conflict-free writing is a roclfy one. M oreover, the 
very nature of the complexities o f  English and its dynamics hinder a finite con­
flict-free writing. My belief is that total conflict-free writing is virtually impos­
sible, and even if it w ere possible, the writer would no longer be writing 
shorthand. For exam ple, the word "triple" should be written, according to most 
theories, as "TRIP/-L" so not to conflict with "trim"; however, the outline 'TRIP/- 
L" could translate as "trip will". This example is only one o f many.
Instead o f  total conflict-free writing, concentration on the improvement o f the 
programs used on computers would be better time spent. The programs are al­
ready remarkable in  that they are able to decipher syntax o f a phrase or sentence, 
s is  on our side.
Those writers who do not use a computer are not so concerned with conflict-free 
writing, because they have relied on  context to translate conflicts.
If the problem solving is taken out o f machine shorthand writing, so will go the 
excitement. Converting machine shorthand writing into an automatic skill, such 
as typing, would be sad indeed. T he better way would have writers resolving con­
flicts as they occur.
Another consideration is the tim e saved. In all fairness, conflict-free writing can 
produce a quick, som etim es immediate, transcription. But how often is that 
necessary? It goes without saying that eliminating as many conflicts as possible 
saves valuable production time. Nevertheless, writers attempting to write totally 
conflict free for the computer pound away at their machines creating twice the
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exercise and twice the note output. It follows that stress and longevity would suf­
fer. These writers are working for the com puter-the computer is not working for 
them . The computer should be a labor-saving tool-conserving precious tim e and 
m oney-and  n ot creating physical and psychological handicaps. Unfortunately, 
the eventual exit from the profession might be tied to  this issue o f conflict-free 
writing.
I prefer that writers approach conflicts with the intelbgence and the ability to 
reason out the need, speed, and readability of a conflict solution. The golden rule 
is "Don’t create any m ore work than necessary." Ironically, many shorthand 
writers com e up with the sam e or similar outline that many other writers use. It is 
not just coincidence. The EM SD was plaimed to help and speed the process 
along.
D iane G., one o f  my advanced (200 w.p.m.) student’s who learned a different 
theory, refused to budge from  what she had learned. Diane had a self-righteous 
smugness about her purity o f  writing. "I write everything out," she would protest 
if  anyone asked her how she wrote a particular word. Unbeknownst to the rest o f 
us, she spent a long sem ester break educating herself on, what she considered, 
the most important shortcuts. When she returned, she was writing 20 words 
faster and was boasting proudly that she had cut her notes in half. But better yet, 
D iane exhibited a new-found confidence, and she was ready to take her certifica­
tion  examination. Apparently, once she realized that she did n ot have to forget or 
erase anything she previously learned, absorbing new  briefs and concepts was "a 
p iece  o f cake."
Learning never stops: It is a life-long process. Even though bastions of conser­
vatism are firmly entrenched, change will and does occur.
It is always up to you, the writer, to decide which way you intend to write a given 
outline. Ergo, many choices may be offered, but it is up to you to select one, or 
elect not to select one.
It would be impossible to provide the raison d ’etre for all the shortcuts in this 
text. For example: Some outlines depend on how they are spelt (superior =  
SPROIR), how they are sounded (nam e =  NAIM ), and/or how they are ab­
breviated (goverimient =  GOVT); w hile others may depend on  amalgamations 
(greater weight o f  the evidence =  GREFD) or portmanteau combinations (bodi­
ly harm =  BLARM). A la st group can be classified as "loose theory" (flapper =  
FLAERP), "loose" because it is not always consistent, or "special" (real estate =  
RAE & bathroom =  PRAOM, pardon the humor). Oddly, the "special" ones 
usually are the easiest to learn even though they appear to defy shorthand 
theories. However, the amount of special outlines should be kept to aminimum, 
otherwise retention suffers. Y ou will have to em ploy your imagination, expertise, 
and com mon sense when reasoning out a shortcut.
This edition com bines several of the smaller sections o f  the first edition into two 
larger sections: PREFIXES A N D  SUFFIXES, which now include consonants, 
consonant compounds, vowels, and words.
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Som e proper names have been  included in the Main dictionary (e.g., "Harrison 
=  HARS" & "Harris =  HARZ"), because these names occurred frequently in 
practice dictations in my classes.
W henever a question might arise about how an outline is written (e.g., "-NK"), I 
have tried to convert it to  specific letters (e.g., " PEG ). However, most o f the  
time, outlines are written as conceptually learned, i.e., instead o f  writing "fame =  
TPAEUPL" it is represented as "fame =  FAIM". This compendium also con­
siders the fact that many reporters, because o f different theories learned, may 
write a particular affix differently (e.g., final "x" and final "th"). In these instances, 
the concept is presented, not the letter-by-Ietter version.
Rem em ber, all dictionaries are resources and should never be construed as law.
A  resource is meant as a help, in this case for resolving conflicts and promoting 
faster writing on the shorthand machine. D on’t ever forget-  
WHEN IN DOUBT- WRITE IT OUT!
What you are, what you learn, and what you becom e, ultimately, depends onyou. 
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a n iq io s i s ................................................................................................................................................. AN/KLOFZ
a n n a l s ...............................................................................................................................................................ANLZ
an n o u n ce ........................................................................................................................................................NOUNS
announced ..............................................................................................................................................NOUNS/-D
announcem en t...................................................................................................................................... NOUNS/-MT
announces .............................................................................................................................................. NOUNS/-Z
announcing ..............................................................................................................................................NOUNS/-G
a n n o y ...................................................................................................................................................................NOI
a n n u a l ...............................................................................................................................................................NAUL
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annual .................................................................................................................................................................NUL
a n n u i ty .......................................................................................................................................................A/NAOUT
a n n u i ty .......................................................................................................................................................AN/AOUT
a n n u i ty ...........................................................................................................................................................NAOUT
anonymous .................................................................................................................................................A/NONZ
a n o th e r ................................................................................................................................................................ AOT
a n o th e r ....................................................................................................................................................NOERPBLG
a n s w e r .................................................................................................................................................................ANS
antecubital ................................................................................................................................. ANT/KAOULGTS




a n tiphrasis ..............................................................................................................................................AINT/FRAFS
a n tiphrasis ................................................................................................................................................... AN/TIFRS
antiquity ...............................................................................................................................................AN/TK/WIT
a n x io u s .................................................................................................................................................. AFRNG/-SHS
a n x io u s .............................................................................................................................................................. ANGS
a n x io u s .................................................................................................................................................................NAX
anxiously ..................................................................................................................................................... ANGS/U
anxiousty ....................................................................................................................................................... NAX/U
any e v id e n c e ...................................................................................................................................................... NIDZ
any e v id e n c e .......................................................................................................................................................NIFD
any e v id e n c e ....................................................................................................................................................NIFDZ
any m a t t e r ..............................................................................................................................................................NPT
any of the ev idence .......................................................................................................................................... NOIDZ
any of the e v idence ...........................................................................................................................................NOIFD
any other ........................................................................................................................................................... NIRT
any particular t i m e ...............................................................................................................................................NIPT
anybody ..............................................................................................................................................................NIB
a n y h o w ........................................................................................................................................................... NI/HOU
a n y h o w .................................................................................................................................................................. NOI
anymore ...........................................................................................................................................................NOIR
a n y o n e .................................................................................................................................................................. NIN
anyone else ........................................................................................................................................................NILS
anything ..............................................................................................................................................................NIG
anything e l s e ...................................................................................................................................................... NELS
anything like that ........................................................................................................................................... NAOIP
anything like that ........................................................................................................................................... NIBGT
a n y tim e ............................................................................................................................................................NAOIM
anyw % r................................................................................................................................................................. NAB
a n y w a y .................................................................................................................................................................. NAI
anywhere ........................................................................................................................................................... NIRP
a p a r t .................................................................................................................................................................... A 'PT
a p a r t ......................................................................................................................................................................ARP
a p a r tm e n t ............................................................................................................................................................. APT
a p a r tm e n t .......................................................................................................................................................PARMT
apathetic .............................................................................................................................................. AP/THEBGT
apathetic .....................................................................................................................................................PAEBGT
a p lo m b ........................................................................................................................................................ AZPL’UM
a p o cry p h a ....................................................................................................................................................POK/FRA
apocryphal....................................................................................................................................................POKZFAL
a p o lo g e tic .............................................................................................................................................. POL/GEBGT
apologize ...............................................................................................................................................POL/GAOIZ
ap o lo g y ...........................................................................................................................................................A/POLG




a p p a l l s .........................................................................................................................................................AP/PALZ
a p p a r a tu s ........................................................................................................................................................ PRATS
apparent ........................................................................................................................................................PAERN
a p paren tly ..................................................................................................................................................... PAERNL
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a p p e a l ................................................................................................................................................................PAEL
appealed ........................................................................................................................................................ PAELD
a p p ea lin g ........................................................................................................................................................ PAELG
appeals .........................................................................................................................................................PAELZ
appeals court ................................................................................................................................................. AORT




a p p e a re d ........................................................................................................................................................ PAERD
a p p e lla n t ............................................................................................................................................................PELT
a p p e l la te .........................................................................................................................................................PAELT
a p p en d ic itis .....................................................................................................................................PAEND/SAOITS
applicab le ...........................................................................................................................................................PUBL
a p p lic a n t ...........................................................................................................................................................PUBT
application ....................................................................................................................................................PLIBGS
application ........................................................................................................................................................ PUK
ap p lica tio n s......................................................................................................................................................PUKZ





a p p o in ted ............................................................................................................................................................POID
a p p o in ted ......................................................................................................................................................... POIND
appointing ........................................................................................................................................................POIG
appointing .....................................................................................................................................................POING
appo in tm en t.....................................................................................................................................................POIMT
appoints ..........................................................................................................................................................POINZ
a p p ra is a l .......................................................................................................................................................... PRAIL
appraise ...........................................................................................................................................................PRAIS


















approx im ate ..............................................................................................................................................................P-









a rb it ra to r .................................................................................................................................................... ARB/TOR
architect ........................................................................................................................................................... ARKT
architecturally ........................................................................................................................................ ARKT/URL
a rc h ite c tu re ................................................................................................................................................ARKT/UR
are t h e ...................................................................................................................................................... R-TOR-RT
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are you able ..................................................................................................................................................... RUBL
are you able to ..............................................................................................................................................RUBLT
are you able to s a y ....................................................................................................................................... RUBLTS
are you fa m i l ia r ................................................................................................................................................RUFM
a re y o u p œ i tiv e ................................................................................................................................................... RUP
are you sure ...............................................................................................................................................RAOURB
are you sure .....................................................................................................................................................RURB
are you sure ........................................................................................................................................................ RUS
a r e a ................................................................................................................................................................... YAIR
area c o d e ...................................................................................................................................................... AERKD
aren’t ................................................................................................................................................................R-NT
argue ................................................................................................................................................................ ARG
a r g u m e n t ......................................................................................................................................................... ARGT
a r i s e .....................................................................................................................................................................ARZ
aristocratic ......................................................................................................................................RIFT/KRABGT
a rith m e tic ...................................................................................................................................................... RIPBLG
a rith m e tic .......................................................................................................................................RIPBLG/MEBGT
A riz o n a ............................................................................................................................................................ AZ/AZ
A riz o n a .......................................................................................................................................................ZON/ZON
Arkansas ...................................................................................................................................................ARK/ARK
a r m y ................................................................................................................................................................. AERM
a r o u n d ................................................................................................................................................................ ARN
a r o u n d ............................................................................................................................................................. ARND
around the world ........................................................................................................................................ ROULD
a r r a i g n ..............................................................................................................................................................AERN
a r r a i g n ...............................................................................................................................................................AIRN
a r r a i g n ..............................................................................................................................................................RAEN
a r r a i g n e d ...................................................................................................................................................... AERND
a r r a ig n e d ...................................................................................................................................................... RAEND
arra ig n in g ...................................................................................................................................................... AERNG




arraignment for ju d g e m e n t..............................................................................................................................AIRJT
a rra ig n s ...........................................................................................................................................................AERNZ
a rra ig n s ........................................................................................................................................................... RAENZ
a r r a n g e ................................................................................................................................................................. ARJ







a r r e s t s ..........................................................................................................................................................RAES/-Z
arrival ................................................................................................................................................................RIFL
arrive ...................................................................................................................................................................RIF
a r r i v e d ............................................................................................................................................................... RIFD
a rr iv in g ............................................................................................................................................................... RIFG
arson .................................................................................................................................................................ARS
a rte r io p las ly ..................................................................................................................................... AERT/PLAEFT
arteriosclerosis ...........................................................................................................................AERT/SKLER/OFS
arte rio sc lero sis ................................................................................................................................. AERT/SKLERS
arteriosclerotic ............................................................................................................................AERT/SKLBR/nK
arteriostenosis ..............................................................................................................................AERT/STEN/OFS
artery ............................................................................................................................................................. j\E R T
a rth r itic ..........................................................................................................................................................THRIKT
a r th r i t i s .................................................................................................................................................... ARPBLGTS
a rth r i t i s ...........................................................................................................................................................THRTTS
A r t h u r ...........................................................................................................................................................AERTH
A r t h u r ............................................................................................................................................................. ARTH
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a r t i c l e ...................................................................................................................................................................ARL
a rt ic u la te ............................................................................................................................................................ARLT
articulated ................................................................................................................................................. ARLT/-D
articulated ...............................................................  ARLTS
articulating ................................................................................................................................................. ARLT/-G
articulation .....................................................................................  ARLGS
artisans ..................................................................................................................................................ART/SANZ
as a matter of f a c t ...........................................................................................................................................SMAFK
as a matter of f a c t ........................................................................................................................................... SMAFT
as a matter of l a w ..............................................................................................................................................SMAF
as a matter of l a w ........................................................................................................................................... SMAFL
as a r e s u l t ..........................................................................................................................................................SARLT
as a r e s u l t ......................................................................................................................................................... SRULT
as a rule ............................................................................................................................................................SRUL
as b e s t .....................................................................................................................................................................S-B
as b e s t ...............................................................................................................................................................SBEFT
as best a s .............................................................................................................................................................. S-BS
as best a s ........................................................................................................................................................ SBEFTS
as far as ...............................................................................................................................................................S-FS
as far as ...............................................................................................................................................................SF-S
as far as .......................................................................................................................................................... SFARS
as fo llo w s .......................................................................................................................................................... SFOLS
as I believe .........................................................................................................................................................SIBL
as I b e l ie v e d ...................................................................................................................................................... SIBLD
as I can see .........................................................................................................................................................SIKZ
as I have .................................................................................................................................................................SIP
as I r e c a l l ..............................................................................................................................................................SIRL
as I re c o lle c t.........................................................................................................................................................SIRK
as I remember ................................................................................................................................................... SIRM
as I u n d e rs tan d ................................................................................................................................................. SINDZ
as little a s ............................................................................................................................................................SULS
as little as p o ss ib le .............................................................................................................................................. SL-FP
as long a s ...................................................................................................................................................... SLONGS
as many as .........................................................................................................................................................S-MS
as much as ........................................................................................................................................................S-FPS
as much as ....................................................................................................................................................SKH-FP
as near a s ........................................................................................................................................................... SN-RS
as previously m a rk e d ....................................................................................................................................... SREKD
as quickly a s ......................................................................................................................................................... S-KS
as quickty a s ...................................................................................................................................................SKWIKS
as soon a s ............................................................................................................................................................SAGS
as the r e s u l t ..................................................................................................................................................... SERLT
as the re s u l t s ...................................................................................................................................................SERLTS
as to ................................................................................................................................................................... STD
as to any ............................................................................................................................................................. STOI
as to e a c h ....................................................................................................................................................... STOEFP
as to the ............................................................................................................................................................STOT
as to these ..................................................................................................................................................... STOES
as to which ..................................................................................................................................................... STOFP
as usual ......................................................................................................................................................SAOURB
as we ...................................................................................................................................................................SWE
as we a r e ........................................................................................................................................................... SWER
as we b e l ie v e .................................................................................................................................................... SWEBL
as we believed .............................................................................................................................................SWEBLX)
as we c a n ........................................................................................................................................................... SWEK
as we can s e e ....................................................................................................................................................SWEKZ
as we have .......................................................................................................................................................SWEF
as we recall ....................................................................................................................................................SWERL
as we recollect ...............................................................................................................................................SWERK
as we remember ..........................................................................................................................................SWERM
as we understand ....................................................................................................................................... SWENDZ
as well a s .............................................................................................................................................................. S-LS
as well a s .............................................................................................................................................................. SL-S
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as well as ........................................................................................................................................................SWELS
as you b e lie v e ......................................................................................................................................................SUBL
as you believed ..............................................................................................................................................SUBLD
as you can see .................................................................................................................................................SUKZ
as you have ........................................................................................................................................................ SUP
as you recall ......................................................................................................................................................SURE
as you recollect .................................................................................................................................................SURK
as you remember ............................................................................................................................................SURM
as you understand ......................................................................................................................................... SUNDZ




a sc e r ta in s .....................................................................................................................................................SAERNZ
ashore ........................................................................................................................................................... SHAOR
ask t h e .......................................................................................................................................! ! ! ! . .  SK-T
ask y o u ................................................................................................................................................................. SKU
ask Your H o n o r .............................................................................................................................................. SKURN
asked and answered ................................................................................................................................... SKAND
asked or a n s w e re d ......................................................................................................................................... SKOND
aspect ............................................................................................................................................................... AFPT
aspect ....................................................................................................................................................................AP
a s p e c t s .................................................................................................................................................................APS
a s p e c t s ............................................................................................................................................................. AFPTS
a s p ir a t io n .................................................................................................................................................... SPRAIGS
asportation .................................................................................................................................... AZ/POR/TAIGS
asportation .................................................................................................................................................SPORGS
a s s a u l t ............................................................................................................................................................ SAULT
a s s a u l t ...............................................................................................................................................................SAUT
assault and b a t t e r y ............................................................................................................................................ SAUB
assemble ............................................................................................................................................................ SBL-
assemble ...................................................................................................................................................... SEM/BL
a ssem b led ......................................................................................................................................................... SBL-D
a sse m b le s ..........................................................................................................................................................SBL-Z
asse m b le s ....................................................................................................................................................SEM/BLZ




assem blym an................................................................................................................................................... SBLAN
assem blym an........................................................................................................................................... SEM/BLAM
assem blym en................................................................................................................................................... SBLEN









a s s is t ................................................................................................................................................................... AEFT
a s s is t ......................................................................................................................................................................AES
a ss is ta n c e ........................................................................................................................................................ AEFNS
a ss is ta n c e .......................................................................................................................................................... AENS
a ss is ta n c e .................................................................................................................................................... AES/ANS
assistant .................................................................................................................................................AEFF/ANT





a sso c ia te d ...................................................................................................................................
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a ssu m e ............................................................................................................................................................SAOUM
assumption ................................................................................................................................................... SUMGS
a s s u r e ......................................................................................................................................................... SHAOUR
a s th m a ..................................................................................................................................................................SMA
asthmatic  ...................................................................................................................................AS/MABGT
a sth m a tic .....................................................................................................................................................SMABGT
a sth m a tic ...........................................................................................................................................................SMAT
a straga lu s................................................................................................................................................STRAG/LUS
at a later date ................................................................................................................................................TLAID
at a later time .................................................................................................................................................TLAIT
at a time ............................................................................................................................................................ TATT
at aU times TALTS
at all times .................................................................................................................................................TAULTS
at another t i m e ................................................................................................................................................. TAOT
at any rate ....................................................................................................................................................TRAET
at any time ........................................................................................................................................................ T-NT
at l e a s t ..............................................................................................................................................................TLAES
at l e a s t ........................................................................................................................................................TLAOEFT
at l e a s t .......................................................................................................................................................... TLAOES
at no t i m e ..............................................................................................................................................................TOT
at one time .................................................................................................................................................. TWONT
at one time .................................................................................................................................................. TWUNT
at or about ...................................................................................................................................................... AERB
at or about ...................................................................................................................................................... TORB
at some t i m e ..................................................................................................................................................... TOMT
at some t i m e ..................................................................................................................................................... TUMT
at that particular time .....................................................................................................................................TAFT
at that time ......................................................................................................................................................... TAT
at the comer o f ................................................................................................................................................. TORK
at the particular t i m e ......................................................................................................................................... TEPT
at the present  T  P
at the present t i m e ............................................................................................................................................... T-PT
at the same place ........................................................................................................................................... TAIMS
at the same time ...........................................................................................................................................TAIMT
at the scene of the a c c id en t........................................................................................................................TAOEBGS
at the time ......................................................................................................................................................... TET
at the times ....................................................................................................................................................... TETS
at t h i s ...................................................................................................................................................................... n
at this particular t i m e ...........................................................................................................................................TIFT
at this p o i n t ..................................................................................................................................................THOINT
at this point in time .....................................................................................................................................TPOINT
at this time ...........................................................................................................................................................TIT
at ubat particular time .................................................................................................................................TWAPT
at what point in t i m e ................................................................................................................................... TWOINT
at what t i m e ..................................................................................................................................................TWHAT
at which time ..................................................................................................................................................T-FPT
at which time ...............................................................................................................................................TWIMT
at wdtich time .................................................................................................................................................. TWIT
a therosclerosis.........................................................................................................................THAER/SKLER/OFS
a th l e t e .............................................................................................................................................. APBLG/LAOBT
a th l e t e ..........................................................................................................................................................TLAOET
athletes ........................................................................................................................................APBLG/LAOETS
athletes ....................................................................................................................................................TLAOETS
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a th le t ic ....................................................................................................................................................APBLG/nK
athletics .............................................................................................................................................APBLG/ITKZ
A tla n ta ............................................................................................................................................................TLANT
atmosphere ..................................................................................................................................................... AEFR
atmosphere .................................................................................................................................................ATS/-FR
a tro p h y ............................................................................................................................................................TROEF
attain ............................................................................................................................................................... TAIN
a tta in e d .............................................................................................................................................................TAIND
attaining ........................................................................................................................................................ TAING
a tta inm en t.................................................................................................................................................. TAIN/-MT
attains .............................................................................................................................................................TAINZ
a tte m p t........................................................................................................................................................... TAEMT










a t te n d in g .......................................................................................................................................................TAENG
a t t e n d s .............................................................................................................................................................T-NDZ
a t t e n d s ............................................................................................................................................................TAENZ
attention .........................................................................................................................................................T-NGS
atten tive ly ....................................................................................................................................................... TAENL
a tt i tu d e .......................................................................................................................................................... TAOUD






attorney at law ...........................................................................................................................................TOERNL
attorney g e n e r a l ...........................................................................................................................................AET/JEN
attorneys at l a w ............................................................................................................................................. TAULZ
attribute ........................................................................................................................................................ TRAIB
attribute ..........................................................................................................................................................TRUE
a u b u r n .......................................................................................................................................................AU/BURN
a u b u r n ........................................................................................................................................................... BAURN
a u c t io n ........................................................................................................................................................... AUBGS
a u c tio n e d ......................................................................................................................................................AUBGD
auction ing ................................................................................................................................................. AUBGS/-G
auctions ...................................................................................................................................................... AUBGZ
audibility ..................................................................................................................................................AUD/-BLT
a u d ib le .............................................................................................................................................................. AUBL
a u d ib le .........................................................................................................................................................AUD/-BL
audio ................................................................................................................................................................ ADD
aud ioph ile .............................................................................................................................................. AOD/FAOIL
audiophiles .......................................................................................................................................AOD/FAOILZ
a u d i t .....................................................................................................................................................................AUD
auditorium .............................................................................................................................................AUD/RUM
auditory ...................................................................................................................................................... AUD/RI
A u g u s t ................................................................................................................................................................ AUG
Austin .............................................................................................................................................................. AUFN
A u s t i n ..............................................................................................................................................................AUFT
a u t h o r .............................................................................................................................................................. AUER
a u t h o r ..............................................................................................................................................................THOR
authored ...................................................................................................................................................... THORD
a u th o r in g ...................................................................................................................................................... THORG
a u th o ritaria n .......................................................................................................................................THORT/AIRN
a u th o rita tiv e ......................................................................................................................................THORT/AIFB
authority .......................................................................................................................................................THORT
authoriza tion ............................................................................................................................................... THORGS
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auto accident ................................................................................................................................................... AOX
autocar ...................................................................................................................................................... AO/KAR
automat ..........................................................................................................................................................AOMT
au to m atic ............................................................................................................................................................ AOM
au to m atic .............................................................................................................................................................AUK













a u to p s ie d .......................................................................................................................................................... AUPD





a v e n g e ..........................................................................................................................................................A/VEN/J
a v e n g e .................................................................................................................................................VAEFRPBLGS
avenged .......................................................................................................................................VAEFRPBLGS/-D
avenges .......................................................................................................................................VAEFRPBLGS/-Z
a v e n g in g ......................  VAEFRPBLGS/-G
a v e n u e .................................................................................................................................................................. AEF





av erag in g .......................................................................................................................................................AFRJ/-G
aversion .........................................................................................................................................................AFRGS




award any damages ......................................................................................................................................WABRI
aware of ...................................................................................................................................................... WAIFRB
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back and forth ................................................................................................................................ BORTHbackside
badge ............................................................................................................................................................... BAEJ
bail is f o r f e i t e d ............................................................................................................................................. BAIFRD
bailiff ................................................................................................................................................................BAIF
Baker ......................................................................................................................................................... BAIK/ER
Bakersfield ...............................  BAIKS/FAOELD
b a la n c e ...................................................................................................................................................................B-L
b a la n c e .................................................................................................................................................................B-NS
b a la n c e ...............................................................................................................................................................BALS
b a la n c e ...................................................................................................................................................................BL-
balances ............................................................................................................................................................BL-Z






b a n d ag in g ............................................................................  B-NG/-G
b a n g ...................................................................................................................................................................BANG
b a n k ..............................................................................................................................................................BAFRNG
Bank of America .............................................................................................................................................BERK
bankrupt ........................................................................................................................................................BRUFT




b a n k ru p ts ......................................................................................................................................................BRUPTS




b a r r e l s ............................................................................................................................................................BARLZ
Baistow ................................................................................................................................................. BAR/STOE
b a seb a ll............................................................................................................................................................. BAIBL
b a seb a ll........................................................................................................................................................... BAIFBL
bases ...............................................................................................................................................................BAEZ
bases ..............................................................................................................................................................BAIFZ
b a s i c ..................................................................................................................................................................BAIFK
b a s i s ....................................................................................................................................................................BAES
b a s i s ...................................................................................................................................................................BAIFS
b a s i s ......................................................................................................................................................................BAZ
b a s k ....................................................................................................................................................................BAFK
b a s k e d ............................................................................................................................................................BAFKD
basket ............................................................................................................................................................ BAFKT
b a s k e ts .......................................................................................................................................................... BAFKTS
b a s k in g ..........................................................................................................................................................BAFK/-G
basks ............................................................................................................................................................ BAFKZ
b a t h .............................................................................................................................................................. BAPBLG
bathe ........................................................................................................................................................ BAIPBLG
b a th ro o m .......................................................................................................................................................PRAOM
b a t t e r y ...............................................................................................................................................................BAET
b a t t i n g ...............................................................................................................................................................BAGT
battle ..........................................................................................................................................................BALGTS
b a u d .................................................................................................................................................................. BAUD
b e ....................................................................................................................................................................-BORB-
bcar in m i n d ...............................................................................................................................................BAERMD
bear in m i n d ................................................................................................................................................BAIRMD
bear in m i n d ................................................................................................................................................ BARPLD
bearable ...................................................................................................................................................... BAIRBL
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became ........................................................................................................................................................... BAIM
because .......................................................................................................................................................... BAUZ
because of negligence ........................................................................................................................................BLEG
because of the ............................................................................................................................................... BAUFT
because of the accident ................................................................................................................................... BOEK
because t h a t ...................................................................................................................................................... BAUP
become ............................................................................................................................................................... B-K
bedding ......................................................................................................................................................BED/- G
b e d r o o m ....................................................................................................................................................BRAOUM
b e d r o o m ..........................................................................................................................................................BROM
been ................................................................................................................................................................... B-N
b e f o r e .............................................................................................................. ' ................................................... BR-
before a p e r io d ...................................................... BRAIP
before a period of time ................................................................................................................................BRAIPT
before a time ................................................................................................................................................ BRAIT
before h i s ............................................................................................................................................................ BR-Z
before that accident ...........................................................................................................................................BAX
before that accident ........................................................................................................................................BRAX
before that p e r i o d ............................................................................................................................................. BRAP
before that period of time .............................................................................................................................BRAFT
before that time .............................................................................................................................................BRAT
before t h e .............................................................................................................................................................BR-T
before the accident ...........................................................................................................................................BEX
before the accident ........................................................................................................................................ BREK
before the accident ........................................................................................................................................ BREX
before the period ..............................................................................................................................................BREP
before the period of time ............................................................................................................................. BREPT
before the t i m e ..................................................................................................................................................BRET
before this accident ..........................................................................................................................................BRIX
before this p e r i o d ...............................................................................................................................................BRIP
before which period ........................................................................................................................................BRIFP
beg your pardon ...............................................................................................................................................G-RP
beg your pardon .............................................................................................................................................GURP
began ................................................................................................................................................................. GAN
begging your p a r d o n .......................................................................................................................................G-RPG
begin ...................................................................................................................................................................GIN
beg in n in g ........................................................................................................................................................... GING
b e g u n ...................................................................................................................................................................G-N
b e h a l f .................................................................................................................................................................. BAP
b e h a l f ............................................................................................................................................................... BHAF
b e h a v e .................................................................................................................................................................BAIF
b e h a v e ..............................................................................................................................................................BHAIF
behavior ...................................................................................................................................................BAIF/YOR
behavior ..........................................................................................................................................................BAIFR




b e lie v e ................................................................................................................................................................ BLEF




belligeren tly ................................................................................................................................................ BUGT/LI
b e llig e re n t^ ....................................................................................................................................................BLU/LI
b e lo n g ............................................................................................................................................................ BLONG
b e lo n g e d .....................................................................................................................................................BLONGD




bemoan ...........................   BE/MOEN
bemoaned ............................................................................................................................................BE/MOEND
bemoaning ............................................................................................................................................BE/MOENG
b e m o a n s ................................................................................................................................................ BE/MOEND
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building line to building line .................................................................................................................. BLIN/BLIN
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b u r g la r ............................................................................................................................................................... BLAR
burg larize ......................................................................................................................................................... BIRLG
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b u s i e s t ................................................................................................................................................................BUFT
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but s h e ..............................................................................................................................................................BURB
but t h e ................................................................................................................................................................. BUT
Butte ...........................................................................................................................................................BAOUT
b u t t i n g .............................................................................................................................................................. BUGT
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by reason of .......................................................................................................................................................BERN
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ly  virtue of ........................... BIFRT
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call  k a u l
call your attention .........................................................................................................................................KAURN
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called .............................................................................................................................................................. KALD
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c a l l i n g ............................................................................................................   KL-G
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can re c o lle c t........................................................................................................................................................K-RK
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c a s s e ro le ......................................................   KAERL
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castrate .........................................................................................................................................................KAFRT
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cem enting ...................................................................................................................................................SMENT/-G
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c e r tif ic a te .......................................................................................................................................................... SERT
c e r tif ic a te .......................................................................................................................................................SIIFKT
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certitude ..........................................................................................................................................................SERD
c e rv ic a l........................................................................................................................................................SEFRB/-L
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cervicitis ................................................................................................................................................. SERFRBTS
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c h a rg e d ......................................................................................................................................................... KHARJD
c h a r g e s ......................................................................................................................................................... KHARJZ
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c h a r i t y ..........................................................................................................................................................KHAIRT
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christen ...........................   KRIFN
Christian .......................................................................................................................................................... KRIFT
Christian name ................................................................................................................................................... KRIN
C hris tian s........................................................................................................................................................ KRIFTS
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clinics .........................................................................................................................................................KLIPBGZ
c l i t o r a l ............................................................................................................................................................. KLOIL
c l i t o r i s ........................................................................................................................................................... KLOITS
close b y ...............................................................................................................................................................KLOB
c lose-hy...............................................................................................................................................................KLOB
c l o t h ................................................................................................................................................................ KLOTO
clothe .........................................................................................................................................................KLOBTH
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coalition ...................................................................................................................................................KOE/UGS
Coast G u a r d ................................................................................................................................................KAOFGD
c o a tin g ............................................................................................................................................................KOEGT
c o c c y x ................................................................................................................................................................. KOX
c o d d le .........................................................................................................................................................KOLGDZ
code b o o k ...........................................................................................................................................................KOEK
code s e c t i o n .......................................................................................................................................................KOES
coefficient ............................................................................................................................................ KOE/FIRBT
coefficients ..........................................................................................................................................KOE/FIRBTS
c o e r c e .............................................................................................................................................................KOERS
coerced ....................................................................................................................................................... KOERD
coerced ................................................................................................................................................... KOERS/-D




c o g e n t ..............................................................................................................................................................KOEJT
cogtate ................................................................................................................................................. KOEI/TAIT
c o g ita t e d .................................................................................................................................................KOEJ/TAID
cogitates ............................................................................................................................................... KOEJ/TAITS
cog ita ting .................................................................................................................................................KOEI/TAIG
c og ita tion ...............................................................................................................................................KOEJ/TAIGS
cognizance ........................................................................................................................................................ KOG
c o g n iza n t.......................................................................................................................................................... KOGT
c o h a b it ......................................................................................................................................................KO/HAEBT
c o h a b it..................................................................................................................................   ,KOE/HABT
c o h a b it............................................................................................................................................................ KOEBT





c o in c id e d ................................................................................................................................................ KOIND^-D
c o in c id e s .................................................................................................................................................KOINDZ7-Z
coinciding................................................................................................................................................ KOINDZ/-G
c o l l a t e .............................................................................................................................................................. KLATT
c o lla te r a l ............................................................................................................   KIARL
c o lle a g u e ...........................................................................................................................................................KLEG
colleagues........................................................................................................................................................ KLEGZ
c o l l e c t ................................................................................................................................................................KLEK
collected ........................................................................................................................................................KLEKD




c o lo n e l .............................................................................................................................................................KLONL
c o lo n e l............................................................................................................................................................ KORNL
color ............................................................................................................................................................... KLOR
C o lo ra d o .................................................................................................................................................... KOL/KOL
colored ........................................................................................................................................................KLORD
coloring ........................................................................................................................................................KLX)RG
c o lo riza tio n ....................................  KIXIRGS
colorless ........................................................................................................................................................ KLORL
colors .............................................................................................................................................................KLORZ
c o m a to s e ....................................................................................................................................................KMA/TOS
c o m a to s e ........................................................................................................................................................KMOES
c o m a to s e ....................................................................................................................................................KOM/TOS
com bination .................................................................................................................................................. KBINGS
combinatorial ........................................................................................................................................KBINT/RAL
combine ............................................................................................................................................................ KBIN
c o m b in ed .........................................................................................................................................................KBIND
c o m b in e s ......................................................................................................................................................... KBINZ
combining .................................................................................................................................................... KBING
come ............................................................................................................................................................ KOM
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come a time .....................................................................................................................................................KMAT




c o m fo r t .............................................................................................................................................................. K-FRT
c o m fo r t ................................................................................................................................................................KM-F
c o m fo r t ...........................................................................................................................................................KM-FRT




c o m fo r te d ........................................................................................................................................................ KM-FD




c o m m a n d ......................................................................................................................................................... KMAN
commanded ................................................................................................................................................. KMAND
commander ..............................................................................................................................................KMAN/ER
com m and ing ................................................................................................................................................. KMANG
c om m ands...................................................................................................................................................... KMANZ
commercial ................................................................................................................................................KMERBL
com m ercialization.........................................................................................................................KMERBL/AOIGS
c o m m erc ia ls ............................................................................................................................................. KMERBLZ
comminute (pulverize) ............................................................................................................................ KMAOUT
c o m m in u te d ..............................................................................................................................................KMAOUD
c o m m it ................................................................................................................................................................KMIT
commits .........................................................................................................................................................KMITS
com m itted ..................................................................................................................................................... KMIT/-D
c om m ittee ................................................................................................................................................................KE
committing .................................................................................................................................................KMIT/-G




com m un ities ................................................................................................................................................KMUNTS
community ..................................................................................................................................................KMUNT
community property ....................................................................................................................................... KMOP
commute ..........................................................................................................................................................KMUT









com patib ility .................................................................................................................................................KPABLT
compatible ................................................................................................................................................... KPABL
c o m p e l .................................................................................................................................................................KPL-
c o m p e lled ......................................................................................................................................................... KPL-D
com pelling ......................................................................................................................................................... KPL-G
c o m p els .............................................................................................................................................................. KPL-Z
compensate .................................................................................................................................................KPAENT
compensate .................................................................................................................................................... KPENS







c o m p e te n t..............................................................................................................................................................KPE
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competent ....................................................................................................................................................KPENT
competitive .................................................................................................................................................... KPEFB
c o m p ila tio n ...................................................................................................................................................KPILGS
compile .......................................................................................................................................................KPAOIL
com placen ty ....................................................................................................................................................KPLAE
complacent ..................................................................................................................................................... KPLAI
c o m p la in .......................................................................................................................................................KPLAIN
com plain t.................................................................................................................................................... KPLAINT
com plem en t.......................................................................................................................................................KPLE
complements ............................................................................................................................................... KPLEZ
c o m p le te ...................................................................................................................................................KPLAOET










c o m p lim e n t.........................................................................................................................................................KPU
complimented ................................................................................................................................................ KPUD
com plim enting................................................................................................................................................ KPLIG
com plim ents......................................................................................................................................................KPUZ
c o m p o s e ...........................................................................................................................................................KPOE
c o m p o s e ...............................   KPOEZ
com posed ........................................................................................................................................................KPOED
c o m p o ses ........................................................................................................................................................ KPOEZ
c o m p o ses................................................................................................................................................... KPOEZ/-Z
composing ................................................................................................................................................... KPOEG
c om position......................................................................................................................................................KPIGS
com position ................................................................................................................................................. KPOEGS
com position ....................................................................................................................................................KPOGS







c o m p re s s .........................................................................................................................................................KPRES
com pression..................................................................................................................................................KPREGS




com prom ise .................................................................................................................................................KPROMS
compromised ........................................................................................................................................... KPROMD
compromises ............................................................................................................................................KPROMZ
c o m p tro lle r ................................................................................................................................................... TRORL
com punction.................................................................................................................................................KPUNGS
com pu tation ....................................................................................................................................................KPUGS
compute ...........................................................................................................................................................KPUT
c o m p u ted .......................................................................................................................................................... KPUD
c o m p u te r ...........................................................................................................................................................KPUR
c o m p u te r ...........................................................................................................................................................KPUT
c o m p u te s .........................................................................................................................................................KPUTS
computing ......................................................................................................................................................KPUG
c o n c e a l..........................................................................................................................................................SKAOEL
co n cealed ......................................................................................................................................................SKAELD
concealing .................................................................................................................................................SKAELG
concealm ent.........................................................................................................................................SKAOEL/-MT
conceals .................................................  SKAOELZ
concede ..................................................................................................................................................... SKAOED
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........................................................................................................................................ SKAOEDAD
c o n c e d in g ...............................................................................................................................................SKAOEDAG
c o n c e d in g ....................................................................................................................................................SKAOEG
concentrate ...................................................................................................................................................TRAET
c o n cen tra ted ............................................................................................................................................. TRABTAD
c o n ce n tra te s ................................................................................................................................................ .TRABTS
concentrating............................................................................................................................................. TRAETAG
concentration ................................................................................................................................................ TRAEGS
c o n c e rn .............................................................................................................................................................. KERN























confidant (m a le ) .........................................................................................................................................K-FD/ANT
confidante (female) ............................................................................................................................. K-FD/AENT
c o n f id e ................................................................................................................................................................K-FD












c o n firm ................................................................................................................................................................K-FM
confirm a tion ................................................................................................................................................. K-FMGS
c o n f l i c t .......................................................................................................................................................... KWUFT




c o n fu s e ........................................................................................................................................................ KWAOUS
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conjecture ........................................................................................................................................................ K JT
connect ...........................................................................................................................................................KEKT
C o n n e c ticu t...................................................................................................................................................K-T/K-T
C o n n e c ticu t...............................................................................................................................................KON/KON
connection ....................................................................................................................................................KEBGS
conscientious ....................................................................................................................................... K-FRPBLGS
c o n sc io u s.......................................................................................................................................................... K-RBS




c o n s is t .................................................................................................................................................................KIFT
c o n s is t ...............................................................................................................................................................SKIFI'
co n sis ten t................................................................................................................................................ KIFT/ENT
co n sisten t..........................................................................................................................................................SKINT
c o n s is te n tly ..................................................................................................................................................... SKINL
console ...........................................................................................................................................................SKOL
consp irac ies .................................................................................................................................................KPIRS/-Z
consp irac ies ..................................................................................................................................................... KFIRZ
consp irac ies ................................................................................................................................................SPORS/-Z
conspiracy ......................................................................................................................................................KPIRS
conspiracy ...................................................................................................................................................... SPIRS
c onsp ira to rs ............................................................................................................................................ KPIR/TORZ
c onsp ira to rs ................................................................................................................................................... KPIRTS
conspire ............................................................................................................................................................ KPIR
conspire .............................................................................................................................................................SPIR
co n stan c e ............................................................................................................................................ ....  . SKANS




c o n s titu te ..........................................................................................................................................................KAOT
c o n s titu te ....................................................................................................................................................... KAOUT
c o n s titu te ...........................................................................................................................................................SNUT
c o n s titu t io n ................................................................................................................................................... KAOGS
c o n s titu t io n ................................................................................................................................................KAOUGS
c o n s titu t io n ....................................................................................................................................................SNUGS
constitutional .............................................................................................................................................STAOUL
constitutional right .................................................................................................................................... KRAOIT
constitutional right .......................................................................................................................................... KRIT
constitutionally...........................................................................................................................................SNUGSAL
c o n s tr u c t ........................................................................................................................................................KRUKT
construction .................................................................................................................................................KRUBGS
constructive n o tic e ........................................................................................................................................... SIRUP
c o n s u lt............................................................................................................................................................... KULT
c o n s u lt............................................................................................................................................................. SKULT
c o n su m e r ...........................................................................................................................................................KM-R
consum m ation ...................................................................................................................................... SKAOUMGS
c o n ta c t...............................................................................................................................................................KAKT





c o n ta in ...............................................................................................................................................................KAEN
c o n ta in ................................................................................................................................................................KAIN
c o n ta in .............................................................................................................................................................KWAIN
c o n ta in ................................................................................................................................................................TAIN
c o n ta in e d .........................................................................................................................................................KAIND
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c o n ta in e is ................................................. KAIN/ERZ
c o n te n d ..............................................................................................................................................................KEND
co n te n d e d ....................................................................................................................................................KEND/-D
contending ............................................................................................................................................... KEND/-G
contends ...................................................................................................................................................... KENDZ
c o n te n t .............................................................................................................................................................. KENT
c o n te n te d .................................................................................................................................................... KENT/-D
c o n ten tio n ....................................................................................................................................................... KENGS
contentious .....................................................................................................................................KON/TEN/-RBS
contents ........................................................................................................................................................KENTS
c o n te x t ............................................................................................................................................................. KWEX
continent ...........................................................................................................................................................KINT
continental ...................................................................................................................................................... KINL





c o n tin u a t io n ....................................................................................................................................................T-NGS
continue ..............................................................................................................................................................T-N
continue ............................................................................................................................................................. TIN
c o n tin u ity ........................................................................................................................................................... T-NT
c o n tin u ity .........................................................................................................................................................T1N/-T
continuous............................................................................................................................................................T-NS
co n tinuously ..................................................................................................................................................T-NIVLI
contraband ..................................................................................................................................................KRAND
c o n tra c t.................................................................................................................................................................. KR-
c o n tra c t................................................................................................................................................................KR-T
c o n tra c t.................................................................................................................................................................KRA




c o n tra d ic t.........................................................................................................................................................KRIKT
c o n tra d ic t.......................................................................................................................................................KRIKTS
contrad ic tion .................................................................................................................................................... KRIKS
contradictions ...........................................................................................................................................KRIKS/-Z
contrad ic tory ...............................................................................................................................................KRIKT/RI
contraindicate ............................................................................................................................................ KRAINT
c on tra ind icated............................................................................................................................................KRAIND




contrary t o ....................................................................................................................................................... KRART
c o n trib u te ........................................................................................................................................................... K-BT
c o n trib u te ....................................................................................................................................................KRAOUT








contributory negligence ................................................................................................................................... TREG
contributory negligence .....................................................................................................................................TREJ
c o n t r o l ....................................  KROL
c o n t r o l ...............................................................................................................................................................TROL
c o n tro l le r .......................................................................................................................................................KRORL
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controvert .............................................................................................................................................KRA/VERT
controvert ................................................................................................................................................... KROFR
con troverted ................................................................................................................................................ KROFRD
controverting ............................................................................................................................................KROFRG
controverts .................................................................................................................................................KROFRZ
co n tu s io n .....................................................................................................................................................KAOUGS
c o n tu s io n ........................................................................................................................................................TAOGS





c o n v e r g e ........................................................................................................................................................... KF-RJ








c o n v e r t...................................................................  K-RT
c o n v e r t............................................................................................................................................................KWERT
convertible ..................................................................................................................................................... K-RBL
convertible ........................................................................................................................................... KWERT/-BL
c o n v e y ................................................................................................................................................................KWAl
conveyance ................................................................................................................................................. KWAINS
c o n v e y o r ........................................................................................................................................................ KWAIR
c o n v ic t ............................................................................................................................................................. KWIKT





c o n v o y ............................................................................................................................................................... KWOI
convulse ........................................................................................................................................................KWULS
convulsion ................................................................................................................................................KWULGS
c o o p era te ........................................................................................................................................................ KAOPT
c o o p era te ....................................................................................................................................................... KPRAIT
c o o p e ra tio n .................................................................................................................................................KAOFGS
c o o p e ra tio n .............................................................................................................................................KPRAOIGS
coroner .......................................................................................................................................................... KRON
coroner ........................................................................................................................................................KRORN
coroner’s o f f i c e ............................................................................................................................................... KRONS
coroners ........................................................................................................................................................KRONZ
c o rp o ra te ........................................................................................................................................................ KORPT
corporation ................................................................................................................................................. KORPGS
corps ............................................................................................................................................................ KORPZ
c o r p s e ............................................................................................................................................................. KORPS
corpus delicti ...............................................................................................................................................KORPD
corpus delicti ...................................................................................................................................KORPS/DUKT
c o r r e c t .............................................................................................................................................................KREKT
correct me if I am w ro n g ................................................................................................................................ KRONG








c o rro b o ra te ...................................................................................................................................................... KROB
corroboration ............................................................................................................................................ KROBGS
corrode ....................................................................................................................................................... KROED
c o r r o d e d ..................................................................................................................................................KROED/-D
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corrodes ................................................................................................................................................... KROEDZ
c o r r o d in g .................................................................................................................................................KROED/-G
corrosion ....................................................................................................................................................KROEGS
corrugate ...................................................................................................................................................... KORGT
c o rru g ated .................................................................................................................................................... KORGTS
c o r r u p t ............................................................................................................................................................KRUFT
c o r r u p te d .......................................................................................................................................................KRUPD
c o r r u p te d ..................................................................................................................................................KRUFT/-D
c o rru p tin g .......................................................................................................................................................KRUPG
c o rru p tio n .....................................................................................................................................................KRUPGS
corruptly, knowingly, and w illfu lly .................................................................................................KRUPL/NOE/WIL





could b e l i e v e .....................................................................................................................................................KGBL
could f e e l ..........................................................................................................................................................KGFL
could h a v e ............................................................................................................................................................KGF
could have b e e n .................................................................................................................................................KGFB
could have believed .......................................................................................................................................KGFBLD
could have had ................................................................................................................................................ KGFD
could have rec a lled .......................................................................................................................................KGFRLD
could have recollected.................................................................................................................................. KGFRKD
could have rem e m b e re d .............................................................................................................................KGFRMD
could recall .....................................................................................................................................................KGRL
could recollect ................................................................................................................................................ KGRK
could rem e m b e r ................................................................................................................................................KGRM
could say ......................................................................................................................................................... KAGS
could she ...................................................................................................................................................... KAGRB
could understand ........................................................................................................................................... KGND
could w a n t ..........................................................................................................................................................KGPT
could you b e .................................................................................................................................................... KGUB
could you f e e l ................................................................................................................................................KAOUFL
could you have ................................................................................................................................................ KGUF
could you have wanted .........................................................................................................................KGUFPT/-D
could you m e a n ............................................................................................................................................ KAOUM
could you mean t o ..................................................................................................................................... KAGUMT
could you mean to s a y ...............................................................................................................................KAGUMTS
could you r e c a l l ...........................................................................................................................................KAGURL
could you re c o lle c t...................................................................................................................................... KAGURK
could you remember .................................................................................................................................KAGURM
could you s a y ........................................  KAGUS
could you t e l l ..................................................................................................................................................KAGUT
could you tell u s ........................................................................................................................................... KAGUTS
could you t h i n k ........................................................................................................................................KAGUPBG
could you u n d e rs ta n d ................................................................................................................................. KAGUND
couldn’t ..............................................................................................................................................................KGNT





c o u n s e l ..............................................................................................................................................................KGUL
c o u n s e l ............................................................................................................................................................. KGUN
c o u n s e lo r ...........................................................................................................................................................KL-R
c o u n s e lo r ...................................................................................................................................................... KOUNL
c o u n s e lo r .......................................................................................................................................................KGURL
counterclockwise ............................................................................................................................................. K K Z
c o u n try .................................................................................................................................................................. KRI
c o u n try .................................................................................................................................................................KUN
c o u n try .............................................................................................................................................................. KUNT
county ..............................................................................................................................................................KGUT
couple ...............................................................................................................................................................KUPL
couple of days ..............................................................................................................................................KUPDZ
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c o u r s e .............................................................................................................................................................KOURS
court and jury ...................................................................................................................................................KORJ
court of a p p ea ls ....................................   KORT/PAOELZ
court of j u s t i c e .................................................................................................................................................KORJS
court of original jurisdiction ..................................................................................................................... KORT/OJ
court of original jurisdiction .........................................................................................................KORT/ORJ/I-RD
court reporter ...............................................................................................................................................KR-RPT
court re p o r tin g .............................................................................................................................................. KR-RPG
courtroom ...................................................................................................................................................KRAOM
c o v e n a n t ............................................................... KOFNT
co v en a n ts .......................................................................................................................................................KOFNTS
cover up .........................................................................................................................................................KOFRP
c o w o rk e r .....................................................................................................................................................KWOERK





c o z e n s .......................................................................................................................................................... KOEFNZ
c o z e n s ......................................................................................................................................................KOEZ/ENZ
c r a f t ..................................................................................................................................................................KRAFT
crafty ...........................................................................................................................................................KRAF/-T
c r a n ia l ........................................................................................................................................................... KRAINL
crass ................................................................................................................................................................KRAS
c rassitu d e ............................................................................................................................................KRAS/TAOUD
craziest .................................................................................................................................................. KRAIZ/-FT
crazy .............................................................................................................................................................KRAEZ
c redib ility ...................................................................................................................................................... KREBLT





credit card ...................................................................................................................................................... KREK
credo ............................................................................................................................................................KRAOD
c r e d o s .........................................................................................................................................................KRAODZ
criminal .............................................................................................................................................................KR-L
criminal code ................................................................................................................................................. KROD
criminal offense ........................................................................................................................................... KRENS
criminal t r i a l ..................................................................................................................................................KRAOIL
criminality ......................................................................................................................................................K-R/TI
c rim inally .......................................................................................................................................................... K-R/LI
c r im in a ls ..........................................................................................................................................................KR-LZ
c r i t e r ia .............................................................................................................................................................KRAET
criterion ......................................................................................................................................................... KROIN
croissant .................................................................................................................................................... KROIFNT
c ro is san ts .................................................................................................................................................. KROIFNTS
...s s  e x a m in e s .................................................................................................................................................KR-XZ
cross exam ining................................................................................................................................................ KR-XG
crtK stvalk........................................................................................................................................................KRAUK
c ro w d in g .................................................................................................................................................... KROUGD
c r u d ................................................................................................................................................................... KRUD
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crude ....................................................................................................................................................... KRAOUD
crutches .................................................................................................................................................... KRUFPZ
ciypti‘i s ................................................................................................................................................ KRIP/TAOITS
c iy p titis ........................................................................................................................................................... KRIPTS
crystal ............................................................................................................................................................. KRIFL
c ry s ta llin e ............................................................................................................................................KRIFL/AOEN
crystallization...............................................................................................................................................KRIFLGS
crystallizations ......................................................................................................................................KRIFLGS/-Z
c ry s t a ls ...........................................................................................................................................................KRIFLZ
c u b ic ..........................................................................................................................................................KAOUB/IK
cubic feet .................................................................................................................................................... KAOEFT
cubic f o o t ....................................................................................................................................................KAOUFT
cuddle ........................................................................................................................................................KULGDZ
Culver City ..................................................................................................................................................... KULS
curability .............................................................................................................................................. KAOURBLT
c u r a b le ..................................................................................................................................................... KAOURBL
curb to curb ......................................................................................................................................KURBT/KURB




c u rren c ie s .................................................................................................................................................. KREN/SIZ




c u r r e n t ............................................................................................................................................................KRENT







c u s to d y ................................................................................................................................................................KUD
custotfy and c a r e ................................................................................................................................................KURD
c u s to m ............................................................................................................................................................. KUFM
c u s to m .............................................................................................................................................................. KUFT
customer ..........................................................................................................................................................KUFR
customer ................................................................................................................................................... KUFT/ER
c u s to m e rs .................................................................................................................................................KUFT/ERZ




c u sto m s............................................................................................................................................................ KUFTS
c u t t i n g ..............................................................................................................................................................KUGT
C y p re ss ........................................................................................................................................................... SAOIPS





D.OA..........................................................................................................................................................! . .  DAO
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daily ............................................................................................................................................................... DAEL
daity ................................................................................................................................................................ DOIL
D a k o ta ............................................................................................................................................................ DAOKT
D a l l a s ................................................................................................................................................................DALS
D a l l a s ................................................................................................................................................................DLAS
damage .............................................................................................................................................................. DAI
d a n g e r ................................................................................................................................................................. DAD





d a n g le .......................................................................................................................................................... DAFRLG
d a r t in g ............................................................................................................................................................ DARGT
d a t a .................................................................................................................................................................DATT/A
d a t a .................................................................................................................................................................. DAT/A
data e n t r y ................................................................................................................................................DAT/A/SBRI
data p rocessing ...................................................................................................................................................... D-P
data p rocessing .................................................................................................................................................. DATS
data p r o c e s s o r ............................................................................................................................................... D P/OR
d a t i n g ..............................................................................................................................................................DAIGT
d a u g h te r .......................................................................................................................................................... DAUR
daughter  ....................................................................................................................................DAUT
daughter-in-law............................................................................................................................................DAURNL
day and night .................................................................................................................................................DAINT
day or n i g h t .................................................................................................................................................. DAIRNT
day or n i g h t .................................................................................................................................................DAORNT
day or two ..................................................................................................................................................... DAIRT




dead on a r r iv a l ..........................................................................................................................................DAO/DAO
deadly w e a p o n ................................................................................................................................................. DWEP
d e a f .......................................................................................................................................................................DW-
d e a f e n ................................................................................................................................................................DW-N
death ............................................................................................................................................................ DAETH
death ...........................................................................................................................................................DEPBLG
death certificate ............................................................................................................................... DAETH/SERT
death certificate ........................................................................................................................................ DAETHS
d e a t h s ..........................................................................................................................................................DAETHZ
d e b t .................................................................................................................................................................... DEBT




d e c e a s e d ........................................................................................................................................................SOAOD
deceive or m is le a d ........................................................................................................................................ SDLAED
deceive or m is le a d ...................................................................................................................................  SDLAOED
December ..........................................................................................................................................................DES
d e c i d e ................................................................................................................................................................ D-DZ




de c la ra tio n s .............................................................................................................................................DLABGS/-Z
d e c la ra tio n s .............................................................................................................................................DLEBGS/-Z
declaratory relief ........................................................................................................................................DEK/REF
declaratory relief ............................................................................................................................................. DERK
d e c la re ..................................................................................................................................................................DLA
declared ...........................................................................................................................................................DLAD
declares ...........................................................................................................................................................DLAZ
d e c la r in g ...........................................................................................................................................................DLAG
declasse ...................................................................................................................................................DEK/LAES
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decree ...........................................................................................................................................................DRAOE
decree .................................................................................................................................................................KRB
d e c re e d ........................................................................................................................................................DRAOED
d e d u c e ..............................................................................................................................................................DAOS
d e d u c e ...........................................................................................................................................................DAOUS
deduct ..............................................................................................................................................................DUKT
d e d u c tio n ..........................................................................................................................................................DUKS
defeat ....................................................................................................................................................... DWAOET
d e f e n d ...................................................................................................................................................................D-F
d e f e n d .............................................................................................................................................................. DEFD
d e f e n d .......................................................................................................................................................... DWEND
d e fe n d a n t ............................................................................................................................................................D-FT
Defendant’s Exhibit .........................................................................................................................................D-BT
defendant’s e x h ib i t ................................................................................................................................................D-X
defendant’s e x h ib i t .............................................................................................................................................. DEX







d e fe n d e r s ................................................................................................................................................ DEFD/ERZ
d e fe n d in g .................................................................................................................................................... DEFD/-G
d e fe n d in g ......................................................................................................................................................... DEFG
d e fe n d in g ................................................................................................................................................ DWEND/-G
d e fe n d s ................................................................................................................................................................D-FZ
d e fe n d s ............................................................................................................................................................DEFDZ
d e fe n d s ...............................................................................................................................................................DEFZ
d e fe n d s ....................................................................................................................................................... DWENDZ
d e fe n s e ............................................................................................................................................................ DEFNS
d e fe n s e ........................................................................................................................................................... DWENS
defenseless ............................................................................................................................................ DEFNS/-LS
defenses ...................................................................................................................................................DEFNS/-Z
d e fe n s ib le .................................................................................................................................................DEFNS/-BL
defensive ...................................................................................................................................................DEFNS/IF
defensively.................................................................................................................................................DEFNS/IFL
d e f e r .................................................................................................................................................................... D-FR
d e f e r ...................................................................................................................................................................DW-R
d e fe rm e n t ..................................................................................................................................................... D-FRhfT
d e fe rm en t....................................................................................................................................................DW-RMT
define .............................................................................................................................................................. DEFN
define ........................................................................................................................................................ DWAOIN
d e f in i te ............................................................................................................................................................DEFNT
d e f in i te ............................................................................................................................................................DW-NT
definitely ....................................................................................................................................................... DEFNL
d e f in i t io n ..................................................................................................................................................... DEFNGS
d e fin i t io n .....................................................................................................................................................DW-NGS
d e f o r m ......................................................................................................................................................... DWORM
d e fo r m e d ..................................................................................................................................................DWORMD
d efo rm ing ..................................................................................................................................................DWORMG
d e fo rm ity ................................................................................................................................................DE/FORMT
d e fo rm ity .................................................................................................................................................. DWORMT
deforms .................................................................................................................................................. DWORMZ
d e fr a u d .......................................................................................................................................................DWRAUD
defray ........................................................................................................................................................... DWRAI
d e f r o s t ........................................................................................................................................................ DWROFT
degree ...........................................................................................................................................................GRACE
degree .................................................................................................................................................................GRE
degree of care ...............................................................................................................................................DRAIR
degree of p r o o f ............................................................................................................................................. DRAOF
Delaware ................................................................................................................................................... DEIVDEL
d e i t y ....................................................................................................................................................................DLAI
delete .........................................................................................................................................................DLAOBT
d e le tion ...................................................................................................................................................... DLAOEGS
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d e lib e ra tin g .................................................................................................................................................... DUBG
d e lib e ra tio n .................................................................................................................................................. DLIBGS
d e lib e ra tio n .....................................................................................................................................................DUGS
deliberations................................................................................................................................................DUGS/-Z
delicious ........................................................................................................................................................DURBS
d e U g h t...........................................................................................................................................................DLAOIT





d e linquency ................................................................................................................................................DUNG/SI
delinquent ............................................................................................................................................. DLIFRPBG
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delinquents .................................................................................  DUFRPBGZ
delinquents ..................................................................................................................................................DLINGZ
d e liv e r .............................................................................................................................................................. DUFR
demerit ....................................................................................................................................................... DMERT
D em ocrat............................................................................................................................................................ DEM
Democratic ..................................................................................................................................................... DEMT
d em onstra te .................................................................................................................................................. DMONT
dem onstra te .................................................................................................................................................DMRATT











d e n i a l ................................................................................................................................................................ D-NL
d e n i a l ............................................................................................................................................................... DENL
d e n ie d ................................................................................................................................................................D-ND
d e n ie d ............................................................................................................................................................DAEND
d e n ie d ...............................................................................................................................................................DEND
d e n i e s ...............................................................................................................................................................DENZ







d e n s ity ...........................................................................................................................................................DENS/n
d e n t a l ...............................................................................................................................................................DENL
d e n t i s t ................................................................................................................................................................DENS
d e n t i s t r y ....................................................................................................................................................DENS/TRI
dentists ...................................................................................................................................................... DENS/-Z







department ........................................................................................................................................................ D PT
department .......................................................................................................................................................DEPT
departmental ............................................................................................................................................. D-PT/AL
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d e p e n d a n t........................................................................................................................................................DPENT
dependence ...................................................................................................................................................DPEMS
dependency ............................................................................................................................................. DPEND/-SI
d e p e n d e n t........................................................................................................................................................DPENT
dependents ................................................................................................................................................. DPENTS
de p en d in g ..................................................................................................................................................DPEND/-G
depends .....................................................................................................................................................DPENDZ
d e p lo ra b le .................................................................................................................................................. DPLORBL
d e p lo r e ............................................................................................................................................................DPLOR
deploy ............................................................................................................................................................. DPLOI
deployed ......................................................................................................................................................DPLOID
d e p lo y in g ......................................................................................................................................................DPLOIO
d e p lo y s ...........................................................................................................................................................DPLOlZ
deponent ....................................................................................................................................................... DPONT
d e p o n e n ts .....................................................................................................................................................DPONTS
d e p o s e ............................................................................................................................................................DPAOF
deposed .................................................................................................................................................... DPAOFD
d e p o se s ......................................................................................................................................................... DPAOFZ
deposing .................................................................................................................................................... DPAOFG
d e p o s i t ...................................................................................................................................................................D-P
d e p o s i t ...................................................................................................................................................................DP-
d e p o s i t ............................................................................................................................................................ DPOFT
d e p o s itin g ........................................................................................................................................................... DP-G
d e p o s itin g ........................................  DPOFG
d e p o s itio n ............................................................................................................................................................D-BT
d e p o s itio n .......................................................................................................................................................... DEGS
d e p o s itio n ............................................................................................................................................................. DEP
d e p o s itio n ............................................................................................................................................................DIGS
d e p o s itio n .............................................................................................................................................................. DP-
d e p o s itio n ......................................................................................................................................................... DP-GS
d e p o s itio n ...................................................................................................................................................DPAOFGS
d e p o s itio n ........................................................................................................................................................DPOGS







d e p r e s s .............................................................................................................................................................DPRES
d e p re s s e d ..................................................................................................................................................... DPREFD
depressing ..................................................................................................................................................... DPREFG









d e p u t y ..................................................................................................................................................................DEP
deputy district attorney ................................................................................................................................... D/D/A
deputy district attorney .............................................................................................................................DEP/DAE
deputy s h e r i f f ............................................................................................................................................. DEP/SHER
d e r iv a tiv e ......................................................................................................................................................... DRIFB
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derivatives .................................................................................................................................................. DRIFBZ
d erm atitis .....................................................................................................................................................DERNfTS





d e s k ....................................................................................................................................................................DBFK
destination ................................................................................................................................................ DEFT/GS
destined ......................................................................................................................................................DEFT/D
d e s t in y .......................................................................................................................................................... DEFT/NI
d e s tro y ..............................................................................................................................................................SDROl
d e s tro y .............................................................................................................................................................. STROI
destruction .............................................................................................................................................. SDRUBGS
detail .......................................................................................................................................................... DETAIL
d e t a i n ..........................................................  DAEN
d e te c t iv e ...........................................................................................................................................................DEFB
d e te c t iv e ...........................................................................................................................................................DEKT
d e te c t iv e ............................................................................................................................................................. DET
de tec tives ........................................................................................................................................................ DEFBZ
determination ...............................................................................................................................................DERGS
de term ine ............................................................................................................................................................. DER
de term ine ..........................................................................................................................................................DERM
determine by fact ...............................................................................................................................................DAK
determine tty fact ............................................................................................................................................... DEK
determine by the f a c t ........................................................................................................................................DAEK
determine Ity the facts .................................................................................................................................DAEKZ
determined by f a c t ............................................................................................................................................DAKD
determined Ity f a c t ........................................   DEKD
determined by the fact ................................................................................................................................ DAEKD
determined Ity the f a c t s ..............................................................................................................................DAEKDZ
determines tty f a c t .............................................................................................................................................DAKS
determines by f a c t ............................................................................................................................................. DEKS
determines by the fact ..................................................................................................................................DAEKS
determines tty the facts ..............................................................................................................................DAEKS/Z
d e te r r e n t ..................................................................................................................................................DE/TERNT
d e te rren ts ................................................................................................................................................DETERNTS
detox .............................................................................................................................................................. DOEX
D e t ro i t ............................................................................................................................................................. DROIT
D e t ro i t ..............................................................................................................................................................TROIT
develop ............................................................................................................................................................. VEL
developm ent..................................................................................................................................................... VEMT
d e v o te ...........................................................................................................................................................DWOBF
d e v o te ..............................................................................................................................................................DWOT
devotion .................................................................................................................................................... DWOEGS






dia g n o ses........................................................................................................................................................... D-GZ
d ia g n o ses........................................................................................................................................................... D-XZ
d ia g n o s is ............................................................................................................................................................D-GS





dial tone ...................................................................................................................................................... DAOILT
dialed ..........................................................................................................................................................DAOILD
diastolic ........................................................................................................................................................... DOIK
d ic t io n ..............................................................................................................................................................DIBGS
dic tiona ry ............................................................................................................................................................DUCT
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did he ....................................................................................................................................................................DE
did he b e liev e ......................................................................................................................................................DEBL
did he k i l l .....................................................................................................................................................DEFRLG
did he recall ..................................................................................................................................................... DERL
did he recollect .................................................................................................................................................DERK
did he r e l a t e ..................................................................................................................................................... DERT
did he remember ........................................................................................................................................... DERM
did he understand ............................................................................................................................................DEND
did he want ......................................................................................................................................................DEPT
did his .................................................................................................................................................................. D-Z
did I believe .......................................................................................................................................................DIBL
did I h a v e ..............................................................................................................................................................DIP
did I r e c a l l ........................................................................................................................................................... DIRL
did I reco llec t.......................................................................................................................................................DIRK
did I r e la te ........................................................................................................................................................... DIRT
did I r e m e m b e r .................................................................................................................................................DIRM
did I understand ................................................................................................................................................. DIND
did I w a n t ............................................................................................................................................................DIPT
did n o t .....................................................................................................................................................................OI
did s h e ................................................................................................................................................................D-RB
did she Sty ......................................................................................................................................................... D-RBS
did t h e ...................................................................................................................................................................D-T
did y o u ................................................................................................................................................................... DU
did y o u .....................................................................................................................................................................OI
did you a l le g e .....................................................................................................................................................DULG
did you believe .................................................................................................................................................DUEL
did you ever ......................................................................................................................................................DUFR
did you feel ......................................................................................................................................................DUFL
did you h a v e ........................................................................................................................................................ DUF
did you have o c c a s io n ..................................................................................................................................... DUFGS
did you have that ............................................................................................................................................. DUFJ
did you k i l l .................................................................................................................................................... DUFRLG
did you k n o w ........................................................................................................................................................DUN
did you m e a n .......................................................................................................................................................DUM
did you mean to say .....................................................................................................................................DUMTS
did you notice .............................................................................................................................................. DUNTS
did you o b s e r v e ................................................................................................................................................... DUB
did you plead g u il t y ............................................................................................................................................DUPG
d id y o u re e a l l.....................................................................................................................................................DURL
did you rec o lle c t................................................................................................................................................ DURK
did you r e m e m b e r ...........................................................................................................................................DURM
did you s a y .............................................................................................................................................................DUS
did you see ........................................................................................................................................................DUZ
did you tell ........................................................................................................................................................ DUT
did you tell u s ......................................................................................................................................................DUTS
did you t h i n k .................................................................................................................................................. DUPBG
did you think s o ............................................................................................................................................DUPBGS
did you un derstand ........................................................................................................................................... DUND
did you w a n t ......................................................................................................................................................DUPT
didn’t ................................................................................................................................................................D-NT
didn't ...................................................................................................................................................................DP-
didn’t he a s k ....................................................................................................................................................DPEFK
didn’t he b e lie v e ...............................................................................................................................................DPEBL
didn’t he f e e l ....................................................................................................................................................DPEFL
didn’t he know .................................................................................................................................................DPEN
didn’t he r e a l iz e ............................................................................................................................................DPERLZ
didn’t he rec o g n ize .......................................................................................................................................DPERNZ
didn’t he think ..............................................................................................................................................DPENG
didn’t he understand .................................................................................................................................. DPENDZ
didn’t he want ............................................................................................................................................... DPEPT
didn’t you a s k ................................................................................................................................................... DPUFK
didn’t you believe ..........................................................................................................................................DPUBL
didn’t you feel ...............................................................................................................................................DPUFL
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didn’t you k n o w ................................................................................................................................................. DPUN
didn't you realize ........................................................................................................................................DPURLZ
didn’t you re c a l l ...............................................................................................................................................DPURL
didn’t you recognize ...................................................................................................................................DPURNZ
didn’t you recollect ......................................................................................................................................DPURK
didn’t you re m e m b e r.....................................................................................................................................DPURM
didn’t you Sty ..................................................................................................................................................DPUS
didn’t you see ................................................................................................................................................. DPUZ
didn’t you t h i n k .............................................................................................................................................. DPUNG
didn’t you understand .............................................................................................................................. DPUNDZ
differ .................................................................................................................................................................DIFR









d ig n ity ...........................................................................................................................................................DIG/NTT
dilemma ..........................................................................................................................................................DLEM








direct e v id e n c e ...............................................................................................................................................DREFD
direct exam ination.............................................................................................................................................. DR-X
direct exam ination.............................................................................................................................................DREX
direct exam ination.............................................................................................................................................. DRIX
direct exam ination..............................................................................................  DROEX
direct the .  ...............................................................................................................................................DREKT








d irec tio n s.................................................................................................................................................DREBGS/-Z
directive ........................................................................................................................................................... DIŒF
d irec tiv e s .................................................................................................................................................DREK/TIFZ
d irec tiv e s ........................................................................................................................................................ DREKZ
direc tly ........................................................................................................................................................ DREKT/U
direc tfy ................................................................................................................................................................DREL
direc tness ................................................................................................................................................. DREKT/-NS







d irec to rsh ip ..........................................................................................................................................DREKT/SHIP
d irec to rsh ip ....................................................................................................................................................DRERS
d irec to rsh ip ....................................................................................................................................................DRORS
d ir e c to r y ................................................................................................................................................... DREK/TRI
d i r e c ts ........................................................................................................................................................... DREKTS
disabilities ................................................................................................................................................. SD-BLTS
d isa b il i ty ........................................................................................................................................................SD-BLT
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d isc h arg e s.................................................................................................................................................. SDHARJZ
dischargng .................................................................................................................................................. SDARG
d isc o lo r ............................................................................................................................................................SDLOR
disco lo ration ............................................................................................................................................. SDLORGS
discontinuation........................................................................................................................................ SD-/TINGS
discontinue ..................................................................................................................................................SD-/T1N





d i s c u s s ...............................................................................................................................................................SDUS
d isc u ss io n ....................................................................................................................................................... SDUGS
discussion off the r e c o r d .............................................................................................................. PREN/DOR/PREN
d is e a s e ..................................................................................................................................................................D-Z
diseased ........................................................................................................................................................ D-Z/-D
d ise ases .............................................................................................................................................................D-Z/-Z
d is fa v o r ...........................................................................................................................................................SDAIFR
d isg ra ce ......................................................................................................................................................... STKRAE




d isg ra c in g ..................................................................................................................................................STKRAEG
d isg ra c in g ................................................................................................................................................... STKRAIG
d is m is s .................................................................................................................................................................SDIS
dismissal ......................................................................................................................................................... SDIFL
disorder .......................................................................................................................................................SDORD
d iso rd e re d .................................................................................................................................................SDORD/-D
disordering ...............................  SDORD/-G








d is se n tio n ....................................................................................................................................................DIS/INGS
d is se n tio n .....................................................................................................................................................SDENGS
d is s im ila r ...................................................................................................................................................... DIS/SIM
dissimilarity ...............................................................................................................................................DIS/SIMT
disso lu tion ...............................................................................................................................................SDLAOUGS
disso lu tioned .....................................................................................................................................SDLAOUGS/-D
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dissolutioning ..................................................................................................................................SDLAOUGS/-G
dissolutionment .......................................................................................................................... SDLAOUGS/-MT
d isso lu tio n s ...................................................................................................................................... SDLAOUGS/-Z
distance ......................................................................................................................................................... SDANS







d is tr ib u te .............................................................................................................................................................D-BT
d is trib u te ............................................................................................................................................................ DRIB





















d is t r ic t .............................................................................................................................................................. DRIKT
district a tto rn e y .................................................................................................................................................... DAB
district c o u r t .................................................................................................................................................... SDORT








d i v e r s ............................................................................................................................................................ DWBRZ
d iv e rs e .............................................................................................................................................................DWERS
diversification ......................................................................................................................................DWERS/BGS
d iv e rs io n .....................................................................................................................................................DWERGS
diversity ................................................................................................................................................... DWERS/TI
d iverticu litis.................................................................................................................................DWERT/KLAOITS
d i v i d e ..........................................................................................................................................................DWAOID




d iv id e r ................................................................................................................................................... DWAOID/ER
dividers ............................................................................................................................................DWAOID/ERZ
d iv id e s .......................................................................................................................................................DWAOIDZ
dividing ................................................................................................................................................DWAOID/-G
d i v i n e ................................................................................................................................................................DWIN
division .........................................................................................................................................................DWIGS
d iv is io n ai...................................................................................................................................................DWIGS/AL
divisions .................................................................................................................................................... DWIGS/-Z
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d iv o r c e .......................................................................................................................................................... DWORS
d iv o r c e .............................................................................................................................................................. VORS
divorce action ..............................................................................................................................................VAORS
divorce action ..............................................................................................................................................VORGS
divorce c o u r t .....................................................................................................................................................VORK
divorce c o u r t .....................................................................................................................................................VORT
divorce trial ................................................................................................................................................ DRAOIL
d iv u ig e ..........................................................................................................................................................DWULG
do I believe .................................................................................................................................................DAOIBL
do I  feel ......................................................................................................................................................DAOIFL
do I r e c a l l ..................................................................................................................................................... DAOIRL
do I  r e c o l le c t ................................................................................................................................................ DAOIRK
do I remember ...........................................................................................................................................DAOIRM
do I t h i n k .................................................................................................................................................. DAOIPBG
do I u n d e rs ta n d ........................................................................................................................................... DAOIND
do I want ..................................................................................................................................................... DAOIPT
do you ................................................................................................................................................................DOU
do you a l l e g e ................................................................................................................................................. DOULG
do you believe ...........................................................................................................................................DAOUBL
do you f e e l ....................................................................................................................................................DAOUFL
do you have ..................................................................................................................................................DAOUF
doyou have t h a t .............................................................................................................................................. DOUFJ
do you k n o w ................................................................................................................................................. DAOUN
doyou m e a n ................................................................................................................................................ DAOUM
do you mean t o ..........................................................................................................................................DAOUMT
doyou mean to say .  ..........................................................................................................................DAOUMTS
do you plead g u i l t y .........................................................................................................................................DOUPG
doyou r e c a l l ...............................................................................................................................................DAOURL
doyou r e c o lle c t .......................................................................................................................................... DAOURK
doyou remember .....................................................................................................................................DAOURM
doyou s a y ...................................................................................................................................................... DAOUS
do you s a y .........................................................................................................................................................DOUS
doyou s e e ........................................................................................................................................................ DOUZ
doyou t h i n k ............................................................................................................................................ DAOUPBG
do you think s o ......................................................................................................................................DAOUPBGS
doyou u n d e rs ta n d ..................................................................................................................................... DAOUND
do you want ............................................................................................................................................... DAOUPT
do you wish to ........................................................................................................................................ DAGURBT
do you wish to ...........................................................................................................................................DOURBT
do you wish to say ................................................................................................................................. DAOURBTS
do you wish to say .................................................................................................................................... DOURBTS
docket ..............................................................................................................................................................DOKT
doctor .................................................................................................................................................................. D-R
Doctor of Education ................................................................................................................................... ED/-D
Doctor of N u rs in g ................................................................................................................................................D-N
Doctor of Ph ilo sophy .........................................................................................................................................PH-D
doctor’s office ...............................................................................................................................................DROPS
d o c u m e n t ...........................................................................................................................................................D-KT
d o c u m e n t ..................................................................................................................................................... DOUMT
does a .................................................................................................................................................................SDA
does h e .................................................................................................................................................................SDE
does he believe ...............................................................................................................................................SDEBL
does he r e c a l l ...................................................................................................................................................SDERL
does he reco llec t.............................................................................................................................................. SDERK
does he r e m e m b e r ......................................................................................................................................... SDERM
does he understand ..........................................................................................................................................SDEND
does he w a n t ....................................................................................................................................................SDEPT
does her ..........................................................................................................................................................SDER
does it ................................................................................................................................................................ SDIT
does our .......................................................................................................................................................SDOUR
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docs she ..........................................................................................................................................................SD-RB
does that make sense to you .....................................................................................................................DMAOFT
does the .............................................................................................................................................................SD-T
does y o u r ...........................................................................................................................................................SDUR
doesn’t .............................................................................................................................................................. SD-NT
doesn’t that make sense to you ..............................................................................................................DMAOFNT
doing .............................................................................................................................................................. DAOQ
dollar ...............................................................................................................................................................DLAR




d o r s a l ...............................................................................................................................................................DORL
dot m a tr ix ........................................................................................................................................................ DMADC
dot m a tr ix ..................................................................................................................................................DOT/MAIX
d o u b le ..........................................................  D*UBL
d o u b le ...............................................................................................................................................................DUBL
double b a rre le d ............................................................................................................................................DBARLD
double jeopardy ..................................................................................................................................................D-J
doubtful ........................................................................................................................................................DOUFL
d o u b t in g ....................................................................................................................................................... DOUGT
dozen ................................................................................................................................................................SDEN
Dr! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !  d r -r >l t
dramatic ............................................................................................................................................. DRA/MABGT
d r e n c h .....................................................................................................................................................DREFRNLG
drill instructor ...................................................................................................................................................... D*I
drill instructor ..................................................................................................................................................... DRI
drill in s tru c to rs ....................................................................................................................................................D*IZ
drill in s tru c to rs ...................................................................................................................................................DRIZ
driver’s l i c e n s e ................................................................................................................................................DLENS
driver’s l i c e n s e ................................................................................................................................................. DR-LS
driver’s l i c e n s e ..............................................................................................................................................DRAOIS
driving under the in fluence ........................................................................................................................... DRUFLS
driving while under the in fluence .............................................................................................................. DWRUFLS
d u e ......................................................................................................................................................................DAO
due p r o c e s s .........................................................................................................................................................D-PS
due p r o c e s s ...................................................................................................................................................... DAOP
due p r o c e s s ..........................................................................................................................................DAOU/PROS
due p r o c e s s .................................................................................................................................................... DPROS
due p r o c e s s ........................................................................................................................................................ DR-S
due p r o c e s s ...................................................................................................................................................... DROS
due regard ........................................................................................................................................................ DAR
due regard ......................................................................................................................................................DARD
duffle ............................................................................................................................................................ DUF/FL






d u p e d .........................................................................................................................................................DAOUPD
dupes .........................................................................................................................................................DAOUPZ
d u p in g .........................................................................................................................................................DAOUPG
d u p lic a t e ..............................................................................................................................................................DUP
duplicated ......................................................................................................................................................DUPD
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g that period o f .t im e .......................................................................................D R  '
__gt la t f im e ................................................................................................ngtM.  ...................
g the a c c id e n t ........................................................................................
the a c c id e n t ........................................................................................
the c o u r s e ...........................................................................................
_  the course o f  ............................................................................................
I  the course o f the .. . , ...............................................................................E
| t  le course o f the tr ia l........................................................................




each and eveiy ..............................................................................................................................................KHAFR
each and every .............................................................................................................................................. KHEFR
e a r l y ...................................................................................................................................................................AERL
e a r l y ......................................................................................................................................................................ERL
e a r t h ...................................................................................................................................................................ERTH
earthhound ..................................................................................................................................... ERTH/BOUND
e a r t h l y ........................................................................................................................................................ERTH/-U




e a s tb o u n d ...............................................................................................................................................................EB
e a s te r ly ...........................................................................................................................................................AOERL








e d i t i o n ................................................................................................................................................................... ED
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g e n e t i c ......................................................................................................................................................JE/NEBGT
g e n e t i c ............................................................................................................................................................ JENGT
genocide ....................................................................................................................................................... JENDZ
gentle ......................................................................................................................................................... GENT/-L
g e n tlem an ............................................................................................................................................................... JA
g e n tlem en ................................................................................................................................................................JE
gentlemen of the j u r y ...........................................................................................................................................GEJ
gentlemen of the j u r y ............................................................................................................................................. J-J
gentlemen of the j u r y ............................................................................................................................................ JEJ
g e n u in e .........................................................................................................................................................JEN/WIN
genuinely ..................................................................................................................................................JEN/WINL
geopolitical ...............................................................................................................................................JOE/PUT
G eo rg ia ............................................................................................................................................................GA/GA
G eo rg ia ..................................................................................................................................................... JORJ/JORJ
Germany ...........................................................................................................................................................J-RM
Germany ..............................................................................................................................................JERM/JERM
g e t t i n g ..............................................................................................................................................................GEGT
giggle .......................................................................................................................................................... GIFRLG
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g i s t .......................................................................................................................................................................JIFT




go a h e a d ...............................................................................................................................................................-GD
goad ...............................................................................................................................................................GOED
g o a d e d ......................................................................................................................................................... GOED/-D
goading .....................................................................................................................................................GOED/-G
goads ............................................................................................................................................................GOEDZ
g o e s ...................................................................................................................................................................... GOZ
g o g g le ..........................................................................................................................................................GOFRLG
g oggles ....................................................................................................................................................... GOFRLGZ
going to .......................................................................................................................................................... GOGT
going to do ...................................................................................................................................................GOGTD
gone ................................................................................................................................................................. GON
good many ......................................................................................................................................................... G-M
good many d a y s ............................................................................................................................................... G-MDZ
good many times ............................................................................................................................................G-MTS
good s i d e ............................................................................................................................................................G-DZ
g o r g e o u s ......................................................................................................................................................... GORJS
g o v e rn .............................................................................................................................................................GOFRN
g o v e rn e d ..................................................................................................................................................... GOFRND
govern ing..................................................................................................................................................... GOFRNG
g o v e rn m e n t.......................................................................................................................................................GOFT








g r a m m a r .......................................................................................................................................................... GRAR
grand j u r y ................................................................................................................................................................G J
grand j u r y ............................................................................................................................................................. G RJ
grand iarceny ................................................................................................................................................. GL-RS
grand iarceny ............................................................................................................................................. GLAERS
grant me an exception .............................................................................................................................GRAEPGS
grant you an exception ............................................................................................................................ GRAUPGS
g rap h ic .............................................................................................................................................................GRAFK
gratifica tion ..................................................................................................................................................... GRIGS
g r a t i f y ........................................................................................................................................................... GRAOIF
g r a tu i tie s ...................................................................................................................................................... GRAETS
gratu itous.........................................................................................................................................................G RATS





grave bodily h a r m ......................................................................................................................................... GOERM
grave bod ify in ju iy .............................................................................................................................................GOER
grave harm ..................................................................................................................................................... GARM
grave i n j u i y .......................................................................................................................................................... GIR




great bodily h a r m .......................................................................................................................................GROERM
great bodily i n j u i y ..........................................................................................................................................GROBR
Great Britain ...................................................................................................................................................GR-B
great d e a l .........................................................................................................................................................GRAEL
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great extent ..................................................................................................................................................GRAEX
great extent .................................................................................................................................................. GREXT
great h a r m ......................................................................................................................................................GRARM
great injuiy ...................................................................................................................................................... GRIR
great m a n y ......................................................................................................................................................GRAEM
great many d a y s ....................................................................................................................................... GRAEMDZ
great many d a y s ........................................................................................................................................ GRAIMDZ
great many times ...................................................................................................................................GRAEMTZ
great many times ..................................................................................................................................... GRAIMTS
great negligence ...................................................................................................................................................GR-J
g r e a t e r ...............................................................................................................................................................GR-R
greater neg lig en c e ........................................................................................................................................... GR-RJ
greater n e g iigence .............................................................................................................................................GREJ
greater than ................................................................................................................................................... GR-RN
greater than .................................................................................................................................................GR-RTH
greater weight .................................................................................................................................................. GR-T
greater weight .................................................................................................................................................GRET
greater weight of ali that evidence ................................................................................................................GRALDZ
greater weight of ali the e v id e n c e ................................................................................................................ GREFLD
greater weight of all the e v id e n c e ................................................................................................................GRELDZ
greater weight of ali this e v idence ................................................................................................................. GRILDZ
greater weight of evidence ............................................................................................................................ GR-DZ
greater weight of evidence .............................................................................................................................GR-FD
greater weight of that ev idence .................................................................................................................... GRAFDZ
greater weight of the e v id e n c e .......................................................................................................................GREDZ
greater weight of the e v id e n c e ....................................................................................................................... GREFD
greater weight of this ev id en c e ......................................................................................................................GRIFDZ
g r e a te s t .............................................................................................................................................................GR-FT
g r e a te s t ..................................................................................................................................................... GRAIT/.PT
g r e a t l y ............................................................................................................................................................... GR-L




green l i g h t ........................................................................................................................................................... G-LT
green l i g h t ........................................................................................................................................................ GR-LT
g r i d d l e ...................................................................................................................................................... GRILGDZ
g r in d ..............................................................................................................................................................GRAOIN
grinds .......................................................................................................................................................GRAOINS
g r o u n d .......................................................................................................................................................... GROUN
ground v a l u e ................................................................................................................................................GROUFL
g u a ra n te e ....................................................................................................................................................... FRART
g u a ra n te e ........................................................................................................................................................ GAUR
guaran tee ing .........................................................................................................................   GRARNT/-G
gu a ra n tie d .............................................................................................................................................. GRARNT/-D
g u a ra n tie s ..................................................................................................................................................GRARNTS
g u a ra n to r .............................................................................................................................................GRARNT/OR





g u i l t ....................................................................................................................................................................GILT
guilt o r innocence ......................................................................................................................................... GORNS
guilt or the in nocence .................................................................................................................................. GOERNS
guilty ................................................................................................................................................................G-LT
guilty .............................................................................................................................................................. GELT
guilty of crime ....................................................................................................................................................G-M
guilty of that c r im e ............................................................................................................................................. GAM
guilty of the crime ..............................................................................................................................................GEM
guilty of this c r i m e ............................................................................................................................................... GIM
guilty or innocent .........................................................................................................................................GORNT
guilty or not .................................................................................................................................................... GORN
guilty or not g u i i t y ........................................................................................................................................ GORNG
guilty or the innocence ................................................................................................................................ GERLT
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guillyor the in n o c e n t...................................................................................................................................GOERNT
guiity party .................................................................................................................................................... GAOIP
guilty p l e a ...............................................................................................................................................................GIP
guilty with an explanation .................................................................................................................................GINS
guilty with an explanation ...................................................................................................................................GIX
guiltywith explanation ....................................................................................................................................... G-X
g u llib ility ................................................................................................................................................... GUIV-BLT












had b e e n ...............................................................................................................................................................H-B
had b e l ie v e d .................................................................................................................................................... H BLD
had felt ..........................................................................................................................................................H-FLT
had had ..............................................................................................................................................................H-D
had r e c a l l e d .................................................................................................................................................... H-RLD
had rec o lle c te d ................................................................................................................................................H-RKD
had remembered ...........................................................................................................................................H-RMD
had she h a d .................................................................................................................................................... H-RBD
had t h e ................................................................................................................................................................... H-T




hand to h a n d ...............................................................................................................................................HAN/HAN
hand to hand c o m b a t ...............................................................................................................................HAN/HANT




h a n d w ritten ..........................................................................................................................................HAND/WRIN
haphazard ..........................................................................................................................................HAP/HAFRD
h a p p e n ..................................................................................................................................................................HAP







h a r a s s ........................................................................................................................................................... HA/RAS
h a r a s s ........................................................................................................................................................... HAR/AS
harassed ....................................................................................................................................................HAR/AFD
harasses ....................................................................................................................................................HAR/AFZ
h a ra s s in g ....................................................................................................................................................HAR/AFG
harassment .............................................................................................................................................. HARS/-MT
h a r b o r ............................................................................................................................................................HAORB
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has h a d ................................................................................................................................................................ HAD
has n o t ................................................................................................................................................................ HAN
hasn’t ........................................................................................................................................................... HAENT
have b e e n ..............................................................................................................................................................V-B
have been had ..................................................................................................................................................V-BD
have b e liev e d ....................................................................................................................................................V-BLD
have felt ......................................................................................................................................................... V-FLT
have g o n e ............................................................................................................................................................. V-G
have had ............................................................................................................................................................. V-D
have h i s ..................................................................................................................................................................V-Z
have r e c a l l e d ....................................................................................................................................................V-RLD




have you been ...................................................................................................................................................VUB
have you e v e r ..................................................................................................................................................... VUFR
have you ever g o n e .........................................................................................................................................VUFRG
have you gone .................................................................................................................................................. VUG
have you lived ................................................................................................................................................VULD
have you s e e n ....................................................................................................................................................... VUZ
haven’t ............................................................................................................................................................... V-NT
having ..................................................................................................................................................................V-G
H a w a i i ............................................................................................................................................................ HA/HA
H a w a i i ......................................................................................................................................................... HAI/HAI





h a z a rd in g .......................................................................................................................................................HAFRG
h a z a rd s ........................................................................................................................................................... HAFRZ
he a l l e g e s ..........................................................................................................................................................ELGZ
he and s h e ......................................................................................................................................................... HARB
he believed ......................................................................................................................................................EBLD
he be lieves .......................................................................................................................................................... EBLZ
he couid ............................................................................................................................................................ EKD
he f e e l s ............................................................................................................................................................... EFLZ
he felt ............................................................................................................................................................... EFLT
he had ................................................................................................................................................................... ED
he h a p p e n e d ........................................................................................................................................................ EFD
he happens ......................................................................................................................................................EPDZ
he killed .....................................................................................................................................................EFRLGD
he k i l l s ..........................................................................................................................................................EFRLGZ
he or she ......................................................................................................................................................... HORB
he rec a lled ..........................................................................................................................................................ERLD
he recalls ..........................................................................................................................................................ERLZ
he recollected .................................................................................................................................................ERKD
he re c o lle c ts ..................................................................................................................................................... ERKZ
he rem em b ered ...........................  ERMD
he remembers ................................................................................................................................................ ERMZ
he saw t h e ......................................................................................................................................................... HAUT
he s h o u l d ..........................................................................................................................................................ERBD
he understands ................................................................................................................................................ ENDZ
he w a n t e d ........................................................................................................................................................ EPT/-D
he wants ........................................................................................................................................................... EPTS
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he w i l l .....................................................................................................................................................................EL
he w o u l d ............................................................................................................................................................. ELD
he’d ...................................................................................................................................................................AOED
he’l l ....................................................................................................................................................................AOEL
h e a d a c h e ........................................................................................................................................................... HAIK
h e a d lig h t ............................................................................................................................................................ H-LT
h e a d lig h t ........................................................................................................................................................HAELT
headlights.................................................  H-LTS
headligh ts...................................................................................................................................................... HAELTS
h e a l t h ......................................... HBTH
h e a lth y ............................................................................................................................................................ HAETH
h e a r ....................................................................................................................................................................HAER
hearsay ..................................................................................................................................................... HAOERS
heart .............................................................................................................................................................HAERT
heart a t t a c k ...................................................................................................................................................HAERK
heart a t t a c k ........................................................................................................................................................HAK
heath ......................................................................................................................................................... HAOETH
h e av ie r............................................................................................................................................................. HEF/IR
heavy ............................................................................................................................................................... HAEF
h e f t .................................................................................................................................................................... HEFT
hefts .............................................................................................................................................................. HEFTS
hefty ..............................................................................................................................................................HEF/-T
h e l p .......................................................................................................................................................................HEP
h e lp e d ............................................................................................................................................................... HEPD
h e l p e r ............................................................................................................................................................ HEP/ER
h elp in g ............................................................................................................................................................... HEPG
helps ................................................................................................................................................................HEPZ
hematoma ..................................................................................................................................................... HEMT






h e rb ic id e ........................................................................................................................................................ERBDZ
h e rb ic id e ..................................................................................................................................................... HERBDZ
h e r e .................................................................................................................................................................HAGER
hereabouts ............................................................................................................................................HAOERBTS
h e re a f te r .................................................................................................................................................HAOER/AF
h e re b y ..........................................................................................................................................................HAOERB




h e r o ................................................................................................................................................................... HAOR
h e r o ................................................................................................................................................................... HOER
h e r o i n ..............................................................................................................................................................HAIRN
h e r o i n ................................................................................................................................................................ HOIN
heroine ..........................................................................................................................................................HAON
h e r s ....................................................................................................................................................................HERZ
h e rs e i f ................................................................................................................................................................ HEFL
h e rs e lf ................................................................................................................................................................ HERS
hiatus ...................................................................................................................................................... HAOI/AITS
high c o u r t ............................................................................................................................................................ HIRT
high re s o lu t io n ......................................................................................................................................... HAOI/SOL
h i^er c o u r t ......................................................................................................................................................HORT
higher than ..................................................................................................................................................... HIRPB
higher than t h e ..............................................................................................................................................HIRPBT
highlight .......................................................................................................................................................HAOILT
highlighted ............................................................................................................................................ HAOILT/-D
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him and her ..................................................................................................................................................... HAR
him or h e r ............................................................................................................................................................HOR
h im s e l f ................................................................................................................................................................HIFL
h im s e l f ............................................................................................................................................................... HIMS
hinge ..............................................................................................................................................................HIN/-J
his and h e r ............................................................................................................................................................ ZAR
His H o n o r ......................................................................................................................................................... SHON
his or her...... .................................................................................................  2jOR
historical....... ..........................................................................................................................................................HIFK
h i s t o r y ...................................................................................................................................................................HIS
h i s t o r y ..........................................................................................................................................................HIS/-TRI
histrionic.................................................................................................................................................................HIFT
histrionic....... ........................................................................................................................................... HIFT/RON/IK
h is trio n ics ..........................................................................................................................................HIFT/RON/IKZ
h o a x ..................................................................................................................................................................HAOX
hoixes .......................................................................................................................................................... HAOXZ
hobble ..........................................................................................................................................................HOBL
h o b b le d ...........................................................................................................................................................HOBLD
h o b b le s ...........................................................................................................................................................HOBLZ
hobbling........ .....................................................................................................................................................HOBLG






h o sp ita l.............................................................................................................................................................. HOPT




hosp ita liz ing ................................................................................................................................................HOPT/-G
hospitals ........................................................................................................................................................HOPTS
hosticide ................................................................................................................................................HOFF/DZ
h o t e l ........................................................................................................................................................... HOELGTS
house line to house line ................................................................................................................... HOULT/HOUL
housew ork ......................................................................................................................................................HOURK
how a b o u t ...................................................................................................................................................... HOUBT
how b i g ............................................................................................................................................................. HOUB
how c a n ............................................................................................................................................................. HOUR
how c o u l d .........................................................................................................................................................HOKD
how c o u l d ......................................................................................................................................................HOUKD
how do you plead .........................................................................................................................................HOUPD
how f a r ...........................................................................................................................................................HOUFR
how fast .......................................................................................................................................................HOUFS
how h a s ........................................................................................................................................................... HOUPZ
how large .......................................................................................................................................................HOURJ
how late ...................................................................................................................................................... HOULT
how little ................................................................................................................................................. HOULGTS
how long ........................................................................................................................................................ HOUG
how long ..................................................................................................................................................... HOUNG
how m a n y ........................................................................................................................................................HOUM
how many t i m e s ...........................................................................................................................................HOUMTS
how m u c h ......................................................................................................................................................HOUCH
how o f t e n ...................................................................................................................................................... HOUFN
how o l d ...........................................................................................................................................................HAOLD
how o l d ...........................................................................................................................................................HOULD
how shall ...................................................................................................................................................... HOURB
how should ...............................................................................................................................................HOURBD
how was ....................................................................................................................................................... HOUFS
how was ...................................................................................................................................................... HOUPZ
how were ...................................................................................................................................................... HOURP
how wide .......................................................................................................................................................... HOID
how w o u ld ...................................................................................................................................................... HOULD
how’s ............................................................................................................................................................. HOUZ
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however .......................................................................................................................................................HOUFR
h u d d le ........................................................................................................................................................ HULGDZ
h u m a n ............................................................................................................................................................. HAOM
human b e in g ...............................................................................................................................................HAOUBG
human b e in g .....................................................................................................................................................HUBG
human beings ....................................................................................................................................... HAOUBGZ
human nature ............................................................................................................................................. HAOUN





hundred d o lla r s ................................................................................................................................................ HUND
h u rric a n e ........................................................................................................................................................... HAIN
h u rric a n e ..................................................................................................................................................HUR/KAIN
h u rric a n e ..........................................................................................................................................................HURK
hurricanes .................................................................................................................................................. HURKZ
h u r t in g ........................................................................................................................................................... HURGT
husband ............................................................................................................................................................. HUS
h u sb a n d s .............................................................................................................................................................HUZ
hype ........................................................................................................................................................... HAO'IP
hypo ..............................................................................................................................................................H'OIP





i c e d ....................................................................................................................................................................AOm
Idaho ....................................................................................................................................................AOID/AOID
idealism ...................................................................................................................................................... Y-L/IFM














if he could ...................................................................................................................................................... FEKD
if he should ....................................................................................................................................................FERBD
if he wants ..................................................................................................................................................... FEPTS
if he was ............................................................................................................................................................ FEFS
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if he w o u ld .......................................................................................................................................................... FELD
if l ...........................................................................................................................................................................FI
if I could ........................................................................................................................................................... FIKD
if I m a y ................................................................................................................................................................FAOI
ifl s h o u l d .........................................................................................................................................................FIRED
if I w a n t ................................................................................................................................................................. HPT
iff w a s ..................................................................................................................................................................FIFS
ifl would ..........................................................................................................................................................FILD
if s h e ..................................................................................................................................................................... F-RB
if she i s ...............................................................................................................................................................F-RBS
if she will ...................................................................................................  F-RBL
if she would ..................................................................................................................................................F-RBLD
if t h e ........................................................................................................................................................................ F-T
if we w a n t ........................................................................................................................................................FWEPT
if we would .................................................................................................................................................FWELD
if you .................................................................................................................................................................... FU
if you b e l ie v e ......................................................................................................................................................FUBL
if you e v e r .............................................................................................................................................................FIFR
if you f e e l ...........................................................................................................................................................FUFL
if you h a v e ..............................................................................................................................................................FUF
if you know ........................................................................................................................................................ FUN
if you mean ........................................................................................................................................................FÜM
if you recall ......................................................................................................................................................FURL
if you re c o g n iz e .............................................................................................................................................. FURKZ
if you recollect .................................................................................................................................................FURK
if you rem e m b e r................................................................................................................................................ FURM
if you say ..............................................................................................................................................................FUS
if you s h o u l d .................................................................................................................................................. FURBD
if you tell ............................................................................................................................................................. PUT
ifyoutellus ...................................................................................................................................................... PUTS
if you think ...................................................................................................................................................FUPBG
if you understand ............................................................................................................................................FUND
if you w a n t ...........................................................................................................................................................FUFT
if you w e r e ...........................................................................................................................................................FURP
if you would ......................................................................................................................................................FULD
if Your Honor .................................................................................................................................................FURN
if Your Honor p l e a s e ........................................................................................................................................ FURP
if Your Honor w i l l ..........................................................................................................................................FURNL
if Your Honor’s ...............................................................................................................................................FURNS
ig n o ra n c e ....................................................................................................................................................... NORNS
ignorant ......................................................................................................................................................... NORN
ignore ................................................................................................................................................................. NOR






illeg ib le ..............................................................................................................................................................lULEJ
I l l i n o i s .................................................................................................................................................................IIVIL








im a g in e ................................................................................................................................................................ MAG
imagined .........................................................................................................................................................MAGD
imagines .........................................................................................................................................................MAGZ
im a g in in g ...................................................................................................................................................... MAG/-G
imbed .............................................................................................................................................................. KBED
i m b i b e .......................................................................................................................................................... KBAOIB
imbue ........................................................................................................................................................... KBAOU
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imbued .................................................................................................................................................... KBAOUD
im b u e s .........................................................................................................................................................KBAOUZ
imbuing ....................................................................................................................................................KBAOUG




immaterial, incompetent, and irrelevant .....................................................................................................IM/IK/IR
immaterial, irrelevant, and incompetent .....................................................................................................IM/IR/IK
immediate ..................................................................................................................................................MAOED
im m ed ia te ly ..................................................................................................  MAOED/U
immoral ........................................................................................................................................................ MROIL
im m orally ................................................................................................................................................... MROIUU
immune ...................................................................................................................................................... MAOUN
immunization ........................................................................................................................................ MAOUNGS
im p a c t .............................................................................................................................................................KBAKT
i m p a i r ..............................................................................................................................................................KBAIR
im p a le .............................................................................................................................................................. KBAIL
i m p a r t .............................................................................................................................................................KBART











im p a tie n t.......................................................................................................................................................... KB-PT
im p a tie n t.................................................................................................................................................... KBAIRBT
im p a tie n t............................................................................................................................................................ M-PT
im p e d e ......................................................................................................................................................... KBAOED
impede, influence, and intimidate ..............................................................................................PAOED/FLUAIM




im p o r t .............................................................................................................................................................KBORT
importance ....................................................................................................................................................PORNS
im p o rta n t...........................................................................................................................................................PORN
im p o rta n t........................................................................................................................................................ PORNT










im p riso n s .....................................................................................................................................................KBRIFNZ
improbability ..........................................................................................................................................KBROBLT
improbable .................................................................................................................................................KBROBL
im p r o p e r ........................................................................................................................................................KBROR
im p r o p e r ......................................................................................................................................................KBRORP
improperly ...............................................................................................................................................KBRORPL
im p ro p r ie ty .................................................................................................................................................KBRORT
improve .....................................................................................................................................................KBAOUF
improve ...................................................................................................................................................KBRAOUF
im p ro v e d .................................................................................................................................................. KBAOUFD
improvement ................................................................................................................................... KBRAOUFMT
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............................................................................................................................................ KBAOUFZ
im p ro v in g .................................................................................................................................................KBAOUFG
improvisation..........................................................................................................................................KBAOUFGS
impudent .................................................................................................................................................KBAOUNT
im p u g n ........................................................................................................................................................KBAOUN




in a b se n tia ..........................................................................................................................................NAB/SEN/SHA
in accordance ..................................................................................................................................................... NAKS
in a d d itio n ........................................................................................................................................................... NAD
in addition
in an e v e n t .......................................................................................................................................................NAFNT
in and of ......................................................................................................................................................... NAUF
in and of itself .............................................................................................................................................. NAFTS
in and of itself ............................................................................................................................................NAUFTS
in and o u t .........................................................................................................................................................NOUT
in answer ..........................................................................................................................................................NANS
in any c a s e ......................................................................................................................................................... NAEK
in any event .................................................................................................................................................... NIFNT
in any w a y ............................................................................................................................................................NAB
in any w a y ............................................................................................................................................................. NOI
in connection .......................................................................................................................................................N-GS
in connection .........................................................................................................................................................N-K
in connection w i t h ................................................................................................................................................N-X
in e a c h ...............................................................................................................................................................NEFF
in evidence ...................................................................................................................................................... N-FD
in evidence ..................................................................................................................................................... NEF
in evidence .....................................................................................................................................................NEED
in fact ................................................................................................................................................................N-FK
in f r o n t .......................................................................................................................................................... N-FRNT
in my o p in io n .........................................................................................................................................................MIN
in my o p in io n .......................................................................................................................................................NIRP
in or a b o u t ............................................................................................................................................................NOB
in or a b o u t .......................................................................................................................................................NOERB
in or a b o u t ......................................................................................................................................................... NORB
in o r d e r ............................................................................................................................................................. NORD
in other words .......................................................................................................................................... NOERDZ
in our ............................................................................................................................................................. NOUR
in reference ..............................................................................................................................................NREFRNS
in regard ...................................................................................................................................................... NRARD
in so far a s ........................................................................................................................................................SNARS
in so far a s ..................................................................................................................................................... SNOFRS
in substance ....................................................................................................................................................... NUB
in s u c h .............................................................................................................................................................. NUFP
in that accident ...................................................................................................................................................NAX
in that a c t i o n ..................................................................................................................................................... NAKS
in that case .................................................................................................................................................. NABGS
in that case ....................................................................................................................................................... NAK
in that moment ............................................................................................................................................... NAMT
in that respect ................................................................................................................................................ NARP
in the ............................................................................................................................................................. TPH-T
in the action ......................................................................................................................................................NEKS
in the c a s e ....................................................................................................................................................... NEBGS
in the c a s e ............................................................................................................................................................ NEK
in the event ...................................................................................................................................................NEFNT
in the evidence ................................................................................................................................................ NEED
in the interest of justice ......................................................................................................................................NUT
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in the meantime ..............................................................................................................................................N-MT
in the moment ................................................................................................................................................. NEMT
in the open ......................................................................................................................................................... NEN
in the open ..........................................................................................................................................................NEP
in this a c c id e n t .................................................................................................................................................... NEX
in this a c c id e n t ......................................................................................................................................................NIX
in this a c t i o n ........................................................................................................................................................ NIKS
in this case ......................................................................................................................................................NIBGS
in this m o m e n t ...................................................................................................................................................NIMT
in t i m e .............................................................................................................................................................NAOIM
in which ............................................................................................................................................................. NIFP
in which c a s e ................................................................................................................................................. N-FPBGS
in which c a s e ...........................................................................................................................................................NIK
in which d i r e c t io n ............................................................................................................................................ N-FPD
in which the . . .  .....................................................................................................................................N-FPT
in your a c c o u n t ...............................................................................................................................................NURKT
in your m i n d .................................................................................................................................................. NURMD
in your o p in io n ................................................................................................................................................. NURN
in your o p in io n .................................................................................................................................................. NURP
in your own w o r d s .......................................................................................................................................NURNDZ
in your presence ...........................................................................................................................................NURNS









inalienable rights ............................................................................................................................................. N-RTS
in a sm u c h ........................................................................................................................................................ IN/S-CH
in a sm u c h .......................................................................................................................................................... SN-CH
inasmuch a s ................................................................................................................................................ IN/S-CHZ
inasmuch a s ...................................................................................................................................................SN-CHZ
inasmuch a s .....................................................................................................................................................SN-FPS
inasmuchas ..................................................................................................................................................... NAFPS
in c ap a b le ................................................................................................................................................... STPAIPBL
in c e p tio n .......................................................................................................................................................SNEPGS
incessantly .................................................................................................................................................. SNEFNL
i n c h ................................................................................................................................................................ IFRNLG

















in c lo s e ........................................................................................................................................................... STPLOZ
in c lu d e .................................................................................................................................................................. KLU
in c lu d e ...........................................................................................................................................................STPLUD
in c lu s io n .........................................................................................................................................................KLUGS
inclusions....................................................................................................................................................KLUGS/-Z
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inclusive ..........................................................................................................................................................KLUF
in c o m e ..................................................................................................................................................................N-K
income t a x ............................................................................................................................................................. N X
incom es............................................................................................................................................................... N-KZ
incoming ........................................................................................................................................................ N-K/-G
in c o m p e te n t............................................................................................................................................................ IK
in c o m p e ten t...................................................................................................................................................IK/ENT
incompetent, immaterial, and irrelevant ................................................................................................... IK/TM/IR
incompetent, irrelevant, and immaterial ................................................................................................... IK/IMM
incontinent ................................................................................................................................................. IN/KINT
incorrigible .......................................................................................................................................... STPORJ/-BL
incum ben t............................................................................................................................................... KUM/BENT




in d e p e n d e n t .......................................................................................................................................................-NPD
in d e p e n d e n t .......................................................................................................................................................N-PD
I n d ia n a ............................................................................................................................................................... IN/IN
In d ia n a ...................................................................................................................................................... YAN/YAN
Indianapolis ............................................................................................................................................... IND/PUS
Indianapolis ........................................................................................................................................................IPLS
in d ic a t in g ........................................................................................................................................................KAIGT
indict ...............................................................................................................................................................DAOI
indict ............................................................................................................................................................DAOrr
ind ic tm en t....................................................................................................................................................DAOIMT
indirect evidence ......................................................................................................................................... NREFD
indirect examination .......................................................................................................................................NREX




industrialize ...............................  STRIL/AOIZ
industrialized.................................................................................................................................... STRUVAOIZ/-D
industrially ................................................................................................................................................STRIL/U
in d u s t r ie s ......................................................................................................................................................... STOIZ
industrious ..................................................................................................................................................... STRIS
in d u s try ................................................................................................................................................................ STRI
infallible .................................................................................................................................................... STWABL
infamous ....................................................................................................................................................STWAMS
i n f a m y ........................................................................................................................................................STWAEM
in f a n c y ...................................................................................................................................................... STWAENS
infant ........................................................................................................................................................ STWANT
in fan ticide ...................................................................................................................................................... FANDZ
in fan ticide ..................................................................................................................................................FANT/-DZ
infantile ......................................................................................................................................... STWAN/TAOIL
infantile ......................................................................................................................................... STWANT/AOIL
in fa n t ry ......................................................................................................................................................STWAENT
in fa n t ry ................................................................................................................................................... STWAN/TRI
in fa n try ................................................................................................................................................... STWANT/RI
infarct ......................................................................................................................................................STWARKT







in f e c t io u s ...............................................................................................................................................FEKT/SHUS
in f e c t io u s ............................................................................................................................................. STWEK/-RBS
infective ................................................................................................................................................STWEKT/IF
infects .......................................................................................................................................................STWEKTS
i n f e r .................................................................................................................................................................... N-FR
inference ........................................................................................................................................................FRENS
inference ...................................................................................................................................................... N-FRNS
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inference of guilt .............................................................................................................................................FRILT
inferior ......................................................................................................................................................N-FR/OR
inferior .......................................................................................................................................................STWR-R
in ferio rity .....................................................................................................................................................STWR-RT
infernal ...................................................................................................................................................STWERNL




i n f i d e l ......................................................................................................................................................STWILGDZ
in f id e l i ty ............................................................................................................................................ STWILGDZ/-T
i n f i e l d ....................................................................................................................................................STWAOELD
infiltrate ........................................................................................................................................................STWILT
infiltration ................................................................................................................................................ STWILGS
in f in i te ........................................................................................................................................................... STWINT
in f in i t e ly .............................................................................................................................................. STWENLGTS
in fin itesim al..................................................................................................................................... STWENT/SMAL
infinitive ................................................................................................................................................. STWENT/IF
in f in itu d e ...............................................................................................................................................STWENT/UD
in f in ity ........................................................................................................................................................STWAENT
infirm ..............................................................................................................................................................N-FRM
infirm ...........................................................................................................................................................STWIRM
in f irm a ry ............................................................................................................................................. STWIRM/AER















in f la tio n a ry ........................................................................................................................................ STWLAIGS/RI
i n f l e c t ........................................................................................................................................................ SrrWLEKT
in f le c tio n ................................................................................................................................................. STWLEBGS
inflexed ...................................................................................................................................................STWLEXD
in f le x ib le ...............................................................................................................................................STTWLEX/-BL
inflict ......................................................................................................................................................... STWUKT
in f l ic t io n .................................................................................................................................................. STWLIBGS
inflorescence...................................................................................................................................... STWLOR/SENS
inflorescence............................................................................................................................................ STWLORNS
i n f l o w .......................................................................................................................................................... STWLOE
in f lu e n c e ................................................................................................................................................... FLAOUNS
in f lu e n c e ..............................................................................................................................................................FLU
in f lu e n c e ......................................................................................................................................................... FLUNS
in f lu e n c e ....................................................................................................................................................STWLUNS
influence, impede, and intimidate ..............................................................................................FLU/PACEDATIM






in fluen tia l................................................................................................................................................ STWLURBL
in f lu e n z a ...................................................................................................................................................STWLAUZ
influx ..........................................................................................................................................................STWLUX
infold ....................................................................................................................................................... STWOELD
i n f o r m ....................................................................................................................................................................N-F
i n f o r m .........................................................................................................................................................STWORM
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informal .................................................................................................................................................... STWORL
in fo rm a n t.................................................................................................................................................STWORMT
information .................................................................................................................................................... N-FGS
informer ............................................................................................................................................................N-FR
in f o r m e r s .........................................................................................................................................................N-FRZ
infract ...................................................................................................................................................... STWRAKT
in f r a c t io n ...............................................................................................................................................STWRABGS
infrangible ..............................................................................................................................STWRAFRPBLGS/-BL
in fra re d ......................................................................................................................................................STWRABD
infrequency .......................................................................................................................................... STWRAENS
in freq u e n t..................................................................................................................................................STTWRBKT





i n f u s e s ................................................................................................................................................STWAOUZ/-Z
in fusion ...................................................................................................................................................STWAOUGS
ingu ina l..................................................................................................................................................... ING/WANL




in h ib i t in g ................................................................................................................................................ IN/HIBT/-G
in h ib i ts ........................................................................................................................................................ IN/HIBTS
in iq u ity ...................................................................................................................................................... IN/EK/WTT









in it ia l iz e d ........................................................................................................................................NIRBL/AOIZ/-D
initializes ........................................................................................................................................ NIRBL/AOIZ/-Z
initializing ........................................................................................................................................NIRBIVAOIZ/-G
in it ia l ly ............................................................................................................................................................. NIRBL
i n i t i a l ^ .........................................................................................................................................................NIRBL/U
initials ...........................................................................................................................................................NIRBLZ
initials ............................................................................................................................................................. NIRBZ
i n i t i a t e ............................................................................................................................................................. NIRBT
initiated ................................................................................................................................................... NIRBT/-D











in n o c en c e ............................................................................................................................................................N-NS
innocent ........................................................................................................................................................... N-NT
innocent or guilty ........................................................................................................................................... NORG
inpatient ............................................................................................................................................................N-PT
in p u t ................................................................................................................................................................... KPUT
inputs .............................................................................................................................................................KPUTS
in q u i r e ...............................................................................................................................................................KW-R
in q u i r e ..................................................................................................................................................................KWI
in q u i r e ...............................................................................................................................................................KWIR
in q u i r y ................................................................................................................................................................KRIR
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in q u iry ................................................................................................................................................................KWIR
in q u iry ............................................................................................................................................................. KWIR/I
i n s a n e .............................................................................................................................................................. SNAIN
insanity ...................................................................................................................................................... IN/SANT
insanity ........................................................................................................................................................ SNANT









inside .......................................................................................................  N-DZ
inside ..............................................................................................................................................................SNAOI
inside of ....................................................................................................................................................... SNAOIF
inside of t h e ................................................................................................................................................ SNAOIFT
in s id io u s ..........................................................................................................................................................SNIDZ




insign ifican t........................................................................................................................................................ SNIN
insignificantly ................................................................................................................................................. SNINL
n s in u a te .......................................................................................................................................................... SNATT
ation ...................................................................................................................................................SNAIGS
n s o f a r ...........................................................................................................................................................IN/SOFR
In so fa r .............................................................................................................................................................NOEFR
in s o f a r ............................................................................................................................................................... NOFR
insofar a s ....................................................................................................................................................IN/SOFRZ
insofar a s ........................................................................................................................................................ NOFRZ
in s o lu b le .........................................................................................................................................................SNOBL
in s o lu b le ....................................................................................................................................................SNOL/-BL
insolvency.................................................................................................................................................SNOFL/SNE
in s o lv e n t................................................................................................................................................ SNOF1ÆNT
in s p e c t ....................................................................................................................................................................N-P




in s t a n t ................................................................................................................................................................. NIFT
i n s t a n t .............................................................................................................................................................SNANT
in s te a d ................................................................................................................................................................SNED
instead o f ............................................................................................................................................................ STEF
instead of the .................................................................................................................................................STEFT
instigate .......................................................................................................................................................... SNIGT
in s t ig a ted ......................................................................................................................................................... SNIGD
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in s t itu tio n ..................................................................................................................................................SNAOUGS
in s t itu tio n ....................................................................................................................................................STAOIGS
in s t r u c t ......................................................................................................................................................... STRUKT
instruc tion .................................................................................................................................................... STRIBGS
instrum en t....................................  SNAOUMT
instrum en t.................................................................................................................................................... STRUMT
in s tru m e n ta l......................................................................................................................................SNAOUMT/AL
in s tru m e n ta l..........................................................................................................................................STOUMT/AL






in s u la t io n ..................................................................................................................................................... SNALGS




in s u r a n c e ............................................................................................................................................................N-NS
insurance .........................................................................................................................................................N-RBS
in s u r a n c e ..................................................................................................................................................... SNURNS
. I N /T E G ^
integrity ............................................................................................................................................................ TEG
intelligence ................................................................................................................................................. SBELGS
in te llig e n t..................................................................................................................................................... SBELGT
intelligent waiver ...................................................................................................................................... SBRAIFR
intend ............................................................................................................................................................SBEND
in t e n s e .............................................................................................................................................................SBENS
intent .............................................................................................................................................................. NENT
intent ............................................................................................................................................................ SBENT
intent to kill ...................................................................................................................................................NEPBG
intent to ravish ...................................................................................................................................NENT/RAFRB
intention ..................................................................................................................................................... SBENGS
in te r a c t ......................................................................................................................................................... SBRAKT
in te rc o n n e c t............................................................................................................................................ SBR-/KEKT
in te r e s t ................................................................................................................................................................... SB-
in t e r e s t ................................................................................................................................................................ SBR-
in t e r e s t ................................................................................. XR-
interest of justice ...............................................................................................................................................JINT
interest of justice ...........................................................................................................................................SBRUS
in te r e s te d ........................................................................................................................................................... SB-D
in te resting ............................................................................................................................................................SB-G
interfere .......................................................................................................................................................SBR-FR
interference ..............................................................................................................................................SBR-FRNS
in te r im .............................................................................................................................................................SBRIM
i n te r io r ..............................................................................................................................................................SBR-R
in te r m e n t .....................................................................................................................................................SBERMT
in te rm in a b le ............................................................................................................................................SBR-/NABL
in te rm iss io n ...............................................................................................................................................SBRIMGS
intermission ............................................................................................................................................. SBRIRBGS
in te r n a l ............................................................................................................................................
Internal Revenue l a w s ......................................................................................................................
Internal Revenue S e rv ice ............................................................................................................................. "IRS/'IRS
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in te rnationally .............................................................................................................................................. SBRINL
interpolate ........................................................................................................................................... SBR-/PLAIT







in te rru p tin g .................................................................................................................................................SBRUPG
in te rru p tio n ...............................................................................................................................................SBRUPGS




in te rsp o u sa l...............................................................................................................................................SBROUFL
in te r s ta te ........................................................................................................................................................ SBR-FT
intervenous .................................................................................................................................................SBR-FNS









in tim a te d .................................................................................................................................................... SB-MT/-D





intimidate, impede, and influence .............................................................................................TIM/PAOED/FLII
intimidate, influence, and impede .............................................................................................TIM/FLU/PAOED
intimidated ...................................................................................................................................................SB-T/-D
intimidates ...................................................................................................................................................... SB-TS
in tim ida ting ...................................................................................................................................................SB-T/-G
intimidations ........................................................................................................................................... SB/-T/-GS
into considera tion ......................................................................................................................................SBAORGS
into the .......................................................................................................................................................... NAOT
into the ........................................................................................................................................................ SBAOT
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intravenous ................................................................................................................................................SBRAFNS
in tro d u c e ...................................................................................................................................................... SBRAOS
in tro d u c e ...................................................................................................................................................SBRAOUS
in troduc tion ...............................................................................................................................................SBRUBGS
in tru d e .......................................................................................................................................................SBRAOUD
intrusion ...................................................................................................................................................SBRAOGS
in v a d e ...........................................................................................................................................................STWAID
invaginate.................................................................................................................................................STWAJ/ATT
in v a lid ..........................................................................................................................................................STWALD
inva lid a te .............................................................................................................................................STWALD/ATT
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invalidity .................................................................................................................................................... STWALT











in v e n t s ..............................................................................................................................................................VENZ
in v e ra c i ty ............................................................................................................................................STWER/SAET
investigable ......................................................................................................................................... STWEFT/-BL
investiga te .......................................................................................................................................................VEFGT
investiga tion .......................................................................................................................................   VEFGS
inve stig a to rs ......................................................................................................................................... VEFGT/ORZ
investing ..........................................................................................................................................................VEFG















i n v o ic e .......................................................................................................................................................... STWOIS
in v o ic e ..................................................................................................................................................................VOI
invoiced ...........................................................................................................................................................VOIT
invo ices..........................................................................................................................................................STWOIZ










I o w a ............................................................................................................................................................... WA/WA
I r e l a n d ......................................................................................................................................................... AOIRLD
iridescence .............................................................................................................................................. IR/SDENS
ir id e s c e n t .................................................................................................................................................. IR/SDENT
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is it correct . . 
is it correct to say
is it with t h e ..................................................................................................................................................... STW-T
is my ................................................................................................................................................................... SMI
is not o n ly ........................................................................................................................................................ SNONL
is that all right ..........................................................................................................................................STHAULT
is that correct ............................................................................................................................................... STHAK
is that correct .............................................................................................................................................STHARK
is that correct ..........................................................................................................................................STHARKT
is that right ................................................................................................................................................. STHART
is there anything ......................................................................................................................................... STHR-G
is there anything e l s e .................................................................................................................................. STHR-GS
is this correct .............................................................................................................................................. STH-KT
is this correct .............................................................................................................................................. STHIKT
is this correct ........................................................................................................................................... STHIRKT
island .............................................................................................................................................................AOIND
is l a n d s ..........................................................................................................................................................AOINDZ
i s n ' t ......................................................................................................................................................................s-isrr
isn’t ....................................................................................................................................................................STPH-
isn't it a f a c t .................................................................................................................................................... SNAFK
isn’t that correct ...........................................................................................................................................SNARK
isn’t that correct ........................................................................................................................................ SNARKT
isn’t that correct .......................................................... STHAERKT
isn’t that right ............................................................................................................................................... SMART








is s u in g ...................................................................................................................................................... IRB/AOUG
is s u in g .................................................................................................................................................................IRBG
is s u in g .........................................................................................................................................................SHAOUG
TWAENT
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it would a p p e a r ..........................................................................................................................................TWAOER
it’s(=contraction of it is) .................................................................................................................................. T-Z
I t a t y ..................................................................................................................................................................ILGTS
i t e m .....................................................................................................................................................................TEM
i t e m ......................................................................................................................................................................TIM
i t s ......................................................................................................................................................................AOITS
i t s ........................................................................................................................................................................EUTS
i t s e l f .....................................................................................................................................................................f - %
Jacksonville ...................................................................................................................................................... JAFL
James .................................................................................................................................................................. JAS




J a i » ....................................................................................................................................................................JAPZ
Jewish .........................................................................................................................................................JAOURB
jig g le ................................................................................................................................................................JIFRLG
j i n g o ................................................................................................................................................................ JING/O




joint c h i e f ....................................................................................................................................................... JAOEF
joint c h ie f s .......................................................................   JAOFZ
joint chiefs of s t a f f ............................................................................................................................................. JAPZ
joint staff ............................................................................................................................................................JOIF
Joseph .................................................................................................................................................................. JOS
jo u r n a l ..............................................................................................................................................................J-RNL
jo u r n a l ......................................................................................................................................................... JOURNL





Judge Advocate G e n e ra l ......................................................................................................................................JAG
Judge Advocate General of the United States ................................................................................................JAGS
ju d g e m en t.........................................................................................................................................................JUMT
judges of the facts ...........................................................................................................................................JAKTS
judges of the facts ............................................................................................................................................ JAXZ
judges of the l a w ................................................................................................................................................... JAU
judges of the l a w ................................................................................................................................................. JAUL
ju d ic ia l ............................................................................................................................................................. J.RBL
ju d ic ia l .......................................................................................................................................................JAOURBL
judicious .............................................................................................................................................JAOU/DIRBS
juggle .........................................................................................................................................................JUFRLG
ju m p .................................................................................................................................................................JUM/-P
ju n c tio n ............................................................................................................................................................ JUNGS
J u n e ...................................................................................................................................................................... JUN
J u p i t e r .........................................................................................................................................................JUPT/ER
juries ................................................................................................................................................................ J-RZ
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Juris D o c t o r ..........................................................................................................................................................J 'D
Juris D o c t o r .......................................................................................................................................................... J-D
jurisdiction ........................................................................................................................................................J-RD
jurisdiction ................................................................................................................................................ JAOURD
jurisdiction ....................................  JURGS
jurisprudence .......................................................................................................................................................J.p
jurisprudence ..........................................................   JURP
jurist .................................................................................................................................................................. J-FT
jury and court ............................................................... JORT
jury d u t y ........................................................................................................................................................ JAOUT




j u s t ..................................................................................................................................................................... JUFT
just a m in u te ...................................................................................................................................................... JAMT
just a m in u te ........................................................................................................................................................JIMT
just a moment ................................................................................................................................................. JOMT
just a s e c o n d ........................................................................................................................................................J-KD
just a s e c o n d .................................................................................................................................................... JAFKD
just that .............................................................................................................................................................. JUP
just t h e ...................................................................................................................................................................JUT
ju stifiab le ......................................................................................................................................................... JUFBL
j u s t i f y .................................................................................................................................................................... J-F
j u s t i f y .................................................................................................................................................................JAOI
juxtaposition............................................................................................................................................. JUX/POGS
K
K a n s a s ..............................................................................................................................................................KA/KA
K a n s a s ....................................................................................................................................................KANS/KANS
Kansas C i t y ...................................................................................................................................................... KANS
K e n n e d y ....................................................................................................................................................... KAEND
K en tuclq r.................................................................................................................................................... KEN/KEN
K e n tu c l^ ............................................................................................................................................................ KI/KI
k e r n e l .............................................................................................................................................................KBRNL
kettle ...........................................................................................................................................................KELGTS
k e y b o a rd ..............................................................................................................................................KAOE/BORD
k eyboard ing ....................................................................................................................................KAOE/BORD/-G
k i l l i n g ................................................................................................................................................................ KILG
k i l o ....................................................................................................................................................................KLOE
k ilo g r a m ........................................................................................................................................................KLOEG
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k i lo m e te r .......................................................................................................................................................... K-MT
kinds o f ...........................................................................................................................................................KAOIFS
k i n g ....................................................................................................................................................................k in g
k n e w ........................................................................................................................................................................NU
knight .......................................................................................................................................................KNAOIGT
k n it t in g .............................................................................................................................................................KNIGT
k n it t in g ............................................................................................................................................................... NIGT
knowingly, corruptly, and w illfully................................................................................................. NOE/KRUPIVWIL
knowingly, intelligently and v o lu n ta rily .............................................................................................................. NIFL
knowing, willfully, and co rru p tly ................................................................................................. NOE/WIL/KRUPL
know ledge.............................................................................................................................................................NOJ
know ledge............................................................................................................................................................NOL
l a b o r .................................................................................................................................................................... LAIB
la b o ra to iy ..........................................................................................................................................................LABT
laborious ......................................................................................................................................................... LAIBS
la c e ra te ............................................................................................................................................................LAERT
la c e ra te ............................................................................................................................................................ LAFRT
la c e ra te ....................................................................................................................................................... LAS/RATT
lacerated .......................................................................................................................................................LAERD
la c e ra t io n ............................................................................................................................................................L-GS
la c e ra t io n .....................................................................................................................................................LAERGS
la c e ra t io n .....................................................................................................................................................LAFRGS
ladies and g e n tle m e n .........................................................................................................................................LAIG
ladies and gentlemen of the juty ........................................................................................................................LAU
l a d y ...................................................................................................................................................................LAED
lady foreman and mcmbeis of the j u r y ............................................................................................................ FRAU
latfy foreman and members of the jury ..............................................................................................................FRAJ
l a m p ................................................................................................................................................................ LAM/-P
land v a l u e .......................................................................................................................................................... LAFL
laparotomy ......................................................................................................................................... LAP/ROEMT
la r c e n y ................................................................................................................................................................ L-RS
la r c e n y ............................................................................................................................................................ LAERS
la r c e n y ...............................................................................................................................................................LARS
L a r e d o ..............................................................................................................................................................LAOD
larger t h a n ......................................................................................................................................................... LARN
larger than the .............................................................................................................................................. LARNT
larvacide ..................................................................................................................................................LAFRBDZ
larvicide ..................................................................................................................................................LAFRBDZ
Las V e g a s ...........................................................................................................................................................LAFS
Las V e g a s .............................................................................................................................................................LAS
Las V e g a s .....................................................................................................................................................LAS/LAS




l a t e r ..................................................................................................................................................................LAIRT
lateral .............................................................................................................................................................. LARL
la te ra lly ............................................................................................................................................................LAERL
la te r a l^ ..........................................................................................................................................................LARL/U
latest .........................................................................................................................................................LArr/-FT
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law is ............................................................................................................................................................... LAUS




la w su it.........................................................................................................................   LAUFT
la w su it................................................................................................................................................................LAUS
la w su it...............................................................................................................................................................LAUT
lawsuits ......................................................................................................................................................LAUFTS
lawsuits ........................................................................................................................................................ LAUTS
l a z y ....................................................................................................................................................................LAEZ
le ad in g ......................................................................................................................................................... LAOEGD
leading and suggestive ...................................................................................................................................... LUG
leave ...................................................................................................................................................................LEF
leave of absence ............................................................................................................................................... LAO
lectureship ..............................................................................................................................................LEK/TURS
left hand ............................................................................................................................................................L-ND
left side ............................................................................................................................................................ -LDZ
left side ............................................................................................................................................................ L-DZ
left-hand side ................................................................................................................................................L-NDZ
legal .................................................................................................................................................................. LEL
legal and constitutional r i g h t s .........................................................................................................................LABGS
legal and constitutional r i g h t s ...................................................................................................................... LABGTS
legal cause ......................................................................................................................................................LEBG
legal rights ........................................................................................................................................................ LITS
legalism ......................................................................................................................................................LEL/IFM
legalities ..........................................................................................................................................................LELTS




le g a l ly ..............................................................................................................................................................LEIVU
legibility ..................................................................................................................................................... LEJ/-BLT
legibility ............................................................................................................................................................ LETT
le g ib le ................................................................................................................................................................... LEI
legislate ............................................................................................................................................................ L-GT
legislate ...........................................................................................................................................................LEGT
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le g is la to r ........................................................................................................................................................LORGT
legislators...................................................................................................................................................L-GT/ORZ
legislature .................................................................................................................................................L-GT/UR
l e g s ....................................................................................................................................................................LEGZ
le n g t h ..............................................................................................................................................................LAING
l e n g t h .............................................................................................................................................................LENOT
lesion .......................................................................................................................................................... LAOEGS
less fortunate ................................................................................................................................................. L-FRT
less than ..............................................................................................................................................................LEN
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let the record r e f l e c t ....................................................................................................................................... LEFLT
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let the lecord show .........................................................................................................................................LEDZ
let the record show ......................................................................................................................................... LORS
letter .................................................................................................................................................................. LER
letter quality  ............................................................................................................................ LER/KWALT
letter q u a l i ty ...................................................................................................................................................... LERK
l e t t i n g ................................................................................................................................................................LEGT
leukoderma ......................................................................................................................................LAOUK/DERM
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l ia b i l i ty ....................................................................................................................................................... LAOIBLT
liable ..........................................................................................................................................................LAOIBL
l i b e l .....................................................................................................................................................................UBL
liberal ..............................................................................................................................................................BRAL
liberal ................................................................................................................................................................L-BL




lib e r a t i n g ........................................................................................................................................................ L-BGT
l ib e r a t i n g ......................................................................................................................................................L-BT/-G
l ib e r a t i o n .........................................................................................................................................................L-BGS
license ................................................................................................................................................................ L-NS
license ........................................................................................................................................................LAOIFNS
lic en sed ...........................................................................................................................................................L-NS/-D
lic en sed .............................................................................................................................................................L-NSD
Uesure ........................................................................................................................................................ LAOEFR
lie u te n a n t ................................................................................................................................................... LAOUNT
lieu tenants .................................................................................................................................................LAOUNTS
life in su ra n ce .....................................................................................................................................................LIFNS




l i g h t .................................................................................................................................................................L A orr
l ig h t in g ......................................................................................................................................................... lAOIGT
lightly .....................................................................................................................................................lAOILGTS
like t h a t ............................................................................................................................................................... -BGT
like t h a t ............................................................................................................................................................ LAOIP
like t h i s ...........................................................................................................................................................LIPBLG
lik e w ise ............................................................................................................................................................... LOIZ
l i m i t ....................................................................................................................................................................UMT
l im ita t io n ........................................................................................................................................................UMGS
lim ita tions ...................................................................................................................................................UMGS/-Z
l i m i t e d ...............................................................................................................................................................UMD
limits .............................................................................................................................................................UMTS
l i m p ...................................................................................................................................................................UFRP
U n c o l n ............................................................................................................................................................ L'PBG
lineup .............................................................................................................................................................LAOIP
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l i t e r ............................................................................................................................................................. LAOERT
l i t i g a n t ..............................................................................................................................................................LANT
l i t i g a n t ............................................................................................................................................................... UGT
lit ig an ts ............................................................................................................................................................LANTS
lit ig an ts ............................................................................................................................................................. UGTS
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m i n t e d ...............................................................................................................................................................UGD
lit ig a te s ............................................................................................................................................................. UGTS
li t ig a te s ............................................................................................................................................................... U G Z
litigating ........................................................................................................................................................UG/-G
litigation ........................................................................................................................................................... UGS
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lit ig a tions........................................................................................................................................................ LIGS/-Z
litigator .............................................................................................................................................................LOIG
li t ig a to r s ..........................................................................................................................................................LOIGZ




l o a t h e ............................................................................................................................................................. LOETH
local ...................................................................................................................................................................LOL
lo c a lity .......................................................................................................................................   . LOEK/ALT
lo c a lity ................................................................................................................................................................ LOLT
l o c a t e ..............................................................................................................................................................LOEKT
l o c a t e ................................................................................................................................................................ LOKT
location .......................................................................................................................................................LOEBGS
l o f t .....................................................................................................................................................................LOFT
lo f ty ...................................................................................................................................................................LOF/-T
lo g ic a l ............................................................................................................................................................. LOBLG
l o n g e r ......................................................................................................................................................... LONG/ER
lo o tin g .............................................................................................................................................................LAOGT
lordotic .............................................................................................................................................. LOR/DOBGT
Los A n g e le s ..................................................................................................................................................... LAING
Los Angeles International Airport ............................................................................................................LAX/LAX
l o s t ..................................................................................................................................................................... l o f t
lots o f ................................................................................................................................................................ LAOF
L ou isiana ...........................................................................................................................................................LA/LA
L o u isian a .............................................................................................................................................. LAOU/LAOU




l o v i n g ................................................................................................................................................................ LOFG
low c o u r t ............................................................................................................................................................LORT
low c o u r ts ..........................................................................................................................................................LORTS
low resolution ......................................................................................................................................... LOE/REGS
low resolution ............................................................................................................................................LOE/REZ
lower ................................................................................................................................................................ LOER
lower court .................................................................................................................................................... LOERT
lower court ....................................................................................................................................................LOURT
lower c o u r t s .................................................................................................................................................. LOERTS
lower c o u r t s ..................................................................................................................................................LOURTS
loyal ..................................................................................................................................................................LOIL
lo y a l ty ...............................................................................................................................................................LOILT
lu m b a r ...................................................................................................................................................................LUB
lunch ........................................................................................................................................................LUFRNLG
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lynch ..........................................................................................................................................................UFRNLG
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raa’a® ...............................................................................................................................................................MAM
machine .......................................................................................................................................................... M-RB
m ach ine iy ..........................................................................................................................................................MRN
macroeconomics.................................................................................................................................. MAK/KMEKZ
m a < k m ............................................................................................................................................................ MAEM
maenetic ............................................................................................................................................MAG/NEBGT
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make s u r e ........................................................................................................................................................ MAUR
makes ...........................................................................................................................................................MAEKZ
m a k in g .............................................................................................................................................................MAEG
m a l e ..................................................................................................................................................................MAEL
malice ..............................................................................................................................................................MALS
malice aforethought ..................................................................................................................................MAEFRT











m a lle o lu s .......................................................................................................................................................MAELS
m altrea tm ent.................................................................................................................................. MAl/TRAOEMT
m a n a g e .................................................................................................................................................................M-G
manageable ................................................................................................................................................ M-G/-BL
managed ..........................................................................................................................................................M-GD
m anagem en t..................................................................................................................................................... .MGT
m anagem en t................................................................................................................................................M-G/-MT





manages ..........................................................................................................................................................M G Z
m a n a g in g ....................................................................................................................................................... M-G/-G
m a n e u v e r .........................................................................................................................................................MUFR
maneuvered ................................................................................................................................................. MUFRD
m aneuvering ................................................................................................................................................. MUFRG
m aneuvers...................................................................................................................................................... MUFRZ
mange ........................................................................................................................................................MAIFRIS







m a n ip u la ted ......................................................................................................................................................MIPD
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m a n ip u la te s .......................................................................................................................................................MIPZ
manipulating...................................................................................................................................................... MIPG
manipulation ................................................................................................................................................MIPGS
m a n ip u la to r ...................................................................................................................................................MIP/OR
manslaughter .................................................................................................................................................MANS






m a n u scrip ts ........................................................................................................................................................MUZ
many ..................................................................................................................................................................... M-
M a r c h ..........................................................................................................................................................MAFRPB
M a r c h ................................................................................................... MAR
m arijuana........................................................................................................................................................ MAIRN
m a r in e ........................................................................................................................................................ MRAOEN
mariner ..................................................................................................................................................MAIR/NER
marines ................................................................................................................................................. MRAOBNZ
m aritic ide ..................................................................................................................................................MART/-DZ
marked .......................................................................................................................................................MARKD
marked for identification .............................................................................................................................. MIFGS
marked for identification ...........................................................................................................................MOIBGS
marked for identification ............................................................................................................................... MOID
m a rk e t ............................................................................................................................................................MARKT
marketability .................................................................................................................................... MARKT/-BLT
marketable ........................................................................................................................................... MARKT/-BL
m a rk e te d ..................................................................................................................................................MARKT/-D
m arketing ..................................................................................................................................................MARKT/-G
m arke tp lace ...................................................................................................................................... MARKT/PLAIS
marketplaces .............................................................................................................................MARKT/PLAIS/-Z
markets ..................................................................................................................................................... MARKTS
m a rr ia g e ........................................................................................................................................................MAERJ
m a r r ia g e ........................................................................................................................................................ MAIRG
m a rr ia g e ......................................................................................................................................................... MAIRJ




m a n y .............................................................................................................................................................. MAER
m a n y in g .......................................................................................................................................................MAERG
M a ry lan d ..................................................................................................................................................... M-D/M-D





m a s te r ...............................................................................................................................................................MAFR
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m ateria lized ...................................................................................................................................... TERUAOIZ/-D
m a teria liz es...................................................................................................................................... TERIVAOIZ/-Z
m aterializing...................................................................................................................................... TERIVAOT^-G
m ateria lly ...................................................................................................................................................... TERL/LI
m a te r ia ls .........................................................................................................................................................TERLZ
math .............................................................................................................................................................. MATH
m athem atics...................................................................................................................................................MATHZ
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m a t t e r ..............................................................................................................................................................MAER
matter of f a c t .................................................................................................................................................. MAFKT
matter of l a w .................................................................................................................................................... MAUL
m a t te is ........................................................................................................................................................... MAERZ
M a y ...................................................................................................................................................................... MAI
M a y ...................................................................................................................................................................MAOI
m a y b e .............................................................................................................................................................. MAI/B
may have ...........................................................................................................................................................MAIF
may have been ...............................................................................................................................................MAIFB
may have t h e ....................................................................................................................................................MAIFT
may I a s s u m e ........................................................................................................................................................ MIM
m ^  I respectfully .......................................................................................................................................... MAIRP
may it p l e a s e ...................................................................................................................................................... MAIP
mty it please t h e ...............................................................................................................................................MAIFT
may it please the court ..................................................................................................................................MAIPK
mty the record r e f le c t .......................................................................................................................................M-FLT
m ^  the record show ........................................................................................................................................ M-DZ





m echanica lly .................................................................................................................................................. MEK/U
mechanicals ..............................................................................................................................................MEK/ALZ
m echan ics ..........................................................................................................................................................MEKZ
m e d d le ........................................................................................................................................................MELGDZ
m e d ic a l.................................................................................................................................................................. M-L
m e d ic a l........................................................................................................................................................ MEFRLG
m e d ic a l.................................................................................................................................................................MEL
m e d ic a l ..............................................................................................................................................................MELD
medical doctor ........................................................................................................................................... M-IVM-D
medication ..................................................................................................................................................... MEGS
medicine .......................................................................................................................................................... MENS
medium re so lu tio n ...............................................................................................................................MAOED/SOL
m e e tin g ........................................................................................................................................................MAOEGT
member ............................................................................................................................................................ MEB
members ..........................................................................................................................................................MEBZ
members of the juiy ...........................................................................................................................................MEJ
members of the juty ........................................................................................................................................ MERJ
members of the juiy ........................................................................................................................................MURI
membership ..............................................................................................................................................MEB/-RBP
membership ......................................................................................................................................................MEBS
m e m b ersh ip ......................................................................................................................................................... MIP







m en ing itis ...................................................................................................................................................MEN/OTS
m en ing itis .............................................................................................................................................MEN/3AOITS
m e n t a l .........................................................................................................................................................MENTAL






m ercu ry .........................................................................................................................................................MBRK/RI
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Mercury .....................................................................................................................................................MURK

















m e t t l e ......................................................................................................................................................... MELGTS
M e x ico .......................................................................................................................................................MEX/MEX
Mexico C i t y ..........................................................................................................................................MEXS/MEXS
M ia m i ......................................................................................................................................................... MAEM
M ia m i ............................................................................................................................................ MAOIM/MAOIM
M ic h ig a n ..................................................................................................................................................MIFP/MIFP
M ic h ig a n ................................................................................................................................................MIRB/MIRB




m id d le ..........................................................................................................................................................MILGDZ
Middle E a s t ...................................................................................................................................................MAOES
middle initial ................................................................................................................................................MIRBL
middle n a m e ............................................................................................................................................. MID/NAIM
middle n a m e .......................................................................................................................................................MINE
midgets ......................................................................................................................................................... MUTS
might be ......................................................................................................................................................... MIB
miles an hour ................................................................................................................................................ MIR
miles per hour .................................................................................................................................................. MIRP
militaiy ........................................................................................................................................................... MILT
militaiy o f f i c e r ................................................................................................................................................MOFR
m i l k ..................................................................................................................................................................MIIV-K
m illig ram .....................................................................................................................................................MAOILG
m illig ram .......................................................................................................................................................... MOIG
millimeter ......................................................................................................................................................M-MT





m in g le ...........................................................................................................................................................MIFRLG
minicomputer ................................................................................................................................... MIN/KPAOUT
m inicom puters................................................................................................................................. MIN/KPAOUTS
m in im iz e ............................................................................................................................................................MINS
m in im u m ...............................  MIN
minimums ...................................................................................................................................................... MINZ
minitystem ......................  MIN/S-M
Minnesota ................................................................................................................................................ MIN/MIN
m i n o r ......................................................................................................................................................... MAOIRN
minority .............................................................................................................................................. MAOIN/ORT
m in u te .............................................................................................................................................................. M NT
m i r r o r ..............................................................................................................................................................MROR
misbehave .............................................................................................................................................MIS/BHAIF
m isb eh a v ed ..........................................................................................................................................MIS/BHAIFD
misbehaves ..........................................................................................................................................MIS/BHAIFZ
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m isb ehav ing .........................................................................................................................................MIS/BHAIFG
miscairiage .............................................................................................................................................MIS/KAIRJ








m isd ire c t in g .....................................................................................................................................MIS/DREKT/-G
m is d ire c ts ...............................................................................................................................................MIS/DREKZ
m is in fo rm ...................................................................................................................................................... MIS/N-F
m isinform ation........................................................................................................................................ MIS/N-FGS




m ism an a g ed ............................................................................................................................................. MIS/M-GD
m ismanagem ent..........................................................................................................................................MIS/M-GT
mismanages ..............................................................................................................................................MIS/M-GZ
m ism anaging ........................................................................................................................................... MIS/M-G/-G
m isrep resen t.................................................................................................................................................MIS/REP
misrepresentation ...................................................................................................................................MIS/REPGS
m isrep resen ted .........................................................................................................................................MIS/REPD
m isrepresenting.........................................................................................................................................MIS/REPG
misrepresents ..........................................................................................................................................MIS/REPZ
M i s s ..................................................................................................................................................................! M-S
Misses ............................................................................................................................................................. -MS/-Z
m is s in g ...............................................................................................................................................................MIFG
M ississippi......................................................................................................................................................MIS/MIS
Missouri ...................................................................................................................................................... MO/MO
m isstatem ent......................................................................................................................................... MIS/STAIMT
misstatements ...................................................................................................................................MIS/STAIMTS
m is ta k e ........................................................................................................................................................... MAEFK





m is to o k ...........................................................................................................................................................MAOFK
m is to o k ............................................................................................................................................................ MOIFK
m is tre a ted .......................................................................................................................................MIS/TRAOETZ-D
m is treatm ent.................................................................................................................................... MIS/TRAOEMT
mistreatments ..............................................................................................................................MIS/TRAOEMTS






m itig a te ...............................................................................................................................................................MIGT
mitigated ......................................................................................................................................................... MIGD
mitigates ........................................................................................................................................................ MIGTS
m itig a t in g .............................................................................................................................................................MIG
m itig a t in g .....................................................................................................................................................MIGT/-G
m itig a t io n ........................................................................................................................................................MAIGS
m itig a t io n ...................................................................................................................................................MIGT/-GS
mm-hmm ...................................................................................................................................................... UM-UM
M o a p a ............................................................................................................................................................. MAOP
model ....................................................................................................................................................... MOLGDZ
m o d e m .......................................................................................................................................................MAOD/-M
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modem .........................................................................................................................................................MOEM
m o d ic u m ............................................................................................................................................... MOED/KUM
m odification..................................................................................................................................................MOIFGS
m odification....................................................................................................................................................MOIGS
m o d if ie d ........................................................................................................................................................ MOIFD
modifies .........................................................................................................................................................MOIFZ
m o d ify ................................................................................................................................................................MOIF
m o d i^ n g ........................................................................................................................................................MOIFG
Monday ............................................................................................................................................................MON
m o o e y ..................................................................................................................................................................M-N






M o n ta n a ...................................................................................................................................................... -MT/-MT
M o n ta n a .............................................................................................................................................MONT/MONT
m o n t h ................................................................................................................................................................... MO
month ago .......................................................................................................................................................MOG
monthly ............................................................................................................................................................ MOL
m o n th s .................................................................................................................................................................MOZ
months ago .................................................................................................................................................... MOGZ
M o n tr e a l ....................................................................................................................................................... MREAL
moral .............................................................................................................................................................. MORL
moral .............................................................................................................................................................. MRAL
m o r a l e ............................................................................................................................................................MRAEL
m o r a l e .............................................................................................................................................................. MRAL
morales .......................................................................................................................................................MRALZ
moralist ...................................................................................................................................................MORI7IFT
m o r a l is ts ..................................................................................................................................................MORLZ/-Z
morality ................................................................................................................................................... MOR/ALT
moralize ...............................................................................................................................................MORI7AOIZ
m oralized ......................................................................................................................................... MORIVAOIZ/-D




m o r a l s ..................................................................................................................................   MORLZ
more or l e s s .................................................................................................................................................MOERLS
more t im e ........................................................................................................................................................ MOIRT
m o re o v e r ....................................................................................................................................................... MROFR
m o r t a l ........................................................................................................................................................MORT/AL
mortalities .......................................................................................................................................... MORT/ALTS
m o r ta l i ty ......................................................   MORT/ALT
m o r tg a g e ..........................................................................................................................................................MORT
m o rtic ia n .......................................................................................................................................................MORGS
m o r tic ia n ........................................................................................................................................................MORTS




m o th e r ..............................................................................................................................................................MOER
m o th e r .........................................................................................................................................................MOERTH
m o th e r ..............................................................................................................................................................MOUT
mother-in-law ........................................................................................................................................... MOERNL
motif ........................... MOEFB
motion to d i s m is s .........................................................................................................................................MAOMS
motion to d is m is s ......................................................................................................................................... MOEMS
motivation .............................................................................................................................................. MOEFBGS
m o t iv e ................................................................................................................................................................ MOE
m o t iv e ..........................................................................................................................................................MOEZTIF
m o t i v e ................................................................................. MOEF
m o t iv e ............................................................................................................................................................MOEFB
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m o t i v e ..............................................................................................................................................................MOFB
m o tiv e s ...........................................................................................................................................................MOEFB
motor v e h ic le .......................................................................................................................................................MOX
motorcycle..........................................................................................................................................................MOIK
m oto itycle ..........................................................................................................................................................MOTS
mouth to m o u th ............................................................................................................................ MOUTH/MOUTH
mouth-to-mouth resusc ita tion ....................................................................................................MOUTH/MOUTHS
move to d is m is s .......................................................................................................................................... MAOFMS




Mr. F o re m a n ...................................................................................................................................................... MR-F
Mr. P residen t....................................................................................................................................................MR-FT







m ultipurpose ......................................................................................................................................... MULT/PURP
m u lt i tu d e ..........................................................................................................................................MULTA'AOUD
m u n c h ..................................................................................................................................................... MUFRNLG
municipal code ................................................................................................................................................ M K
municipal code section .....................................................................................................................................M-KS
municipal c o u r t .............................................................................................................................................MOURT
municipal c o u r t ................................................................................................................................................MUKT
m u r d e r .............................................................................................................................................................MURD
murder trial ................................................................................................................................................MRAOIL
m u r d e r e r .........................................................................................................................................................MERD
m u rd ere ss ................................................................................................................................................ MURD/RES
murders ......................................................................................................................................................MURDZ
m u s c le ..............................................................................................................................................................MUFL
music ........................................................................................................................................................MAOUFK
music ..............................................................................................................................................................MUFK
m u s t ....................................................................................................................................................................... MU
must b e ................................................................................................................................................................MUB
must b e .......................................................................................................................... MUBS
must have been ................................................................................................................................................MUFB
must have had ................................................................................................................................................MUFD
must have not ................................................................................................................................................MUFN
must not ........................................................................................................................................................... MUN




m y o p ic ................................................................................................................................................................. MIK
myself ............................................................................................................................................................... M-FL
m y th ................................................................................................................................................................... MITH
N
n a iv e ................................................................................................................................................................NAOEF
n a iv e t e ......................................................................................................................................................... NAOEFT
n a iv e t e .......................................................................................................................................................... NAOIFT
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N a n c y .............................................................................................................................................................NAENS
n a n o sec o n d .............................................................................................................................................NAN/SEKD
n a r r a t io n ...................................................................................................................................................... NRAIGS
narra tio n s.................................................................................................................................................NRAIGS/-D
narrative ........................................................................................................................................................NRAFB
n a t i o n ............................................................................................................................................................ NAERB




n a tionaify ........................................................................................................................................................ -N17-U
na tionalfy ...............................................................................................................................................................INL
n atio n ally ..................................................................................................................................................... NAERBL
n a tionally ...........................................................................................................................................................NAET
n a t io n a l s ............................................................................................................................................................ -NLZ
n a tu ra l ..................................................................................................................................................................NAL
n a tu ra l ............................................................................................................................................................... NARL








n a t u r e .............................................................................................................................................................. NAIFP
nature of t h e ................................................................................................................................................... NAUFT
n a u s e a ............................................................................................................................................................... NAUS
n a u s e a ....................................................................................................................................................... NAUZ/YA
n a u s e o u s ..................................................................................................................................................... NAURBS
n e a r e s t .....................................................................................................................................................NAOER/-FT
n e a t .................................................................................................................................................................NAOBT
neatly .................................................................................................................................................... NAOELGTS
N e b ra s k a .................................................................................................................................................... NEB/NEB
necessarily .........................................................................................................................................................NBL
n e ce ssa iy .............................................................................................................................................................. NES
necessity ................................................................................................................................................................ NE
neck to n e c k ............................................................................................................................................... NEK/NEK
necrotic .............................................................................................................................................. NEK/ROBGT
need not .......................................................................................................................................................... NEND
needing ....................................................................................................................................................NAOEGD




n e g le c t............................................................... NEGT
n e g le c t     . . , NEKT--
negligence ........................................................................................................................................................NETS
n e g lig e n t...............................................................................................................................................................NET
n e g lig e n t............................................................................................................................................................NEJT
negligentfy .................................................................................................................................................. NETT/LI
n e g o tia te .......................................................................................................................................................... GORB
negotiated p l e a ....................................................................................................................................................GOP
negotiation ................................................................................................................................................ GORBGS
n e ig h b o r ...............................................................................................................................................................NIB
neighborhood ...................................................................................................................................................NIBD
n eighborhoods................................................................................................................................................NIBDZ
n e ig h b o rin g ....................................................................................................................................................... NIBG
neighborly ..................................................................................................................................................... NIB/U
n e ig h b o rs ............................................................................................................................................................ NIBZ
n e ith e r ...................................................................................................................................................... NAOERTH
n e i th e r ............................................................................................................................................................... NERT
Neptune ..............................................................................................................................................NEPA’AOUN
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neural ........................................................................................................................................................NAOURL
neuralgia ................................................................................................................................................... NAOL/JA




n e u ro lo g y ......................................................................................................................................................NAOLG
n e u ro lo g y ................................................................................................................................................... NAORLG
n eu ro lo g y ................................................................................................................................................ NAOURLG
neurotic ..............................................................................................................................................NAOURBGT
• N e v a d a .........................................................................................................................................................NEF/NEF
nevertheless .................................................................................................................................................NEFRLS
New H am p sh ire ................................................................................................................................HAFRP/HAFRP
New H am p sh ire ....................................................................................................................................... HAM/HAM
New Jersey ................................................................................................................................................ JER/JER
New Jersey ................................................................................................................................................... N-J/NJ
New Mexico .............................................................................................................................................MEX/MEX
New Mexico ................................................................................................................................................N-M/N-M
New O r l e a n s ....................................................................................................................................NOERL/NOERL
New Y o r k ......................................................................................................................................................... NORK
New Y o r k ............................................................................................................................................. NORK/NORK
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o c ta n e ..........................................................................................................................................................OK/TAIN
October ..............................................................................................................................................................OKT
of c o u r s e ..............................................................................................................................................................OFK
of e a c h .................................................................................................................................................................PEFP
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of l i t t l e ............................................................................................................................................................. P-LGTS
of s u c h .................................................................................................................................................................PUFP
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of the .....................................................................................................................................................................-FT
of the accident .....................................................................................................................................................FEX
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order ................................................................................................................................................................GRD
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ordinary ............................................................................................................................................................CRN
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ordinary or reasonable .................................................................................................................................. GERN
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other s i d e ........................................................................................................................................................OERDZ
other than .........................................................................................................................................................AON
other than ...................................................................................................................................................... OERN
other than the ..................................................................................................................................................AONT
o th e rw is e ...............................................................................................................................................................OIZ
otolaryngology ............................................................................................................................OET/LAIRN/JOLG
out of t h e ...........................................................................................................................................................OUPT
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outpatient .......................................................................................................................................................OUPT
outpatient ......................................................................................................................................... OUT/PAIRBT
o u ts id e .............................................................................................................................................................. OUDZ
o u ts id e .................................................................................................................................................................. OUS
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o v e r a l l ............................................................................................................................................................. OEFRL
o v e rboard ......................................................................................................................................................OEFRBD
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overt ............................................................................................................................................................. OEFRT
o v e r t l y ........................................................................................................................................................ OEFRT/U
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owner ..............................................................................................................................................................OERN
o w n ersh ip ..........................................................................................................................................................OERP
p.m............................................................................................................................................................................ P-M
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Pahrump ..................................................................................................................................................... PRUFRP
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p a n g .................................................................................................................................................................. p a n g
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p a r e n t in g .......................................................................................................................................................PARNG
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parking l o t ........................................................................................................................................................PLART
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p a r t ....................................................................................................................................................................PART
part o f .............................................................................................................................................................PAFRB
part of the ................................................................................................................................................. PAFRBT
participate ........................................................................................................................................................PATT
participate .......................................................................................................................................................PARP
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p a rtic u la r ...............................................................................................................................................................TIK
particular a c c id en t............................................................................................................................................. PLAX
particular action .........................................................................................................................................PLABOS
particular argument ................................................................................................................................... PLARGT
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particular issues ........................................................................................................................................PLARBZ
particular parties .................................................................................................................................... PLAERPTS
particular parties .......................................................................................................................................PIARPTS
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party .............................................................................................................................................................PAERT
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passage ............................................................................................................................................................PAFJ
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patented ......................................................................................................................................................PENTAD
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pathetic ........................................................................................................................................................PABGT
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pedal ...................................................................................................................................................... PAELGDZ
p e d d l e .........................................................................................................................................................PELGDZ
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p e jo ra tiv e .....................................................................................................................................................PE/JORT
pelvis ..............................................................................................................................................................PEFLS
penal c o d e ............................................................................................................................................................P-BG
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p e o p l e ................................................................................................................................................................PEPL
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people and d e fe n d a n t........................................................................................................................................PAFD
p e o p le d .............................................................................................................................................................PEPLD
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p e r c e n t ................................................................................................................................................................PERS
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Wednesday .....................................................................................................................................................WENS
week ago ........................................................................................................................................................... WEG
week day ........................................................................................................................................................ WEKD
w e e k d a y s ......................................................................................................................................................WEKDZ
weekend ..................................................................................................................................................WAOEKD
weekend ........................................  WAOEKDZ
weeks a g o ........................................................................................................................................................ WEGZ
well-informed ........................................................................................................................................ WBIVN-FD
w e r e ..................................................................................................................................................................... W-R
were the .......................................................................................................................................................... W-RT
were you ........................................................................................................................................................ WRAU
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West V irg in ia .................................................................................................................................................W-F/W-F
West V irg in ia..............................................................................................................................................WEF/WEF
w estbound ............................................................................................................................................................. W-B
w esterly ............................................................................................................................................................. WERL
w e s te r n ............................................................................................................................................................. WERN
westward .......................................................................................................................................................WES/D
w h a t ....................................................................................................................................................................WHA
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what about the ................................................................................................................................................WABT
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what happened .............................................................................................................................................WHAPD
what h e .............................................................................................................................................................WHAE
what he can .................................................................................................................................................WHAEK
what he had .................................................................................................................................................WHAED
what he i s ......................................................................................................................................................... WAES
what he wants ........................................................................................................................................ WHAEPTS
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what he will ................................................................................................................................................. WHAEL
what h i s ............................................................................................................................................................ WHAZ
what I ..............................................................................................................................................................WHAI
what I a m ......................................................................................................................................................WHAIM
w d ra t lc a n ...................................................................................................................................................... WHAIK
what I h a d ...................................................................................................................................................... WHAID
what I have ...................................................................................................................................................WHAIF
what I have been .......................................................................................................................................WHAIFB
what I have h a d ...........................................................................................................................................WHAIFD
what I shall ................................................................................................................................................WHAIRB
what I want ................................................................................................................................................WHAIPT
what I w a s ........................................................................................................................................................ WAIFS
what I w i l l .......................................................................................................................................................WHAIL
what if a n y th in g ................................................................................................................................................WAFG
what i s .............................................................................................................................................................WHAS
what is your .................................................................................................................................................WRAUR
what is your a g e ...........................................................................................................................................WRAURJ
what is your business .............................................................................................................................. WHAURBS
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what is your n a m e ........................................................................................................................................WAURM
what is your o c cu p a tio n ........................................................................................................................WHAURBGS
what is your p o s i t io n .............................................................................................................................WHAURPGS
what she ..................................................................................................................................................... WHARB
what she h a d ...............................................................................................................................................WHARBD
what she is ............................................................................................................................................WHARBS
what she w i l l ............................................................................................................................................... WHARBL
what s h o u l d ...............................................................................................................................................WHARBD
what s i d e ......................................................................................................................................................WHADZ
what the ......................................................................................................................................................... WHAT
what t i m e ........................................................................................................................................................ WHAM
what was ........................................................................................................................................................WHAFS
what we .....................................................................................................................................................WHA/WE
what w e r e .......................................................................................................................................................WHARP
what were the circumstances .................................................................................................................... WHARKS
what would ..................................................................................................................................................WHALD
what you .........................................................................................................................................................WHAU
what you a r e ................................................................................................................................................. WHAUR
what you believe ......................................................................................................................................WHAUBL
what you c a n ................................................................................................................................................. WHAUK
what you f e e l ................................................................................................................................................WHAUFL
what you h a d .................................................................................................................................................WHAUD
what you have ............................................................................................................................................. WHAUF
what you have been ..................................................................................................................................WHAUFB
what you have h a d ......................................................................................................................................WHAUFD
what you have k n o w n ..................................................................................................................................WHAUFN
what you k n o w .............................................................................................................................................WHAUN
what you m e a n ............................................................................................................................................WHAUM
what you remember .................................................................................................................................WHAURM
what you s a y .................................................................................................................................................. WHAUS
what you t e l l ..................................................................................................................................................WHAUT
what you tell u s ........................................................................................................................................... WHAUTS
what you t h i n k ........................................................................................................................................WHAUPBG
wbat you u n d e rs ta n d ................................................................................................................................. WHAUND
what you want ...........................................................................................................................................WHAUPT
what you were ...........................................................................................................................................WHAURP
what you w i l l ..................................................................................................................................................WHAUL
wdiat’s ..............................................................................................................................................................WHAZ
what, if any .................................................................................................................................................. WHAFN
what, if anything .........................................................................................................................................WHAFG





when he c a n .....................................................................................................................................................WHEK
when he h a d .................................................................................................................................................... WHED
when he is ......................................................................................................................................................WHES
when he s h o u ld ...........................................................................................................................................WHERBD
when he wants ....................................................................................................................   WHEPTS
when he w a s ................................................................................................................................................... WHEFS
when he w i l l ..................................................................................................................................................... WHEL
when he w o u l d ............................................................................................................................................. WHEKD
when his ........................................................................................................................................................... WH-Z
when I ..................................................................................................................................................................WHI
when I a m .......................................................................................................................................................... WHIM
when I can ...................................................................................................................................................... WHIK
when I c o u l d ................................................................................................................................................... WHIKD
when I had ......................................................................................................................................................WHID
when I h a v e ...................................................................................................................................................... WHIP
when I have been ...........................................................................................................................................WHIFB
when I have had ...........................................................................................................................................WHIFD
when I s h a l l ....................................................................................................................................................WHIRB
when I should ............................................................................................................................................WHIRBD
when I w a n t .................................................................................   WHIPT
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when I w a s ........................................................................................................................................................WHIPS
when I w i l l ......................................................................................................................................................... WHIL
when I w o u ld ..................................................................................................................................................WHILD
when i s ...............................................................................................................................................................WH-S
when i t .............................................................................................................................................................. WHIT
when it happened ......................................................................................................................................... WHIPD
when our ................................................................................................................................................ WHOUR
when she .......................................................................................................................................................WH-RB
when she is .................................................................................................................................................WH-RBS
when she w i l l ................................................................................................................................................WH-RBL




when w e r e ....................................................................................................................................................... WH-RP
when will ......................................................................................................................................................... WH-L
when will t h e ...................................................................................................................................................WH-LT
when would ................................................................................................................................................ WH-LD
when you ......................................................................................................................................................... WHU
when you a r c ...................................................................................................................................................WHUR
when you a r e ................................................................................................................................................... WRUR
when you believe .................. .....................................................................................................................WHUBL
when you c a n ................................................................................................................................................... WHUK
when you c o u l d ............................................................................................................................................WHUKD
when you f e e l ................................................................................................................................................. WHUFL
when you first ....................................................................................................................................... WHUFRS
when you have ............................................................................................................................................WHUF
when you have h a d ........................................................................................................................................WHUFD
when you k n o w ...............................................................................................................................................WHUN
when you r e c a l l ............................................................................................................................................ WHURL
when you remember ...............................................................................................................................WHURM
when you s a y ....................................................................................................................................................WHUS
when you s h o u ld ......................................................................................................................................... WHURBD
when you t e l l ................................................................................................................................................... WHUT
when you tell u s .............................................................................................................................................WHUTS
when you think ..........................................................................................................................................WHUPBG
when you u n d e rs ta n d ...................................................................................................................................WHUND
when you want .............................................................................................................................................WHUPT
when you were .............................................................................................................................................WHURP
when you w i l l ................................................................................................................................................... WHUL
when you w o u ld ........................................................................................................................................... .WHULD
w h e n e v e r ........................................................................................................................................................WH-FR
whenever ......................................................................................................................................................WHEFR
where ................................................................................................................................................................. WR-
w h e r e a r e ..........................................................................................................................................................WR-R
where could .................................................................................................................................................. WR-KD
where did you live .............................................................................................................................................WRIF
where did you reside ....................................................................................................................................... WRID
where do you live ..........................................................................................................................................WROIF
where do you reside .....................................................................................................................................WROID
where he wants ........................................................................................................................................... WREPTS
where he w a s .................................................................................................................................................. WHEFS
where I w a n t ................................................................................................................................................... WRIPT
where I was ....................................................................................................................................................WRIFS
where i s ............................................................................................................................................................... WR-S
where s h e ....................................................................................................................................................... WR-RB
where she is .................................................................................................................................................WR-RBS
where she will ............................................................................................................................................WR-RBL
where s h o u ld ................................................................................................................................................WR-RBD
where t h e .......................................................................................................................................................... WR-T
where w a s ........................................................................................................................................................ WR-FS
where w o u l d ...................................................................................................................................................WR-LD
where you w a n t .............................................................................................................................................WRUPT
where you w e r e .............................................................................................................................................WRURP
w h e r e 's ...............................................................................................................................................................WR-Z
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w h e re a b o u t .....................................................................................................................................................WR-BT
w hereabouts..................................................................................................................................................... WR-BS
w hereabouts ...................................................................................................................................................WR-BTS
whereas ..........................................................................................   WRAZ
whereat .......................................................................................................................................................... WRAT
vtheretty ............................................................................................................................................................WR-B






w h e re v e r ......................................................................................................................................................... WR-FR
w h e re v e r ........................................................................................................................................................WREFR
whether ........................................................................................................................................................... WHR-
w h e th e r a ......................................................................................................................................................... WHRA
whether he ..................................................................................................................................................... WHRE
whether he c a n ..............................................................................................................................................WHREK
whether he could ......................................................................................................................................WHREKD
whether he h a d ............................................................................................................................................. WHRED
whether he is ...............................................................................................................................................WHRES
whether he s h o u ld ................................................................................................................................... WHRERBD
whether he w a s ............................................................................................................................................ WHREFS
whether he w i l l .............................................................................................................................................. WHREL
whether his .................................................................................................................................................... WHR-Z
whether I ........................................................................................................................................................... WHRI
whether I a m ...................................................................................................................................................WHRIM
whether I can ............................................................................................................................................... WHRIK
whether I c o u l d ............................................................................................................................................WHRIKD
whether I had ...............................................................................................................................................WHRID
whether I h a v e ................................................................................................................................................WHRIF
whether I have been ....................................................................................................................................WHRIFB
whether I have had ................................................................................................................................... WHRIFD
whether I s h a l l .............................................................................................................................................WHRIRB
whether I should .....................................................................................................................................WHRIRBD
whether I was ............................................................................................................................................. WHRIFS
whether I will ............................................................................................................................................... WHRIL
whether or n o t ............................................................................................................................................. WHRAO
whether or not ........................................................................................................................................WHRORNT
whether or not he had ..........................................................................................................................WHRAOED
whether or not he is ...............................................................................................................................WHRAOES
whether or not he was ........................................................................................................................ WHRAOEFS
whether or not he will .......................................................................................................................... WHRAOEL
whether or not I am ...............................................................................................................................WHRAOIM
whether or not I can ................................................................................................................................WHRAOIK
whether or not I h a d ............................................................................................................................... WHRAOID
whether or not I h a v e ................................................................................................................................ WHRAOIF
whether or not I w a s .............................................................................................................................. WHRAOIFS
w hetherornotl will ................................................................................................................................WHRAOIL
whether or not you are ......................................................................................................................... WHRAOUR
whether or not you had ......................................................................................................................... WHRAOUD
whether or not you h a v e ..........................................................................................................................WHRAOUF
whether or not you w e r e ....................................................................................................................... WHRAOURP
whether or not you will ..........................................................................................................................WHRAOUL
whether o u r ............................................................................................................................................... WHROUR
whether s h e .................................................................................................................................................WHR-RB
whether she is ...........................................................................................................................................WHR-RBS
whether she will ..................................................................................................................................... WHR-RBL
whether t h e .................................................................................................................................................... WHR-T
whether y o u .....................................................................................................................................................WHRU
whether you a r e ..............................................................................................................................................WHRUR
uhether you believe ..................................................................................................................................WHRUBL
whether you can .........................................................................................................................................WHRUK
whether you c o u l d ........................................   WHRUKD
whether you feel .......................................................................................................................................WHRUFL
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whetheryou have ........................................................................................................................................WHRUF
whether you have been .............................................................................................................................WHRUFB
whetheryou have h a d .................................................................................................................................WHRUFD
whetheryou k n o w ........................................................................................................................................WHRUN
whetheryou m e a n .......................................................................................................................................WHRUM
whetheryou t e c a U ..................................................................................................................................... WHRURL
whetheryou remember ........................................................................................................................... WHRURM
whetheryou s a y .............................................................................................................................................WHRUS
whetheryou s h o u ld ..................................................................................................................................WHRURBD
whetheryou t e l l ............................................................................................................................................ WHRUT
wdictheryou tell u s ......................................................................................................................................WHRUTS
Mietheryou t h i n k ...................................................................................................................................WHRUPBG
whetheryou u n d e rs ta n d ............................................................................................................................WHRUND
whetheryou were ..................................................................................................................................... WHRURP
whetheryou w i l l ............................................................................................................................................ WHRUL
which ...................................................................................................................................................................KH
which ....................................................................................................................................................................WI
which a ................................................................................................................................................................ KHA
which are ...........................................................................................................................................................KH-R
which c a n ...........................................................................................................................................................KH-K
which c a n n o t .............................................................................................................................................KH-K/NOT
which could ...................................................................................................................................................KH-KD
which h a p p e n e d ...............................................................................................................................................KH-PD
which h a v e ...........................................................................................................................................................KH-F
which he ............................................................................................................................................................KHE
which he believed ...................................................................................................................................... KHEBLD
which he believes .......................................................................................................................................KHEBLZ
which he c a n .....................................................................................................................................................KHEK
uhich he could ............................................................................................................................................. KHEKD
which he h a d .................................................................................................................................................... KHED
which he i s .......................................................................................................................................................... KHES
which he recalled ...................................................................................................................................... KHERLD
which he r e c a l l s ...........................................................................................................................................KHERLZ
which he recollected ..................................................................................................................................KHERKD
which he re c o lle c ts ...................................................................................................................................... KHERKZ
which he rem em bered .................................................................................................................................KHERMD
which he remembers ................................................................................................................................. KHERMZ
which he s h o u ld ...........................................................................................................................................KHERBD
which he w a n te d .........................................................................................................................................KHEPT/-D
which he wants ............................................................................................................................................ KHEPTS
which he w a s ................................................................................................................................................... KHEFS
which he w i l l .....................................................................................................................................................KHEL
which he w o u l d ..............................................................................................................................................KHELD
which his  KH Z
which I ..................................................................................................................................................................KHI
which I a m ..........................................................................................................................................................KHIM
which I believe ............................................................................................................................................... KHIBL
which I b e l ie v e d ............................................................................................................................................KHIBLD
which I can ......................................................................................................................................................KHIK
which I c o u l d ...................................................................................................................................................KHIKD
which I feel ....................................................................................................................................................KHIFL
which I felt ................................................................................................................................................. KHIFLT
which I had ..................................................................................................................................................... KHID
which I have ...................................................................................................................................................... KHIF
which I have been ...........................................................................................................................................KHIFB
which I have h a d ............................................................................................................................................... KHIFD
which I r e c a l l ................................................................................................................................................... KHIRL
which I r e c a l l e d ............................................................................................................................................ KHIRLD
which I rec o lle c t...............................................................................................................................................KHIRK
which I rec o lle c te d ........................................................................................................................................KHIRKD
udiich I r e m e m b e r ..........................................................................................................................................KHIRM
which I remembered ..................................................................................................................................KHIRMD
which I shall ................................................................................................................................................... KHIRB
which I should ............................................................................................................................................KHIRBD
which I want ....................................................................................................................................................KHIPT
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wdiich I w a n t e d ...........................................................................................................................................KHIPT/-D
which I was .....................................................................................................................................................KHIFZ
t^diichlwili .......................................................................................................................................................KHIL
which I would ............................................................................................................................................... KHILD
vdiich is .........................................................................................................................................................KH-S
which m e a n s ................................................................................................................................................... KH-MZ
which of .........................................................................................................................................................KH-F
which of c o u r s e ............................................................................................................................................. KH-FBG
which of t h e .....................................................................................................................................................KH-FT
which o n e ..........................................................................................................................................................KHON
which o n e ......................................................................................................................................................... KHUN
which o u r .......................................................................................................................................................KHOÜR
which s h e .........................................................................................................................................................KH-RB
which she had .............................................................................................................................................KH-RBD
which she is .................................................................................................................................................. KH-RBS
which she will ............................................................................................................................................. KH-RBL
which she would ......................................................................................................................................KH-RBLD
which s i d e .........................................................................................................................................................KH-DZ
which t h e ............................................................................................................................................................KH-T
which w a s ..........................................................................................................................................................KH-FS
which were .....................................................................................................................................................KH-RF
which w i l l ............................................................................................................................................................KH-L
which w fo u ld ....................................................................................................................................................KH-LD
which y o u ............................................................................................................................................................ KHU
which you are ................................................................................................................................................KHUR
which you believe ......................................................................................................................................... KHUBL
which you be liev e d .......................................................................................................................................KHUBLD
which you can ................................................................................................................................................KHUK
which you c o u ld ............................................................................................................................................. KHUKD
which you feel ............................................................................................................................................KHUFL
which you felt ............................................................................................................................................KHUFLT
which you had ................................................................................................................................................ KHUD
which you h a v e .................................................................................................................................................KHUF
which you have b e e n ..................................................................................................................................... KHUFB
which you have had .....................................................................................................................................KHUFD
which you have known .................................................................................................................................KHUFN
which you k n o w ................................................................................................................................................ KHUN
which you m e a n ................................................................................................................................................KHUM
which you r e c a l l .............................................................................................................................................. KHURL
which you r e c a l le d .......................................................................................................................................KHURLD
which you recollect .....................................................................................................................................KHURK
which you reco llected ..................................................................................................................................KHURKD
which you re m e m b e r ....................................................................................................................................KHURM
which you rem e m b e re d .............................................................................................................................KHURMD
which you say ................................................................................................................................................. KHUS
which you should .......................................................................................................................................KHURBD
which you tell .................................................................................................................................................KHUT
which you tell us .......................................................................................................................................... KHUTS
which you th i n k ............................................................................................................................................KHUPBG
which you understand ................................................................................................................................KHUND
which you w a n t ...............................................................................................................................................KHUPT
which you wanted .....................................................................................................................................KHUPT/-D
which you w e r e ...............................................................................................................................................KHURP
which you will .................................................................................................................................................KHUL




while under the influence ..........................................................................................................................WHUFLS
while under the influence ............................................................................................................................ WUFLS
w h i t t l e ........................................................................................................................................................WHILGTS
w h o .....................................................................................................................................................................WHO
who believe .................................................................................................................................................. WHOBL
who be lieved ............................................................................................................................................... WHOBLD
who b e liev e s ................................................................................................................................................WHOBLZ
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who c a n .............................................................................................................................................................WHOK
who cannot ..........................................................................................................................................WHOK/NOT
who c o u l d .....................................................................................................................................................WHOKD
who feci ......................................................................................................................................................WHOFL
who f e l t ........................................................................................................................................................ WHOFLT
who had ........................................................................................................................................................WHOD
who happened ............................................................................................................................................WHOPD
who have ........................................................................................................................................................ WHOF
who have been ............................................................................................................................................ WHOFB
who have h a d .................................................................................................................................................WHOFD
who he wanted .......................................................................................................................................WHOBTPD
who he w a n t s ............................................................................................................................................ WHOEPTS
who he was ............................................................................................................................................... WHOEFS
who I w a n t .....................................................................................................................................................WHOIPT
who 1 w a n te d .......................................................................................................................................... AVHOIPT/-D
who I w a s .....................................................................................................................................................WHOIFS
who is ............................................................................................................................................................. WHOS
who k i l l e d .............................................................................................................................................WHOFRLGD
who recalls .............................................................................................................................................. WHORLZ
who re c o lle c t.................................................................................................................................................WHORK
who rec o lle c te d .........................................................................................................................................WHORKD
who recollects ......................................................................................................................................... WHORKZ
who remembered ....................................................................................................................................WHORMD
who rem e m b e rs ........................................................................................................................................ WHORMZ
who shall ..................................................................................................................................................... WHORB
who should .......................................................................................................................................... WHOURBD
who t h i n k .....................................................................................................................................................WHONG
who th in k s .................................................................................................................................................. WHONGZ
who u n d e rs tan d .........................................................................................................................................WHONDZ
who understands ............................................................................................................................... WHONDZ/-Z
who want ...................................................................................................................................................WHOUPT
who wanted ............................................................................................................................................WHOPT/-D
who w a n t s .................................................................................................................................................WHOUPTS
wdiowas .......................................................................................................................................................WHOFS
who were ......................................................................................................................................................WHORP
who w o u ld .................................................................................................................................................. WHOULD
who you w a n t .............................................................................................................................................. WHOUPT
who you w a n t e d ...................................................................................................................................... WHOUPTD
who you w e r e ..............................................................................................................................................WHOURP
who's .............................................................................................................................................................WHOZ
whoever ......................................................................................................................................................WHOFR
w h o le sa le ...................................................................................................................................................... WHOLS
w h o m so e v er ....................................................................................................................................... WHOM/SOFR
w hosoever............................................................................................................................................... WHO/SOFR
why w o u ld ...........................................................................................................................................................Y-LD
will be .............................................................................................................................................................. .......
will believe ....................................................................................................................................................... L-BL
will f e e l .................................................................................................................................................................L-FL
will go .................................................................................................................................................................. L-G
will have .............................................................................................................................................................. L-p
will have been ...................................................................................................................................................L-FB
will have h a d .......................................................................................................................................................L_FD
will he ....................................................................................................................................................................LE
will recall ............................................................................................................................................................L-RL
will r e c o l le c t.......................................................................................................................................................L-rK
will remember ................................................................................................................................................. URM
will s h e ................................................................................................................................................................ URB
will t h e ...................................................................................................................................................................L-T
will want ............................................................................................................................................................L-PT
w iU y o u ................................................................................................................................................................... LU
will you believe .................................................................................................................................................LUBL
will you ever ..................................................................................................................................................... LUFR
will you feel ......................................................................................................................................................LUFL
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will you know .................................................................................................................................................... LUN
will you p l e a s e .....................................................................................................................................................LUP
will you please .................................................................................................................................................. LUPS
will you please tell u s .......................................................................................................................................LUPTS
will you recall ..................................................................................................................................................LURL
will you recollect .............................................................................................................................................LURK
will you rem em ber............................................................................................................................................ LURM
will you say ......................................................................................................................................................... LUS
will you tell .........................................................................................................................................................LUT
will you tell us .................................................................................................................................................. LUTS
will you think ...............................................................................................................................................LUPBG
will you understand ........................................................................................................................................LUND
will Your Honor .............................................................................................................................................LURN
w i l l f u l ....................................................................................................................................................................L-F
w i l l f u l ................................................................................................................................................................ WIFL
willful and malicious ............................................................................................................................. WIFL/MALS
willfully ............................................................................................................................................................W-FL
willfulty and knowingly ..............................................................................................................................WIL/NOL
willfulty and m alic iously ...................................................................................................................... WIFL/MAELS
willfulty and m alic iously...............................................................................................................................WHTMIL
nillfulty or know ingly........................................................................................................................... WIIVOR/NOL
willfuify or maliciously ........................................................................................................................WIL/OR/MIL
willfulty, corruptly, and knowingly ..............................................................................................WIL/KRUPT/NOB
willfulty, knowingly, and corruptly ..............................................................................................WIL/NOE/KRUPL
William .............................................................................................................................................................W-M





w in g ................................................................................................................................................................... WING
wink ..........................................................................................................................................................WIFRNG
w in n e r ............................................................................................................................................................... WIRN
winners ........................................................................................................................................................WIRNZ
winning ...........................................................................................................................................................WIRG
W isconsin ................................................................................................................................................ WIFK/WIFK
wishfully ....................................................................................................................................................WIRB/FU
with a ................................................................................................................................................................... WA
with an explanation ..................................................................................................................................... WEBGS
with an explanation ........................................................................................................................................WEGS
with his ..............................................................................................................................................................W-Z
with i n te r e s t ...................................................................................................................................................... WINT
with reference ..........................................................................................................................................WREFRNS
with regard ..................................................................................................................................................WRARD
with r e la t io n ................................................................................................................................................ WRELGS
with r e s p e c t .................................................................................................................................................... W-RPT
with r e s p e c t .......................................................................................................................................................W-RS
with r e s p e c t .......................................................................................................................................................WR-P
with respect t o ................................................................................................................................................WR-PT
with strings a t ta c h e d ....................................................................................................................................WINGTS
with the ..............................................................................................................................................................W-T
with you ...............................................................................................................................................................WU
w ith d ra w .........................................................................................................................................................WRAU
withdrawal ..................................................................................................................................................WRAUL
w ith d raw a ls ............................................................................................................................................... WRAULZ
w ithd raw ing ................................................................................................................................................. WRAUG
withdrawn ..................................................................................................................................................WRAUN
w ith d re w ...................................................................................................................................................... WRAOU
within .................................................................................................................................................................. W-N
without ......................................................................................................................................................... WOUT
w itn e s s ................................................................................................................................................................W-NS
w itn e s s ...................................................................................................................................................................WIF
w itn e s s ...................................................................................................................................................................WIT
witness stand ..................................................................................................................................................W-ND
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witness s t a n d .........................................................................................................................................................WIS
witnessed ......................................................................................................................................................W-NS/-D
w itn e s se d ..........................................................................................................................................................WIFD
witnesses .......................................................................................................................................................... WIFZ
w itnessing ..................................................................................................................................................... W-NS/-G
w itnessing..........................................................................................................................................................WIFG
w o l f ..................................................................................................................................................................WOFL







w o m e n ................................................................................................................................................................ WIM
women’s lib ...................................................................................................................................................... W IB
women’s lib ....................................................................................................................................................WL'IB
women’s lib e ra tio n ............................................................................................................................................... WIB
women’s lib e ra tio n .............................................................................................................................................WUB
women’s lib e ra tio n ........................................................................................................................................WUBGS
won’t ...........................................................................................................................................................WOENT
w o n d erfu l......................................................................................................................................................... WUFL
wonderfully ...............................................................................................................................................WAOUFL
wondeifulty ................................................................................................................................................WUFIVU
w o o d e n .............................................................................................................................................................WOEN
word processing .............................................................................................................................................WORPG
word p r o c e s s o r ................................................................................................................................................WORP
word p ro ce sso rs .............................................................................................................................................WORPZ
w o r k ...................................................................................................................................................................... -WK
w o r k .................................................................................................................................................................... WOR




w o rk e d .......................................................................................................................................................... WORKD
w ork ing .............................................................................................................................................................WORG
w oricing........................................................................................................................................................WORK/-G
workman’s compensation ........................................................................................................................ WORBGS
workmen’s comp ..............................................................................................................................WORKS/KM-P
workmen’s compensation ........................................................................................................................... WORKS
works .......................................................................................................................................................... WORKZ
w o rk u p ............................................................................................................................................................. WOUP
w o r r i e r .......................................................................................................................................................... WOR/IR
worthless .......................................................................................................................................................WORLS
would .................................................................................................................................................................. WO
would be ........................................................................................................................................................... WOB
would have ....................................................................................................................................................... WOP
would have b e e n ................................................................................................................................................WOFB
would have b e e n ................................................................................................................................................WOFN
would have believed ................................................................................................................................. WOFBLD
would have h a d ................................................................................................................................................WOFD
would have recalled ................................................................................................................................. WOFRLD
would have recollected .............................................................................................................................WOFRKD
would have rem em bered ............................................................................................................................WOFRMD
would have w a n te d .................................................................................................................................WOFRPT/-D
would know ....................................................................................................................................................WAON
would s ^ ......................................................................................................................................................... WAOS
would y o u ...........................................................................................................................................................w o n
would you b e ....................................................................................................................................................WOUB
would you believe ..................................................................................................................................... WAOUBL
would you feel ..........................................................................................................................................WAOUFL
would you have ................................................................................................................................................WOUF
would you have been ....................................................................................................................................WOUFB
would you have had ................................................................................................................................... WOUFD
would you have r e c a l l e d ..........................................................................................................................WOUFRLD
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would you have reco llected ...................................................................................................................... WOUFRKD
would you have remembered .................................................................................................................WOUFRMD
would you have wanted .........................................................................................................................WOUFPT/-D
would you know ........................................................................................................................................... WOUN
would you mean ...........................................................................................................................................WOUM
would you mean t o ........................................................................................................................................ WOUMT
would you mean to say ............................................................................................................................. WOUMTS
would you recall ......................................................................................................................................... WOURL
would you recollect .....................................................................................................................................WOURK
would you rem e m b e r ....................................................................................................................................WOURM
would you say .............................................................................................................................. WOUS
would you tell ............................................................................................................................................. WAOUT
would you tell ................................................................................................................................................ WOUT
would you tell us .......................................................................................................................................WAOUTS
would you tell us ..........................................................................................................................................WOUTS
would you t h i n k ...........................................................................................................................................WOUPBG
would you think s o .................................................................................................................................... WOUPBGS
would you understand .............................................................................................................................WAGUND
would you w a n t ........................................................................................................................................... WAOUPT
wouldn’t ..........................................................................................................................................................WONT
w o u n d ...........................................................................................................................................................WOUND
wrangle ..................................................................................................................................................WRAFRLG
w re n c h ....................................................................................................................................................WREFRNLG
w rigg le ............................................................................................................................................................RIFRLG
w rig g le ........................................................................................................................................................WRIFRLG
write ...................................................................................................................................................................WRI
w r i t e r ................................................................................................................................................................ WRIR
w r i te r s ..............................................................................................................................................................WRIRZ
writes ................................................................................................................................................................WRIZ
w ri tin g ................................................................................................................................................................WRIG
writings .........................................................................................................................................................WRIGZ
w ri t te n ................................................................................................................................................................WRIN
written c o n tra c t.............................................................................................................................................. WRAKT
written c o n tra c t................................................................................................................................................WRIKT
written promise to a p p e a r ................................................................................................................................WAFT
wrote ................................................................................................................................................................. WRO
W yom ing .........................................................................................................................................WAOIG/WAOIG
x-ray .................................................................................................................................................................XRAl
x-ray ex am in a tio n ......................................................................................................................................... XRAIGS
x-ray f i l m ...................................................................................................................................................... XRAIFM
x-ray p ic tu r e ..................................................................................................................................................... XRAIP
x-ray plate ................................................................................................................................................ XRAIPLT
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year o l d .......................................................................................................................................................... YERLD
yearn ............................................................................................................................................................. YERN
years ago ........................................................................................................................................................ YERG
years of age ..................................................................................................................................................... YERJ
years old ................................................................................................................................................... YERLDZ
Yellow Cab .........................................................................................................................................................Y-K
yellow light ...................................................................................................................................................... Y-LT
yes or no ..........................................................................................................................................................Y-RN
yes or no .........................................................................................................................................................YOEN
yes or no ......................................................................................................................................................YOERN
yes, I did ............................................................................................................................................................ YID
yes, I did ..........................................................................................................................................................YIDZ
yes, it w a s .............................................................................................................................................   . .STWAO
yes, ma’a m ...........................................................................................................................................................YEM




y e s te rd a y s .........................................................................................................................................................YEDZ
you a l l e g e ........................................................................................................................................................... ULG
you a r c ...................................................................................................................................................................UR
you believe ....................................................................................................................................................... UBL
you believe so .................................................................................................................................................UBLS
you b e l ie v e d .................................................................................................................................................... UBLD
you c a n .................................................................................................................................................................. UK
you can’t ...............................................................................................................................................................JA
you c a n n o t ............................................................................................................................................................. JA*
you c a n n o t .....................................................................................................................................................UK/NOT
you c o u l d ........................................................................................................................................................... UKD
you could n o t ........................................................................................................................................................ J"U
you couldn’t .......................................................................................................................................................... JU
you did not .......................................................................................................................................................... J ' l
you didn’t ................................................................................................................................................................ JI
you do n o t ............................................................................................................................................................. JO*
you don’t ............................................................................................................................................................... JO
you f e e l ................................................................................................................................................................ UFL
you g o t ............................................................................................................................................................... J-GT
you h a d .................................................................................................................................................................. UD
you have .............................................................................................................................................................. UF
you have believed .........................................................................................................................................UFBLD
you have h a d ....................................................................................................................................................... UFD
you may consider ............................................................................................................................................. JAKS
you may consider ................................................................................................................................. Y AIKS
you plead g u i l t y ...................................................................................................................................................UPG
you recall ........................................................................................................................................................... URL
you recalled .................................................................................................................................................... URLD
you r e c o l le c t .......................................................................................................................................................URK
you recollected ................................................................................................................................................URKD
you remember ..................................................................................................................................................URM
you remembered .......................................................................................................................................... URMD
you s a w .................................................................................................................................................................JAU
you saw the ..................................................................................................................................................... JAUT
you s a y ................................................................................................................................................................... US
you s e e .................................................................................................................................................................. UZ
you shall ........................................................................................................................................................... URB
you s h o u ld ........................................................................................................................................................ URBD
you should not ................................................................................................................................................. JAG*
you shouldn’t ........................................................................................................................................................JAG
you think ...........................................................................................................................................................UNO
you think so .....................................................................................................................................................UNGS
you want ............................................................................................................................................................UPT
you wanted .................................................................................................................................................. UPT/-D
you were ............................................................................................................................................................URP
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you will ................................................................................................................................................................ UL
you wish to ...................................................................................................................................................... URBT
you w o u ld ............................................................................................................................................................. ULD
you would not ................................................................................................................................................JAO*U
you wouldn’t ...................................................................................................................................................... JAOU
you’d ........................................................................................................................................................... YAOUD
you’ll ............................................................................................................................................................YAOUL
you’r e .............................................................................................................................................................. AOUR
you’r e ........................................................................................................................................................... YAOUR
you’r e .............................................................................................................................................................. YOUR
you’v e ............................................................................................................................................................YAOUF
y o u r ...................................................................................................................................................................YOUR
y o u r ...................................................................................................................................................................... YUR




z e r o ....................................................................................................................................................................ZOER
zero i n ............................................................................................................................................................ ZOERN
zillionth .............................................................................................................................................................ZILT
zip code .......................................................................................................................................................... ZOED
z i p p e r ................................................................................................................................................................. ZIRP
z ip p in g .................................................................................................................................................................ZmG
zither ..............................................................................................................................................................ZIRTH
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REVERSE
........................................................................................................................us.











. . . .got 
. . . .get 







. . .  nationally 
. . acknowledge 
. . acknowledging 
.acknowledgement 
acknowledgements 
. . acknowledged 
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ILZ ............................................................................................................................................................nationals






R B P G .............................................................................................................................................................shipping
R B P T /S H O R  ship to shore
R B P Z .................................................................................................................................................................. ships
........................................................................................................................................................... right side
................................................................................................................................................................. recollect
1 - D .............................................................................................................................................................fust degree
1-MT ............................................................................................................................ fust amendment
1234/OB  object (plaintiffs counsel)
1 234/O B G S................................................................................................................. objection (plaintiffs counsel)
1234EB ......................................................................................................................we object (plaintiffs counsel)
2- D ........................................................................................................................................................second degree
2-MT  second amendment
3 - D ..........................................................................................................................................................third degree
3-MT  third amendment
4 / - M T  fourth amendment
S-MT  fifth amendment
6789/EB  we object (defendant’s counsel)
6789/OB  object (defendant’s counsel)
6789/O B G S objection (defendant’s counsel)
A ' P T ..................................................................................................................................................................apart
A /K O I .........................................................................................................................................................accompany
A/KOID .................................................................................................................................................accompanied
A /K O I G ................................................................................................................................................accompanying
A/KOIMT ........................................................................................................................................ accompaniment
A /K O I Z ................................................................................................................................................. accompanies
A/NAOUT ..................................................................................................................................................... annuity
A N O N Z ....................................................................................................................................................anonymous
A/PL'UM .....................................................................................................................................................aplomb
A /P O L G ......................................................................................................................................................... apology
A /S O E B G S ................................................................................................................................................association
A /V E N /-J..........................................................................................  avenge
A B .................................................................................................................................................................abandon
AB/NORL ..................................................................................................................................................abnormal
A B /N O R L T .............................................................................................................................................. abnormality
AB/NORLTS .......................................................................................................................................abnormalities
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A B /N O R L Z ............................................................................................................................................... abnormal
........................................................................................................................................................abandoned
ABD .......................................................................................................................................................... abdomen
A B D /A L ....................................................................................................................................................abdominal
................................................................................................................................................................action
.............................................................................................................................................................. abnonnal
•A B L D .........................................................................................................................................................abdominal
A B L T ................................................................................................................................................................ability
A B S .................................................................................................................................................................absence





A B Z ............................................................................................................................................................. a business
A D /H E M  ad hominem
AD/M-R ....................................................................................................................................................administer
AD/M-R/IF ..........................................................................................................................................administrative
A D /M -R /O R .......................................................................................................................................... administrator
AD/M-RD ........................................................................................................................................... administered
AD/M-RGS ......................................................................................................................................... administration
A D /M -R Z .................................................................................................................................................. administers






A D /T O R ............................................................................................................................................... administrator
^   estate
a b b .......................................................................................................................................................................able
AEBLZ .............................................................................................................................................and he believes
.................................................................................................................................................................. abet
A E B T  able to
A E B T /-D .........................................................................................................................................................abetted
A E B T /- G ....................................................................................................................................................... abetting
A B B T S .................................................................................................................................................................abets
A B B T S ..................................................................................................................................................... able to say
ABD .............................................................................................................................................................educate
A B F .................................................................................................................................................................. avenue
A E F K T .....................................................................................................................................................after the fact
AEFLZ ...................................................................................................................................................... and he feels




A E FT /A N T S................................................................................................................................................. assistants
A B F T S ............................................................................................................................................................... assists
; : : : ; : : : : : : : : : : ; : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
A B K ..................................................................................................................................................after the accident
A B K D  and he could
...................................................................................................................................................................... alley
A B L D .................................................................................................................................................... and he would




A E M D .............................................................................................................................................................. amend
A E M D ...................................................................................................................................................... amendment
A B M D /-D ......................................................................................................................................................amended
AEMD/-GS ............................................................................................................................................. amendation
A E M G D ..................................................................................................................................................... amending
A E M G S D ..................................................................................................................................................amendation
A E M T .............................................................................................................................................................. amend
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S  : ; : : : : : : : : : ; : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
..................................................................................................................................................... and he knows
■^FTS ................................................................................................................................................. and he wants
................................................................................................................................................................... area
A E R B .........................................................................................................................................................at or about
.......................................................................................................................................................area code
AERKS....... .................................................................................................................................accessoiy after the fact
 and he recollects
A E R L ...................................................................................................................................................................early
................................................................................................................................................ and he recalls
...................................................................................................................................................................army
...................................................................................................................................................arraignment




A E M ^ .
AERT/PLAEFT .................................................................................................................................... arterioplasty
A ERT/SKLER/OFS............................................................................................................................arteriosclerosis






AEUFL  all of the law






A F D Z ............................................................................................................................................................affidavits




A F K D ..............................................................................................................................................................affected
A F K Z ................................................................................................................................................................ affects




A ^  ...........................................................................................................................................................afternoon
AFP .......................................................................................................................................................... after that
A F P B L G ......................................................................................................................................................after this
A F P T  after that time
A F P T .................................................................................................................................................................aspect
AFFTS ...........................................................................................................................................................aspects
AFR ...................................................................................................................................................................after







A F R M .................................................................................................................................................................affirm
A F R M D ........................................................................................................................................................ affirmed
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. . agnostic 
. aggravation 
. .aggravate
AIBL  and I believe
. and I have
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
.......................................................................................................................................................................ache
A B®  ..................................................................................................................................................... and I could
AILD ..................................................................................................................................................... and I would
............................................................................................................................................................. ailment
AINT .................................................................................................................................................................. ain't
A IN T/B O IBG T............................................................................................................................................ antibiotic
::
..................................................................................................................................................................... April
..................................................................................................................................................... and I want
A H G T  arraignment for judgement
- " 1 =
............................................................................................................................................................... airline
AIRL ..................................................................................................................................................... and I recall
................................................................................................................................................and I remember
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
. airplane
A I R P B .......................................................................................................................................................... aitplaned
=
A I R P Z ...........................................................................................................................................................airplanes
.............................................................................................................................................................. and I say
A t X  after this accident




A K /N O J/-M T S ..............................................................................................................................acknowledgements
A K /N O JD .............................................................................................................................................. acknowledged
A K /N O JZ ...............................................................................................................................................acknowledges
A K /RO M /Y U N ............................................................................................................................................ acromion
AK/SES/-BLT .........................................................................................................................................accessibility
A K /T IF T ......................................................................................................................................................... activity
AKD ........................................................................................................................................................... academy
A K D Z .........................................................................................................................................................academies
AKS/FAKT .......................................................................................................accessory after the fact
AKS/SRI ......................................................................................................................................................accessory
A IV B A O E T .......................................................................................................................................................albeit
AL/LOI ............................................................................................................................................................. alloy
AIVMOEN ................................................................................................................................................... alimony
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A l ^  .................................................................................................................................................................allege
A L G D ...............................................................................................................................................................alleged
A J^ S   .....................................................................................................................................................altercation
A L G S /-Z ................................................................................................................................................... altercations
A L G T .........................................................................................................................................................alternating
ALGTS ........................................................................................................................................................... a little
A L G Z ............................................................................................................................................................... alleges




ALT/-G ................................................................................................................................................  alternating
a l t / if  .....................................................................................................................................................alternative
A L T /IF L .................................................................................................................................................. alternatively
A L T /IF Z ................................................................................................................................................... alternatives





A M D / D ....................................................................................................................................................... amended
A M D A G ...................................................................................................................................................... amending
AMDAMT .............................................................................................................................................. amendment
A M D A M TS.............................................................................................................................................amendments
AMDZ ..........................................................................................................................................................amends
............................................................................................................................................................... among
a m i d .................................................................................................................................................................. amid
AMT .............................................................................................................................................................. amount
A M T /G T ................................................................................................................................................ amounting to
A N .........................................................................................................................................................................and
AN/AOUT ..................................................................................................................................................... annuity
A N /K L O F Z ...................................................................................................................................................anltylosis
AN/MAITAD ..............................................................................................................................................animated
AN/MAITAG .............................................................................................................................................animating




A N G /E R .............................................................................................................................................................anger
ANG/RI .............................................................................................................................................................angry
A N G S .............................................................................................................................................................. anxious
A N G S /L I ....................................................................................................................................................... anxiously
ANK ..................................................................................................................................................................ankle
A N L /A O IZ ..................................................................................................................................................... analyze
A N IV A O IZ /-Z ................................................................................................................................................analyzes
ANL/AOIZ/ER ...........................................................................................................................................analyzer
A N I V ^ ...........................................................................................................................................................analyst
A N L /S E S .........................................................................................................................................................analyses
A N L /S IS ..........................................................................................................................................................analysis




A N T /O R ......................................................................................................................................................... anterior
A O ........................................................................................................................................................................auto
A O 'K ..............................................................................................................................................................A.O.K.
A O /K A R ..........................................................................................................................................................autocar
A O /M A IG S ...............................................................................................................................................automation
AO /RA O IN /O LG ........................................................................................................................autorhinolamgology
A O B L ........................................................................................................................................................automobile
ADD ................................................................................................................................................................. audio
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AOD/FAOIL ...........................................................................................................................................audiophile




A O E /U F G S .................................................................................................................................................elicitation
AOEOJFT ........................................................................................................................................................ elicit
A O E Æ .IF T S....................................................................................................................................................... elicits




A O E L .................................................................................................................................................................... Ely
A O ^ .................................................................................................................................................................. he’ll






AOEZ/-FT ..................................................................................................................................................... ,’e a ^
A G P ..........................................................................................................................................................automotive
A G FT /M A G IL T S.................................................................................................................................. osteomyelitis
AGG ....................................................................................................................................................................ago
AGID ...................................................................................................................................................................iced
A G ID /A G ID ....................................................................................................................................................... Idaho
A G IF L G S ....................................................................................................................................................... isolation
AGIFLT ...........................................................................................................................................................isolate
A G IF L T /-D .................................................................................................................................................... isolated
A G IF L T S ......................................................................................................................................................... isolates




A G IN D Z .......................................................................................................................................................... islands
A O I R L D ......................................................................................................................................................... Ireland
AOK/AGK ................................................................................................................................................ Gklahoma
A G K L .................................................................................................................................................automatically
A O K T  automobile accident
AGM ..........................................................................................................................................................automatic
A O M T ............................................................................................................................................................ automat
AGMT/KLI ........................................................................................................................................automatically
AGN .........................................................................................................................................................autonomic
AGN ..................................................................................................................................................... other than
A G N K ........................................................................................................................................................ autonomic
A G N K /U ............................................................................................... autonomically
A G N L ................................................................................................................................................... autonomically
A G b T T  other than the
A G R T ................................................................................................................................................. appeals court
A G S .................................................................................................................................................................. adduce
A G T ................................................................................................................................................................. another
A G T H ..................................................................................................................................................................oath
AOUF/MIFPL ..........................................................................................................................................euphemism
A G U L ................................................................................................................................................................utilize
AGULD ......................................................................................................................................................... utilized
AGULG ........................................................................................................................................................ utilizing
A G U L G S ..................................................................................................................................................... utilization
AGULT ............................................................................................................................................................utility
AGULZ ..........................................................................................................................................................utilizes
AGUNS  ........................................................................................................................................United Nations
A G U R ............................................................................................................................................................... you’re
AGURB .............................................................................................................................................................usual
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AOURBL ...................................................................................................................................................... usually
A O U R N ............................................................................................................................................................. urine
AOURNT ........................................................................................................................................... urine test
A O U S ...............................................................................................................................................................adduce
AOUTS ......................................................................................................................................United States
AOX  after that accident
AOX ..................................................................................................................................................... auto accident
AP .....................................................................................................................................................................aspect
AP/HENS/IF ........................................................................................................................................apprehensive




A P /R E /H E N S /IF ................................................................................................................................... apprehensive
AP/THEBGT ..............................................................................................................................................apathetic
A P B L G /L A G B F .............................................................................................................................................athlete
APBLG/LAGETS .......................................................................................................................................athletes
APBLG/nX .................................................................................................................................................athletic





A R B D ....................................................................................................................................................... and she had
ARBGS .....................................................................................................................................................arbitration
A R B L ........................................................................................................................................................and she will
ARBLD ............................................................................................................................................... and she would
ARBLT ......................................................................................................................................................arbitrarily
A R B S ...........................................................................................................................................................and she is
A R B T ............................................................................................................................................................ arbitrary
ARD ............................................................................................................... a reasonable doubt
ARG ................................................................................................................................................................. argue
A R G T ...........................................................................................................................................................argument
A R J ...................................................................................................................................................................arrange
ARK/ARK .................................................................................................................................................. Arkansas
A R K S ........................................................................................................................................................... accessory
A R K T ............................................................................................................................................................ architect
ARKT/UR .............................................................................................................................................. architecture
A R K T /U R L ...........................................................................................................................................architecturally
ARL ................................................................................................................................................................ article
ARLGS ....................................................................................................................................................articulation
A R L T ........................................................................................................................................................... articulate
A R L T /-D .....................................................................................................................................................articulated
A R L T /-G ....................................................................................................................................................articulating
ARLTS .....................................................................................................................................................articulated
ARN ...............................................................................................................................................................around
A R T ® ...............................................................................................................................................................around
A R N G .............................................................................................................................................................. arrange
ARP ..................................................................................................................................................................apart
A R P B L G TS.................................................................................................................................................... arthritis
ARS ................................................................................................................................................................. arson
A R T /S A N Z .....................................................................................................................................................artisans
A R T H ...............................................................................................................................................................Arthur
ARZ ...................................................................................................................................................................arise
A S/M A B G T ..................................................................................................................................................asthmatic
A T S /- F R ................................................................................................................................................... atmosphere
AU/BURN ......................................................................................................................................................auburn
A U B G D ...................................................................................................................................................... auctioned
AUBGS ..........................................................................................................................................................auction
A U B G S /-G .................................................................................................................................................auctioning
A U B G Z ........................................................................................................................................................ auctions
A U B L ................................................................................................................................................. and you believe
A U B L ...............................................................................................................................................................audible
A U B L ........................................................................................................................................................ automobile
AUD .................................................................................................................................................................. audit
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A U F ..................................................................................................................................................................... aUof
......................................................................................................................................................and you feel
Â S  : : : : ; : : : ; ; : : ; : ; : : ; : ; : : : ; : : : : : ; : ; ; ; ;
A U F R ...............................................................................................................................................................author
A U F T ..............................................................................................................................  Austin
..............................................................................................................................................................August
AUK. ......................................................................................................................................................... automatic
A U K D .................................................................................................................................................and you could
A U K T ..............................................................................................................................................................actuate
A U L D .................................................................................................................................................and you would
A U L G T S ............................................................................................................................................ automatically
...............................................................................................................................................................always
AUM ..........................................................................................................................................................automatic
AUN .................................................................................................................................................and you know
A U P ..................................................................................................................................................................autopsy
A U P D ..........................................................................................................................................................autopsied
A U P T .................................................................................................................................................and you want
A U P Z .......................................................................................................................................................... autopsies
A U R K ............................................................................................................................................ and you lecollect
A U R L ................................................................................................................................................. and you recall
A U R M ........................................................................................................................................and you remember
A U S .......................................................................................................................................................... and you say
AUV .............................................................................................................................................. and you have
AUZ .................................................................................................................................United States of America
A Z /A Z ............................................................................................................................................................ Arizona
AZ/POR/TAIGS .....................................................................................................................................asportation
B - .........................................................................................................................................................................about








B - K ................................................................................................................................................................. become
B - K D Z ............................................................................................................................................................backside
B - L ................................................................................................................................................................. balance
B-L .....................................................................................................................................................bill of lading




B - N D /-D ......................................................................................................................................................bandaged
B - N D Z .......................................................................................................................................................... bandages
B-NG ............................................................................................................................................................bandage
B - N G /- G .................................................................................................................................................... bandaging
B-NS ............................................................................................................................................................. balance
B - R T S ................................................................................................................................................ Bill of Rights
B-S ..........................................................................................................................................................bill of sale
B - T  about the
BA  about a
B A E ..........................................................................................................................................................by the way
BAEI ................................................................................................................................................................badge
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........................................................................................................................................ bear in mind
.................................................................................................................................................................. basis
® A E T ...............................................................................................................................................................batteiy
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
iS ÎK  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
B A F K /-G ..........................................................................................................................................................basking
BAFKD ...........................................................................................................................................................basked
BAFKT ........................................................................................................................................................... basket
B A F K T S ..........................................................................................................................................................baskets
BAFKZ .............................................................................................................................................................basks
B A F R N G ..............................................................................................................................................................bank




B A I F /y O R ................................................................................................................................................... behavior
B A I F B L .........................................................................................................................................................baseball
B A IF K .................................................................................................................................................................. basic
B A IF R ............................................................................................................................................................ behavior
B A I F R D  bail is forfeited
B A I F S .................................................................................................................................................................. basis
B A IF Z ..................................................................................................................................................................bases
BAIGS ......................................................................................................................................................probation
B A IK /E R ............................................................................................................................................................Baker
B A IÎS /F A O E L D ......................................................................................................................................Bakersfield
B A I M .............................................................................................................................................................. became






B A I P L T ......................................................................................................................................about the same time
B A I R B L ........................................................................................................................................................bearable
B A IR M D  bear in mind
B A L G T S ............................................................................................................................................................ battle
B A L S .............................................................................................................................................................. balance
b a m  ........................................................................................................................................ about what time
B A M /B A M ...................................................................................................................................................Alabama
B A N G ...................................................................................................................................................................bang
BAOEGT ..................................................................................................................................................... beating
B A O G ............................................................................................................................................................. booking
B A O G T ......................................................................................................................................................... booting
B A O I/N U M ..................................................................................................................................................biennium
B A O IFL /-L I................................................................................................................................................beautifully
B A O IG T .............................................................................................................................................................biting
BAOIN/ABR ...................................................................................................................................................binaiy
B A O IN /U M ..................................................................................................................................................biennium
B A O IN L .........................................................................................................................................................biennial
BAOIS ........................................................................................................................................................... bicycle
B A O P B L G ........................................................................................................................................................booth
B A O U F L ....................................................................................................................................................... beautiful
B A O U K .............................................................................................................................................................Buick
B A O U R .......................................................................................................................................................... bureau
BAOUS ............................................................................................................................................................ abuse
B A O U T ........................................................................................................................................................... beauty
B A O U T .............................................................................................................................................................Butte
B A P B L G ...............................................................................................................................................................bath
B A P T .................................................................................................................................. about that period of time
BAPT/-SM .....................................................................................................................................................baptism
B A R /S T O E .................................................................................................................................................... Barstow
B A R L .................................................................................................................................................................barrel
B A R L .............................................................................................................................................................bilateral
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B A R P L D ............................................................................................................................................bear in mind
B A T ..................................................................................................................................................... about that time
B A U D .................................................................................................................................................................baud
BAUFT ..............................................................................................................................................because of the
BAULT .....................................................................................................................................................Baltimore
B A U P .....................................................................................................................................................because that
B A U R ..............................................................................................................................................................borrow
BAURN ......................................................................................................................................................... auburn
B A U Z ............................................................................................................................................................ because
B A X  before that accident
B A Z ......................................................................................................................................................................basis
BE/MOEN ................................................................................................................................................... bemoan
B E /M O E N D ............................................................................................................................................... bemoaned
B E /M O E N D ..................................................................................................................................................bemoans
B E /M O E N G .............................................................................................................................................. bemoaning
BE/OND ......................................................................................................................................................... bw nd
B E /S A O E F P................................................................................................................................................... beseech
B E /S A O E F P D ........................................................................................................................................... beseeched











B E F .................................................................................................................................................................. benefit
BEFD ...............................................................................................................................................................beside
BEFD  .by the evidence
BBFDZ ..................................................................................................................................................... besides
B E roZ  ................................................................................................................................................ best side
.......................................................................................................................................... beneficiaiy
............................................................................................................................................. bestiality
B E F R J ...........................................................................................................................................................beverage
BEFRNLG .......................................................................................................................................................bench
BEFT .................................................................................................................................................................. best
BEFT ............................................................................................................................................by the defendant
B E F T S ..........................................................................................................................................................benefits
B E F T S .................................................................................................................................................................bests
BEGT ..........................................................................................................................................................betting
B E N .................................................................................................................................................................. benefit
BEN/-D ......................................................................................................................................................benefited
B E N G ......................................................................................................................................................... benefiting
BENL ............................................................................................................................................................ biennial
B E N Z ..........................................................................................................................................................benefits
BEPT .................................................................................................................................. about the period of time
BEPT .....................................................................................................................................................by the time
B E R .............................................................................................................................................................. about her
B E R ....................................................................................................................................................................better
B E R D ........................................................................................................................................................... bettered
B E R G .......................................................................................................................................................... bettering




BEURB ..................................................................................................................................................... but she
B E X  before the accident
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B I F P T  by which time
BIFRT ..................................................................................................................................................... by virtue of
BIFZ ............................................................................................................................................................. benefits
B I G /T R I .......................................................................................................................................................... bigotiy
B I G D .............................................................................................................................................................. bidding
B I G D ..................................................................................................................................................... . bigoted
BIGS ............................................................................................................................................................ambition
BIGT .................................................................................................................................................................. bigot
B IG T S .................................................................................................................................................................bigots
BIKT ........................................................................................................................................by the court
BIM ..........................................................................................................................................................about him
B I M T ............................................................................................................................................ bill of indictment
B I N /- J ................................................................................................................................................................. binge
BINL .......................................................................................................................................................bicentennial
BIFT .....................................................................................................about this period of time
BIPT ....................................................................................................................................................... by that time
BIRB .........................................................................................................................................................beneficiaiy
B IR B L ...........................................................................................................................................................beneficial
B I R B L T ........................................................................................................................................best of my ability
B IR B S .......................................................................................................................................................... ambitious
BIRJ .............................................................................................................best of my knowledge
BIRK ......................................................................................................... best of my recollection
BIRL ................................................................................................................................................................ burgle
BIRLG ..................................................................................................................................................... burglarize
BIRN .......................................................................................................................................................by reason of
BIRNT ............................................................................................................................................by reason of the
B I T ....................................................................................................................................................... about this time
B I T  by the
B I Z ..................................................................................................................................................................business
BIZ/-ST .......................................................................................................................................................... busiest
B L - ...................................................................................................................................................................balance
B L - ..................................................................................................................................................................... billion
BL-D .................................................................................................................................................... billion dollars











B I A I G S ..................................................................................................................................................... obligation
B I A I N T .......................................................................................................................................................... blatant
B IA IN T /L I ................................................................................................................................................... blatantly
B I A I T ............................................................................................................................................................. obligate
BLAny-D .................................................................................................................................................. obligated
B IA K /W H A O IT ..............................................................................................................................black and «diite
BIAK/WHIT ................................................................................................................................... black and white
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B L A O ............................................................................................................................................... believe it or not
BLAOD ...........................................................................................................................................................blood
BLAOEFP/BLON X  X  X  X  X  X  : X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  blMchblond
BLAOEFP/BLONZ ..........................................................................................................................bleach blonds
BLAOEOT ..................................................................................................................................................bleeding
B I A O F L ................................................................................................................................................ bloodvessel
BIAOFLS .......................................................................................................................................blood vessels
: : : :  : : : : : : : : : : : :  : : : : : : : : : : : :  : : : : : :
B t J S r .  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
BIAOIN .......................................................................................................................................................... byline
BLAOK ................................................................................................................................................ blood clot
B I A O K D ...........................................................................................................................................blood curdling
BIAOP ............................................................................................................................................blood pressure
BLAOT ................................................................................................................................................ blood test
B I A O U F ........................................................................................................................................................Buffalo
BLAOUPT .................................................................................................................................................blueprint
B L A R .............................................................................................................................................................burglar
...................................................................................................................................................... bilateral
BLARM .................................................................................................................................................bodily harm
■ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ; ; : ; : : : : : ;
............................................................................................................................................................. believe
BLEG ...................................................................................................................................... because of negligence
BLEN ................................................................................................................................................................blend




b l e t s ..............................................................................................................................................................bullets
B U .......................................................................................................................................................................ably
BUG ............................................................................................................................................................obligate
™  . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
b u g t .....................................; XX X ; ; ; ; ; ; X ; ; ; ; X
B U G T /L I .................................................................................................................................................belligerently
B J ^  ; ........................................................................................................................................................belligerent
BLU/LI .................................................................................................................................................belligerently
B L U /R E N ...................................................................................................................................................belligerent
BUL ................................................................................................................................................. building line
BLIIVBLIL ...................................................................................................................building line to building line
b u n  ..........................................................................................................................................................Brooklyn
BLIN/BLIN ...................................................................................................................building line to building line
a  ; ; : ; : : : : : ; ; : : ; ; : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
K b - : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :





B L O N G D ..................................................................................................................................................... belonged
B L O N G Z ........................................................................................................................................................belongs
BLONZ ......................................................................................................................................................... blonds
B LU FR PB L G S............................................................................................................................................bludgeon
BLUFRPBLGS/-D....................................................................................................................................bludgeoned
BLUFRPBLGS/-G...................................................................................................................................bludgeoning
BLUFRPBLGS/-Z.......................................................................   bludgeons
BLUJ ..........................................................................................................................................................bludgeon
BLUJ/-G .................................................................................................................................................bludgeoning
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B L U L ............................................................................................................................................................. blue law
BLUNLGTS ..................................................................................................................................................bluntly
5 : X X X X X X X ! X X ! X X 5
K  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : i r j s :
BOEGT ..........................................................................................................................................................boating
B U E K .................................................................................................................................... because of the accident
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 3
B O E M ...............................................................................................................................................................bottom
B O E N ...................................................................................................................................................................bone
BOEPBLG ..........................................................................................................................................................both
B G E R ...............................................................................................................................................................borrow
B O E R G S .............................................................................................................................................. abortion
BOERPBLG .................................................................................................................................................. bother
BOF ................................................................................................................................................................. above
BOFLD ............................................................................................................................................ above entitled
B O F N ............................................................................................................................................................... Boston
BOFND ........................................................................................................................................above and Ireyond
B O F P L D ................................................................................................................................... ....  above mentioned
B O ^  .............................................................................................................................................................bomb
B O I D ..................................................................................................................................................about how wide
BOIFTS .................................................................................................................................................boisterous
BOIFTS/LI ..............................................................................................................................................boisterously
B O I K ................................................................................................................................................................bicycle
B O IS /T R U F L ............................................................................................................................... boisterously
B O IS/T R U S................................................................................................................................................ boisterous
B O L G T S .............................................................................................................................................................bottle
b o m  ................................................................................................................................................................. bomb
b o m  ...............................................................................................................................................................bottom
b o n  ...................................................................................................................................................................bond
b o n d ...............................................................................................................................................................bonded
b o n g ............................................................................................................................................................. bonding
b o n s ................................................................................................................................................................. bonus
B O N S /-Z ......................................................................................................................................................... bonuses
B O N Z .................................................................................................................................................................bonds
BOP ............................................................................................................................................ bias or prejudice
B O P S .............................................................................................................................................bill of particulars
B O R T ................................................................................................................................................... back and forth
BORTH ...............................................................................................................................................back and forth
BOUFN ............................................................................................................................................about how often
BOUFS ............................................................................................................................................ about how fast
B O U G .................................................................................................................................................. about how long
BOULDZ ............................................................................................................................................Boulder Ci^
BOULT ............................................................................................................................................ about how late
BOUMTS ..........................................................................................................................about how many times
BOURJ ............................................................................................................................................ about how large
B R - .....................................................................................................................................................................before
BR-DZ  board of directors
BR-T ..........................................................................................................................................................before the
BR-Z ..........................................................................................................................................................before his
b r a e ..........................................................................................................................................................abbreviate
b r a e ................................................................................................................................................. break and enter
BRAEF ......................................................................................................................................................... abrasive
BRAEG  breaking and entering
B R A E G S ........................................................................................................................................................ abrasion
B R A E G T ...............................................................................................................................breaking and entering
BRAEN .............................................................................................................................................break and enter
BRAENG ..........................................................................................................................breaking and entering
B R A E N T  breach of warranty
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B R A E N T ........................................................................................................................................... break and enter
BRAIGS .......................................................................................................................................................abrasion
BRAIGS .....................................................................................................................................................probation
B R A I G Z ......................................................................................................................................................abrasions
. brain damage 
before a period
BRAIPT ......................................................................................................before a period of time
B R A IS /IF ....................................................................................................................................................... abrasive
B R A T T ................................................................................................................................................ before a time





B R A O E F G S............................................................................................................................................ abbreviation
BRAOEFP/PROMS ..................................................................................................................... breach of promise
B R A O E F P S ..................................................................................................................................breach of promise
BRAOBFT ................................................................................................................................................abbreviate
B R A O E F T S ..............................................................................................................................................abbreviates
BRAOILGTS ................................................................................................................................................brightly
B R A O r r ........................................................................................................................................................... bright
BRAOM .......................................................................................................................................................... broom
BRAOU/NET .............................................................................................................................................. brunette
B R A O U /N E T S.............................................................................................................................................brunettes
BRAOUM ..................................................................................................................................................bedroom
BRAOUM ......................................................................................................................................................broom
B R A O U N T ...................................................................................................................................................brunette
BR A O U N T S.................................................................................................................................................brunettes
BRAP ........................................................................................................................................before that period
B R A P T  before that period of time
b r a t   before that time
BRAUT ........................................................................................................................................................ brought
B R A X ......................................................................................................................................... before that accident
B R E F T ........................................................................................................................................................ abbreviate
B R E I T .............................................................................................................................................................. brevity
BREK .......................................................................................................................................... before the accident
b r e f  ............................................................................................................................................before the period
B R E F T  before the period of time
BRET .................................................................................................................................. before the time
BREX .......................................................................................................................................... before the accident
B R I ..................................................................................................................................................................... bring
B R V - G ............................................................................................................................................................bringing
B R I F P ......................................................................................................................................... before which period
B R IL G T S ...........................................................................................................................................................brittle
B R IN G .................................................................................................................................................................bring
BRIP ............................................................................................................................................before this period
B R I R B ........................................................................................................................................................... brandish




BRIX ..........................................................................................................................................before this accident
B R O ..................................................................................................................................................................brother
B R O D ...........................................................................................................................................board of education






B R O R J .........................................................................................................................................................brokerage
BRORZ ........................................................................................................................................................ brokers
BROUT ........................................................................................................................................................brought
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::sr. :::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
E G .............................................................................................................................................................. about you
E G ......................................................................................................................................................................... but
E U F L ............................................................................................................................................................beautiful
E G F L .............................................................................................................................................................. Buffalo
BUFLT  abusive and insulting
B U F R L G ...........................................................................................................................................................bungle
B U F R L T ...................................................................................................................................... abusive or insulting
B U F R N L G ....................................................................................................................................................... bunch
E J ^ ............................................................................................................................................................... busiest
B U G T .............................................................................................................................................................. butting
E U J T ...............................................................................................................................................................budget
B U J T /-D .......................................................................................................................................................budgeted
B U J T /-G ......................................................................................................................................................budgeting
budgets
E G L T ..............................................................................................................................................................bulletin
BULTS ........................................................................................................................................................bulletins
B U R B .............................................................................................................................................................. but she
B U R B L T  best of your ability
B G ^ .............................................................................................................................................................. burden
B U R I ..................................................................................................................................... best of your knowledge
B U R K  best of your recollection
B U ^ .................................................................................................................................................burden of proof
BURPG ....................................................................................................................... burden of proving
BURTS ..........................................................................................................................................................bursitis
BUT .............................................................................................................................................................. but the
B ’BPT ................................................................................................................................................... department
B * I ........................................................................................................................................................drill instructor
B*IZ ................................................................................................................................drill instructors
. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
G*UBL .......................................................................................................................................................... double
B U M .................................................................................................................................................................dumb
B- ..........................................................................................................................................................................did
B - B B .........................................................................................................................................................distributed
B - B G ........................................................................................................................................................distributing
B-BGS ............................................................................................................  distribution
B-BT .................................................................................................................................... Defendant’s Exhibit
B-BT ..........................................................................................................................................................deposition
B-BT ...........................................................................................................................................................distribute
B - B T S ......................................................................................................................................................... distributes
B - D Z ................................................................................................................................................................decide
B - F ....................................................................................................................................................................defend
B-FD ........................................................................................................................................................... defended
B-FR .................................................   defer
D -F R M T ..................................................................................................................................................... deferment
B-FT .......................................................................................................................................................... defendant
B - F T S .........................................................................................................................................................defendants
B-FZ ..............................................................................................................................................................defends
E G - ............................................................................................................................................................ diagnose
D-G/nGS ............................................................................................................................................diagnostician
D - G / n K ......................................................................................................................................................diagnostic
B - G B .......................................................................................................................................................... diagnosed
B-GS ............................................................................................................................................................diagnosis
B - G T .......................................................................................................................................................... diagnostic
B - G Z ...........................................................................................................................................................diagnoses
B - J .....................................................................................................................................................double jeopardy
B-KT ...........................................................................................................................................................document
G - N ....................................................................................................................................................................... deny
B - N ..................................................................................................................................................Doctor of Nursing
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G-ND ...............................................................................................................................................................denied
G-NT ................................................................................................................................................................ didn't
G - F ..................................................................................................................................................... data processing
G-F  ..........................................................................................................................................................deposit
G-P/OR ..................................................................................................................................... data processor
G-FS ..................................................................................................................................................... due process
G - ^   department




G - F T S ..................................................................................................................................................... departments
G-FZ ............................................................................................................................................................ deposits
B - R ................................................................................................................................................................. doctor
B-RB ..........................................................................................................................................................did she
B - R B S ..................................................................................................................................................... did she say
B - R T S .................................................................................................................................................... duty of rights
B - T .............................................................................................................................................................. did the
B - X ................................................................................................................................................defendant’s exhibit
B-XS ...........................................................................................................................................................diagnosis
B-XZ ..........................................................................................................................................................diagnoses
B - Z ..................................................................................................................................................................did his
B - Z .................................................................................................................................................................. disease
D - Z / - D ............................................................................................................................................................diseased
D - Z / - Z .............................................................................................................................................................diseases
B / D / A .................................................................................................................................... deputy district attorney
BAÆIA ............................................................................................................................................................. DJV
B A B T ......................................................................................................................................................aid and abet
B A B T /-D  aid and abetted
D A B T /-G ............................................................................................................................................aid and abetting
BABT/D-D ....................................................................................................................................aided and abetted
DABT/G-G  aiding and abetting
DABTS .............................................................................................................................................aid and abets
DABTS/-Z .......................................................................................................................................... aids and abets
BAE ................................................................................................................................................ district attomw
D A E D ..................................................................................................................................................................dead
B A E K ........................................................................................................................................determine by the fact
DABKD ................................................................................................................................. determined by the fact
D A E K D Z  determined by the facts
BAEKS ..................................................................................................................................determines by the fact
D A E K S /Z  determines by the facts
DAEKZ  determine Iw the facts
D A E L ..................................................................................................................................................................daily
D A E N ..................................................................................................................................................................deny
B A E N ............................................................................................................................................................... detain
DAEND .......................................................................................................................................................... denied
DAERB ........................................................................................................................................................addition
D A E R B L .....................................................................................................................................................additional
DAERBL / - L ..............................................................................................................................................additionally
DA tîir i  ............................................................................................................................................................ death
DAb t l l / S E R T .................................................................................................................................. death certificate
DAE l'riS ........................................................................................................................................... death certificate
D A E T H Z ...........................................................................................................................................................deatlis
D A F R .............................................................................................................................................................cadaver
D A F R L G .......................................................................................................................................................... dangle
D A I /D A I .................................................................................................................................................day to day
D A IO T ............................................................................................................................................................... dating
BAU .............................................................................................................................................................. danger
B A D S .........................................................................................................................................................dangerous
D A D Z .............................................................................................................................................................dangers
DAUCmJR ................................................................................................................................................... Decatur
D A I L T ............................................................................................................................................................ daylight
DAIMT ........................................................................................................................................................ daytime
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day and night
DAIRB ........................................................................................................................................................ addition
B A I R B L ......................................................................................................................................................additional
DAIRNT
BATT/A ...............................................................................................................................................................data
. day or night 
day or two
damage
BAK .............................................................................................................................................. determine by fact
B A K D ............................................................................................................................................ determined by fact
B A K S .............................................................................................................................................determines 1^ fact
B A L S ................................................................................................................................................................Dallas
BAO .............................................................................................................................................................. D.OA.
GAO .................................................................................................................................................................... due
BAO  to do
D A O /D A O  dead on arrival
BAOG .............................................................................................................................................................doing
B A O I ................................................................................................................................................................. indict
D A O IB L ................................................................................................................................................ do I believe
D A O IB T .........................................................................................................................................................diabetic
B A O I F L .....................................................................................................................................................do I feel
D A O IL D ............................................................................................................................................................dialed
B A O I L T .....................................................................................................................................................dial tone
D A O IM T .................................................................................................................................................... indictment
D A O IN D  do I understand
DAOIPBG ................................................................................................................................................do I think
B A O I P T .................................................................................................................................................... do I want
D A O IR K ................................................................................................................................................ do I recollect
DAOIRKT .....................................................................................................................................................diuretic
D A O IR L .....................................................................................................................................................do I recall
DAOIRM ..................................................................................................................... do I remember
BAOIT .............................................................................................................................................................indict
D A C K T ........................................................................................................................................................ Dakota
B A O P .......................................................................................................................................................due process
B A O S ......................................................................................................................................................... to do so
D A O U /P R O S ......................................................................................................................................... due process
DAOUBL  do you believe
D A O U F .................................................................................................................................................. do you have
DAOUFL ............................................................................................................................................... do you feel
D A C U M  do you mean
DAOUMT  do you mean to
D A O U M T S  do you mean to say
D A O U N  do you know
DAOUND  do you understand
D A O U P B G  do you think
DAOUPBGS  do you think so
DAOUPD ....................................................................................................................................................... duped
DAOUPG ......................................................................................................................................................duping
DAOUPT ............................................................................................................................................. do you want
DAOUPZ ........................................................................................................................................................dupes
D A O U R /A ..........................................................................................................................................................dum
D A O U R B L ..................................................................................................................................................... durable
DAOURBLT ............................................................................................................................................. durability
D A O U R B T  do you wish to
D AOURBTS  do you wish to say
DAOURK  do you recollect
G A o i ^  ............................................................................................................................................
DAOURM .....................................................................................................................................do you remember
DAOUS .......................................................................................................................................................... deduce
DAOUS .....................................................................................................................................................do you say
B A O U T ...............................................................................................................................................................duty
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D A O U T /-FL ..................................................................................................................................................... dutiful
b a r  ........................................................................................................................................................due regard
DARBL .....................................................................................................................................................additional
b a r d ........................................................................................................................................................due regard
BARGT ......................................................................................................................................................... darting
B A T /A ..................................................................................................................................................................data
DAT/A/SBRI .................................................................................................................................. data entry
b a t s  ................................................................................................................................................ data processing
BAULT .............................................................................................................................................................adult
DAULT/RI ...................................................................................................................................................adultery
B A U P ....................................................................................................................................................Upper Darby
D A U R ........................................................................................................................................................... daughter
D A U R N L ............................................................................................................................................daughter-in-law
B A U T ...........................................................................................................................................................daughter
D B A R L D ........................................................................................................................................... double barreled
B E   did he
D E /F O R M T ................................................................................................................................................ deformity
B E T T A IL ............................................................................................................................................................detail
DBfTERNT .................................................................................................................................................deterrent
D E /T E RN T S................................................................................................................................................deterrents
B E B L  did he believe
B E B T .................................................................................................................................................................. debt
B E B T S .................................................................................................................................................................debts
BEFB ........................................................................................................................................................... detective
DEFBZ .....................................................................................................................................................detectives
B E F D .............................................................................................................................................................. defend
D E F D /-D ......................................................................................................................................................defended
D E F D /-G .....................................................................................................................................................defending
D E F D /E R .......................................................................................................................................................defender
D E F D /E R Z ................................................................................................................................................ defendeis
DEFDZ ........................................................................................................................................................ defends
B ^ G ......................................................................................................................................................... defending
DEFGT ...................................................................................................................................defendant’s guilt
B E F K .................................................................................................................................................................. desk
B E F N ............................................................................................................................................................... define
D E F N G S ..................................................................................................................................................... definition
DEFNL ......................................................................................................................................................definitely
D E F N S ......................................................................................................................................defendant’s innocence
D E F N S ............................................................................................................................................................. defense
D E F N S /-B L ................................................................................................................................................defensible
DEFNS/-LS ..............................................................................................................................................defenseless
DEFNS/-Z .................................................................................................................................................. defenses
D E FN S/IF......................................................................................................................................................defensive
D E F N S /IF L .............................................................................................................................................. defensively
DEFNT .........................................................................................................................................................definite
DEFRB .........................................................................................................................................................deserve
D E F R L G .....................................................................................................................................................did he kill
D E F T / D ....................................................................................................................................................... destined
D E F T /G S ...................................................................................................................................................destination
D E F T /N I ..........................................................................................................................................................destiny
B E F Z .............................................................................................................................................................defends
B E G S ........................................................................................................................................................ deposition
B E K .................................................................................................................................................. determine by fact
DEK/LAES ................................................................................................................................................... declasse
.....................................................................................................................................declaratory relief
B E K D ............................................................................................................................................determinedly fact
BEKS ............................................................................................................................................determines by fact
B E K T ...........................................................................................................................................................detective
D E L /D E L ..................................................................................................................................................... Delaware
BEM .........................................................................................................................................................Democrat
D E M T ...................................................................................................................................................... Democratic
B E N ...................................................................................................................................................................... deny
D E N / -F R .........................................................................................................................................................Denver
D E N /G R A IG S .........................................................................................................................................denigration
B E N D .............................................................................................................................................................. denied
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b e n d ............................................................................................................................................. did he understand
B E N G ..............................................................................................................................................................denying
D E N G D .....................................................................................................................................................denigrated
DENGS ................................................................................................................................................... denigration
DENGT .......................................................................................................................................................denigrate
D E N G T /-G ..............................................................................................................................  denigrating
DENGT/-GS .......................................................................................................................................... denigration
D E N G T S ..................................................................................................................................................... denigrates
D E N L .................................................................................................................................................................denial
B E N L .................................................................................................................................................................dental
B E N S ............................................................................................................................................................... dentist
D B N S /-Z ......................................................................................................................................................... dentists
D E N S /n .......................................................................................................................................................... density
DENS/TRI ................................................................................................................................................... dentistry
B E N Z ................................................................................................................................................................ denies
BEP ..........................................................................................................................................................deposition
BEP ................................................................................................................................................................deputy
DEP/DAE  deputy district attorney
D E P /S H E R ...........................................................................................................................................deputy sheriff
D E P B L G .............................................................................................................................................................death
BEPGS ..................................................................................................................................................... deposition
B E P T ........................................................................................................................................................department




B E R K ...............................................................................................................................................declaratory relief
b e r k  did he recollect
B E R L  did he recall
b e r m .......................................................................................................................................................... determine
D E R M ...............................................................................................................................................did he remember
D E R M T S..................................................................................................................................................... dermatitis
B E R T  did he relate
BET ............................................................................................................................................................ detective
BEX ............................................................................................................................................ defendant’s exhibit
D E X /T E R T .............................................  dexterity
d i/b e b g t ' X  ! ! . ’ ! ! . ' . ’ ! ! ! ! . ’ .X  ; .X  diaWtic
D i m i ....................................................................................................................................................................D.I.
DI/GRAMBGT .................................................................................................................................. diagrammatic
D I/R E B G T .....................................................................................................................................................diuretic
BIBGS ...........................................................................................................................................................diction
B I B L  did I believe
B I F ............................................................................................................................................................... did I have




D IF R /-R B L ............................................................................................................................................... differential




D IF R /A T T S............................................................................................................................................differentiates
BIFRN ........................................................................................................................................................different
D IF R N S ......................................................................................................................................................difference
D IG /N T T ........................................................................................................................................................... digniy
BIGS ............................................................................................................................................................. addition
BIGS ..........................................................................................................................................................deposition
B I K T ...........................................................................................................................................................dictionary
B I N D ................................................................................................................................................did I understand
B IW  ^ ...........................................................................................................................................................did I want
....................................................................................................................................................addition
................................................................................................................................................. additional
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D IR B L /U ..................................................................................................................................................additionally
DIRK  did I recollect
DIRL ............................................................................................................................................. did I recall
DIRM  did I remember
DIRT ........................................................................................................................................................did I relate
D IS /IN G S.....................................................................................................................................................dissention
DIS/KREP ..............................................................................................................................................discrepancy
D IS /K R E P Z ...........................................................................................................................................discrepancies
DIS/SIM ..................................................................................................................................................... dissimilar
D IS /S IM T ................................................................................................................................................. dissimilarly
D I T .......................................................................................................................................................................ditto
D L -N D .....................................................................................................................................................duly licensed
D I A ...................................................................................................................................................................declare
D IA B G S /-Z .............................................................................................................................................declarations
D I A D ............................................................................................................................................................declared
D I A G ...........................................................................................................................................................declaring
DIAI ................................................................................................................................................................. delay
DIAOEGS ................................................................................................................................................... deletion
D I A O E T ........................................................................................................................................................... delete
D IA O n  ..........................................................................................................................................................delight
DLAOUGS ....................................................................................................................................................dilution
D IA O U T ............................................................................................................................................................dilute
D I A R ................................................................................................................................................................ dollar
D I A R G S ...................................................................................................................................................declaration
DIARZ .......................................................................................................................................................... dollars
DIAS ................................................................................................................................................................Dallas
D I A Z .............................................................................................................................................................declares
D L E B G S ...................................................................................................................................................declaration
D L E B G S /-Z .............................................................................................................................................declarations
D L E M ............................................................................................................................................................dilemma
DLEMZ ......................................................................................................................................................dilemmas
D L E N S ..................................................................................................................................................driver’s license
d u b  ..........................................................................................................................................................deliberate
D U B D ....................................................................................................................................................... deliberated
D U B G ...................................................................................................................................................... deliberating
DUBGS ................................................................................................................................................. deliberation
D U B T ..........................................................................................................................................................deliberate
D U B Z ........................................................................................................................................................deliberates




D U G S ...................................................................................................................................................... deliberation
D L 1G S /-Z ................................................................................................................................................deliberations
D U N D .........................................................................................................................................................delineated
D U N G ........................................................................................................................................................delineating
D U N G ........................................................................................................................................................ delinquent
D U N G /S I ..................................................................................................................................................delinquency
D U N G Z .................................................................................................................................................. delinquents
D U N T ...........................................................................................................................................................delineate
DUNTS .....................................................................................................................................................delineates
DURBS .......................................................................................................................................................delicious




D M - R G S ............................................................................................................................................. administration
DM-T ................................................................................................................................................................ admit
DMAIX .................................................................................................................................................... dot matrix
D M A O F N T ............................................................................................................... doesn’t that make sense to you
D M A O F T ........................................................................................................................ does that make sense to you
DMERT ........................................................................................................................................................ demerit
D M I D ........................................................................................................................................................... admitted
DMIKT ......................................................................................................................................diminished capacity
DMIKTS  diminished capacities
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o r .  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ; : : : : : : : : : : : : :
BMOIN ...................................................................................................................................................Des Moines
D M O N D ................................................................................................................................................demonstrated
D M O N G ...............................................................................................................................................demonstrating
DMONGS ..........................................................................................................................................demonstration
B M O O T .................................................................................................................................................. demonstrate
DMOR ..........................................................................................     administrator
.......................................................................................................................................... demonstrating
DMRAIGS ..........................................................................................................................................demonstration
D M RA TT ..................................................................................................................................................demonstrate
DMRAITS ............................................................................................................................................demonstrates
B O ...........................................................................................................................................................................do
B O E O T ..............................................................................................................................................................don't
B O E X ..................................................................................................................................................................detox
B O I K ............................................................................................................................................................. diastolic
B O I L ................................................................................................................................................................... daily
BOK  ........................................................................................................................................duty of the court
DOK/DOK ................................................................................................................................ District of Columbia
B O K T .............................................................................................................................................................. docket
B O N L D .......................................................................................................................................................... Donald
b o o t .................................................................................................................................................................. don't
DORBT .....................................................................................................................................................aid or abet
D O R B T /-D  aid or abetted
D O R B T /-G  aid or abetting
DORBT/D-D  aided or abetted
DORBT/G-G  aiding or abetting
D O R B T S ................................................................................................................................................... aid or abets
DORBTS/-Z ................................................................................................................................. aids or abets
B O R K ................................................................................................................................................duty of the court
B O R L .................................................................................................................................................................dorsal
D O T /M A IX .................................................................................................................................................dot matrix
BOU ...............................................................................................................................................................do you
DOUFJ ........................................................................................................................................do you have that
D O U F L ........................................................................................................................................................ doubtful
D O U G T ........................................................................................................................................................doubting
D O U L G  do you allege
D O U M T ...................................................................................................................................................... document
D O U P G ........................................................................................................................................ do you plead guilty
DOURBT ........................................................................................................................do you wish to
DOURBTS ........................................................................................................................ do you wish to say
S S I : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
B F - ................................................................................................................................................................... deposit
B F - ...............................................................................................................................................................deposition
B F - ...............................................................  didn't
BF-G .......................................................................................................................................................... depositing






D P A O F Z ......................................................................................................................................................... deposes
DPEBL ........................................................................................................................... didn't he believe
DPEFK ....................................................................................................................................... didn’t he ask
BPEFL ......................................................................................................................................didn’t he feel
DPEMS ................................................................................................................................................... dependence
B P E N ...................................................................................................................................................didn’t he know
DPEND
DPEND/-BL .......................................................................................................................................... dependable
D P E N D /-B L T ....................................................................................................................................... dependability
D P E N D /-G .................................................................................................................................................depending
D P E N D /-S I...............................................................................................................................................dependency
DPEND/BU ..........................................................................................................................  - -
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D P B N D Z ....................................................................................................................................................... depends
D P E N D Z  didn’t he understand
DPENG ............................................................................................................................................. didn’t he think
DPENT ....................................................................................................................................................dependant
DPENT ........................................   dependent
D P E N T S .................................................................................................................................................. dependents
D P E P T .......................................................................................................................................................didn’t he want
D P E R L Z ........................................................................................................................................didn’t he realize
D P E R N Z ................................................................................................................................... didn’t he recognize
B P L O I .............................................................................................................................................................. deploy









D P O G S /Z .................................................................................................................................................depositions
DPOGZ .................................................................................................................................................depositions
DPONT ......................................................................................................................................................deponent
D P O N T S .................................................................................................................................................... deponents
BPR- ..................................................................................................................................................... deposition
D P R - Z ..................................................................................................................................................... depositions
DPRAOIF .................................................................................................................................................... deprive
D P R A O IF D .................................................................................................................................................. deprived
D P R A O IF G ................................................................................................................................................. depriving
DPRAOIFGS ........................................................................................................................................ deprivation
DPRAOIFGZ ........................................................................................................................................ deprivations
D P R A O IF Z ...................................................................................................................................................deprives
D P R E F D .....................................................................................................................................................depressed
D P R E F G ................................................................................................................................................. depressing
D P R E G S ................................................................................................................................................. depression
D P R E S .............................................................................................................................................................depress
D P R IF G S .................................................................................................................................................deprivation
D P R IF G Z ................................................................................................................................................. deprivations
DPROS ..................................................................................................................................................due process
DPUBL ........................................................................................................................................didn’t you believe
DPUFK ............................................................................................ didn’t you ask
DPUFL .............................................................................................................................................. didn’t you feel
D P U N ............................................................................................................................................didn’t you know
D P U N D Z ..................................................................................................................................didn’t you understand
DPUNG ........................................................................................................................................didn’t you think
DPURK ................................................................................................................. didn’t you recollect
DPURL ........................................................................................................................................didn’t you recall
D P U R L Z ........................................................................................................................................ didn’t you realize
DPURM  didn’t you remember
D P U R N Z .....................................................................................................................................didn’t you recognize
DPUS ................................................................................................................................................... didn’t you say
D P U Z ................................................................................................................................................... didn’t you see
DR’N G S  directing your attention
D R - ........................................................................................................................................................................Dr.
D R - F P .................................................................................................................................................... during which
D R - L S ................................................................................................................................................driver’s license
DR-NGS  direct your attention
DR-S ...................................................................................................................................................... due process
DR-T ..................................................................................................................................................... during the
DR-X ....................................................................................................................... direct examination
D R A /M A B G T ............................................................................................................................................. dramatic
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DRAEFG ............................................................................................................................................ ..............
D R A E F Z .......................................................................................................................................................addresses
=  : ; x x ; ; x x x ; x ; ; ; x ; ; X 3
D ^ B  ................................................................................................................................................demonstrated
............................................................................................................................................... demonstrating
B R A IG S ...............................................................................................................................................demonstration




b r a c e ........................................................................................................................................................... decree
b r a c e d  .................................................................................................................................................... decreed
DRACF .............................................................................................................................................degree of proof
D R A C IL .................................................................................................................................................divorce trial
D R A C IL .........................................................................................................................during the course of the trial
B ^ O I L .......................................................................................................................................... during the trial
B R A C IS .......................................................................................................................................... driver’s license
B R A P ............................................................................................................................................during that period
DRAFT .............................................................................................................................during that period of time
D R A R D ....................................................................................................................................................disregard
b r a t .............................................................................................................................................during that time
D R E B G ........................................................................................................................................during the course




b r e f .............................................................................................................................................................directive
D R E F B G ................................................................................................................................... during the course of




ES". ; : : :
B R E K ........................................................................................................................................during the accident
DREK/TIFZ ............................................................................................................................................. directives
D R E K T C R .................................................................................................................................................... director
DREK/IRI ...................................................................................................................................................directory
DREKmUZ ............................................................................................................................................directories
D R E K D .........................................................................................................................................................directed
BREKT .............................................................................................................................................................direct
DREICT ..................................................................................................................................................... direct the
DREKT ................................................................................................................................... during the accident
DREKT/D .................................................................................................................................................... directed
SSfSr : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ESI"". ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
D R E K Z .......................................................................................................................................................directives
B R E L ...............................................................................................................................................................directly
DRENS ...................................................................................................................................................... directness
DREPT ................................................................................................................................. during a period of time
DREPT ..............................................................................................................................during the period of time
b r e r ..............................................................................................................................................................director
b r e r s  ...................................................................................................................................................directorship
D R E R Z .....................................................................................................................  directories
B ^ B T ................................................................................................................................................ during the time
B R E X ............................................................................................................................................direct examination
B R I .....................................................................................................................................................drill instructor
B R I B ........................................................................................................................................................... distribute
DRIB/OR ................................................................................................................................................ distributor
D R IB /O R Z ............................................................................................................................................... distributors
D R IB /T O R ................................................................................................................................................ distributor
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D R IB /rO R Z ............................................................................................................................................. distributors
D R I B D ....................................................................................................................................................... distributed
D R IB G ...................................................................................................................................................... distributing
DRIBGS ..................................................................................................................................................distribution
D R IB G S /-Z ............................................................................................................................................distributions





D R I B Z ........................................................................................................................................................ distributes
DRI F B ......................................................................................................................................................... derivative
DRIFBZ ................................................................................................................................................... derivatives
D R I G S ...................................................................................................................................................... distribution
D R IG S /-Z ............................................................................................................................................ distributions
D R IG S /IF .................................................................................................................................................. distributive
D R U C r ..............................................................................................................................................................district
DRIKXS ........................................................................................................................................................districts
BRIP .............................................................................................................................................during this period
B R U T  during this period of time
BRIT ................................................................................................................................................during this time
BRIX ........................................................................................................................................... direct examination
BRIZ  drill instructors
DROEX .......................................................................................................................................direct examination
DROPS ............................................................................................................................................ doctor’s office
BROI ...........................................................................................................................................................driveway
D R O I T ............................................................................................................................................................... adroit
D R O I T .............................................................................................................................................................Detroit
D R O R ............................................................................................................................................................ director
DRORS ................................................................................................................................................. directorship
DRORZ ................................................................................................................................................... directories
BROS ..................................................................................................................................................... due process
D R U F L S  driving under the influence
BU ................................................................................................................................................................. did you
b u b  ............................................................................................................................................ did you observe
D U B L  did you believe
D U B L ..............................................................................................................................................................double
B U F ..................................................................................................................................................... did you have
DUF/FL ...........................................................................................................................................................duffle
DUFGS ..................................................................................................... did you have occasion
BUFJ .............................................................................................................................................. did you have that
B U F L .................................................................................................................................................... did you feel
B U F R .................................................................................................................................................... did you ever
D U F R L G .................................................................................................................................................did you kill
D U F R N G ............................................................................................................................................................ dunk
D U F T .....................................................................................................................................................duty of the
D U K S ......................................................................................................................................................... deduction
D U K T ..............................................................................................................................................................deduct
B U L G ...................................................................................................................................................did you allege
D U L T .................................................................................................................................................................adult
D U L T /R I....................................................................................................................................................... adultery
DUM ....................................................................................................................................................did you mean
DUM ................................................................................................................................................................dumb
DUMTS ..................................................................................................................................... did you mean to say
BUN ....................................................................................................................................................did you know
B U N D .......................................................................................................................................... did you understand
DUNTS .............................................................................................................................................. did you notice
B U P ...............................................................................................................................................................duplicate
DUPBG ............................................................................................................................................... did you think
D U P B G S  did you think so
D U P B G S ...................................................................................................................................................duplication
D U P D ........................................................................................................................................................ duplicated
D U P G ..........................................................................................................................................did you plead guilty
D U P G ....................................................................................................................................................... duplicating
DUPGS ...................................................................................................................................................duplication
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B U F T ...................................................................................................................................................... did you want
E S K u .-  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
B U R G ................................................................................................................................................................ during
B U R K  did you recollect
b u r l ..................................................................................................................................................... did you recall
DURM .........................................................................................................................................did you remember
D U R S ................................................................................................................................................................ duress
B J ^  .........................................................................................................................................................did you say
b u t  .........................................................................................................................................................did you tell
B U T S .....................................................................................................................................................didyoutellus
BUZ .........................................................................................................................................................did you sec
BW- ....................................................................................................................................................................deaf
B W - N ................................................................................................................................................................deafen
B W -N G S ...................................................................................................................................................... definition
DW-NT ..........................................................................................................................................................definite








D W A O ID /E R ..................................................................................................................................................divider
DWAOID/ERZ ............................................................................................................................................dividers
D W A O ID Z ...................................................................................................................................................... divides
BWAOIN ....................................................................................................................................................... define
DWAT ....................................................................................................................................................... adequate
B W E N D ...........................................................................................................................................................defend
D W E N D ........................................................................................................................................................ dividend
D W E N D /-D .................................................................................................................................................. defended
D W E N D /-G ................................................................................................................................................. defending
DWENDZ .....................................................................................................................................................defends
BWENS ..........................................................................................................................................................defense





D W E R T /K L A O rrs................................................................................................................................ diverticulitis
B W E R Z .............................................................................................................................................................divers
DWIGS ......................................................................................................................................................... division
DWIGS/-Z ................................................................................................................................................... divisions
D W IG S /A L ..................................................................................................................................................divisional
B W I N .................................................................................................................................................................divine
DWIRB .....................................................................................................................................................distinguish
DWOEGS ................................................................................................................................................... devotion
B W O E T ........................................................................................................................................................... devote
D W O R M .......................................................................................................................................................... deform
DWORMD ..................................................................................................................................................deformed
D W O R M G ...........................  deforming
DWORMT ..................................................................................................................................................deformity
D W O R M Z ...............................  deforms
D W O R S .......................................................................................................................................................... divorce
DWOT ........................................................................................................................................................... devote




D W R U F L S ............................................................................................................. driving while under the influence
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E B D ...................................................................................................................................educational background
EBGS ......................................................................................................................................................... education
BBLD .......................................................................................................................................................he believed
E B L G S ...................................................................................................................................................... educational
EBLZ .....................................................................................................................................................he believes
E B T ................................................................................................................................... examination before trial
E B T /E B T ..........................................................................................................................................................E.B.T.
ED .................................................................................................................................................................. edition
ED ...................................................................................................................................................................he had
E D / D ........................................................................................................................................ Doctor of Education
ED/KAIGS ................................................................................................................................................ education







E F K /-G ........................................................................................................................................................... effecting
EFK/nF .......................................................................................................................................................effective






E FK T /W A IT ............................................................................................................................................effectuate
EFKT/WAIT/-G .................................................................................................................................... effectuating
EFKT/WATTS ..........................................................................................................................................effectuates
E F K T S ...............................................................................................................................................................effects
EFLT ............................................................................................................................................................ elevator
EFLT ..............................................................................................................................................................he felt
E F L T S ....................................................................................................................................................... elevators
EFLZ ......................................................................................................................................................... he feels
E F R ..................................................................................................................................................................... every
EFRB .........................................................................................................................................................everybody
EFRG ........................................................................................................................................................ everything
E F R L G D .......................................................................................................................................................he killed




E F R T /-L S ..................................................................................................................................................... effortless
E FR T/-LS/LI.............................................................................................................................................. effortlessly
E T O T S .............................................................................................................................................................. efforts
e f t ..................................................................................................................................................................evident
E F T /L I ...........................................................................................................................................................evidently
El ..............................................................................................................................................................education
E J S ..............................................................................................................................................................education
E J T ................................................................................................................................................................. educate




E K D  he could
E K S .............................................................................................................................................................. education
E K S ........................................................................................................................................Evidence Code Section
E K T ....................................................................................................................................................................equity
EL ...................................................................................................................................................................he will
e l d ........................................................................................................................................................... educational
E L D ............................................................................................................................................................. he would
E L G Z ......................................................................................................................................................... he alleges
EN/MIT ......................................................................................................................................................... enmity
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EN/VOUS .....................................................................................................................................................envious
E N D /M A ER T /O FS............................................................................................................................. endometriosis
END/SKUTS ..................................................................................................................................... endovascultitis





E N D Z  he understands
ENG ................................................................................................................................................................engine
ENG .............................................................................................................................................................. evening
E N G /E R ........................................................................................................................................................engineer
ENT/MOLG .......................................................................................................................................... entomology
EP ................................................................................................................................................................especially
EPD ..................................................................................................................................................... he happened
E P D Z ........................................................................................................................................................ he happens
EFT/-D ............................................................................................................................................... he wanted
EPXS ............................................................................................................................................................ he wants
E R B D  he should
ERBDZ .......................................................................................................................................................herbicide
E R K D .................................................................................................................................................... he recollected
E R K Z .....................................................................................................................................................he recollects
ERL ...................................................................................................................................................................eaily
E R L D ......................................................................................................................................................... he recalled
E R L Z  he recalls
E R M D  he remembered
E R M Z  he remembers
ERT .................................................................................................................................................................either




E T S .................................................................................................................................................................et cetera
F- X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
F - D  first degree
F - F G Z  furniture and furnishings
F-GS ............................................................................................................................................................physician
F - K ...................................................................................................................................................affirmative action
F - L ..................................................................................................................................................................physical
F - L / - L ........................................................................................................................................................... physically
F-LD .......................................................................................................................................................Philadelphia






F - P T S ........................................................................................................................................................fingerprints
F-RB ................................................................................................................................................................. finish
F-RB .............................................................................................................................................................. if she
F - R B L ........................................................................................................................................................... ifshevrill
F - R B L D  if she would
F .R B S .............................................................................................................................................................. if she is
F-RM .................................................................................................................................................................. form
F - X  of course
F A /S I L T ........................................................................................................................................................... facility
FA/TALT ...................................................................................................................................................... fatality
FABGS ...........................................................................................................................................................faction
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F A E L T .................................................................................................................................................................fealy
FAELTS ......................................................................................................................................................... fealties
F A E M ................................................................................................................................................................famiy
FAEN ............................................................................................................................................................... fifteen
FABR ................................................................................................................................................................father
F A E R N L ................................................................................................................................................ father-in-law
F A E R T H ................................................................   father
FAF/ n P  ..................................................................................................................................................... fastidious
F A F /n r ..................................................................................................................................................... fastidious




F A F T /E R ............................................................................................................................................................faster
F A F T S .................................................................................................................................................................. fasts
F A I F L ..............................................................................................................................................................faithful
FAIRBL ........................................................................................................................................fair and impartial
F A I R ? ........................................................................................................................................... fair preponderance
F A I R ? .............................................................................................................................................physical therapy
FAIRPT ........................................................................................................................................physical therapist
FAIRTS .................................................................................................................................................fair to say
FAIS/FAIS ..............................................................................................................................................face to face
F A I T /A L ..............................................................................................................................................................fatal
F A T T /F L I..................................................................................................................................................... fatefully
f a i t h .................................................................................................................................................................. faith







F A M T ......................................................................................................................................................... familiarly
F A M T .............................................................................................................................................first amendment
FANDZ ....................................................................................................................................................infanticide
f a n s   facts and circumstances
FANT/-DZ ............................................................................................................................................... infanticide
FAOEFP ......................................................................................................................................................... feature
FA O E Z /-B L ....................................................................................................................................................feasible
FAOEZ/-BLT ............................................................................................................................................ feasibiliy
FAOGT ......................................................................................................................................................... footing
FAOI ..........................................................................................................................................................if I may




FA O IF R T ........................................................................................................................................................ favorite
FAOIFRTS .................................................................................................................................................. favorites
F A O IF R Z ........................................................................................................................................................... favors
FAOIGT ........................................................................................................................................................ fighting
F A O IN /A L T..................................................................................................................................................... finally
F A O I R M .........................................................................................................................................................firearm
FAOIRMZ ...................................................................................................................................................firearms
f a o n .........................................................................................................................................................off and on
F A O R ............................................................................................................................................................... afford





F A O R G T ............................................................................................................................................ aforethought
FA O R M D ........................................................................................................................................... aforementioned
FAORZ ......................................................................................................................................................... affords
FAOTH ............................................................................................................................................ phone booth
F A O T H Z  phone booths
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F A O U F P ............................................................................................................................................................future
F A O U R N L ..................................................................................................................................................... funeral
F A O X ......................................................................................................................................following that accident
FARDZ ......................................................................................................................................................... far side
f a r t ............................................................................................................ .................................................farther
FARTH ......................................................................................................................................................... farther
F A S /I L T ........................................................................................................................................................... facility
FAT/ALT ......................................................................................................................................................fataliy
f a u l t  .............................................................................................................................................................. fault
FAUND ............................................................................................................  offhand
F A U T ................................................................................................................................................................ father
FEB ............................................................................................................................................................February
FEBGS ........................................................................................................................................................infection
F E F D ....................................................................................................................   of the evidence
FEFS ......................................................................................................................................................... if he was
F E K D ..................................................................................................................................................... if he could
F E K S .....................................................................................................................................................for the action
F E K T .................................................................................................................................................................infect
FEKT/SHUS .............................................................................................................................................infectious





F E N T ........................................................................................................................................................... confident
P E N T ........................................................................................................................................................ femininiy
F E P T S ..................................................................................................................................................... if he wants
FERBD ....................................................................................................................................if he should
F E R M ................................................................................................................................................................ femur
FEX ................................................................................................................................................ of the accident
FI ..........................................................................................................................................................................if I
F I B G S ................................................................................................................................................................fiction
FIBL .................................................................................................................................................................fibula
FIFR .....................................................................................................................................................if you ever
FIFRNLG ......................................................................................................................................................... finch
FIFS .............................................................................................................................................................. if I was
F I F T S ...........................................................................................................................................................fastidious
F I G .....................................................................................................................................................................figure
FIG  ....................................................................................................................................... if anything
FIGT ................................................................................................................................................................ fitting
IT K /T IR B S ................................................................................................................................................... fictitious
FIKD ............................................................................................................................................................if I could




FILD ..............................................................  if I would
E I L G D Z ............................................................................................................................................................ fiddle
F IN /A L T ...........................................................................................................................................................finally
FIPT ......................................................................................................................................................... if I want
FIR B /R A E K T ........................................................................................................................................ fissurectomy
FIRBD ..................................................................................................................................................... if I should
F I R B L ...............................................................................................................................................................official
FIRBL/-Z .................................................................................................................................................... officials
FIR B L /L l........................................................................................................................................................ officially
F I R B S ........................................................................................................................................................... efficiency
F I R B T .............................................................................................................................................................efficient
F IR B T /L I......................................................................................................................................................efficiently
FIRD ........................................................................................................................................................first degree
FIRN ......................................................................................................................................................... first name
FIRS ................................................................................................................................................................... fiist
FIRT ...................................................... .................................................................................................. first time
F I S ................................................................................................................................................................physician
FIS/-FRLG ......................................................................................................................................................... fiscal
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FIS/LOJ/KAL ....................................................................................................................................... physiological
n - G S ......................................................................................................................................................... . ,n<Son
FL-X .............................................................................................................................................................. flexion
F L A /F L A .........................................................................................................................................................Florida
FLAF ........................................................................................................................................................... Flagstaff
E L A G S .................................................................................................................................................... inflammation
FLAIGS ....................................................................................................................................................... inflation
FLAOEGT .................................................................................................................................................... fleeting
S j tg S "  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
F L A O U D ............................................................................................................................................................. fluid
FLAOUNS ..................................................................................................................................................influence
F L A O U S ......................................................................................................................................................... fluency
FLARM .............................................................................................................................................physical harm
FLAUN ........................................................................................................................................................... flaunt
F L A U N D ....................................................................................................................................................... flaunted
F L A U N G .......................................................................................................................................................flaunting
F L A U N Z .......................................................................................................................................................... flaunts
F L E K T ............................................................................................................................................................... reflect




F U K T ................................................................................................................................................................ afflict
F L IK T /-D ........................................................................................................................................................afflicted
FLH CT/-G .......................................................................................................................................................afflicting
FLIN ................................................................................................................................................................felony
f u n  ................................................................................................................................................................... film
FURGT .......................................................................................................................................................... flirting
F L O E F ........................................................................................................................................................ philosophy
F L O E G T .........................................................................................................................................................floating
FLOEN ............................................................................................................................................................ flown
FLOF ........................................................................................................................................................philosophy
F L O F /A O IZ ............................................................................................................................................ philosophize
FLOF/AOIZ/-D ................................................................................................................................. philosophized
FLOF/AOI2V-G ...............................................................................................................................philosophizing
FLO F/A OI27-Z...................................................................................................................................... philosophizes
F L O P Z ..................................................................................................................................................... philosophies
F L O I G ........................................................................................................................................................... flamingo
FLOL ................................................................................................................................................................fellow
F L O L S ......................................................................................................................................................... fellowship
F L O L S /-Z .......................................................................................................................................   fellowships
F L O L Z .............................................................................................................................................................. fellows
FLON ................................................................................................................................................................. felon
F L O N G T .............................................................................................................................................for a long time
F L O N S ...........................................................................................................................................................felonious
FLONT ........................................................................................................................................ felonious intent
FLONZ ........................................................................................................................................................... felons
F L O U G T ........................................................................................................................................................ flouting
FLOURNS .............................................................................................................................................fluorescence
f l o u r s ................................................................................................................................................... fluorescent
F L U ............................................................................................................................................................... influence
FLU/PAGEDfTlM ........................................................influence, impede, and intimidate
FLU/TIM/PAOED ........................................................ influence, intimidate, and impede
F L U D .........................................................................................................................................................influenced
F L U G ........................................................................................................................................................influencing
FLUKT/WAIGS/-Z ................................................................................................................................ fluctuations
F L U M .............................................................................................................................................................fulsome
F L U N S ...........................................................................................................................................................influence
FLUR ...............................................................................................................................................................failure
F L U Z ......................................................................................................................................................... influences
F O 'R D ................................................................................................................................................................. Ford
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FO ? ................................................................................................................................................... for the benefit
S :B  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
FOEFT  for the defendant
......................................................................................................................................................... photocopy
FOELT...................................................................................................................................................for the last time
S I K .  ' : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : Æ
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
F O E R G T .................................................................................................................................................aforethought
FOERJ ....................................................................................................................................... foreman of the jury
F O E R M ........................................................................................................................................................ foreman
FOERMD ........................................................................................................................................aforementioned
FOERN ............................................................................................................................................... for the reason
EGERN ....................................................................................................................................................... fortunate
F G E S ......................................................................................................................................................... for these
FOBTS ...........................................................................................................................................................photos
F O E X ....................................................................................................................................... following the accident
F O E X ..............................................................................................................................................................Phoenix
E O F ? ........................................................................................................................................................... for which
F O F R ............................................................................................................................................................. forever
F O F R L G .............................................................................................................................................................. focal
F O I .................................................................................................................................................................. for any
F O I B G S  for identification
F O I B L ................................................................................................................................................................. foible
F O I B L Z ........................................................................................................................................................... foibles
F O I D  for identification
FOIRB ...........................................................................................................................................................official
F O I R T  for the first time
FOIX .......................................................................................................................................following this accident
FOL ................................................................................................................................................................ follow
F O N S ................................................................................................................................... facts or circumstances
FOP ................................................................................................................................................. for the purpose
f o r  ................................................................................................................................................................... four
FOR/PLAI .................................................................................................................................................... foreplay
F O R B  for the benefit of
FORBT ................................................................................................................................... for the benefit of the
f o r d ..............................................................................................................................................................forward
FORGT ............................................................................................................................................................ forget
FORGT/-BL ........................................................................................................................................... foigettable
FO R G T /-F L ................................................................................................................................................... forgetful
FORGT/-FNS ........................................................................................................................................forgetfulness
F O R G T /-G ................................................................................................................................................. forgetting
FORGT/FL-NS ................................................................................................................................... forgetfulnesi
F O R G E S ...........................................................................................................................................................foigets
FORMGS  formation
F O R N ...............................................................................................................................................................foreign
FORN/ER .................................................................................................................................................. foreigner
F O R N /E R Z ................................................................................................................................................. forei^eis
F O R P ................................................................................................................................................. for the purpose
F O R P  for the purpose of
FORPT ...............................................................................................................................for the purpose of the
FORS/-BL ..................................................................................................................................................... forcible
F O R X /N A L ............................................................................................................................................... fortunately
FO R T /N A T .................................................................................................................................................. fortunate
FO R T/N A T /L l........................................................................................................................................... fortunately
F O R Z  for his
F O T /ST A B O T ...........................................................................................................................................photostatic
F O T H .....................................................................................................................................................Fort Worth
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FOUGT .......................................................................................................................................................... fought
f o u r ..........................................................................................................................................................foryTur
F O U R P T .................................................................................................................................................... four-point
F O U R T H ...........................................................................................................................................................fourth
FR- ......................................................................................................................................................................from
FR-D ............................................................................................................................................................... friend
F R - F P ....................................................................................................................................................... from which
........................................................................................................................................................... frequent
FR-K/SI ..................................................................................................................................................... frequency
F R 'K Z .......................................................................................................................................................... frequents
FR-L ......................................................................................................................................................... frequently
F R - R B ..............................................................................................................................................................refresh









F R A F /I .....................................................................................................................................................photography
FRAFD .............................................................................................................................................. photographed
FRAFG ............................................................................................................................................. photographing
F R A F K ....................................................................................................................................................photographic
F R A F R ................................................................................................................................................... photographer




F R A F Z .....................................................................................................................................................photographs
FRAI ............................................................................................................................................................. freeway
F R A ID ................................................................................................................................................................afraid
F R A U .............................................................................................................lady foreman and members of the jury
FRAILT ........................................................................................................................................................... frailty
F R A IL T S .........................................................................................................................................................frailties
F R A IM T  for payment
FRAIPT .......................................................................................................................... ....  from a period of time
F R A I R .................................................................................................................................................................. friar
F R A I Z ........................................................................................................................................................... freeways





F R A M G S .............................................................................................................................................. fragmentation
FR A M G S/-Z ........................................................................................................................................ fragmentations
FRAMT ...................................................................................................................................................... fragment
F R A M T S .....................................................................................................................................................fragments
FRAMZ .....................................................................................................................................................fragments
FRAN ............................................................................................................................................form an opinion
FRAN .......................................................................................................................................................... freshman
FRAND  ...............................................................................................................................formed an opinion
FRANG ................................................................................................................................... forming an opinion
FRAG ....................................................................................................................................................... every other
FRAOEFP ...............................................................................................................................freedom of speech
F R A O E M ....................................................................................................................................................... freedom
F R A O E M Z ................................................................................................................................................. freedoms
FRAOIL ..................................................................................................................................................federal trial
FRAOIL ....................................................................................................................................................for a while
FRAOIRM .................................................................................................................................................... firearm
FR A O IR M Z ................................................................................................................................................... firearms
F R A O rr/F U ................................................................................................................................................ frightfully
F R A P T .................................................................................................................................. from that period of time
FRARM ........................................................................................................................................................forearm
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E K S  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : " S ? r
........................................................................................................................................................for example
 from the evidence
FREPR .......................................................................................................................................................... forever
^ E P T  ................................................................................................................ from the defendant




F R E N  form the opinion
F R E N ............................................................................................................................................................freshmen
PREND  formed the opinion
FRENG  forming the opinion
FRENS ....................................................................................................................................................... inf^nce
FREPT .................................................................................................................................from the period of time
f r e t .................................................................................................................................................... from the time
F R E X  for example
F R I .....................................................................................................................................................................Friday
FRIB  Federal Bureau of Investigation
FRIF/KOE ....................................................................................................................................................... Frisco
^ J F L ...................................................................................................................................................... affirmatively
FRIG ........................................................................................................................................................refrigerator
FRIGD ..............................................................................................................................................................frigid
F R IG S ...................................................................................................................................................... refrigeration
..........................................................................................................................................................refrigerate
FRG ...........................................................................................frig (short for refrigerator)
F R G D ..................................................................................................................................................................frigid
F R IE T ............................................................................................................................................... inference of guilt
FRIMT ........................................................................................................................................from time to time
FRIN .......................................................................................................................................................... first name
F R E iS  for instance





FROET ................................................................................................................................................ from the time





FR O N LG TS.......................................................................................................................................................frontal
FRORD ............................................................................................................................................ for the record
FRORT ............................................................................................................................................Federal Court
F R O R T S ..............................................................................................................................................Federal Courts
^   if you
f u e l .....................................................................................................................................................if you believe
FGF ..................................................................................................................................................... if you have
F U F L .......................................................................................................................................................... if you feel
F U F M ..............................................................................................................................................................fulsome
f u f f .................................................................................................................................................................future
F I ^ ..................................................................................................................................................... fair and just
FUIVSOM ..................................................................................................................................................... fulsome
F U L D ....................................................................................................................................................... if you would
FUM ..................................................................................................................................................... if you mean
FUN ..................................................................................................................................................... if you know
FU N /M E N L ..............................................................................................................................................fundamental
f u n d ............................................................................................................................................ if you understand
FUNGDZ ................................................................................................................................................... fungicide
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F ^ G S  ....................................................................................................................................................... function
™  . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
K d  : : : : : ; ; : : ; : : : : : ; : ; : : : : : ; ; : ; ; : ; : : :
F J ^ G  ............................................................................................................................................ if you should
: : : : : : : : : : : :  : : : : : : : : : : : : :  : : : : : :
......................................................................................................................................................... furthering
F U R K .................................................................................................................................................. if you recollect
FURKZ ............................................................................................................................................ if you recognize
FURL ..................................................................................................................................................... if you recall
F U R M .................................................................................................................................................... furthermore
F U R M  if you remember
F U R N .................................................................................................................................................. if Your Honor
FU R N /TA O U R.....................................................................................................................  furniture
FURNL ......................................................................................................................................................... funeral
FURNL .............................................................................................................if Your Honor will
F U R N S  if Your Honor’s
s r . :  : : : : : : :
FURP ....................................................................................................................................... if Your Honor please
FURT ..............................................................................................................................................................further
F U R T /-D ......................................................................................................................................................furthered




F U R T H D ...................................................................................................................................................... furthered
F U R T H Z ........................................................................................................................................................ furthers
F U R T S .............................................................................................................................................................furthers
F ^  if you say
f u t  if you tell
FUTS ..................................................................................................................................................... if you tell us
FWELD ................................................................................................................................................. if we would
FWEFT ..................................................................................................................................................... if we want
G ' E ...................................................................................................................................................................... G.E.
G * M ..................................................................................................................................................................... G.M.
G ......................................................................................................................................................................good
G-DZ  good side
, ..............................................................................................................................................................grand jury
G-LN .  ........................................   gasoline
G-LT ........................................................................................................................................................ green light
................................................................................................................................................................ guilty
G - M ............................................................................................................................................................ good many
G - M .......................................................................................................................................................guilty of crime
G -M /G -M ........................................................................................................................................General Motors
G-MDZ ........................................................................................................................................good many days
G -M T S .............................................................................................................................................. good many times
G - N ....................................................................................................................................................................begun
G-RP ...............................................................................................................................................beg your pardon
G -R P G ........................................................................................................................................ begging your pardon
G - X ..........................................................................................................................................guilty with etqilanation
GA/GA ........................................................................................................................................................Georgia
G A E N .................................................................................................................................................................again
G A E N F T ....................................................................................................................................................against the
GAENS ......................................................................................................................................................... against
G A E R ............................................................................................................................................................... gather
G A E R T H ...........................................................................................................................................................gather
G A F L .................................................................................................................................................................gavel
G A F P .......................................................................................................................................................... gas pump
G A FR/G A FR/O EFM T.................................................................................................................gastrogastrostomy
GAFR/SBR-/STOEM.....................................................................................................................gastroenterostomy
G A FR /SB R O EFM T .....................................................................................................................gastroenterostomy
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G A IV L A I/O E ................................................................................................................................................. Galileo
g a m  ............................................................................................................................................ giulty of that crime
g a m  ............................................................................................................................................ guilty of that crime
GAN .................................................................................................................................................................began
g a n g ...................................................................................................................................................................g%g
GAO ........................................................................................................................Government Accounting Office
G A O /G A O ...................................................................................................................................................... GA.O
GARJ .  .....................................................................................................................................................garbage
G A ^  ......................................................................................................................................................
G A S /L IN ............................................................................................................ gasoline
G A S/TRO /SBR AO rrS........................................................................................................................gastroenteritis
G A U R .........................................................................................................................................................guarantee
G E /N E B G T ......................................................................................................................................................genetic
G E G T ............................................................................................................................................................... getting
G E I  gentlemen of the jury
g e l t ................................................................................................................................................................. g ii,^
g e m  ............................................................................................................................................. guilty of the crime
g e n  ..................................................................................................................................................................again
G E N G T ...........................................................................................................................................................genetic
g e n s ...............................................................................................................................................................against
G E N T /-L ............................................................................................................................................................ gentle
GERLT ...............................................................................................................................guilty or the innocence
GIEN ..................................................................................................................................................................given
G IF R L G .............................................................................................................................................................giggle
GII7 ...................................................................................................................................................................guUt
GIM .............................................................................................................................................guilty of this crime
G I N ...................................................................................................................................................................... begin
G I N G ...........................................................................................................................................................beginning
GINS  guilty with an explanation
G I F .............................................................................................................................................................. guilty plea
G I R ..........................................................................................................................................................grave injury
G I X  guilty with an explanation
GL-N ................................................................................................................................................................ gallon
G I ^ R S .....................................................................................................................................................grand larceny
G L A E R S ................................................................................................................................................ grand larceny
GLAIG ....................................................................................................................................................coagulating
G L A I G S ................................................................................................................................................... coagulation
GLATT .......................................................................................................................................................coagulate
G L A I T S ..................................................................................................................................................... coagulates
G L E K ................................................................................................................................................ General Electric
G L I .........................................................................................................................................................................ugly




G I ^ ................................................................................................................................................................. uglies
G L O N .................................................................................................................................................................gallon
G O ...........................................................................................................................................................................go
G O E D ...................................................................................................................................................................goad
GOED/-D ......................................................................................................................................................goaded
GOED/-G .....................................................................................................................................................goading
G O E D Z ............................................................................................................................................................ goads
g o e r  grave bodily injury
G O E R M  grave bodily harm
G O E R N S .................................................................................................................................. guilt or the innocence
GOERNT ...............................................................................................................................guilty or the innocent
GOFRLG .......................................................................................................................................................gogÿe
G O F R L G Z ......................................................................................................................................................goggles
GOFRN ...........................................................................................................................................................govern
GOFRND ...................................................................................................................................................governed
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G O F R N G ...................................................................................................
G O F R N z .................................................................................................................................. ; ; ;
G O F T ..................................................................................................................................................... government
G O F T /A L ..............................................................................................................................................governmental
G O F T S ....................................................................................................................................................governments
G O G T  going to
GOGTD .................................................................................................................................................. going to do
GON .................................................................................................................................................................gone
G O P ................................................................................................................................................ negotiated plea
G O R B ..........................................................................................................................................................negotiate
G O R B G S ..................................................................................................................................................negotiation
G O W S .......................................................................................................................................................... gorgeous
G O ^ ..................................................................................................................................................... guiityornot
GORNG ................................................................................................................................... guilty or not guilty
GORNS ....................................................................................................................................... guilt or innocence
GORNT ....................................................................................................................................... guilty or innocent
GR-B ....................................................................................................................................... Great Britain
G R - D Z  greater weight of evidence
G R - F D  greater weight of evidence




G R - L T ........................................................................................................................................................green light
GR-R ............................................................................................................................................................. greater
G R - R J ....................................................................................................................................... greater negligence
G R - R N ....................................................................................................................................................greater than
G R - R T H ................................................................................................................................................greater than
GR-T ............................................................................................................................................ greater weight
GR-Z ............................................................................................................................................................... greats
G R ^ ................................................................................................................................................................agree
G R A B .................................................................................................................................................................great
GRAEL ................................................................................................................................................ great deal
GRABM ................................................................................................................................................ great many
GRAEM D Z ...................................................................................................................................great many days
G R A E M T Z ...................................................................................................................................great many times
GRAEFGS .............................................................................................................................grant me an exception
GRAET .........................................................................................................................................................
GRAET/LI ..................................................................................................................................................... g ^ tly
GRAE T S ..................................................................................................................................................... gratuities
G R A E lZ ...........................................................................................................................................................greats
GRAEX ................................................................................................................................................ great extent
GRAEZ ...........................................................................................................................................................greats
G R A F D Z ................................................................................................................... greater weight of that evidence
=  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
G R A I G D ........................................................................................................................................................ grading
GRAIMDZ ...................................................................................................................................great many days
GRAIMTS ...................................................................................................................................great many times
G R A T T /F r ................................................................................................................................................... greatest
GRAJ .............................................................................................................................................................. garage




G R A O I F .......................................................................................................................................................... gratify
G R A O IN ............................................................................................................................................................grind
GRADINS ......................................................................................................................................................grinds
G R A O U L T .................................................................................................................................................. garrulity
G R A R ..........................................................................................................................................................grammar
GRARM ................................................................................................................................................great harm
G R A R N T ...................................................................................................................................................... guaranty
GRARNT/-D .......................................................................................................................................... guarantied
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S  x x i x x x x x x x x x x x i x S
= U T  : : : : : : ; : : : ; : ; : : ; : : : : : ; ; ; ; : : ; : : :
GRATS ...................................................................................................................................................... gratuitous
G RA TS/-N S.......................................................................................................................................... gratuitousness
GRAUGS ................................................................................................................................................ graduation
G R A U L .......................................................................................................................................................... gradual
G R A U P G S ............................................................................................................................. grant you an exception
=
GRE ................................................................................................................................................................degree
G R E D Z .......................................................................................................................greater weight of the evidence
GREFD .......................................................................................................................greater weight of the evidence
G R E F L D  greater weight of all the evidence
G R E I  greater negligence
GRELDZ  greater weight of all the evidence
G R E T  greater weight
G R B ^ ................................................................................................................................................... great extent
G R I F D Z ......................................................................................................................greater weight of this evidence
GRIGS ...................................................................................................................................................gratification
G R IL D Z  greater weight of all this evidence
GRILGDZ ...................................................................................................................................................... griddle
G R I R ........................................................................................................................................................ great injury
G R O ^ .........................................................................................................................................   bodily injury
GROERM ................................................................................................................................... great bodily harm
G R O R T ...................................................................................................................................................... guarantor
GROUPE .............................................................................................................................................ground value
G R O U N ...........................................................................................................................................................ground
GUB/ERL ............................................................................................................................................gubernatorial
G U B L .....................................................................................................................................................gubernatorial
GUFRP .......................................................................................................................................................gas pump
G U U -B L ....................................................................................................................................................... ^ l l i b l e
G U U - B L T ...................................................................................................................................................gullibiUty
G U R P ................................................................................................................................................ beg your pardon
H 'O I P ...................................................................................................................................................................hypo
H E .................................................................................................................................................................had been
H E G ......................................................................................................................................................... Harrisburg
H BED ................................................................................................................................................. had believed
H E ...............................................................................................................................................................had had
G - D Z ............................................................................................................................................................homicide
H - I ^ T ..........................................................................................................................................................had felt
H - E T ............................................................................................................................................................headlight
G -L T S ...........................................................................................................................................................headlights
G - I ^ ................................................................................................................................................................ hadn’t
G-RBD ................................................................................................................................................. had she had
H-RKD ..............................................................................................................................................had recollected
H-RED ................................................................................................................................................. had recalled
H-RMD ........................................................................................................................................had remembered
G - T ................................................................................................................................................................... had the
H A  had a
H A ^  ...........................................................................................................................................................Hawaii
G A /R A S ............................................................................................................................................................harass
g a b  .............................................................................................................................................................has been




h a d  .......................................................................................................................................................... has had
H A E D ................................................................................................................................................................. ahead
H A E F ..................................................................................................................................................................heavy
GAEET ....................................................................................................................................................... headlight
G A E E T S ......................................................................................................................................................headlights
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HAENT ...........................................................................................................................................................hasn't




H A F R .............................................................................................................................................................. hazard
HAFRD ..........................................................................................................................................................hazard




H A I /H A I ......................................................................................................................................................... Hawaii
H A IB S ..................................................................................................................................................habeas corpus
HAIBZ/KORfZ .............................................................................................................................. habeas corpus
HAIK ..........................................................................................................................................................headache
g a in  ..........................................................................................................................................................hurricane
H A IR N .............................................................................................................................................................. heroin
GAK .................................................................................................................................................heart attack
HALT/G-L .................................................................................................................................................. halting^
jjl^ JW G A M ...................................................................................................................................New Hampshire
HAN/HAN ...........................................................................................................................................hand to hand
H A N /H A N T .............................................................................................................................. hand to hand combat
HAND/WRIN ........................................................................................................................................ handwritten




G A N S ......................................................................................................................................................... enhance
HAO'IP .............................................................................................................................................................hype
H A O B .................................................................................................................................................................hobo
HAOER ............................................................................................................................................................. here
H A O E R /A F ..................................................................................................................................................hereafter
H A O E R B ..........................................................................................................................................................hereby
H A O E R B T S.............................................................................................................................................. hereabouts
H A O E R N .......................................................................................................................................................... herein
HAOERN/AF ..........................................................................................................................................hereinafter
H A G E R S ........................................................................................................................................................ hears^
H A O E R T .......................................................................................................................................................... hereto
HAOERT/FOER ...................................................................................................................................... heretofore
H A O E T H ........................................................................................................................................................... heath
H A O J/A IT S ...................................................................................................................................................... hiatus
HAOI/SOL ........................................................................................................................................high resolution
H A O I L T ...................................................................................................................................................... highlight
H A O IL T /-D .............................................................................................................................................. highlighted
H A O IL T /-G ............................................................................................................................................. highlighting
H A O IL T S .....................................................................................................................................................highlights
HAOIN ..................................................................................................................................................... Hawaiian
HAOLD .....................................................................................................................................................how old
H A O M ..............................................................................................................................................................human
H A O M Z ........................................................................................................................................................humans
H A O N .............................................................................................................................................................heroine
H A O R ................................................................................................................................................................. hero
HAORB ..........................................................................................................................................................haibor
HAORD ......................................................................................................................................................Hartford
HAOUBG ....................................................................................................................................... human being
H A O U B G Z .......................................................................................................................................human beings
HAOUM/ILT ...............................................................................................................................................humility
HAOUN ............................................................................................................................................human nature
H A O X ................................................................................................................................................................. hoax
HAOXZ ..........................................................................................................................................................hoaxes
H A P ..................................................................................................................................................................happen
H A P /- F T .......................................................................................................................................................happiest
HAP/HAFRD ................................................. haphazard
H A P/STA N S.......................................................................................................................................... happenstance
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H A P G ..........................................................................................................................................................happening
H A P G Z .................................................................................................................................................... happenings
H A P S .....................................................................................................................................................happenstance
H A P Z ............................................................................................................................................................. happens




H A R /A S ............................................................................................................................................................harass
H A R B  he and she
H A R S /-M T ...............................................................................................................................................harassment
HAU  he saw
HA X JN ........................................................................................................................................................... Hawaiian
H A U T .......................................................................................................................................................... he saw the
HEF/-T ..............................................................................................................................................................hefty
HEF/IR .......................................................................................................................................................... heavier
H E F L ................................................................................................................................................................herself
H E F T ....................................................................................................................................................................heft
HEFTS .............................................................................................................................................................. hefts
H E M T ..........................................................................................................................................................hematoma
H E N D ......................................................................................................................................................... apprehend
HEND/-D ............................................................................................................................................ apprehended
HEND/-G ........................................................................................................................................... apprehending
H E N D Z ....................................................................................................................................................apprehends
H E N D Z .................................................................................................................................................... Henderson
HENGS ................................................................................................................................................ apprehension
HENS/-BL ........................................................................................................................................... apprehensible
H E N S /IF ................................................................................................................................................. apprehensive
HENS/IFL ..........................................................................................................................................apprehensively
H E N S /IFN S..................................................................................................................................... apptchensiveness
HEP ................................................................................................................................................................... help
H E P /E R ............................................................................................................................................................helper
H E P D ................................................................................................................................................................helped
H E P G ...............................................................................................................................................................helping
H E P Z ..........................................................................................  helps
HERBDZ ...................................................................................................................................................herbicide
H E R ) ....................................................................................................................................................... hemorrhage
H E R S ................................................................................................................................................................herself
H E R Z ....................................................................................................................................................................hers
H E T H .................................................................................................................................................................health
H I / H I .................................................................................................................................................................. Ohio
H I B D ......................................................................................................................................................... habituated
H I B G .........................................................................................................................................................habituating
HIBGS ....................................................................................................................................................habituation
H I F K ............................................................................................................................................................ historical
HIFL ...............................................................................................................................................................himself
HIFT ............................................................................................................................................................histrionic
H IF T /R O N /IK ..............................................................................................................................................histrionic
HIFT/RGN/IKZ ........................................................................................................................................histrionics
H I M S ...............................................................................................................................................................himself
H I N / J ..................................................................................................................................................................hinge
H I N D ............................................................................................................................................................... behind
H I P D ........................................................................................................................................................hypodermic
HIPS ..........................................................................................................................................................hypothesis
H I P T ....................................................................................................................................................... hypothetical
HIRPB ....................................................................................................................................................higher than
H I R P B T  higher than the
H I R T .......................................................................................................................................................... high court
H I S .................................................................................................................................................................... history
H I S /T R I ........................................................................................................................................................... history
H O B L ............................................................................................................................................................... hobble
H O B L D .........................................................................................................................................................hobbled
H O B L G ........................................................................................................................................................ hobbling
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GOBLZ ........................................................................................................................................................ hobbles
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
HOERD ..................................................................................................................................................hemorrhoid
KSSSf “ i f S
S§!d ' : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
HOID .......................................................................................................................................................... how wide
HOIRD ..................................................................................................................................................hemorrhoid
H O IR D /A E K T ............................................................................................................................. hemorrhoidectomy
H O I T H S .................................................................................................................................................... hypothesis
H O m i Z ................................................................................................................................................... hypotheses
GOIZ .......................................................................................................................................................... highways
H G ™ ......................................................................................................................................................... how could
H O N /L U ......................................................................................................................................................Honolulu
HOPGS ............................................................................................................................................. hospitalization
H O P T .............................................................................................................................................................hospital
H O P T /-D ..................................................................................................................................................hospitalized
H O P T /-G .................................................................................................................................................hospitalizing
HOPT/SAIGS ....................................................................................................................................hospitalization
..........................................................................................................................................................hospitals
GGR ........................................................................................................................................................ him or her
H O R B  he or she
G O R T ......................................................................................................................................................higher court
G G S .............................................................................................................................................................. hospital
G O U B  how big




G O U re  ......................................................................................................................................................however
HOURS ..................................................................................................................................................... how fast
GOUFS ..................................................................................................................................................... how was
GOUFZ ..................................................................................................................................................... how was
=
HOUKD .................................................................................................................................................... how could
HOULD ..................................................................................................................................................... how old
HOULD ..........................................................................................................................................how would
HOULGTS ................................................................................................................................................. how little
HOULT .....................................................................................................................................................how late
HOULT/HOUL ..................................................................................................................house line to house line
G G U M ......................................................................................................................................................... how many
H O U M T S ....................................................................................................................................... how many times
HOUNG ...................................................................................................................................................... how long
HOUPD ....................................................................................................................................... how do you plead
HOUPZ ..................................................................................................................................................... how has
HOURS ......................................................................................................................................................how shall
H O U R B D  how should
HOUR! ..................................................................................................................................................... how large
HOURK ................................................................................................................................................... houseworic
HOUR? ..................................................................................................................................................... how were
G O U Z ................................................................................................................................................................ how’s
GU ..............................................................................................................................................................had you
HU-HU ......................................................................................................................................................... un-huh
H U B G .................................................................................................................................................... human being
H U L G D Z ..........................................................................................................................................................huddle
g u n   human nature
g u n  ............................................................................................................................................................hundred
G U N D  hundred dollars
H U R /K A IN .................................................................................................................................................hurricane
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H U R G ........................................................................................................................................................ hamburger
H U R G T ..........................................................................................................................................................hurting
H U R K ...........................................................................................................................................................hurricane
H U R K Z .....................................................................................................................................................hurricanes
HUS .............................................................................................................................................................husband
HUZ ........................................................................................................................................................... husbands
ID /F A O I ..........................................................................................................................................................identify
ID/FIBGS ............................................................................................................................................ identification
ID /n  .............................................................................................................................................................. identity
I F R N L G ...............................................................................................................................................................inch
IK ........................................................................................................................................................... incompetent
IK/ENT ..................................................................................................................................................incompetent
IK /IM /IR ................................................................................................... incompetent, immaterial, and irrelevant
IK /IR /IM ................................................................................................... incompetent, irrelevant, and immaterial
I K T ..................................................................................................................... acquit
TUIL ............................................................................................................................................................... Illinois
I L /L E J ..............................................................................................................................................................illegible
IL/LEL ............................................................................................................................................................ illegal
lULEL/LI .....................................................................................................................................................illegally
IL /L E L T ........................................................................................................................................................ illegalify
lU O E F M T ..................................................................................................................................................ileostomy
I L G ..................................................................................................................................................................... illegal
ILGS .........................................................................................................................................................illustration
I L G T S ................................................................................................................................................................... Italy
I L T ................................................................................................................................................................ illustrate
IM ............................................................................................................................................................. immaterial
IM /IK /IR ................................................................................................... immaterial, incompetent, and irrelevant
I M /n U IK ....................................................................................................immaterial, irrelevant, and incompetent
IM /T E R L .................................................................................................................................................... immaterial
IMD ......................................................................................................................................................... intimadate
I M T ................................................................................................................................................................... imitate
IMTS ..............................................................................................................................................................imitates
IN ..................................................................................................................................................................incident




IN /F L A M T ............................................................................................................................................inflammatory
IN /H A B T ...........................................................................................................................................................inhabit
IN/HABT/-D ............................................................................................................................................. inhabited
I N /H I B T ........................................................................................................................................................... inhibit
IN /H IB T /-D ................................................................................................................................................... inhibited
IN /H IB T /-G ..................................................................................................................................................inhibiting
IN/HIBTS ..................................................................................................................................................... inhibits
IN A K T .............................................................................................................................................................. iniquity
IN/IN .............................................................................................................................................................. Indiana
IN /K IN T ....................................................................................................................................................incontinent
IN/KOURI .................................................................................................................................................encourage






IN /S A N T ......................................................................................................................................................... insanity
IN /S K U R ........................................................................................................................................................ insecure
IN/SKURT ..................................................................................................................................................insecurity
IN /S O F R ...........................................................................................................................................................insofar




IN G /W A N L .................................................................................................................................................... inguinal
IN G T S ................................................................................................................................................. strings attached
I N L .............................................................................................................................................................incidentally
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iSv............................................................. .. incidentalty





IN T /L Z ........................................................................................................................................................ incidentals
INIS ...........................................................................................................................................................incidents
IE • ..........................................................................................................................................................ir re l^ n t
IR/ANT ..................................................................................................................................................... irrelevant
IR/IK/IM ................................................................................................... irrelevant, incompetent, and immaterial
IR/IM/IK ................................................................................................... irrelevant, immaterial, and incompetent
S S S  : : : : ; : : : : : : : : ; : : : : : ; : : : : : : ; : : : : ; ' S =
l E B ...................................................................................................................................................................... issue
% %  : : :
IRB/AOUD ...................................................................................................................................................... issued
IR B /A O U G ......................................................................................................................................................issuing






I R L ........................................................................................................................................ Internal Revenue laws
......................................................................................................................................................irrational
IR L G S /L I ...................................................................................................................................................irrationally
IRB ...................................................................................................................................... Internal Revenue Service
I R T ....................................................................................................................................................inalienable right
IRTS ......................................................................................................................................... inalienable rights
%  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ;
I ' D ......................................................................................................................................................... Juris Doctor
1*1  you did not
I D  you could not
I  D ......................................................................................................................................................... Juris Doctor
.................................................................................................................................................................... justify
I'FBL ......................................................................................................................................................... justifiable
I ’F L ..............................................................................................................................................................justifiable
I F F ..................................................................................................................................................................... jurist
I-FIS ............................................................................................................................................................... jurists
I - G T  you got
I  I  .......................................................................................................................................gentlemen of the jury
I ’KD ............................................................................................................................................. just a second
I F  ........................................................................................................................................................jurisprudence
I-R ....................................................................................................................................................................... .jury
J-RBL ..............................................................................................................................................................judicial
I-RD .................................................  jurisdiction
I-RM .......................................................................................................................................................... Germany
I'RM ............................................................................................................................................................juryman
I R N L ..............................................................................................................................................................journal
I  R T  jury trial
I " R Z .....................................................................................................................................................................juries
lA  .............................................................................................................................................................gentleman
lA* ............................................................................................................................................................ you cannot
l A D  judge advocate
lAEP ................................................................................................................................................................Japan
lAEP ...........................................................................................................................................................Japanese
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JAFKD .................................................................................................................................................just a second
JAFL ...................................................................................................................................................... Jacksonville
JAFZ ............................................................................................................................................joint chiefs of staff
JAG .................................................................................................................................. Judge Advocate General
JAGS ..................................................................................................Judge Advocate General of the United States
JAIFNT ........................................................................................................................................................ adjacent
JAIS ............................................................................................................................................................ adjacent
JAKS ..............................................................................................................................................you may consider
JA K T S  judges of the facts
J A M T  just a minute
JAN ............................................................................................................................................................. January
JAO  you shouldn't
JAO* ................................................................................................................................ you should not
JA O 'U  ...............................................................................................................................................you would not
JAOEF .....................................................................................................................................................joint chief
J A O E K T ..............................................................................................................................................................eject
JAOFZ ....................................................................................................................................................joint chiefs
JAOI ................................................................................................................................................................justify
J A O I L  jury trial
J A G M ......................................................................................................................................................... jury room
J A G R ................................................................................................................................................................. juror
J A O U  you wouldn’t
JA O U /D IR B S ..............................................................................................................................................judicious
JAGUD .................................................................................................................................................... .adjudicate
J A G U R B ...........................................................................................................................................................Jewish
J A G U R B L ..................................................................................................................................................... judicial
JAGURD ...............................................................................................................................................jurisdiction
JAGUT ....................................................................................................................................................... jury duty
JAPZ ...................................................................................................................................................................Japs
J A S .....................................................................................................................................................................James
JAU ...............................................................................................................................................judges of the law
JAU  you saw
J A U L ...............................................................................................................................................judges of the law
J A U T ....................................................................................................................................................... you saw the
J A X Z  judges of the facts
JE  ..............................................................................................................................................................gentlemen
J E /N E B G T ......................................................................................................................................................genetic
J E J  gentlemen of the jury
JBKT .................................................................................................................................................................. eject
JEKT ................................................................................................................................................................. reject
J E N ................................................................................................................................................................... general
JEN/AOIZ .................................................................................................................................................generalize
JE N /W IN .........................................................................................................................................................genuine




J E R .................................................................................................................................................................engineer
J E R / J E R ................................................................................................................................................... New Jersey
J E R D ........................................................................................................................................................ engineered
J E R G ....................................................................................................................................................... engineering
JERM/JBRM ..............................................................................................................................................Germany
J B R Z ...........................................................................................................................................................engineers
J E X ................................................................................................................................................................. injection
J E X G ............................................................................................................................................................ injecting
JEXT ................................................................................................................................................................. inject
JE X T S ................................................................................................................................................................injects
JI .............................................................................................................................................................. you didn’t
J I F .................................................................................................................................................................... justice
JIFRLG ............................................................................................................................................................ jigÿe
JIMT  just a minute
J I N .................................................................................................................................................................... engine
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...........................................................
.................................................................................................................................................. interest of justice
I®  ................................................................................................................................................................... justice
"G .............................................................................................................................................................. you don’t
IG ..........................................................................................................................................................you do not
S ”  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
JOEL .............................................................................................................................................................. ......
JOFRLG ........................................................................................................................................................... joggle
J G I F ...........................................................................................................................................................joint ^ f f
IGMT .................................................................................................................................................. just a moment
I G R ..................................................................................................................................................................... juror
JORJ/JORJ
IGRT ...................................................................................................................................................juty and court
I G ^  ................................................................................................................................................................jurors
I G S ...................................................................................................................................................................Joseph
JGURN ........................................................................................................................................................ adjourn
I G U R N D .................................................................................................................................................... adjourned
j o Z  : : : :
S K " . : :  , = =
J O U R N Z .......................................................................................................................................................adjourns
IG  ..........................................................................................................................................................you couldn’t
I G D ............................................................................................................................................................. adjudicate
I G F ................................................................................................................................................................... justice




I G F T S ............................................................................................................................................................... justice
•adjudication
I G L ..........................................................................................................................................................; . July
I G M /-P ................................................................................................................................................................. jump
I G M T ........................................................................................................................................................ judgement
I G N ...................................................................................................................................................................... June
J U N G S ............................................................................................................................................................ junction
I G F  just that
J U P T /E R ......................................................................................................................................................... Jupiter
I G R .................................................................................................................................................................... injure
JUR/MAN ...................................................................................................................................................juiyman
J U R G S ...............................................................................  jurisdiction
I G ^ ..................................................................................................................................................... jury room
IGRP ................................................................................................................................................... jurisprudence
I G S ................................................................................................................................................................... justice
I G T  just the
JUX/POGS ........................................................................................................................................... juxtaposition
KOR-K ..........................................................................................................................................................o’clock
K 'U R L ................................................................................................................................................................... curl
K -B G S ........................................................................................................................................................ conclusion
K-BL ....................................................................................................................................................... can believe
K BT .........................................................................................................................................................contribute
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K -F D /-R B L /U ....................................................................................................................................... confidentially
K-FD/-RBLT ...................................................................................................................................... confidentialify
K-FD/AENT ...............................................................................................................confidante (female)




K -F G S ..........................................................................................................................................................confession
K-FL .......................................................................................................................................................... can feel
K-FL ....................................................................................................................................................... confidential
K-FM ..............................................................................................................................................................confirm
K -F M G S ..................................................................................................................................................confirmation
K -F N S ......................................................................................................................................................... confidence
K-FR ................................................................................................................................................................confer
K-FRBGS ................................................................................................................................................ conversion
K - F R B L .................................................................................................................................................. comfortable
K - F R B L ................................................................................................................................................... confidential
K - F R G S ..................................................................................................................................................conversation
K-FRPBLGS ....................................................................................................................................... conscientious
K -F R S ............................................................................................................................................................ converse




K - K ................................................................................................................................................................ conclude
K-KZ ...........................................................................................................................................................concludes
K K Z .............................................................................................................................................. counterclockwise
K - M T ...........................................................................................................................................................kilometer
K - N ................................................................................................................................................................condition
K-NL .........................................................................................................................................................conditional
K -N IV -L ................................................................................................................................................. conditionally
K-NS ...................................................................................................................................... central nervous system
K-NT .........................................................................................................................................................accountant
K-NT .................................................................................................................................................................. can’t
K -N T S ....................................................................................................................................................... accountants
K-PT ..........................................................................................................................................................can want
K - R ................................................................................................................................................................. consider
K -R /L I ...........................................................................................................................................................criminally
K - R / n ......................................................................................................................................................... criminality
K-RB ........................................................................................................................................................... can she
K -R B L .........................................................................................................................................................convertible
K -R B S ........................................................................................................................................................... conscious
K-RBS/NS ........................................................................................................................................... consciousness
K -R G S .....................................................................................................................................................consideration
K-RK ........................................................................................................................................ can recollect
K-RL ..........................................................................................................................................................can recall
K - R M  can remember
K-RT ........................................................................................................................................................ considerate
K-RT .............................................................................................................................................................. convert
K - T .................................................................................................................................................................. account
K -T /-D .......................................................................................................................................................... accounted
K -T /-G ......................................................................................................................................................... accounting
K -T /A N T .....................................................................................................................................................accountant
K -T /K - T ...................................................................................................................................................Connecticut
K-TS/PAÏBL ...............................................................................................................................accounts payable
K-TS/SEFBL ............................................................................................................. accounts receivable






K A B T ...............................................................................................................................................................cabinet
K A E D .............................................................................................................................................................calendar
KAED/-D ................................................................................................................................................ calendared
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æ  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
K A E K ....................................................................................................................................................characteristic




K A E R ............................................................................................................................................................... career





K A F R ..............................................................................................................................................................cashier
K A F R B G ........................................................................................................................................... cashier’s check
K A F R G S .................................................................................................................................................... castration
KAFRL ......................................................................................................................................................casserole




K A IF L ..............................................................................................................................................................careful
KAIFL/-LI ..................................................................................................................................................carefully
K A IG T ......................................................................................................................................................... indicating
KAIN ............................................................................................................................................................. contain
KAIN/ERZ ............................................................................................................................................... containers
K A IN D ......................................................................................................................................................... contained
KAIPBL ........................................................................................................................................................ capable
K A IP B L T ..................................................................................................................................................... capability
KAIRGS ........................................................................................................................................care and caution
K A IR K .......................................................................................................................................................... character
K A IR L ..............................................................................................................................................................careful
K A K ...............................................................................................................................................................character
KAK/-G ................................................................................................................................................... calculating
K A K T ...........................................................................................................................................................calculate
K A K T ....................................................................................................................................................characteristic
K A K T ..............................................................................................................................................................contact
K A K T /-D .................................................................................................................................................... calculated
K A K T /-D ..................................................................................................................................................... contacted
K A K T /-G ................................................................................................................................................... calculating
K A K T /-G ....................................................................................................................................................contacting




K A L D .........................................................................................................................................................calculated
................................................................................................................................................................called
K A L G ........................................................................................................................................................calculating
K A L G ...............................................................................................................................................................calling
KALGS ................................................................................................................................................... calculation




K A L S /Y U M ................................................................................................................................................... calcium
K A L T ...........................................................................................................................................................calculate
K A L T /-D .................................................................................................................................................... calculated
KALT/G ................................................................................................................................................... calculating
K A L T /-Z .....................................................................................................................................................calculates
K A L T S ......................................................................................................................................................... calculates
K A L Z ......................................................................................................................................................... calculates
K A L Z .................................................................................................................................................................. calls
KAM/-P ............................................................................................................................................................tamp
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RAMWL .................................................................................................................................................. camarilla
r a n g s  ...................................................................................................................................................cancellation
R A ^ .................................................................................................................................................................cancel
R A N S .................................................................................................................................................................cancel
R A N S  Kansas Cify
....................................................................................................................................................... cancelled
^  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
KANS/KANS ..................................................................................................................................................Kansas
E S F l.  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : “ T J
K A O E Æ O R D ..............................................................................................................................................keyboard
K A OE/BO RD /-G .................................................................................................................................... keyboarding
R A O E F T  cubic feet
KAOFGD ............................................................................................................................................Coast Guard
KAOFT/-D ................................................................................................................................................... accosted




K A ^  kinds of
RAOIG ............................................................................................................................................... accompanying
K A O IM T .............................................................................................................................................accompaniment
................................................................................................................................................. accompanies
K A O P G S ...................................................................................................................................................cooperation
• cooperate
RAORB ..................................................................................................................................................... could she
R A O R N .............................................................................................................................................................acorn
KAORNZ .......................................................................................................................................................acorns
R A O S ..........................................................................................................................................................could say
......................................................................................................................................................constitute
K A O U B /IK .........................................................................................................................................................cubic
K A O U B G S ................................................................................................................................................ accusation
KAOUFL ...........................................................................................................................................could you feel
KAOUFM .................................................................................................................................................. accustom
RAOUFM .................................................................................................................................................accustoms
K A O U F M D .............................................................................................................................................. accustomed
K A O U F M G ............................................................................................................................................. accustoming





K A O U M  could you mean
K A O U M /-G ............................................................................................................................................ accumulating
K A O U M /L A IG S................................................................................................................................... accumulation
KAOUM/LATT ...................................................................................................................................... accumulate
KAOUM/TIF ........................................................................................................................................accumulative
KAOUMT ..........................................................................................................................could you mean to
K A O U M T S ..........................................................................................................................could you mean to say
KAOUND ............................................................................................................................... could you understand
K A O U P B G .........................................................................................................................................could you think
K A O U R B L ..................................................................................................................................................... curable
KAOURBLT ..............................................................................................................................................curability
KAOURG .................................................................................................................................................... courage
KAOURK .........................................................................................................................could you recollect
KAOURL ........................................................................................................................................could you recall
KAOURM  could you remember
RAOUS .................................................................................................................................................could you say
R A O U T ......................................................................................................................................................constitute
K A O U T .................................................................................................................................................could you tell
K A O U T S........................................................................................................................................ could you tell us
K A O U Z ........................................................................................................................................................... accuse
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S S  ; : : : : : : : ; : : ; : : : : : : ; : : ; : ; : : ; : : : : : 
: : : : : :
K A P L B T .......................................................................................................................................................... caplet
R A P L S .......................................................................................................................................................... capitalist
........................................................................................................................................... captain




K A R B L T ....................................................................................................................................................... casualty
K A R D /N A L ...................................................................................................................................................cardinal
K A R D /Y A K .................................................................................................................................................... carfiac
. carnal knowledge
R A R K ..........................................................................................................................................................character
K A R K /S m K ...........................................................................................................................................characteristic
KARKS .........................................................................................................................................................carcass
RABKS ....................................................................................................................................... character witness
R A R L S ............................................................................................................................................................ careless
R ^ [ " 7   cartilage
R A B M .........................................................................................................................................................carcinoma
RARNL .......................................................................................................................................................... carnal
RARNL/NOJ .............................................................................................................................. carnal knowledge
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  
K A R P /rU N L S ...................................................................................................................... carpal tunnel syndrome
carpal tunnel
RARPTS ...............................................................................................................................carpal tunnel tyndrome
R A S /P E R .........................................................................................................................................................Casper
KAT/TOFBG .............................................................................................................................................catatonic
............................................................................................................................................................Catholic
KAUBT .................................................................................................................................... caused by the
: : : ; : ; : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : —1
K A U F P L ............................................................................................................................................cause of action
RAUFT ....................................................................................................................................... cause of the
RAUKS ......................................................................................................................................................... caucus
R A U L ................................................................................................................................................................... call
KAULD ...........................................................................................................................................................called
RAULG ..........................................................................................................................................................calling
RA U LG /K -K  calling for a conclusion
K A U L S/K -K  calls for a conclusion
KAULS/K-KGS calls for a conclusion
KAULZ .............................................................................................................................................................calls
K A U M ................................................................................................................................................................. calm
KAUND ........................................................................................................................................................ Canada
KAUNG .......................................................................................... ................................... calling your attention
K A U R B S .......................................................................................................................................................cautious
KAURN ................................................................................................................ call your attention
KAURNGS ........................................................................................................... call your attention
K A U R N T ..................................................................................................................................call your attention to
RB-N ..............................................................................................................................................................carbon
R B -N D .......................................................................................................................................................... carboned
R B -N Z ..............................................................................................................................................................carbon
R B - P T ..........................................................................................................................................................impatient
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KB-Z ..................................................................................................................................................................amps








K B A O U ............................................................................................................................................................imbue
KBAOUD ..................................................................................................................................................... imbued
KBAOUF .................................................................................................................................................... improve
K B A O U F D .................................................................................................................................................. improved
K B A O U F G ................................................................................................................................................. improving
KBAOUFGS .......................................................................................................................................improvisation





K B A O U N T ..................................................................................................................................................impudent
KBAOUZ ......................................................................................................................................................imbues
KBART ........................................................................................................................................................... impart
K B A S ..............................................................................................................................................................impasse
K B E D .................................................................................................................................................................imbed








K B L A O I ............................................................................................................................................................. imply
K B L E M T .....................................................................................................................................................implement
KBLOR ......................................................................................................................................................... implore
KBOBL .....................................................................................................................................................impossible
K B O B L T ..................................................................................................................................................impossibility
K B O E G S ..................................................................................................................................................... imposition
KBOEZ .......................................................................................................................................................... impose





K B R -G T ...................................................................................................................................................... imparting
KBR-RBL ...................................................................................................................................................impartial
KBR-RBIVU ........................................................................................................................................... impartially





K B R A O U F .................................................................................................................................................... improve
K BRAOUFM T....................................................................................................................................... improvement
K B R E G S .................................................................................................................................................... impression
KBRES ......................................................................................................................................................... impress
KBRIFMT ........................................................................................................................................... imprisonment
K B R I F N ........................................................................................................................................................imprison
KBRIFND ............................................................................................................................................... imprisoned
KBRIFNZ ..................................................................................................................................................imprisons
K B R IN T ..........................................................................................................................................................imprint
K B R O B L ................................................................................................................................................... improbable
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KBROBLT .......................................................................................................................................... improbability
......................................................................................................................................................improper
K B R O R P ......................................................................................................................................................improper




R E B G S .....................................................................................................................................................connection
REBL ................................................................................................................................................can he believe
R E F ...........................................................................................................................................................can he have
REFL .....................................................................................................................................................can he feel
REKT ............................................................................................................................................................ connect
R E L G T S ........................................................................................................................................................... kettle
R E N /K E N ......................................................................................................................................................Rentucky
R E N D ............................................................................................................................................................contend
R E N D /-D ................................................................................................................................................ contended




R E N T / D ................................................................................................................................................ contented
R E N T S ........................................................................................................................................................... contents
RERR ............................................................................................................................................can he recollect
RERL .....................................................................................................................................................can he recall
REEL ...................................................................................................................................................................curl
R E R M ............................................................................................................................................can he remember
R E R N ............................................................................................................................................................ concern
RERNL .......................................................................................................................................................... kernel
RETH ................................................................................................................................................ cause of death
RF-RJ ...........................................................................................................................................................converge
RH ....................................................................................................................................................................which
R H - D Z .................................................................................................................................................... which side
RH-F .....................................................................................................................................................which have
RH-F ............................................................................................................................................................which of
RH-FBG ....................................................................................................................................... which of course
R H - F R .........................................................................................................................................................whichever
R H - F S .....................................................................................................................................................which was
RH F T .....................................................................................................................................................which of the
RH-R .....................................................................................................................................................which can
RH-R/NOT ...........................................................................................................................................which cannot
R H - R D .....................................................................................................................................................which could
RH-L .....................................................................................................................................................which will
R H - L D .....................................................................................................................................................which would
RH-MZ ................................................................................................................................................which means
R H - F D ...............................................................................................................................................which happened
RH-R  which are
R H - R B .....................................................................................................................................................which she
RH-RBD ............................................................................................................................................which she had
KH-RBL ............................................................................................................................................which she will
KH-RBLD ..................................................................................................................................... which she would
KH-RBS ................................................................................................................................................ which she is
RH R P .....................................................................................................................................................which were
RH-S  which is
RH-T ......................................................................................................................................................which the
RH-Z  which his
RHA .............................................................................................................................................................which a
RHAER .......................................................................................................................................................chamber
K H A B R L ....................................................................................................................................................challenger
R H A E R L ........................................................................................................................................................ Charley
R H A E R Z .....................................................................................................................................................chambers
R H A F  charge of
RHAFR .............................................................................................................................................each and every
R H A G ............................................................................................................................................................ Chicago
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KHAIM/BER ...............................................................................................................................................chamber
KH AIM Æ ERZ............................................................................................................................................. chambers
R H A IM S ...................................................................................................................................................... chambers
RHAIN/J-G . changing






™ A ^ .....................................................................................................................................................challenge
R H A L G /G ...............................................................................................................................................challenging
................................................................................................................................................ challenged
ipiA LG Z .................................................................................................................................................challenges
NHAM ........................................................................................................................................................chamber
E H A M Z ..................................................................................................................................................... chambers




^  : %  
: : : : . %
R^ H A R JD ......................................................................................................................................................... charged
R H A R JZ ..........................................................................................................................................................charges
R H A R L S .................................................................................................................................................... Charleston
.............................................................................................................................................................. Charles
R H A T ............................................................................................................................................ checking account
 ..................................................................................................................................................... which he
RHEBLD ................................................................................................................................... which he believed
K H E B L Z ........................................................................................................................................which he believes
R G E D .....................................................................................................................................................which he had
RHEFR  each and every
KHEFR ..................................................................................................................................................... whichever
RHEFS .................................................................................................................................................which he was
R G E R ..................................................................................................................................................... which he can
REERD ..............................................................................................................................................which he could
r e e l ..................................................................................................................................................... which he will
RE e l d  .............................................................................................................................................which he would
R E E M ............................................................................................................................................................ chemical
REEM/-LI ........................................................................................................................................ chemically
R E E M Z ...................................................................................................................................................... chemicals
RHEPT/-D .......................................................................................................................................which he wanted
R E E P T S  which he wants
RHERBD ................................................................................................................................... .which he should
RHERRD ..........................................................................................................which he recollected
RHERRZ ...............................................................................................................which he recollects
RHERLD ................................................................................................................................... which he recalled
R H E R L Z  which he recalls
RHERMD ..............................................................................................................................which he remembered
RHERMZ .........................................................................................................which he remembers
R E E S .....................................................................................................................................................which he is
 ...............................................................................................................................................................which I
REIBL ..............................................................................................................................................which I believe
R H IB L D ............................................................................................................................................which I believed
R E I D ........................................................................................................................................................which I had
REIF ...................................................................................................................................................... which I have
REIFB ......................................................................................................................which I have been
REIFD ........................................................................................................................................which I have had
R E I F L ........................................................................................................................................................which I feel
R H I F L T ....................................................................................................................................................which I felt
REIFZ ................................................................................................................................................... which I was
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S  : : ; : : : : : : ; ; : : : : : ; ; : : : ; ; : : : : ; : ; : : :
.................................................................................................................................................which I could
..................................................................................................................................................... which I will
I ™ L D .................................................................................................................................................which I would
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
............................................................................................................................................................children
..................................................................................................................................................... which I shall
............................................................................................................................................. which I should
IH H R K  which I recollect
.......................................................................................................................................which I recollected
.................................................................................................................................................which I recall
RHIRLD ............................................................................................................................................which I recalled
....................................................................................................................................... .which I remember
K H IR M D ....................................................................................................................................which I remembered
............................................................................................................................................................children
R H G B ............................................................................................................................................alcoholic beverage
B - x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x S
R H O L ..............................................................................................................................................................alcohol
KHOIVIFM ...............................................................................................................................................alcoholism
K H O R N D ................................................................................................................................. chairman of the board
KHOUR .................................................................................................................................................which
which you
 which you believe
K H U B L D  which you believed
...................................................................................................................................................which you had
................................................................................................................................................. which you have
RHGFB .............................................................................................................which you have been
™ G ^   which you have had
KHUFL ..............................................................................................................................................which you feel
...............................................................................................................................................which you felt
KHUFN .......................................................................................................which you have known
. which you cs 
which you could 
. which you will
J® G JP  ........................................................................................................................................which you would
R E G M ................................................................................................................................................which you mean
......................................................................................................................................................which one
J ® G J L ................................................................................................................................................ which you know
KHUND ..................................................................................................................................which you understand
R E G P ............................................................................................................................................................ checkup
R E G P B G ............................................................................................................................................which you think
™ G ^   which you want
R E U ^ /'D  .................................................................................................................................... which you wanted
.checkups
I ^ R B D
. which you ai 
. which you should
REGRK ................................................................................................................. which you recollect
R E U R K D .................................................................................................................................. which you recollected
REGRL ...........................................................................................................................which you recall
K H U R L D ....................................................................................................................................... which you recalled
RHGRM ........................................................................................................... which you remember
KHURMD ............................................................................................... which you remembered
REGRP ............................................................................................................................................ which you were
R E G S .................................................................................................................................................which you say
R H U T ................................................................................................................................................. which you tell
|MGTS ......................................................................................................................... which you tell us
RI/RI .......................................................................................................................................................... Kentucky
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..................................................................................................................................................................canlbc
......................................................................................................................................................can I believe




SS j - : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : " S I
RIM ..................................................................................................................................................... can I assume
R I N D  can I understand
RINL ........................................................................................................................................................ continental
KINLD ....................................................................................................................................... continental divide
RINT ............................................................................................................................................conflict of interest
RINT ...........................................................................................................................................................continent
KIPT ......................................................................................................................................................... can I want
RIRR  can I recollect
.....................................................................................................................................................can I recall




K L -F K ......................................................................................................................................................classification
K b o ' : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
KL-PBG/K ...................................................................................................................................................... clinical




RLABT ...............................................................................................................................................claimed by the
R E A P ...............................................................................................................................................................classify
RLAFK .......................................................................................................................................................... clavicle
RLAID ................................................................................................................................................. accumulated
R L A I F .................................................................................................................................................................clarify
RLAIFGS .............................................................................................................................................. clarification
RLAIG ................................................................................................................................................ accumulating
R L A I G S ................................................................................................................................................ accumulation
R L A I G S ................................................................................................................................................... coagulation




R L A T T S ..................................................................................................................................................accumulates
K L A K ............................................................................................................................................................. Cadillac
KLAOEFND .............................................................................................................................................Cleveland
K L A O E G T .................................................................................................................................................. collegiate
K LAG EN Z-FT................................................................................................................................................cleanest
R L A G M ..................................................................................................................................................... classroom
R L A G M  cleaning room
KLAGMZ ................................................................................................................................................classrooms
K L A G U ....................................................................................................................................................... conclude
K L A G U G S ................................................................................................................................................ conclusion
K L A G U G S .................................................................................................................................................. occlusion
K L A G U S /IF L ..........................................................................................................................................conclusivefy
RLARL .......................................................................................................................................................collateral
KLAUNT ........................................................................................................callingyour attention to
R L E B ..................................................................................................................................................................celeb
RLEBT ........................................................................................................................................................ celebrity
R L E F L D ......................................................................................................................................................Cleveland
R L E G ........................................................................................................................................................... colleague
RLEGZ .....................................................................................................................................................colleagues
R L E K ................................................................................................................................................................collect
KLEK/STAEICr .............................................................................................................................. cholecystectomy
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K I E R L ..............................................................................................................................................................clerical
K L I G S ...........................................................................................................................................................coalition
R L IM T ............................................................................................................................................... accomplishment
K U N L ..............................................................................................................................................................clinical
K L IN T ................................................................................................................................................................client
KLINTS .......................................................................................................................................................... clients
KUPBG ............................................................................................................................................................clinic
K U P B G Z ...........................................................................................................................................................clinics
K U R B ....................................................................................................................................................... accomplish








K L O ..................................................................................................................................................................enclose
KLO/UR .....................................................................................................................................................enclosure
KLO/URZ ............................................................................................................................................... enclcKures
KLOB ......................................................................................................................................................... close Ity
KLOB ......................................................................................................................................................... close by





K L O E N G ..................................................................................................................................................... cologne
K L O E T H ...........................................................................................................................................................clothe
KLOETHZ .....................................................................................................................................................clothes
K L O G .......................................................................................................................................................... enclosing
K L O I L ..............................................................................................................................................................clitoial
KLOrrs ..........................................................................................................................................................clitoris
K L O N ................................................................................................................................................................ colon
KLONL .........................................................................................................................................................colonel
K L O R .................................................................................................................................................................color
KLORD ........................................................................................................................................................ colored
KLORG ....................................................................................................................................................... coloring




K L O Z ............................................................................................................................................................encloses






KLUP ......................................................................................................................................................... clear up
KM* P B G ...............................................................................................................................Chase Manhattan Bank
KM F ............................................................................................................................................................ comfort
KM-FBL .................................................................................................................................................comfortable
K M -F D ........................................................................................................................................................ comforted
KM F G ....................................................................................................................................................... comforting
K M -FRB L .................................................................................................................................................comfortable
KM-FRT ........................................................................................................................................................comfort
K M -F R T /-D ...............................................................................................................................................comforted
K M -F R T /-G ..............................................................................................................................................comforting
K M -F Z ...........................................................................................................................................................comforts
KM K .......................................................................................................................................................economical
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KM-K/U economically
K M -P /R E T  composition and rhetoric
R M - R ...........................................................................................................................................................consumer
R J J A ^ S  .................................................................................................................................................. comatose
RMAID ..................................................................................................................................................accumulated
.....................................................................................................................   accumulating
R M A IG S .................................................................................................................................................accumulation
RMATT ....................................................................................................................................................accumulate
R M A T T S .................................................................................................................................................. accumulates
RMAN ...................................................................................................................................................... command
RMAN/ER .............................................................................................................................................. commander
R M A N D ...................................................................................................................................................commanded
KMANG • commanding
R M A N Z .....................................................................................................................................................commands
KMAOUD ..............................................................................................................................................comminuted
KMAOUN .................................................................................................................................................. commune
R M A O U N S................................................................................................................................................communist
KMAOUT .............................................................................................................................comminute (pulverize)
R M A T ....................................................................................................................................................... come a time
............................................................................................................................................................ economy
........................................................................................................................................................... economic
R M E K Z ..................................................................................................................................................... economics
KMERBL ...............................................................................................................................................commercial
KMERBL/AOIGS ...................................................................................................................... commercialization
K M E R B L Z ............................................................................................................................................. commercials
................................................................................................................................................................ comet
R M I T .............................................................................................................................................................. commit
R M IT /-D ..................................................................................................................................................... committed
R M IT /-G .................................................................................................................................................... committing






K M U PN S................................................................................................................................................comeuppance





R O ...................................................................................................................................................................... could
K O 'D ..................................................................................................................................................................c.o.d.
K O /H A E B T ......................................................................................................................................................cohabit
RGB .............................................................................................................................................................could be
R G B L .....................................................................................................................................................could believe
ROD ................................................................................................................................................. cash on delivety
K O E /D - F T ............................................................................................................................................ co-defendant
K O E/FIRBT.................................................................................................................................................coefficient
KOE/FIRBTS ...........................................................................................................................................coefficients
K O E /G L A IG S .......................................................................................................................................... coagulation
KOE/GLATT ......................   coagulate
K O E/H A B T ......................................................................................................................................................cohabit
KOE/UGS ...............................  coalition
=  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
K O E B T A G .................................................................................................................................................cohabiting
KOEBTS .  ................................................................................................................................................cohabits




K O E F N Z ........................................................................................................................................................... cozens
KOEFT ..............................................................................................................................................................coast
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coating
K O E J/T A ID ................................................................................................................................................ cogitated
K O E I/T A IG ............................................................................................................................................cogitating
KOEJ/TAIGS ........................................................................................................................................... cogitation
K O E I/T A IT ................................................................................................................................................... cogitate
KOEJ/TAITS ............................................................................................................................................cogitates
.............................................................................................................................................................. cogent
K O E K .....................................................................................................................................................code book





K O E R G S ..................................................................................................................................................... coercion






K O E Z /E N D ................................................................................................................................................. cozened
K O E Z /E N G ................................................................................................................................................. cozening
K O E Z /E N Z ..................................................................................................................................................... cozens
K O F ......................................................................................................................................................... could have
K O F B ............................................................................................................................................could have been
K O F B L D ..................................................................................................................................... could have believed
K O F D ................................................................................................................................................ could have had
K O F L .....................................................................................................................................................could feel
KOFNT ...................................................................................................................................................... covenant
K O F N T S .....................................................................................................................................................covenants
K O F R K D ................................................................................................................................. could have recollected
K O F R L D ......................................................................................................................................could have recalled
K O FR M D  could have remembered
K O F R P .......................................................................................................................................................... cover up
ROG ....................................................................................................................................................... cognizance
K O G T ..........................................................................................................................................................cognizant
R G I ...............................................................................................................................................................company
K O IN /S A ID ...................................................................................................................................................coincide
K O IN D Z ........................................................................................................................................................coincide
K O IN D Z /-D .................................................................................................................................................coincided
K O FN D Z/-G ................................................................................................................................................coinciding
K O IN D Z /-Z ................................................................................................................................................. coincides
KOL/KOL .................................................................................................................................................Colorado
K O L G D Z ..........................................................................................................................................................coddle
ROM ................................................................................................................................................................ come
R O M Æ T ...........................................................................................................................................................comet




K O N /D EM D ............................................................................................................................................. condemned
K O N /D EM G .............................................................................................................................................condemning
RON/DEMGS .................................................................................................................................... condemnation
K O N /D E M G S /-Z .............................................................................................................................. condemnations
K O N /D E M Z ................................................................................................................................................condemns
KON/KON .............................................................................................................................................Connecticut
RON/TENZ-RBS ....................................................................................................................................contentious
K O N/VIBG S................................................................................................................................................conviction
R O N D .............................................................................................................................................could understand
R O N G ........................................................................................................................................................... congress
RONGZAL ..........................................................................................................................................congressional
RO N G /M A N ........................................................................................................................................... congressman
K O N G /M E N ........................................................................................................................................... congressmen
RONGZW IM .......................................................................................................................................congresswomen
RONGZWOM ..................................................................................................................................congresswoman
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..............................................................................................................................................................couldn't
K  ; : : : : : : : : ; : ; ; : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : i Z :  
K Ï  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
E r x x i x x x i x x x x x x x x x x z S
R G R K ................................................................................................................................................... could recollect
R G R L ........................................................................................................................................................ could recall
KORM  could remember
KORNL .......................................................................................................................................................... colonel
R G ^ D  ............................................................................................................................................ corpus delicti
KORPS/DUKT .............................................................................................................................. corpus delicti
KORPr  ............................................................................................................................... corporate
KORPZ .................................................................................................................................................................
K O R S /-D ....................................................................................................................................................correspond




KORT/OJ ................................................................................ court of original jurisdiction
K O RT/O RJ/J-RD ............................................................................................................court of original jurisdiction
K O RT /PA O B L Z  court of appeals
K O S /M E B G T ...............................................................................................................................................cosmetic
R O T H ................................................................................................................................................... cause of death
K O U B ...................................................................................................................................................... could you be
R O U F ...................................................................................................................................................could you have
KOUFPT/-D .........................................................................................................................could you have wanted
R O U L .............................................................................................................................................................. counsel
K O U N ...............................................................................................................................................................counsel
KOUN/SIL ......................................................................................................................................................council
KOUN/SIL/M AN......................................................................................................................................councilman
K O U N /SIU M E N ......................................................................................................................................councilmen
K O UN /SIL/W IM ..................................................................................................................................councilwomen
KOUN/SIL/WOM................................................................................................................................. councilwoman
KOUNL ...................................................................................................................................................... counselor
R O U ^  ......................................................................................................................................................... courage
KOURL ...................................................................................................................................................... counselor
KOURS ........................................................................................................................................................... course
R O U T ................................................................................................................................................................county
.................................................................................................................................................................coccyx
R P 'P S ......................................................................................................................................................... impatience
I?A  ..............................................................................................................................................................capacity
.................................................................................................................................................... compatible
K P A B L T ................................................................................................................................................. compatibility
KPAENGS ........................................................................................................................................... compensation
KPAENT . .
kp a f t /o r ’ !
KPAFT/ORZ 
KPAIBLT capability






C T ^/Y O N
KPAOIGS ...........................................................................................................................................compensation
KPAOIGS/-Z .....................................................................................................................................compensations
K P A O IL ......................................................................................................................................................... compile
R P A Z ........................................................................................................................................................... capacities
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K P E ............................................................................................................................................................ competent
K P E F B ...................................................................................................................................................... competitive
K P E N G S .............................................................................................................................................. compensation
K P E N S ......................................................................................................................................................compensate
K P E N S ......................................................................................................................................................competence
KPENS/-D ...........................................................................................................................................compensated
K P E N T ........................................................................................................................................................competent
K P I G S ..................................................................................................................................................... composition
KPILGS ................................................................................................................................................. compilation
KPIR ........................................................................................................................................................... conspire
K P IR /rO R Z ............................................................................................................................................ conspirators
K P I R S ........................................................................................................................................................ conspiracy
K P IR S /-Z ................................................................................................................................................. conspiracies
KPIRTS .................................................................................................................................................conspirators
K P I R Z ..................................................................................................................................................... conspiracies
KPL- .............................................................................................................................. compel
K P L - D ........................................................................................................................................................ compelled
K P L - G ....................................................................................................................................................... compelling
KPL-Z ............................................................................................................................................................compels
K P L A E .....................................................................................................................................................complacenry
K P L A I ...................................................................................................................................................... complacent
KPLAIN ......................................................................................................................................................complain
K P L A IN T .....................................................................................................................................................complaint




K P L A O E T S ................................................................................................................................................ completes
KPLE ..................................................................................................................................................... complement
K P L E X ............................................................................................................................................................complex
KPLEXGS ..............................................................................................................................................complexion
K P L E Z ................................................................................................................................................... complements
KPLI ......................................................................................................................................................compliment
K P U D ..................................................................................................................................................complimented
K P U G ................................................................................................................................................. complimenting
KPLIRB ...................................................................................................................................................accomplish
KPLIS ....................................................................................................................................................... accomplice









K P O U N D ................................................................................................................................................... compound
KPRAIT .....................................................................................................................................................cooperate










K P R E N S /IF ........................................................................................................................................ comprehensive
K P R E S ..........................................................................................................................................................compress
K P R O M D ...............................................................................................................................................compromised
K P R O M S .................................................................................................................................................compromise
K P R O M Z ...............................................................................................................................
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: : : :  : : x :  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ; : : : : : : : : : 1 % :
sEK;;; '
5 3 % ^ . : : :  : : : : : :  : : : : : : : : : : ......................................................
K PW A TT............................................................................................................
K P W A O IR ............................................................................................................
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  . ' T S
K PW A R S.....................................................................................................................................................embarrass
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
KPWAUS ..................................................................................................................................................... emboss
\ S Z
K P W I ................................................................................................................................................................ empk
K PW IF IT E N S.......................................................................................................................... ambivalence
S - x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x - z S  
K S m  • : : : : : : : : : ; : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : Æ  
K v s - : : :  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
K R '/K R " .....................................................................................................................  cc
............................................................................................................................................................. contract
KR B O S .....................................................................................................................................contraction
R R -G S ......................................................................................................................................... contraction
............................................................................................................................................................. criminal
R R * ^ ............................................................................................................................................................criminals
. court reporting
îS a/krâ' “ ”ca







R R A E G S .................................................................................................................................................accreditation
contrary
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RRAET .........................................................................................................................................................criteria




R R A I N D ............................................................................................................................................contraindicated
RRAINGS ...................................................................................................................................... contraindication
R R A I N L ..........................................................................................................................................................cranial
R R A I N T ..............................................................................................................................................contraindicate
R R A IN T /-D ....................................................................................................................................... contraindicated
KRA1Z/-FT .................................................................................................................................................... craziest
............................................................................................................................................................ courage




K R A O D Z .......................................................................................................................................................... credos
KRAOIFR .................................................................................................................................................car driver
R R A O IF T ...........................................................................................................................................................Christ
R R A O I L ............................................................................................................................................ criminal trial
RRAOIP .................................................................................................................................................chiropractor
....................................................................................................................................................... Chiysler
R R A O r r ...................................................................................................................................... constitutional right
RRAOM ....................................................................................................................................................courtroom
RRAOS ...........................................................................................................................................................across
K R A O U D ............................................................................................................................................................crude
KRAOUGS ............................................................................................................................................ contribution
K R A O G T .................................................................................................................................................... contribute
K R A O U T /D ..............................................................................................................................................contributed
R R A R ............................................. contrary
KRART .................................................................................................................................................contrary to
KRA S/TA O U D ............................................................................................................................................crassitude
K R A T ............................................................................................................................................................accurate
K R A T /L I .....................................................................................................................................................accurately
RRAUK ..................................................................................................................................................... crosswalk
K R E ...................................................................................................................................................................decree




K R E D /-B L T ................................................................................................................................................ credibility
KREF ........................................................................................................................................................... congress
RREFD ......................................................................................................................................... credible evidence
RREFM ................................................................................................................................................ congressmen
K R E K .....................................................................................................................................................credit card
RREKT ......................................................................................................................................................... correct
K R E N /S I .......................................................................................................................................................currency
KREN/SIZ ................................................................................................................................................currencies
KRENL ...................................................................................................................................................... currently
K R E N S ................................................................................................................................................criminal offense
. currency
KRENT .........................................................................................................................................................current
K R E N T S ....................................................................................................................................................... currents
RRENZ .................................................................................................................................................... currencies
R R E R ...............................................................................................................................................................career
R R E R .............................................................................................................................................................. carrier
R R E R B L ...............................................................................................................................................congressional
KRET ................................................................................................................................................................credit
R R I ................................................................................................................................................................. country
KRIF ................................................................................................................................................................ Chris
R R I F L ...............................................................................................................................................................crystal
KRIFL/AOEN ........................................................................................................................................... crystalline
K R IF L G S ...............................................................................................................................................crystallization
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R R IR R ....................................................................................................................................................... Christopher
............................................................................................................................................................ Christian
...................................................................................................................................................... Christians
R R lO S ...................................................................................................................................................... contribution
 contributor negligence






R R * N ...................................................................................................................................................Christian name
KRIP/TAOrrS cryptitis
S I T .  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
RRIS ..................................................................................................................................................................Chris
RRPP ........................................................................................................................................constitutional right
K R O 'N G  correct me if I'm wrong
........................................................................................................................................................corroborate
K R O B G S ............................................................................................................................................... corroboration
R R O D ..................................................................................................................................................... criminal code
RROED .........................................................................................................................................................corrode
K R O E D /-D .................................................................................................................................................. corroded









S  ■ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
K R O IF N T S ................................................................................................................................................. croissants
RROIN ........................................................................................................................................................criterion
R R O L ...............................................................................................................................................................control
RROLG .................................................................................................................................................... controlling
R R O N ............................................................................................................................................................. canyon
R R O N .............................................................................................................................................................. chronic
R R O N ..............................................................................................................................................................coroner
R R O N G  correct me if I am wrong
RRONL .....................................................................................................................................................chronically
RRONS ........................................................................................................................................ coroner’s office
RRONZ ........................................................................................................................................................coroners
KRORD .........................................................................................................................................................corridor
S S m  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
R R O S .................................................................................................................................................................. cross
KROUGD .................................................................................................................................................. crowding
R R O X ............................................................................................................................................ cross examination
K R U B G S .................................................................................................................................................. construction
K R U D ...................................................................................................................................................................crud
R R U F P Z ........................................................................................................................................................ crutches
R R U J .......................................................................................................................................................... encourage
KRUKT ....................................................................................................................................................... construct
R R U L .........................................................................................................................................................contractual
KRUPD ...................................................................................................................................................... corrupted
RR^PG ..................................................................................................................................   corrupting
K R U P G S .....................................................................................................................................................corruption
KRUPL/NOE/WIL .............................................................................................. corruptly, knowingly, and willfully
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 can you believe
............................................................................................................................................................. custody1 you have
custom
Ë E r  : : : : : : :  ! ! i :  i : : ! i i i ! : i : : : : : i : : ! ! !
KUFRB/TUR ............................................................................................................................................ curvature
R ^ B P ..............................................................................................................................................................custom
K U FT/A O ID .............................................................................................................................................. customized
= 1 :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ............
S  : : : ; : : ; : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ; : : : : : ;
R^R* .................................................................................................................................................can you mean
K U M /B E N T ............................................................................................................................................... incumbent
............................................................................................................................................ can you mean to
KUMTS ................................................................................................................................... can you mean to say
............................................................................................................................................................. country
R ^ N D ........................................................................................................................................can you understand
concussion
. country
RJ^PBG ................................................................................................................................................can you think
KUPDZ .................................................................................................................................. couple of days
can you want
K U P T S ................................................................................................................................................. couple of times
R ^ .....................................................................................................................................................................occur
KURBL ........................................................................................................................................................curbline
KURBLT/KURBL curbline to curbline
K U RBT/K U RB........................................................................................................................................curb to curb
R U R D ............................................................................................................................................ custcxfy and care
R U R R ............................................................................................................................................ can you recollect
R U R L  can you recall




R U R S /O R .......................................................................................................................................................... cursor
55 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
m you tell us
.......................................................................................................................................................... « M h
..................................................................................................................................................................request
R ^-D  ......................................................................................................................................................... requested
.............................................................................................................................................................. qualify
R W -R R ..................................................................................................................................................... qualification
: : : : :
RW-R ..............................................................................................................................................................inquire
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K W - T ................................................................................................................................................................ acquit
K W - Z .............................................................................................................................................................requests
K W A E D .........................................................................................................................................................equated
K W A E O ........................................................................................................................................................equating
KWAEGS ................................................................................................................................................... equation
K W A E T .....................................................................................................................................................adequately
K W A E T ...........................................................................................................................................................equate
K W A E T S......................................................................................................................................................... equates
K W A I ............................................................................................................................................................... convey
KWAID ..........................................................................................................................................................confide
K W A IG S .....................................................................................................................................................contagious
KWAÏGS/-NS .....................................................................................................................................contagiousness
KWAIN ..........................................................................................................................................................contain
K W A IN S ....................................................................................................................................................conveyance
KWAIR ....................................................................................................................................................... conveyor
KWAIR ................................................................................................................................................questionnaire
K W A IR Z ...............................................................................................................................................questionnaires
K W A L ............................................................................................................................................................... qualify
K W A U > ........................................................................................................................................................qualified
K W A L G .....................................................................................................................................................qualifying
KWALGS ............................................................................................................................................. qualification
K W A L T ...........................................................................................................................................................quality
K W A L Z ........................................................................................................................................................ qualifies
K W A N T .........................................................................................................................................................quantity
KWAOEN ....................................................................................................................................................convene
KWAOI ...........................................................................................................................................................quite a
K W A O I/E T .........................................................................................................................................................quiet
K W A O IB .....................................................................................................................................................quite a bit
K W A O IF .................................................................................................................................................quite a few
K W A O IFTS...................................................................................................................................... quite a few times
K W A O IL ..................................................................................................................................................quite a while
K W A O U G S..................................................................................................................................................confusion
KWAOUS .....................................................................................................................................................confuse
K W A R M ...............................................................................................................................................quartermaster
K W A R T .............................................................................................................................................................quart
K W A S ................................................................................................................................................................canvas
KWAS/-D ................................................................................................................................................. canvassed
KWAS/-G ................................................................................................................................................ canvassing
K W A S/-Z .......................................................................................................................................................canvasses
K W A T ........................................................................................................................................................... adequate
KWAT/LI ................................................................................................................................................ adequatefy





KWEFBG .........................................................................................................................................question of fact
KWEFK ............................................................................................................................................. question of fact
KWEFKZ  questions of fact
KWEFL ..............................................................................................................................................question of law
K W E F L Z ............................................................................................................................................ questions of law
KWEFT ............................................................................................................................................. question of fact
KWENGS ............................................................................................................................................... convention
K W E R ......................................................................................................................................................... questioner




K W E R T ......................................................................................................................................................... .convert
K W E R T ..........................................................................................................................................................quarter
KWERT/-BL ...........................................................................................................................................convertible
K W E R Z ................................................................................................................................................... questioners
K W E T ..................................................................................................................................................................quiet
K W E X ...............................................................................................................................................................context
K W E Z ...........................................................................................................................................................questions
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R W I .................................................................................................................................................................. inquire
R W I B G S .................................................................................................................................................... conviction
K W IB L ............................................................................................................................................................. quibble
K W IK /-IT ......................................................................................................................................................quickest
R W IK S ......................................................................................................................................................... quicksand
R W IK T ..............................................................................................................................................................convict
KWIKT/-D .................................................................................................................................................convicted




R W IR /I .............................................................................................................................................................. inquiry




K W O E R K ......................................................................................................................................................coworker
R W O I ..........................................................................................................................................................convoy
K W O N G S...............................................................................................................................................confrontation
KWONGS/-Z .................................................................................................................................... confrontations
K W O R K /E R............................................................................................................................................ caseworker
K W O R M ...................................................................................................................................................... conform
R W R -G S ....................................................................................................................................................conversion
K W U L G S ....................................................................................................................................................convulsion
RWULS .......................................................................................................................................................convulse
L * I P .............................................................................................................................................. life insurance policy
L * P B G ............................................................................................................................................................. Lincoln
E - B ..................................................................................................................................................................will be
L-BD ..........................................................................................................................................................liberated
L - B G S ..........................................................................................................................................................liberation






L - B T S ......................................................................................................................................................... liberates
L-DZ .......................................................................................................................................................... left side
L-DZ .................................................................................................................let the record show
L - F .............................................................................................................................................................. will have
L-F ....................................................................................................................................................................willful
L-FB .................................................................................................................................................will have been
L-FD .....................................................................................................................................................will have had
L - F L .............................................................................................................................................................. will feel
L - F L T .........................................................................................................................................let the record reflect
L - F R T ................................................................................................................................................. less fortunate
L - F S ..................................................................................................................................................... all of a sudden
L -R T .............................................................................................................................................................. all of the





L -G T /O R ...................................................................................................................................................... legislator
L-GT/ORZ ................................................................................................................................................ legislators
L -G T /U R .................................................................................................................................................... legislature
L - G T S ........................................................................................................................................................... legislates
L - M ...................................................................................................................................................................almost
L-MT .............................................................................................................................................................element
L -M T /A L ..................................................................................................................................................... elemental
L-MT/RI ................................................................................................................................................... elementary
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L-N/ER ......................................................................................................................................................... listener
L -N /E R Z .....................................................................................................................................................listeners






: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
L-NS/-D .....................................................................................................................................................licensed
L -N S D .............................................................................................................................................................licensed
L-NZ ................................................................................................................................................................listens
L-PT .........................................................................................................................................................will want
L - R ................................................................................................................................................................ already
E-RB ..............................................................................................................................................................will she
L-RD .............................................................................................................................................................. already
B-RK .............................................................................................................................................. will recollect
L-RL .........................................................................................................................................................will recall
E - R M ................................................................................................................................................will remember
...............................................................................................................................................................larceity
^ R T  .........................................................................................................................................................all right
.................................................................................................................................................... all right, sir
.................................................................................................................................................................. will the
BA/l a  .................................................................................................................................................... Louisiana
LABGS ...............................................................................legal and constitutional rights
L A B G T S  legal and constitutional rights
L A B T ......................................................................................................................................................... laboratory
L A E D ................................................................................................................................................................... lady
LAERD ...................................................................................................................................................... lacerated





L A E T ................................................................................................................................................................. latter
B A E Z ....................................................................................................................................................................lazy
BAFK/LAFK ................................................................................................................................................. Alaska
L A F L ........................................................................................................................................................ land value
B A F N .........................................................................................................................................................last name
B A F N .........................................................................................................................................................Laughlin
LAFN/LAFN ......................................................................................................Las Vegas, Nevada
L A F R B D Z ................................................................................................................................................ larvacide
L A F R B D Z ................................................................................................................................................... larvicide
B A F R G S ..................................................................................................................................................... laceration
BAFRT .........................................................................................................................................................lacerate
BAFS .........................................................................................................................................................Las Vegas
b a f t .................................................................................................................................................................... last
BAIB ..................................................................................................................................................................labor
B A IB S ...........................................................................................................................................................laborious
BAIG ........................................................................................................................................ ladles and gentlemen
BAU ............................................................................. ladies and gentlemen of the jury
B A I M ......................................................................................................................................................... last time
BAING ........................................................................................................................................................... length
BAING .......................................................................................................................................... Los Angeles
BAIRT .............................................................................................................................................................. later
B A IT /.F T .............................................................................................................................................................latest
BATIH ..............................................................................................................................................................lathe
BAM/-P ............................................................................................................................................................. lamp
b a n  .................................................................................................................................................................. alien
b a n t ...............................................................................................................................................................litigant
b a n t s  .........................................................................................................................................................litigants
b a g  ....................................................................................................................................... leave of absence
B A G D .............................................................................................................................................................. Laredo
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L A O E F R .......................................................................................................................................................... liesuic
i ^ O E G D ......................................................................................................................................................... leading
L A O E G S ........................................................................................................................................................... lesion
L A O E R T .............................................................................................................................................................. liter
B A O F  lots of
......................................................................................................................................................... looting
LAOIBL ............................................................................................................................................................liable
L A O IB L T ......................................................................................................................................................... liability
L A O IF N S........................................................................................................................................................ license
......................................................................................................................................................... lighting
L A O IL G T S ...................................................................................................................................................... lightly
L A O I P ..........................................................................................................................................................like that
L A O I P ............................................................................................................................................................. lineup
LAOIPZ ......................................................................................................................................................... lineups
L A O I T .................................................................................................................................................................. light







L A O U N T ..................................................................................................................................................... lieutenant
LAOUNTS ...............................................................................................................................................lieutenants
LAP/ROEMT .......................................................................................................................................... laparotomy
B A R L ..............................................................................................................................................................lateral
B A R L /L I ........................................................................................................................................................lateralfy
b a r n ..................................................................................................................................................... larger than
BARNT ................................................................................................................................larger than the
b a r s  ..........................................................................................................................................................larceny
B A R T ..............................................................................................................................................................latter
B A R T S .............................................................................................................................................. inalienable rights
B A S ............................................................................................................................................................. Las Vegas
L A S /L A S .................................................................................................................................................... Las Vegas
LAS/RAIT ....................................................................................................................................................lacerate
L A U /F L I .........................................................................................................................................................lawfully
LAUFD ............................................................................................................................................ law of evidence
BAUFL ........................................................................................................................................................... lawful
LAUFL/BI .................................................................................................................................................... lawfully
L A U FR N L G ......................................................................................................................................................launch
BAUFT ..........................................................................................................................................................lawsuit
LAUFTS ........................................................................................................................................................ lawsuits
BAUS .............................................................................................................................................................. law is
BAUS .............................................................................................................................................................. lawsuit
B A U T .............................................................................................................................................................. lawsuit
B A U T S .............................................................................................................................................................lawsuits
b a x /l a x  ......................................................................................................... Los Angeles International Airport
BE ...................................................................................................................................................................will he
B E B G ........................................................................................................................................................ legal cause
B E D Z ........................................................................................................................................let the record show
B E F ..................................................................................................................................................................... leave
L E F L T ........................................................................................................................................let the record reflect
BEGS ......................................................................................................................................................... legislation
BEGT ............................................................................................................................................................ legislate
B E G T ............................................................................................................................................................... letting
B E G T /-D ......................................................................................................................................................legislated
B E G T /-G .....................................................................................................................................................legislating
B E G Z ................................................................................................................................................................... legs
L E I ................................................................................................................................................................... legible
L E J/-B L T ....................................................................................................................................................... legibility
LEJT ............................................................................................................................................................ legibility
L E K .................................................................................................................................................................. electric
L E K /L ...........................................................................................................................................................electrical
L E K /L I ........................................................................................................................................................ electrically
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LEK/SGRAM ......................................................................................................................... electroencephalogram
L E IV T U R S ................................................................................................................................................lecturShip
BEL ................................................................................................................................................................... legal
L E L /IF M .........................................................................................................................................................legalism
LEL/U ■ ••
............................................................................................................................................................... legality
b elts  ........................................................................................................................................................legalities
B E L Z .............................................................................................................................................................. .legalize
E E M T ..........................................................................................................................................................element
b e n  .......................................................................................................................................................... less than
Îæ r ° ^ .  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ' % r




b e r k ...................................................................................................................................................... letter quality
LBR ........................................................................................................................................................... electronic
BEX/BI ................................................................................................................................................. electronically
B E X D .........................................................................................................................................................Alexandria
BIBL ....................................................................................................................................................................libel
B I F ......................................................................................................................................................................... live
BIFN .................................................................................................................................................................. listen
B IF N S  life insurance
BIFP ..................................................................................................................................................................... lisp





L IG /-M T ......................................................................................................................................................ligament
B I G D .......................................................................................................................................................... litigated
BIGS .............................................................................................................................................................litigation
U G S / - Z ...................................................................................................................................................... litigations
................................................................................................................................................................litigant
B I G T ................................................................................................................................................................litigate
B IG T S .......................................................................................................................................................... litigants
B IG T S .......................................................................................................................................................... litigates
B I G Z .............................................................................................................................................................. litigates
H L ....................................................................................................................................................................eligible
RBT ............................................................................................................................................................eligibility
U K W I D .............................................................................................................................................................liquid
L I K /W r r ......................................................................................................................................................... liquidity
L IM /N A IG S............................................................................................................................................... elimination
LIM/NAIT .................................................................................................................................................. eliminate
B I M D ............................................................................................................................................................... limited
BIMGS .......................................................................................................................................................limitation
L1MGS/-Z .................................................................................................................................................limitations
B I M T .............................................................................................................................................................ligament
B I M T ................................................................................................................................................................... limit
U M T S ..................................................................................................................................................................limits
L I P B L G ......................................................................................................................................................like this
BIRK .................................................................................................................................................................liquor
B IR R S ........................................................................................................................................................ liquor store
BITS ......................................................................................................................................................... legal rights
B O ................................................................................................................................................................. although
BOBLG ............................................................................................................................................................logical
.   low resolution
 low resolution
................................................................................................................................................location
B O E K /A B T ...................................................................................................................................................... locality
BOEKT .............................................................................................................................................................locate
B O E M .............................................................................................................................................................. alimotiy
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LOEMZ .....................................................................................................................................................alimonies
B O E R ............................................................................  lower
BOERT .................................................................................................................................................. lower court
BOERTS ................................................................................................................................................ lower courts
BOETH .......................................................................................................................................................... loathe
B O P .......................................................................................................................................................................love







“ If ■ “ S
B O I F B  olive branch
B O I F L  olive oil
L O I F Z ................................................................................................................................................................olives
BOIG ............................................................................................................................................................ litigator
B O I G Z ...........................................................................................................................................................litigators
BOIK .......................................................................................................................................................Little Rock
................................................................................................................................................................. loyal









BORS  let the record show
BORT .......................................................................................................................................................... low court
L O R T S .........................................................................................................................................................low courts
B O U N ........................................................................................................................................................Allentown
BOUN/-J ......................................................................................................................................................... lounge
LOURT .................................................................................................................................................. lower court
L O U R T S .................................................................................................................................................lower courts
BBI .............................................................................................................................................................. will you
B U B .................................................................................................................................................................. lumbar
BUBL .................................................................................................................................................will you believe
BUFL  will you feel
BUFR  .will you ever
LUFRNLG .......................................................................................................................................................lunch
b u g  ..................................................................................................................................... leading and suggestive
b u n  will you know
B U N /-J ................................................................................................................................................................ lunge
b u n d  will you understand
L U N G ..................................................................................................................................................................lung
LUNGZ ............................................................................................................................................................lungs
B U P  will you please
LUPBG ...............................................................................................................................................will you think
BUPS ..................................................................................................................................................will you please
L U P T S  will you please tell us
B U R B S ............................................................................................................................................................ luscious
LURBZ .......................................................................................................................................................... lushes
B U R K .............................................................................................................................................. will you recollect
B U R B  will you recall
B U R M ...........................................................................................................................................will you remember
b u r n .............................................................................................................................................. will Your Honor
B U S  will you say
B U S /IF .............................................................................................................................................................. elusive
b u t  will you tell
b u t s  .................................................................................................................................................. will you tell us
M * D ..................................................................................................................................................................... M.D.
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M - D Z ..........................................................................................................................................may the record show
M - D Z .......................................................................................................................................................merchandise
M - D Z ....................................................................................................................................................misdemeanors
M -D Z /-D ................................................................................................................................................ merchandised
M -D Z /-G ...............................................................................................................................................merchandising
M -D Z /-Z .................................................................................................................................................merchandises
M-DZ/ER ............................................................................................................................................merchandiser
M -D Z /E R Z ...................................................................................................................................  . merchandisers
M - F ........................................................................................................................................................... manufacture
M - F D .....................................................................................................................................................manufactured
M - F G ................................................................................................................................................... manufacturing
M - F L ................................................................................................................................................................ myself
M-FLT  may the record reflect
M - F R .....................................................................................................................................................manufacturer
M-FRZ ............................................................................................................................................... manufacturers
M - F T .............................................................................................................................................................. mistrial
M - F Z .....................................................................................................................................................manufactures
M-G .............................................................................................................................................................. manage
M -G /-B L ................................................................................................................................................... manageable
M-G/-0  managing
M -G /-M T ..................................................................................................................................................management
M -G /-M T Z ............................................................................................................................................managements
M - G /A L ...................................................................................................  managerial
M - G /E R .........................................................................................................................................................manager
M - G D ............................................................................................................................................................ managed
M - G T ..................................................  management
M - G Z .............................................................................................................................................................manages
M J .............................................................................................................................................................. emergency
M-K ............................................................................................................................................................mechanic
M-K .................................................................................................................................................municipal code
M - K S .......................................................................................................................................municipal code section
M - L ...................................................................................................................................................................medical
M - L ....................................................................................................................................................................million
M -L /M -D .............................................................................................................................................medical doctor
M - L D .................................................................................................................................................million dollars
M - M T .......................................................................................................................................................... millimeter
M-N ................................................................................................................................................................money
M - N L .............................................................................................................................................................. alimony
M - N T ............................................................................................................................................................... minute
M-PS ......................................................................................................................................................... impatience
M - P T ............................................................................................................................................................impatient
M - R B ..............................................................................................................................................................machine
M - R G .............................................................................................................................................................manager
M - R N .......................................................................................................................................................... machinery
M RS ................................................................................................................................................................... Mrs.
M - S ........................................................................................................................................................................Miss
M-Z .....................................................................................................................................................................Ms.
M A /L IR B S ...................................................................................................................................................malicious
M A /M A ............................................................................................................................................... Massachusetts
MAE ..................................................................................................................................................... misdemeanor
M A E F K ..........................................................................................................................................................mistake
MAEFKZ ....................................................................................................................................................mistakes
M A E F N ........................................................................................................................................................mistaken
MAEFRT ................................................................................................................................. malice aforethought
MAEFT ......................................................................................................................................malice aforethought
MAEG ...........................................................................................................................................................making
M A E K .................................................................................................................................................................. make
M A E K Z ............................................................................................................................................................ makes
M A E L ...................................................................................................................................................................male
M A B L G T S .........................................................................................................................................................metal
MAELS .......................................................................................................................................................malleolus
MAEM ...........................................................................................................................................................madam
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M A E M ..............................................................................................................................................................Miami
..............................................................................................................................................................amend
M A E N .......................................................................................................................................................... maintain
......................................................................................................................................................... amend
................................................................................................................................................... messenger
M A E N L T ................................................................................................................................................. amendment
M A E R ...............................................................................................................................................................many




M A E R G /-B L T ................................................................................................................................... marriageability
......................................................................................................................................................marriage
=  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ; : : : : -
K : : : : : : : : ; : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :"'S£
MAFKT .........................................................................................................................................matter of fact
M A F L .....................................................................................................................................................masculine
M A F R ..............................................................................................................................................................master
MAFRJ....................................................................................................................................................Master Charge
M A F R L G ........................................................................................................................................................ mangle
M A F R P B ..........................................................................................................................................................March
m a g  ............................................................................................................................................................imagine
M A G /-B L ...................................................................................................................................................imaginable
MAG/-G ................................................................................................................................................ imagining
M A G /N E B G T .............................................................................................................................................magnetic
MAG/RI ................................................................................................................................................ imagnary
M A G /n F ..................................................................................................................................................imaginative
M AG/nFL ....................................................................................................................................... imaginatively
M A G D ..........................................................................................................................................................imagined
m a g s ......................................................................................................................................................imagination
M A G T .......................................................................................................................................................... magnetic
M A G Z ...........................................................................................................................................................imagines
M A I ...................................................................................................................................................................... May
M A I /B ............................................................................................................................................................. may be
M A I/M A I ..........................................................................................................................................................Maine
MAIB .............................................................................................................................................................. maybe
MAIF ......................................................................................................................................................... may have
M A IF B ...............................................................................................................................................may have been
M A IF R J S ......................................................................................................................................................... mange
M A I F T .........................................................................................................................................malice aforethought
M A I F T ................................................................................................................................................ may have the
M A IG S .........................................................................................................................................................mitigation
MAH ...............................................................................................................................................................major
MAD/ORT .................................................................................................................................................. majority
M A I I T ........................................................................................................................................................... majority
M AIK/KM EKZ..................................................................................................................................microeconomics
M A IN /FR A IM ..........................................................................................................................................mainframe
M A IN S ......................................................................................................................................................Main Street
MAIF ................................................................................................................................................ may it please
M A IP K .....................................................................................................................................may it please the court
M A I F T ............................................................................................................................................may it please the
M A IR /N E R ................................................................................................................................................... mariner
MAIRG ......................................................................................................................................................marriage
M A I R I .......................................................................................................................................................... marriage
MAIRN manjuana
M A IR P  may I respectfully
MAIX .............................................................................................................................................................. matrix
M A K /K M E K Z .................................................................................................................................macroeconomics
MAIVIRBS .................................................................................................................................................malicious
M A L/TRA G EM T................................................................................................................................. maltreatment
MALGS .....................................................................................................................................................malicious
MALGS/LI .............................................................................................................................................. maliciously
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M A L S ................................................................................................................................................................malice
M A LS/-RBS.................................................................................................................................................. malicious
M A L S/S H -N S.......................................................................................................................................maliciousness
m a m ............................................................................................................................................................... ma’am
M A N /FE FD ..............................................................................................................................................manifested
M A N /FE F G ..............................................................................................................................................manifesting
M A N /F E F T ................................................................................................................................................... manifest
M A N /F E F Z ..................................................................................................................................................manifests
M A N /H A N ............................................................................................................................................Manhattan
m a n s .................................................................................................................................................... manslaughter
MAOD/-M ..................................................................................................................................................... modem
M A O E D .....................................................................................................................................................immediate
M A O E D /U ..............................................................................................................................................immediately
M A O E D /S O L ...............................................................................................................................medium resolution
MAOEGT .................................................................................................................................................... meeting




MAOES ................................................................................................................................................ Middle East
MAOFBL ................................................................................................................................................ moveable
M A O F K .........................................................................................................................................................mistook
MAOFMS ........................................................................................................................................move to dismiss
M A O I ................................................................................................................................................................... May





M A O IL G ..................................................................................................................................................... milligram
MAOIM/MAOIM..............................................................................................................................................Miami
MAOIN/ORT ...............................................................................................................................................minority
M A O IR N ............................................................................................................................................................minor
MAOK .............................................................................................................................................................amok
M A O M S  motion to dismiss
M A O P ...............................................................................................................................................................Moapa
MAOU .....................................................................................................................................................make out
MAOUFK ........................................................................................................................................................music
M A O U F P L ......................................................................................................................................................mutual
M A O U N ........................................................................................................................................................ immune
M A O U N G S........................................................................................................................................... immunization
m a r  ................................................................................................................................................................March
MARBS ...................................................................................................................................................... malicious
M A R D Z ...................................................................................................................................................... matricide
M A R K D ......................................................................................................................................................... marked
M A R K T .......................................................................................................................................................... market
MARKT/-BL ...........................................................................................................................................marketable
M A RK T/-BLT ........................................................................................................................................marketability




M A R K T S..................................................................................................  markets
M A R T /-D Z .................................................................................................................................................mariticide
MAS/KUNT ...........................................................................................................................................masculinity
MAS/MAS .......................................................................................................................................... Massachusetts
m a t h  ..............................................................................................................................................................math
M A I H Z ..................................................................................................................................................mathematics
m a u l  ............................................................................................................................................matter of law
MAUR .....................................................................................................................................................make sure
MAURI ..............................................................................................................................................Master Charge
m e /m e  ........................................................................................................................................................... Maine
MEB .............................................................................................................................................................member
M E B /-R B P ............................................................................................................................................. membership
M E B S ...................................................................................................................................................... membership
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MEBS/-Z ..........................................................................................................................memberships
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
..........................................................................................................................................................Memphis
m e g s .......................................................................................................................................................medication
M E J ..............................................................................................................................................members of the jury
..........................................................................................................................................................mechanic
M E K /A L .................................................................................................................................................. mechanical
MEK/ALZ .............................................................................................................................................mechanicals
M B K /L .......................................................................................................................................................mechanical
MEK/U ................................................................................................................................................mechanicaify
M E K Z ........................................................................................................................................................ mechanics
MEL ............................................................................................................................................................ medical
m e l d ............................................................................................................................................................ medical
M E L G D Z ........................................................................................................................................................ meddle
M E L G T S ..........................................................................................................................................................mettle
MEM ......................................................................................................................................................memoranda
M E M /D A .................................................................................................................................................memoranda
M E M /D U M ..........................................................................................................................................memorandum
M E N /-JT S ....................................................................................................................................................meningitis
MEN/JAOITS ...........................................................................................................................................meningitis
M E N G ........................................................................................................................................................ messenger
MENGZ ..................................................................................................................................................messengers
m e n s .......................................................................................................................................................... medicine
M E N T A L ......................................................................................................................................................... mental
M E R D ..........................................................................................................................................................murderer
MBRJ .................................................................................................................................members of the jury
 ...................................................................................................................................................... America
M E R K /R I....................................................................................................................................................... mercury




ME I ' H .............................................................................................................................................................method
MEIH / K A L .............................................................................................................................................. methodical
METH/K A L /L I ....................................................................................................................................... methodically





MEXS/MEXS ....................................................................................................................................... Mexico City
MEZ ........................................................................................................................................................... measure
M I B  might be
MIBL ....................................................................................................................................................admiss '
MID/NAIM ....................................................................................................................................... middle ni
MIFG .............................................................................................................................................................missing
M I F G S .................................................................................................................................marked for identification
MIFK ............................................................................................................................................................ mistake
M IF K Z ...........................................................................................................................................................mistakes





M I G ............................................................................................................................................................. mitigating
M I G D ..........................................................................................................................................................mitigated
MIGT ........................................................................................................................................................... mitigate
M IG T A G .................................................................................................................................................... mitigating
MIGTAGS ............................................................................................................................................... mitigation
M IG T S .......................................................................................................................................................... mitigates
M U T S ............................................................................................................................................................ midgets
M I X ..................................................................................................................................................................myopic
M IK /K PA O U T ................................................................................................................................... microcomputer
MIK/KPAOUTS .............................................................................................................................microcomputers
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' : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :"'“3
^5 ? .............................................................................................................................................................. military
.................................................................................................................................................may I assume




' : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
...................................................................................................................................................... manipulated





™ - D  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  
= 3  : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
MIRBL ............................................................................................................................................ middle initial
. admonishes
M IR K T S .........................................................................................................................................am I correct to say





M IS/B H A IF.................................................................................................................................................misbehave
MISÆHA1FD ..........................................................................................................................................misbehaved
s r .  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  Z S
: m = %
MIS/M-GT ........................................................................................................
M IS /M -G Z .............................................................................MIS/MIS.................................. ..........................
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............................................................................................................................... misunderstanding
M IS/N -R S /-G Z ..............................................................................................................................misunderstandings
M IS/N-RS/-Z.......................................................................................................................................misunderstands






MIS/ST AI M T S .....................................................................................................................................misstatements
MIS/TRAOEMT ..................................................................................................................................mistreatment
M IS/TRAO EM TS................................................................................................................................ mistreatments
M IS/TR A O ET/-D ......................................................................................................................................mistreated
.............................................................
- ...............................................................................................................................................................month
m o /m o  .......................................................................................................................................................Missouri
 money or property
MOE .............................................................................................................................................................. motive
M O E /T IF ..........................................................................................................................................................motive
MOED/KUM .............................................................................................................................................modicum





M O E F M S........................................................................................................................................... move to dismiss
MOELGTS .......................................................................................................................................................motel
M O E M ............................................................................................................................................................. modem
MOEMS ........................................................................................................................motion to dismiss
M O E R ............................................................................................................................................................. mother
M O E R L S ................................................................................................................................................. more or less
M O E R N L ..............................................................................................................................................mother-in-law
M O E R T H .........................................................................................................................................................mother
M O ^ Z /A I K .....................................................................................................................................................mosaic
M O F B ...............................................................................................................................................................motive
M O F R ..................................................................................................................................................military officer
M O FR N G ............................................................................................................................................................monk
M o r e ........................................................................................................................................................main office
..................................................................................................................................................... month ago
M O G Z .......................................................................................................................................................months ago
M O I B G S .............................................................................................................................marked for identification




M O I F G S .................................................................................................................................................modification
M O IF K ............................................................................................................................................................ mistook
M O IF Z ........................................................................................................................................................... modifies
M O I O .......................................................................................................................................................... milligram
M O IG S ..................................................................................................................................................... modification
M O I K ........................................................................................................................................................motorcycle
M O I M .........................................................................................................................................................more time




M O N /P L I..................................................................................................................................................... monopoly
MON/PLIZ ..............................................................................................................................................monopolies
MON/TER ................................................................................................................................................... monitor
m o n o .............................................................................................................................................................. among
M O N T /M O N T .............................................................................................................................................Montana
MOR/ALT ...................................................................................................................................................morality
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M O R G S ...................................................................................................................................................... mortician
M O R L .................................................................................................................................................................moral
MORL/AOIZ ...............................................................................................................................................moralize
M O R L /A O IZ /-D ........................................................................................................................................moralized
M O R IV A O IZ /-G .......................................................................................................................................moralizing
MORL/AOIZ/-GZ ................................................................................................................................. moralizing:
MORIVAOIZ / - Z ........................................................................................................................................ moralizes
M O R L /IF T .................................................................................................................................................... moralist
MORL/LI ..................................................................................................................................................... morally
M O R I Z ...........................................................................................................................................................morals
M O R L Z /-Z ...................................................................................................................................................moralists
m o r t ........................................................................................................................................................... mortgage
MORT/AL .......................................................................................................................................................m % l
M O R T /A L T ...................................................................................................................................................mortality
MORT/ALTS ........................................................................................................................................... mortalities
MORTS .......................................................................................................................................................mortieian
m o t s .........................................................................................................................................................motorcycle
..............................................................................................................................................................amount
MOUD ......................................................................................................................................................amounted
MOUG ................................................................................................................   amounting
M O U R T   municipal court
MOUT ..........................................................................................................................................................mother
MOUTH/MOUTH ................................................................................................................. mouth to mouth
M O U TH/M OU TH S................................................................................................... mouth-to mouth resuscitation
MOUZ ........................................................................................................................................................amounts
MOX ................................................................................................................................................ motor vehicle
MOZ .............................................................................................................................................................. months
MR F ................................................................................................................................................ Mr. Foreman
MR-FP .................................................................................................................................................Mr. Speaker
M R - F P L ............................................................................................................................................Mr. Chairman
MR PT ............................................................................................................................................Mr. President
MR-PZ ............................................................................................................................................Mr. President
MR-S ...................................................................................................................................................................Mrs.
M R A E L ...........................................................................................................................................................morale
M R A L .................................................................................................................................................................moral
M R A L ............................................................................................................................................................... morale
M R A L Z ......................................................................................................................................................... morales
MRAOEN ......................................................................................................................................................marine
M R A O E N Z .....................................................................................................................................................marines
M R A O IL .................................................................................................................................................murder trial
M R A Z ......................................................................................................................................................... Mesdames
M R E A L .......................................................................................................................................................Montreal
M R E L .............................................................................................................................................................. mineral
M R O E ............................................................................................................................................................. Monroe
M R O F R .......................................................................................................................................................moreover
MROIL ........................................................................................................................................................ immoral
MROIL/LI ................................................................................................................................................. immorally
M R O N /I .................................................................................................................................................... matrimony
MROR ........................................................................................................................................................... mirror
m u b s
M U F B .................................................................................................................................................must have been
M U F D ................................................................................................................................................... must have had
M U F K .................................................................................................................................................................music
M U F L ............................................................................................................................................................... muscle
M U F N ....................................................................................................................................................must have not
M U F R ...........................................................................................................................................................maneuver
M U F R D .................................................................................................................................................. maneuvered
MUFRG ........................................................................................................................................
MUFRNLG ...................................................................................................................................
M U F R Z .....................................................................................................................................................maneuvers
M U K T ................................................................................................................................................. municipal court
m u l t ............................................................................................................................................................. multiple
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m u m  ...................................................................................................................................................memorandum
MUN ......................................................................................................................................................... must not
M U N G .............................................................................................................................................................among
M U R D .............................................................................................................................................................murder
M U R D /R E S ............................................................................................................................................murderess
MURDZ .......................................................................................................................................................murders
M U R J  members of the jury
M U R K ........................................................................................................................................................... Mercuiy
MUS .......................................................................................................................................................manuscript
MUZ ......................................................................................................................................................manuscripts
N ' T ..................................................................................................................................................... notary public
N - B ...........................................................................................................................................................northbound
N - B .............................................................................................................................................................notebook
N - B ................................................................................................................................................................. number
N-BZ ..........................................................................................  notebooks
N-D/N-D .............................................................................................................................................. North Dakota
N-DZ ................................................................................................................................................................inside
N - F ...................................................................................................................................................................inform
N-FD ....................................................................................................................................................... inevidenee
N - F G S ...................................................................................................................................................... information
N-FK ..............................................................................................................................................................in fact
N-FL ...........................................................................................................................................................envelope
N -F P B G S ............................................................................................................................................ in which case
N - F P D  in which direction
N - F P T  in which the
N-FR ................................................................................................................................................................. infer
N-FR ...........................................................................................................................................................informer
N -F R /O R ........................................................................................................................................................ inferior
N -F R M ............................................................................................................................................................... infirm
N-FRNS .....................................................................................................................................................inference
N-FRNT ....................................................................................................................................................in front
N - F R Z ......................................................................................................................................................... informers
N - G ............................................................................................................................................................. not guilty
N-GS ................................................................................................................................................... in connection
N-GT ......................................................................................................................................................... not guilty
N J / N - J .......................................................................................................................................................New Jersey
N - K  in connection
N - K .................................................................................................................................................................. income
N -K /- G .......................................................................................................................................................... incoming
N-K/N-K ............................................................................................................................................North Carolina
N-KZ ............................................................................................................................................................incomes
N - L ...................................................................................................................................................................... until
N-LG ...........................................................................................................................................................unwilling
N-LT .........................................................................................................................................................until the
N -M /N -M .................................................................................................................................................New Mexico
N-MT ............................................................................................................................................... in the meantime








N -P G S /-Z ...................................................................................................................................................inspections
N-PT ...........................................................................................................................................................inpatient
N - R .................................................................................................................................................................... under
N -R /F -N D ............................................................................................................................................ underfinanced
N-R/GO .......................................................................................................................................................undergo
N -R /G O G .................................................................................................................................................. undergoing
N -R /M A O IN ...............................................................................................................................................undermine
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N -R /M A O IN D .........................................................................................................................................undermined
N -R /M A O IN G ........................................................................................................................................ undermining
N -R /M A O IN Z ..........................................................................................................................................undermines
N-R/SAIM/SIMS .................................. under the same or similar circumstances
N -R /SA IM S.................................................................................................................under the same circumstances
N-R/SIM/SAIMS .................................. under the similar or same circumstances
N-R/SIMS ............................................................................................................ under the similar circumstances
N-R/STAIMT ................................................................................................................................... understatement
N -R /ST A T T ................................................................................................................................................ understate
N-R/STATTAG........................................................................................................................................ understating
N-R/STATTS .......................................................................................................................................... understates
N -R /V E L ................................................................................................................................................underdevelop
N -R /V E L D ....................................................................................................................................... underdeveloped
N -R /V E L G ...................................................................................................................................... underdeveloping
N -R /V E L Z ..........................................................................................................................................underdevelops
N -R /V E M T ...................................................................................................................................underdevelopment





N - R D ........................................................................................................................................................understood
N - R G ............................................................................................................................................................... energy
N-KJ ............................................................................................................................................................... energy
N-RJ/IK .......................................................................................................................................................energetic
N - R J Z .............................................................................................................................................................energies
N - R K ........................................................................................................................................................ undercover
N -R K /N -R K ........................................................................................................................................ North Carolina






N -R S /B L .............................................................................................................................................understandable
N -R S/B L I............................................................................................................................................. understandably
N-RT ................................................................................................................................................ inalienable right
N-RT  under the
N -R T S .............................................................................................................................................. inalienable rights
N-TS ................................................................................................................................................................ notice
N - X ................................................................................................................................................. in connection with
N - X  income tax
......................................................................................................................................................................in his
NAB/SEN/SHA .......................................................................................................................................in absentia
NABGS ....................................................................................................................................................in that case
NAD ......................................................................................................................................................... in addition
N A D /V E R L ............................................................................................................................................ inadvertently
NAD/VERNS ........................................................................................................................................ inadvertence
H A D /V E R T ...............................................................................................................................................inadvertent




N A E K ......................................................................................................................................................... in any case
N A E M ............................................................................................................................................................ anatooty
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NAERBL nationally
nationally
N A F  and a half
NAFNT .................................................................................................................................................in an event
N A F F S .......................................................................................................................................................inasmuchas
NAFT/MOFS ........................................................................................................................................ anastomosis
N A F T S .................................................................................................................................................. in and of itself
NAIBGS ........................................................................................................................................................ inaca_
N A IB L .............................................................................................................................................................. enable
........................................................................................................................................................enabled
N A I B L G ....................................................................................................................................................... enabling
NAIBLT ........................................................................................................................................................unable to
N A IB L T S............................................................................................................................................ unable to say
N A I F P ...............................................................................................................................................................nature
NAIK ............................................................................................................................................................inacase
NAIMT ............................................................................................................................................ in a moment
NATT ...............................................................................................................................................................nation
N A K ..........................................................................................................................................................in that case
NAKS .................................................................................................................................................in accordance
NAKS .................................................................................................................................................in that action
N A L .................................................................................................................................................................. natural
NAL/AOIZ ................................................................................................................................................ naturalize
N A 1 /A O IZ /-D ........................................................................................................................................naturalized
.......................................................................................................................................................naturally
N A L /Z A IG S.......................................................................................................................................... naturalization
NALS .............................................................................................................................................................anafysis
NALT ..........................................................................................................................................................naturalist
N A L T /IK .................................................................................................................................................naturalistic
N A L T S ..................................................................................................................................................... naturalists
N A L Z ............................................................................................................................................................analyses
N A L Z ............................................................................................................................................................ naturals
N A M T .................................................................................................................................................in that moment
NAN ..................................................................................................................................................... unanimous
N A N /S E K D ............................................................................................................................................. nanosecond
N A N L ..................................................................................................................................................... unanimously
n a n s   in answer




N A O E F T ......................................................................................................................................................... naivete
N A O E G D ........................................................................................................................................................needing
NAOEK ..........................................................................................................................................................unique
NAOELGDZ ................................................................................................................................................. needle
N A O E L G T S.......................................................................................................................................................neatly
N A O E L K ....................................................................................................................................................... uniquely
N A O E R /-F T .................................................................................................................................................... nearest
NAOERTH .....................................................................................................................................................neither
N A O E T H .................................................................................................................................................. underneath
N A O F ..................................................................................................................................................... on and off
N A O I D S ...............................................................................................................................................United States
NAOIFT .........................................................................................................................................................naivete
N A O IL G T S ..................................................................................................................................................... nightly
NAOIM ........................................................................................................................................................anytime
NAOIM ......................................................................................................................................................... in time
N A O I P ........................................................................................................................................... anything like that
N A O I T .................................................................................................................................................................night
N A O L /JA ......................................................................................................................................................neuralgia
NAOLG .....................................................................................................................................................neurology
NAOND ........................................................................................................................................on the other hand
N A O R B Z ..................................................................................................................................none of their business
N A O R L G .....................................................................................................................................................neurology
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NAORMS .................................................................................................................................................numerous









N A O U R L G .................................................................................................................................................neurology
NAGURLGAFT ..................................................................................................................................... neurologist
N A OU RLG /K A L.................................................................................................................................... neurological
NAOURS/IHAOEN ..........................................................................................................................neurasthenia
N A O U T ..........................................................................................................................................................annuity
NARBL .........................................................................................................................................................national
N A R D .........................................................................................................................................................northward
N A R L .............................................................................................................................................................. natural
N A R P ................................................................................................................................................... in that respect
NAT .............................................................................................................................................................national
n a t / M B ........................................................................................................................................................anatomy
NAU ..................................................................................................................................................................gnaw
N A U F ............................................................................................................................................................in and of
NAUFD .......................................................................................................................................... into the evidence
N A U F K T .................................................................................................................................................. unlawful act
NAUFKTS ............................................................................................................................................unlawful acts
NAUFL ........................................................................................................................................................unlawful
NAUFT ................................................................................................................................................ nature of the
N A U F T S ...............................................................................................................................................in and of itself
N A U K .......................................................................................................................................................unlawful act
NAUKS  no cause of action
N A U K Z ...............................................................................................................................................unlawful acts
M A U L ...............................................................................................................................................................annual
N A U L .................................................................................................................................................................. in all
N A U R B S .......................................................................................................   nauseous
N A U X ..............................................................................................................................................no cause of action
NAUZ/YA ......................................................................................................................................................nausea
NAX ..............................................................................................................................................................anxious
NAX ..................................................................................................................................................in that accident
NAX/LI .......................................................................................................................................................anxiously
NEB/NEB ..................................................................................................................................................Nebraska
NEBGS ................................................................................................................................................ in the case
N E D Z .............................................................................................................................................................Needles
NEF .....................................................................................................................................................in evidence
NEF/NEF .....................................................................................................................................................Nevada
N E F D .....................................................................................................................................................in evidence
N E F D .................................................................................................................................................. in the evidence
NEFNT ................................................................................................................................................ in the event
N E F P ...............................................................................................................................................................in each
N B F R ................................................................................................................................................................. never
N E F R L S ..................................................................................................................................................nevertheless
NEG .............................................................................................................................................................negative
N E G /T IF ........................................................................................................................................................negative
N E G T ...............................................................................................................................................................neglect
N E I ................................................................................................................................................................negligent
n ets  .....................................................................................................................................................negligence
N E J T ................................................................................................................................................................. inject
n e t t ........................................................................................................................................................... negligent
N E I T /L I .................................................................................................................................................... negligently
n e k  .....................................................................................................................................................in the case
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N E K /N E K ................................................................................................................................................ neck to neck
NEK/ROBGT ...............................................................................................................................................necrotic
n e k s  ..................................................................................................................................................... in the action
N E K T .............................................................................................................................................................. neglect
N E L .............................................................................................................................................................necessarily
NELS .................................................................................................................................................anything else
N E M T .................................................................................................................................................in the moment
N E N ............................................................................................................................................................ in the open
N E N D .......................................................................................................................................................... need not
N E N T ................................................................................................................................................................ intent
N E N T /R A FR B ....................................................................................................................................intent to ravish
N E P ............................................................................................................................................................ in the open
NEP/TAGUN ............................................................................................................................................ Neptune
NEPBG ................................................................................................................................................. intent to kill
NEPBLG/nK ............................................................................................................................................anesthetic
N E R B G S .................................................................................................................................................. intersection
N E R T ..............................................................................................................................................................neither
NERTH .........................................................................................................................................................unearth
NERTH/LI ................................................................................................................................................. unearthly
N E S ...............................................................................................................................................................necessary
N E X ......................................................................................................................................................in this accident
n e x t .................................................................................................................................................................. next
NI/HGU .........................................................................................................................................................anydiow
N I B ............................................................................................................................................................... anybody
N I B ............................................................................................................................................................... neighbor
N I B /L I .........................................................................................................................................................neighborly
NIBD ................................................................................................................................................... neighborhood
N IB D Z ................................................................................................................................................neighborhoods
NIBG ...................................................................................................................................................... neighboring
N I B G S ........................................................................................................................................................ in this case





N I P D Z .................................................................................................................................................any evidence
NIFL ............................................................................................................ knowingly, intelligently and voluntarily
N I F N T ..................................................................................................................................................... in any event
NIFP .......................................................................................................................................................... in which
NIPT ...............................................................................................................................................................instant
N I G ................................................................................................................................................................ anything
NIG/MA ......................................................................................................................................................... enigma
N IG /M A L ................................................................................................................................................ enigmatically
N IG /M A T ......................................................................................................................................................enigmatic
N IG /M A Z ........................................................................................................................................................enigmas
NIGT .............................................................................................................................................................knitting
N U T .........................................................................................................................................in the interest of justice
N I K .......................................................................................................................................................... in this case
N I K  in which case
NIKS ..................................................................................................................................................... in this action
NILS ..................................................................................................................................................... anyone else
NIMT .................................................................................................................................................in this moment
NIMT .......................................................................................................................................................... ni^ttime
N I N ...................................................................................................................................................................anyone
N I N ..................................................................................................................................................... in my opinion
NIND ..................................................................................................................................................... no, I didn’t
NINGTS ................................................................................................................................... no strings attached
NIPT ........................................................................................................................................any particular time
NIRB ................................................................................................................................................................ initial
N IR B D ............................................................................................................................................................ initialed
N IR B G ........................................................................................................................................................... initialing
NIRBGS ..................................................................................................................................  initiation
N I R B L ................................................................................................................................................................ initial
N I R B L ..............................................................................................................................................................initially
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N IR B L /A O IZ ................................................................................................................................................initialize
N IR B I7A O IZ /-D .........................................................................................................................................initialized
N1RBL/AO IZ/-G ........................................................................................................................................initializing
N IR B W A O IZ /.Z ......................................................................................................................................... initializes
NIRBIVU ......................................................................................................................................................initially
N IR B L D .........................................................................................................................................................initialed
N IR B L G ........................................................................................................................................................initialing
N I R B L Z ........................................................................................................................................................ initialize




N IR B T /T IF ....................................................................................................................................................initiative
NIRBTS ......................................................................................................................................................... initiates
NIRBZ ........................................................................................................................................................... initials
N I R B ....................................................................................................................................................... night or day
NIRP ........................................................................................................................................................... anywhere
NIRP .....................................................................................................................................................in my opinion
NIRT ..........................................................................................................................................................any other
N T T ..............................................................................................................................................................any matter
N I X ......................................................................................................................................................in this accident
NO/WUN ..................................................................................................................................................... no one
n o b  .........................................................................................................................................................in or about
n o b  ...............................................................................................................................................................nobotfy
NOBGS ..................................................................................................................................................no objection
NOBGT ............................................................................................................................................nothing like that
N O D /Y A O U L .................................................................................................................................................. nodule
NOD/YAOULZ ............................................................................................................................................nodules
NOE/KRUPL/WIL ..........................................................knowingly, corruptly, and willfully
NOE/WIL/KRUPL ..........................................................knowingly, willfully, and corruptly
N O E B ...............................................................................................................................................................nobody
NOEBG ..................................................................................................................................................... no contest
NOEBGD ........................................................................................................................................nolo contendere
NOEFR ...........................................................................................................................................................insofar
NOEFR ........................................................................................................................................... offer in evidence
NOEFRD ................................................................................................................................... offered in evidence
NOBGT ............................................................................................................................................................noting
NOEM .................................................................................................................................................no, ma’am
N O E p f ^ ........................................................................................................................................................enormity
NOERB .................................................................................................................................................... in or about
NOERBZ .....................................................................................................................none of her business
NOERDZ ........................................................................................................................................in other words
NOERL ....................................................................................................................................................... northerly
N O ER L /N O E R L .................................................................................................................................. New Orleans
NOERMT ...................................................................................................................................................enormity
NOERPBLG ................................................................................................................................................ another
N O E Z /N O E Z ....................................................................................................................................... nose to nose
NOB ..........................................................................................................................................................November
N O F L ..................................................................................................................................................................novel
N O F N .................................................................................................................................................no, I have not
NOFNT .................................................................................................................................................no, I haven’t
N O F R ............................................................................................................................................................... insofar
NOFRZ ..................................................................................................................................................... insofar as
n o g  .............................................................................................................................................................. nothing
NOGD .........................................................................................................................................................nodding
NOGLS .........................................................................................................................................................Nogales
N O G T .......................................................................................................................................................... not guilty
N O I ...................................................................................................................................................................anyhow
N O I ............................................................................................................................................................... in any way
N O I/N O I ...........................................................................................................................................................Illinois
NOIDZ ............................................................................................................... any of the evidence
NOIF ................................................................................................................................................................. notify
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N O IF D ....................................................................................................................................... any of the evidence
N O i r o ............................................................................................................................................................ notified
NOIFGS ..................................................................................................................................................notification
N O I F Z .............................................................................................................................................................notifies
NOIG ............................................................................................................................................... notwithstanding
N O K  ............................................................................................................................................................ unicycle
N O IK T .........................................................................................................................................................no, I can’t
N O IN T ....................................................................................................................................................... no, I didn’t
NOIPGS ............................................................................................................ no proper foundation has been laid
NOIR ...........................................................................................................................................................anymore
NOIRBS ...................................................................................................................................not within the issues
N O I R B Z ................................................................................................................................... none of his business
N O J ............................................................................................................................................................ knowledge
N O L ............................................................................................................................................................ knowledge
N O N /K H O K ........................................................................................................................................... nonalcoholie
NON/OIFG .........................................................................................................................................nonidentifying
NON/PROFT ............................................................................................................................................nonprofit
N O N/SPEFK .............................................................................................................................................. nonspecific
NON/SPONSAF ............................................................................................................................... noniesponsive
NON/THELS ........................................................................................................................................ nonetheless
N O N L ............................................................................................................................................................not only
NONLT  not only the
N O P ............................................................................................................................................................no opinion
NOPGS ...............................................................................................................................no proper foundation
N O P T ............................................................................................................................................ no particular time
N O R B  in or about
N O R B ............................................................................................................................................................. no, she
N O R B ......................................................................................................................................................northbound
N O R D ............................................................................................................................................................ in order
NORD/NORD .....................................................................................................................................North Dakota
NORDZ ................................................................................................................................................ north side
N O R G  innocent or guilty
N O R K .....................................................................................................................................................New York
NORK/ER ............................................................................................................................................New Yorker
NORK/NORK .......................................................................................................................................New York
NORKS ............................................................................................................................................ New York City
NORKS/NORKS ...............................................................................................................................New York City
N O R L ............................................................................................................................................................. normal
N O R L /-L ...................................................................................................................................................... normally
NORLS ......................................................................................................................................................normalcy
NORLT .....................................................................................................................................................normality
N O R L T S .................................................................................................................................................. normalities
NORLZ ........................................................................................................................................................normals
N O R N ........................................................................................................................................................... ignorant
N O R N ...........................................................................................................................................................northern
NORNS .....................................................................................................................................................ignorance






N O R Z ............................................................................................................................................................. ignores
N O S  no, sir
N O T /P U B L ...........................................................................................................................................notary public






N O U R  in our
N O U R B Z ....................................................................................................................................none of our business
N O U T .....................................................................................................................................................in and out
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NOX/-RBS .....................................................................................................................................................noxious
N R - /G -N .....................................................................................................................................................undergone
NR FD ..............................................................................................................................................under evidence
NR-NL ............................................................................................................................................ unreasonable
NRAFB ....................................................................................................................................................... narrative
N R A IG S ....................................................................................................................................................... narration
N R A IG S/-D .................................................................................................................................................narrations
N R A O U T H .....................................................................................................................................................untruth
NRAOUTHZ ............................................................................................................................................... untruths
NRARD ....................................................................................................................................................... in regard
NREFD ........................................................................................................................................indirect evidence
NREFD ........................................................................................................................................under the evidence
NREFRNS   in reference
N R E X .......................................................................................................................................... indirect examination
NU/ER ............................................................................................................................................................ newer
NUB  in substance
n u b  .............................................................................................................................................................. number
NUF ...............................................................................................................................................................enough
N U F P ............................................................................................................................................................... in such
NUFRL ................................................................................................................................................ unfortunately
N U F R N L ................................................................................................................................................ unfortunate^
N U F R N T ...................................................................................................................................................unfortunate
NUFRT ...................................................................................................................................................unfortunate
N U F T ................................................................................................................................................................newest
n u l  ................................................................................................................................................................annual
n u l  ..................................................................................................................................................................newly
MUM OR N * U M ............................................................................................................................................... numb
N U M S .........................................................................................................................................................numerous
n u n s ............................................................................................................................................................. newness
NUF ..........................................................................................................................................................newspaper
N U P Z ........................................................................................................................................................ newspapers
NURKT ............................................................................................................................................ in your account
N U R M D ................................................................................................................................................ in your mind
N U R N ................................................................................................................................................. in your opinion
NURNDZ ........................................................................................................................in your own words
NURNS ............................................................................................................................................in your presence
N U R P .................................................................................................................................................in your opinion
NURPS ............................................................................................................................................ in your presence
NUZ ...................................................................................................................................................................news
U 'K  .................................................................................................................................................OK. (or okay)
O /B L A O E K ..................................................................................................................................................... oblique
O B ..................................................................................................................................................................... object






OB/Si'E tS  ..................................................................................................................................................obstetrics
O B /ST R IG S.............................................................................................................................................. obstetrician
OBD .............................................................................................................................................................objected
OBG ............................................................................................................................................................objecting








O E B L ........................................................................................................................................................Oldsmobile
O E F G ........................................................................................................................................on the further ground
O E F P .............................................................................................................................................................. on each
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O E F R N S ..........................................................................................................................................offer in evidence
S î n .  ■ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
S S  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ; : : : ; ; : ; :
...................................................................................................................................................on the ground
......................................................................................................................................on the grounds it is
OEGTS ...............................................................................................................on the ground it is
 on the grounds
U U K ...................................................................................................................................................... of the accident
S o E K
. on the part of
in the part of the 
. .on  or about 
. .on  or about
...........................................................  ordinary
.................................................................................................................................................other side
" U K N .....................................................................................................................................ordinary or reasonable
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : “
....................................................................................................................................... on the other hand
OERNL .......................................................................................ordinary and reasonable care
OET/LAIRN/JOLG ...........................................................................................................................otolaryngology
O F/THAL/M OLG ............................................................................................................................... ophthalmology
U F B ................................................................................................................................................................. obvious
UFBL .......................................................................................................................................................... obviously
.............................................................................................................................................................. of course
° F N ..................................................................................................................................................................... often
K -d' :o23
OFNS ............................................................................................................................................................. offense
U F R B .............................................................................................................................................................observe




. :  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  x  : :
O F S .................................................................................................................................................................... office
.................................................................................................................................................................. did not






U I Z .............................................................................................................................................................. otherwise
OK/PAIGS occupation
U K /S IP ............................................................................................................................................................occipital
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ONZ  on his
OP-DZ .................................................................................................................................................opposite side
O P/E N D /-D .............................................................................................................................................. open-ended
O P /B R ...............................................................................................................................................................opener




O P G Z ............................................................................................................................................................openings
GPL ............................................................................................................................................................... openty
O P S ................................................................................................................................................................. opposite
O P T /M IF M .................................................................................................................................................. optimism
OPT/MIFT ....................................................................................................................................................optimist
OPZ .................................................................................................................................................................opens
O R /E N T ............................................................................................................................................................orient
OR/OR ..........................................................................................................................................................Oregon
ORBOS .................................................................................................................................................................oh,






O R G D ...........................................................................................................................................................organized
O R G S ...................................................................................................................................................... organization
O R G S /-Z ................................................................................................................................................ organizations
ORGS/AL .......................................................................................................................................... organizational





O R L T .......................................................................................................................................................... originality
ORN .............................................................................................................................................................ordinary
ORN ........................................................................................................... ordinary and reasonable
O R N L ....................................................................................................................................ordinary and reasonable
ORP ............................................................................................................................................ ordinary prudence
ORP ......................................................................................................................................................... orthopedic
O R P /IF T ................................................................................................................................................... orthopedist
O R P T ............................................................................................................................................ordinarily prudent
OUB ................................................................................................................................................................obtain
O U D Z ...............................................................................................................................................................outside
OUF ............................................................................................................................................................ out of
O U F T ...........................................................................................................................................................out of the
OUK ............................................................................................................................................................ outcome
O U K Z ........................................................................................................................................................... outcomes
OUL ............................................................................................................................................................... outline




O U P /S IZ ...................................................................................................................................................occupancies
O U P D ............................................................................................................................................................occupied
O U P G ...........................................................................................................................................................occupjing
OUPGS .....................................................................................................................................................occupation
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OUPGS/-Z .............................................................................................................................................occupations
O U P G S /A L ............................................................................................................................................occupational
°y F S  .........................................................................................................................................................occupancy
...........................................................................................................................................................occupant
U U P T .........................................................................................................................................................outpatient
......................................................................................................................................................... occupants
U U P Z ........................................................................................................................................................... occupies




F - .............................................................................................................................................................. approximate
F-B ....................................................................................................................................................................public
F-BG  penal code
F-BG .........................................................................................................................................................Pittsburgh
F - B G S ........................................................................................................................................penal code section
P - B G S ....................................................................................................................................................... publication
F-DZ ............................................................................................................................................ punitive damages
F - F B .................................................................................................................................................................punitive
P-FBDZ ........................................................................................................................................punitive damages
F-FD .................................................................................... on the part of the defendant
F-FD ........................................................................................................... preponderance of evidence
F-FM ............................................................................................................................................................ perform
P - F M D ........................................................................................................................................................ performed
P - I ^ G ....................................................................................................................................................... performing
F F M S .....................................................................................................................................................performance
P - F M Z .......................................................................................................................................................... performs
F - F P .................................................................................................................................................penalty of perjury
F - F R .................................................................................................................................................................perform
P - F R D ........................................................................................................................................................ performed
F - F R G ....................................................................................................................................................... performing
P-FRGS .................................................................................................................................................. perforation
P-FRMS ................................................................................................................................................ performance
F - F T .................................................................................................................................on the part of the defendant
P 'F T  period of time
F - G  plead guilty
F G / - G  pleading guilty
F-GZ  pleads guilty
F - J Z ................................................................................................................................................. punitive damages
F - K .................................................................................................................................................................peculiar
F-KT .........................................................................................................................................................peculiarity
F-KT .......................................................................................................................................................... pick it up
F-L ....................................................................................................................................................... approximately
P LOTS .........................................................................................................................................................of little
F - L S ....................................................................................................................................................................police
F-LZ ............................................................................................................................................................... please
F-MD ........................................................................................................................................................ paramedic
P -M D Z ....................................................................................................................................................... paramedics
F-MT ..........................................................................................................................................................proximity
F - N ................................................................................................................................................................. opinion
F-ND ...................................................................................................................................................... opinionated
F-ND  up and down
P-NG  plead not guilty
P-NG/-G  pleading not guilty




P-PD ........................................................................................................................ preponderance of the evidence
F - P S ......................................................................................................................................................preponderance
P - P T ........................................................................................................................................................preponderate
P - P T  up to the present time
F-PTS .................................................................................................................................................. preponderates
F-RB ............................................................................................................................................................. publish
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P-RB ................................................................................................................................................................punish
P -R B D ............................................................................................................................................................punished
P -R B G .......................................................................................................................................................... punishing






P - R P S .................................................................................................................................................. preponderance
P - R ....................................................................................................................................................plaintiffs exhibit




P A E B G T ....................................................................................................................................................... apathetic
P A E D ..........................................................................................................................................................petitioned
PAEFD .......................................................................................................................................................Pasadena
PAEFD ............................................................................................................people and defendant
P A E G .........................................................................................................................................................petitioning
PAEGS ......................................................................................................................................................... petition
PAEGS/-Z ................................................................................................................................................... petitions
P A E G S /E R ................................................................................................................................................. petitioner
P A E L ................................................................................................................................................................appeal
PAELD ....................................................................................................................................................... appealed
PAELG ...................................................................................................................................................... appealing
P A E L G D Z .........................................................................................................................................................pedal
PAELT .......................................................................................................................................................appellate
PAELZ ..........................................................................................................................................................appeals
P A E N .......................................................................................................................................................penitentiaiy
PA E N /G O N .................................................................................................................................................. pentagon
PA EN D /SA O ITS.....................................................................................................................................appendicitis
PAENG ......................................................................................................................................................passenger
P A E R ............................................................................................................................................................... appear
PAERD .......................................................................................................................................................appeared
PA E R L G T S..................................................................................................................................................... parietal
PAERN ........................................................................................................................................................apparent
P A E R N L .....................................................................................................................................................apparently
P A E R N S ................................................................................................................................................... appearance
PA E R N S/-Z ..............................................................................................................................................appearances
P A E R N Z .................................................................................................................................................. appearances
PAERT ..............................................................................................................................................................party
P A E T ..............................................................................................................................................................petition
P A E T /-D ..................................................................................................................................................... petitioned
P A E T /-G .................................................................................................................................................... petitioning
PAET/ER ................................................................................................................................................. petitioner
PAETS ........................................................................................................................................................petitions
P A F D  people and defendant
P A F D  preponderance of that evidence
P A F G .............................................................................................................................................................. passing
PAFJ .............................................................................................................................................................. passage
P A F K ................................................................................................................................................................Pacific
PAELD ...............................................................................................................preponderance of all that evidence
PAFRB ..........................................................................................................................................................part of
P A F R B T .....................................................................................................................................................part of the
P A F T ....................................................................................................................................................................past
P A G D ............................................................................................................................................................. padding
P A I B L ..............................................................................................................................................................payable
P A I F L ............................................................................................................................................................... painful
P A IF L /L I........................................................................................................................................................ painfully
PAIN/FLI ....................................................................................................................................................painfully
P A IR /L E B G T ............................................................................................................................................... paralytic
PA IR /N A O rrS ............................................................................................................................................ peritonitis
P A IR B ................................................................................................................................................................ perish
P A I R B L ........................................................................................................................................................patiently
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pairbt ..............
P A IR B T S ........................................................................................................................................................patients
P A I R L ..............................................................................................................................................................ptyToll
.................................................................................................................................................... peritonitis
. . . parity
. participate
PAIT/-G .................................................................................................................................................participating
F A J .................................................................................................................................................................package
PAL/LAED .................................................................................................................................................. palliated
PA iyL A E G S.................................................................................................................................................palliation
PAIVLAET .................................................................................................................................................... palliate
PA IV LAETS.................................................................................................................................................. palliates
PA 1X 3D Z ......................................................................................................................................................... .paddle
FALT ..............................................................................................................................................................penalty
P A L T S ...........................................................................................................................................................penalties




F A C ..................................................................................................................................................................... patio
F A C .....................................................................................................................................................................piano
F A O ...................................................................................................................................................................upon a
PAOED/FLU/nM ..................................................... impede, influence, and intimidate
PAOED/nM/FLU ..................................................... impede, intimidate, and influence
P A O E K S ...............................................................................................................................................Poughkeepsie
PAOEN    . lion






P A O U N T ........................................................................................................................................................punitive
P A O U R S ........................................................................................................................................................of yours
P A O U R T ...........................................................................................................................................................purity
FAPT .......................................................................................................................................................pick up that
P A R /A ID ..........................................................................................................................................................parade




F A R M ........................................................................................................................................................pardon me
PARMD ....................................................................................................................................................paramedic
P A R M D Z ...................................................................................................................................................paramedics
PARMT .................................................................................................................................................... apartment
P A R N ...............................................................................................................................................................parent
P A R N ............................................................................................................................................................. partner
P A R N /S H IP ............................................................................................................................................. partnership
PARNG ..................................................................................................................................................... parenting
PARNL ....................................................................................................................................................... parental




F A R P G S ................................................................................................................................................ participation
P A R P Z .......................................................................................................................................................participates
PART .................................................................................................................................................................. part
PART/SAN ................................................................................................................................................... partisan
P A T /L A R ........................................................................................................................................................ patellar
P A T H ..................................................................................................................................................................path
PA U F R N L G .................................................................................................................................................... paunch
PAUPD  preponderance of all the evidence
PAURK ....................................................................................................................................................paperwork
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PAUrS  points and authorities
■ : : : : : : : : : : ; : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : Æ ï S
S z  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
F E F ...................................................................................................................................................................perfect
FU roZ  ........................................................................................................................................................pesticide
PEFLD .................................................................................. preponderance of all the evidence
P E F L S .................................................................................................................................................................pelvis
PEFM/-FM ................................................................................................................................................ pessimism
FEPP .............................................................................................................................................................. of each
PEFRT ..........................................................................................................................................................pervert
F E F T ................................................................................................................................................................... pest
P E F T /E R ............................................................................................................................................................p e ^ r
P E K /N R I ...................................................................................................................................................... pecuniaiy
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
PEWGON
PEN/PEN.......... ..........................................................................................................................................Pennsylvania
F E P D .....................................................................................................................preponderance of the evidence
f i î i  • : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : Æ
F E P ^  ......................................................................................................................................................... peoples
F E P T  pick up the
PE R /S T U M ...................................................................................................................................periosteum
p e r /w i n g ................................................................................................................................... periwinkle
PER/YOS/TUM ......................................................................................................................................periosteum
F E R B ................................................................................................................................................................perish
P E R D /IK ........................................................................................................................................................ periodic
PERD/KLI.................................................................................................................................................... periodically
PERJ ............................................. perjure
F E 1 U /-G .......................................................................................................................................................perjuring






PER M S/-B L...............................................................................................................................................permissible
PERMT .................................................................................................................................................... permanent
PERMT ...........................................................................................................................................................permit
P E R M T /-D ................................................................................................................................................. permitted







P E R N L T ....................................................................................................................................................personality
PERNT .......................................................................................................................................................pertinent
F E R P ....................................................................................................................................................perpendicular




PE R P/T R A IT /O R Z ............................................................................................................................... perpetrators
PERPD ..................................................................................................................................................perpetuated
PERPG .................................................................................................................................................perpetuating
F E R P G S ................................................................................................................................................. perpetration
P E R P G S .................................................................................................................................................perpetuation
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FERT ......................................................................................................................................period of time
™ ? B B  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : .“ “ “ " ' ' “ ' S S
FIED ..............................................................................................preponderance of this evidence
F ^ .....................................................................................................................................................................pistol
P l r L D  preponderance of all this evidence
F I F U Z .............................................................................................................................................................. pistols




P I G S / E R .....................................................................................................................................................petitioner





F J ^ ........................................................................................................................................................... pick up this
F I R ..............................................................................................................................................................petitioner
P I R G S .........................................................................................................................................................petitioner
F I ^ , ..................................................................................................................................................................peijuiy
FIRN ............................................................................................................................................................partisan
P I R N T ..........................................................................................................................................................pertinent
FIRT ............................................................................................................................................................ petitory
P IT S /B U R G ............................................................................................................................................... Pittsburgh
P I X / - L ................................................................................................................................................................. pixel
PL'UM .......................................................................................................................................................... plumb
F L - B T  Plaintiffs Exhibit
FE-D ............................................................................................................................................ police department
F L - F .................................................................................................................................................................plaintiff
F E - F Z .......................................................................................................................................................... plaintiffs
F E - G S ....................................................................................................................................................police station
P L -G S /-Z ............................................................................................................................................... police station
FE-K ................................................................................................................................................... police vehicle
P L - K Z  police vehicles
FE-M ...................................................................................................................................................... preliminary
FE-M ........................................................................................................................................................... problem
F E - R B .............................................................................................................................................................publish
P L A B G S .......................................................................................................................................... particular action
FEAE ..................................................................................................................................................................plea
P L A E N T .......................................................................................................................................................... planet
PLAERPT ........................................................................................................................................particular party
P L A E R P T S .....................................................................................................................................particular parties
F L A E Z ........................................................................................................................................................... pleasure
F L A F D .....................................................................................................................................plaintiff and defendant
PLAFM .........................................................................................................................................................plasma
P L A G S ....................................................................................................................................................police station
PLAIBS ..........................................................................................................................................place of business
PLAIBZ ........................................................................................................................................ places of business
P L A I F ...........................................................................................................................................................plaintive
P L A U /R A O IZ ............................................................................................................................................ plagiarize
PLAIMT ................................................................................................................................... place of employment
PL A IM T S ..................................................................................................................................places of employment
P L A JC r particular fact
PLAKTS .............................................................................................................................................particular facts
FEAL  police call
P L A L Z ....................................................................................................................................................... police calls
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F E A ^ .................................................................................................................................................... “^ Portland
P L A N T S ................................................................................................................................ plans and specifications
PLAOORPLAOS ...................................................................................................................................El Paso
F E A O E S ............................................................................................................................................................police
PLAON ......................................................................................................................................................... platoon
P L A O N /I .......................................................................................................................................................palimony
P L A O N L ............................................................................................................................................platoon leader
P L A O N L Z ...................................................................................................................................... platoon leaders
P L A O N Z ........................................................................................................................................................platoons
P L A O U G S ................................................................................................................................................pollution




f e a r ......................................................................................................................................................... particular
f e a r ......................................................................................................................................................... police car
PLARB ............................................................................................................................................particular issue
P E A R B Z ........................................................................................................................................particular issues
P L A R G T ......................................................................................................................................particular argument
p e a r l  ................................................................................................................................................ particularly
PLARM ............................................................................................................................................particular harm
PLARN ........................................................................................................................................particular person
P L A R P T ........................................................................................................................................... particular party
P L A R P T ........................................................................................................................................particular report
PLARPTS ...................................................................................................................................particular parties
PEART ................................................................................................................................................ parking lot
PLARZ .....................................................................................................................................................particulars
f e a t ................................................................................................................................................ particular fact
PLATS ............................................................................................................................................particular facts
F L A X ............................................................................................................................................ particular accident
F L E ........................................................................................................................................................................plea
PLEAB ..................................................................................................................................................plea bargain
P L E A B G  plea bargaining
P L E A B G Z ................................................................................................................................... plea bargainings
P L E A B Z ............................................................................................................................................plea bargains
P L E A R G ...................................................................................................................................... preliminary hearing
P E E B ...................................................................................................................................................... plea bargain
PLEBD ..............................................................................................................................................plea bargained
PLEBG .............................................................................................................................................plea bargaining
f l e e t s ........................................................................................................................................................phlebitis
F E E F  plea of
F E E G ...........................................................................................................................................preliminary hearing
PLEGS ....................................................................................................................................................completion
P L E M ..........................................................................................................................................................policemen
F E E M ........................................................................................................................................................preliminary
f e e t ........................................................................................................................................................... complete
P L E T A D .....................................................................................................................................................completed
P L E T S .......................................................................................................................................................... completes
F E E X ...........................................................................................................................................................plexiglass
F E E X  preliminary examination
F E E Z ............................................................................................................................................................ pleasure
F E I ...................................................................................................................................................................... appk
PLIBGS ....................................................................................................................................................application
F E I B L ..........................................................................................................................................................applicable
P L I B T ........................................................................................................................................................... applicant
FUD .............................................................................................................................................................. applied
îuSs : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
FEIK .........................................................................................................................................................application
FEIK ................................................................................................................................................................ polrtrc
P L I K Z .......................................................................................................................................................applications
F L I K Z ...............................................................................................................................................................politics
FEIE ............................................................................................................................................................. political
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P U L  j T  ............................................................................................................................................. pleading guilty
P U L T .......................................................................................................................................................plead guilty
PULTZ ................................................................................................................................................ .pleads guilty
FUM  .................................................................................................................................................... policewomen
P L I M T ..........................................................................................................................................................Plymouth
FUN ..................................................................................................................................... public opinion
FEIR .....................................................................................................................................................police report
F U R B ........................................................................................................................................................accomplish
F U R B ............................................................................................................................................................. publish
P U R B /P R E R B ................................................................................................................................ publish or perish
PLIRBG ..............................................................................................................................................accomplishing
PURBG .................................................................................................................................................... publishing
P U R B M T ...........................................................................................................................................accomplishment
PLIRBMTS .....................................................................................................................................accomplishments
PURBZ ................................................................................................................................................accomplishes
P U R Z .................................................................................................................................................police reports
F U S ....................................................................................................................................................................police
FEIT ............................................................................................................................................................ political
PLIT/M-RB ...................................................................................................................................political machine
P E I T S ...........................................................................................................................................................politicals
P L O B /A O IZ .......................................................................................................................................... phlebotomize
P L O B /I.....................................................................................................................................................phlebotomy
PLOB/IFT ........................................................................................................................................phlebotomist
PEOE ................................................................................................................................................................policy
P L O E B .....................................................................................................................................................phlebotomy
FEOEK ........................................................................................................................................plea of no contest
P L O E K D .............................................................................................................................. plea of nolo contendere
F E O E S ................................................................................................................................................................policy
PL O E S /-Z ........................................................................................................................................................ policies
PLOEZ ........................................................................................................................................................ policies
P L O F R .................................................................................................................................................police officer
P L O F R Z  police officers
F E O G  police dog
FEOGZ .................................................................................................................................................police dogs
P L O IL G T  pleading not guilty
PLOILT  plead not guilty
P L O IL T S  pleads not guilty
P L O I N  public opinion
P L O M .................................................................................................................................................... policewoman
PLONG ........................................................................................................................................................ prolong
PLONG/-G ...............................................................................................................................................prolonging
P L O N G D .................................................................................................................................................... prolonged
P L O N G Z ...................................................................................................................................................... prolongs
PLORM ...................................................................................................................................................... platform
P L O R P T ................................................................................................................................................police report
P L O R P T S police reports





PLU FRPB LGD .............................................................................................................................................. plunged





P O B L T ......................................................................................................................................................... possibility
P O E .................................................................................................................................................................pceitive
P O E B L ............................................................................................................................................................ pcKsibty
P O E D ..................................................................................................................................................... penal code
P O E G ............................................................................................................................................upon the ground
P O E G T S ................................................................................................................................... upon the ground it is
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POEGZ ........................................................................................................................................upon the grounds
F O E K ............................................................................................................................................ plea of no contest
POEKD .............................................................................................................................. plea of nolo contendere
P O B L ................................................................................................................................................................... pole
FOELZ ............................................................................................................................................................. g e s
POENT ......................................................................................................................................................... Pontiac
FOENT ...........................................................................................................................................................potent
POEOT/U ....................................................................................................................................................p ^ n tly
F O E R ........................................................................................................................................................... posterior
P O E R B L .......................................................................................................................................................potential
POERNLT ...................................................................................................................................personal property
F O E T ...................................................................................................................................upon the circumstances
FOE ...................................................................................................................................privately owned vehicle
■ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : r S
F O ^ .........................................................................................................................................................post office
F O F Z ...................................................................................................................................privately owned vehicles
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
F O G S / .p .....................................................................................................................................................positioned
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
ES!d  - : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : i .Æ 'S
FOIE  point of
FOIF  point of view
F O I F L ................................................................................................................................................................. pistol
F O I F L .......................................................................................................................................................point of law
POIFLZ ........................................................................................................................................................... pistols
P O I F N ............................................................................................................................................................... poison
F O I F N D .......................................................................................................................................................poisoned
P O I F N G ..............................................................................................................................
POIFNS ..............................................................................................................................
P O I F N Z ......................................................................................................................................................... poisons
F O I F T ....................................................................................................................................................... point of the
PO IIVM A O ILTS....................................................................................................................................poliomyelitis
f S r . : : : : :  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
POIND ..................................................................................................................................................... appointed
.......
po iN z  ..................................







P O U G R A F .................................................................................................................................................i ^ y ^ p h
FOIVSI ............................................................................................................................................................ policy







F O N G ............................................................................................................................................... plea of not guilty
F O N G .................................................................................................................................................................. pong
F O N S  upon the circumstances
f o n t ............................................................................................................................................................upon the
PO F /E A IG S............................................................................................................................................... population
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: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
POP/ULGTS ............................................................................................................................................. ^ H te a l
S '  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : X  : S
FORP  person of ordinaiy prudence
PORT/-BL .................................................................................................................................................. portable
.............................................................
FG Sm F ........................................................................................................................................................positive





P R - D Z .............................................................................................................................................................preside





F R - F T  period of time
FR-G ...................................................................................................................................................... prosecuting
F R - G S .........................................................................................................................................................perfection
P R - G S ...................................................................................................................................................... prosecution
FR-R ......................................................................................................................................................problematic
P R -M D ................................................................................................................................................... premeditated
P R - M S .................................................................................................................................................... presumption
K  : : : : : : : : : : : : ; : ; : : ; : : ; : : : : : : : ; : : : ; : :
F R - F D ..........................................................................................................................................................proposed
F R - F G .........................................................................................................................................................proposing
PR-PGS ..................................................................................................................................................preparation
PR-PGS ..................................................................................................................................................proposition
F R - F L ...........................................................................................................................................................proposal
FR-FS ............................................................................................................................................................propose
FR-R ........................................................................................................................................................prosecutor
F R A .................................................................................................................................................................practice
P R A /L E L ......................................................................................................................................................paralegal
PRA7LELZ ................................................................................................................................................paralegals
P R A /N O R L ............................................................................................................................................. paranormal








P R A ID ..............................................................................................................................................................prayed
PRAIGS .....................................................................................................................................................operation
PRAIGS/-Z ...............................................................................................................................................operations
P R A IG S /A L ............................................................................................................................................. operational
P R A I L .......................................................................................................................................................... appraisal
F R A I S ........................................................................................................................................................... appraise
PRAIS/ER .................................................................................................................................................appraiser
P R A T T .............................................................................................................................................................operate
P R A T T /D ......................................................................................................................................................operated
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P R A L /A O IFD ............................................................................................................................................. paralyzed
PRAL/AOIZ ............................................................................................................................................... paralyze




P R A M ............................................................................................................................................................ program
P R A M /-B L ..........................................................................................................................................programmable
PRAM/-BLT .................................................................................................................................. programmability
PRAM/ER ............................................................................................................................................. programmer
P R A M /E R Z ............................................................................................................................................programmers
P R A M D ................................................................................................................................................. programmed
P R A M Z .......................................................................................................................................................programs
P R A N ............................................................................................................................................................principal
PRAOEFL .................................................................................................................................................previously
PRAOEFT ........................................................................................................................................................priest
PR A O E F T S...................................................................................................................................................... priests
P R A O E K D  previously marked
PRAOEM/FAIRB ...............................................................................................................................prima facie
P R A O E S ........................................................................................................................................................ previous
PRAOI/ORT ................................................................................................................................................ priority
P R A O I F ...........................................................................................................................................................private
PRAOU ........................................................................................................................................prior knowledge
P R A O IK  private counsel
PRAOILGTS ................................................................................................................................................ parietal
P R A O r r ..................................................................................................................................................... proprietor
P R A O nyS H IP ..................................................................................................................................... proprietorship
PRAOnySHIPZ ............................................................................................................................... proprietorships
PRAOITS ............................................................................................................................................... proprietors






PR A O U M D ................................................................................................................................................. presumed
P R A O U N T .....................................................................................................................................................prudent
P R A O U S .........................................................................................................................................................produce
PRAPZ .........................................................................................................................................................perhaps
P R A T ............................................................................................................................................... private attorney
PRATS ...................................................................................................................................................... apparatus
PRAUL ............................................................................................................................................principles of law
P R A U N T ..................................................................................................................................................... Protestant
PRAUZ ..............................................................................................................................................probable cause
PRAUZ ............................................................................................................................................proximate cause
P R A X ............................................................................................................................................... proximate action




P R E B ...................................................................................................................................................... Presbyterian
PREDZ ..........................................................................................................................................................preside
P R E F K T .........................................................................................................................................................Prescott
PREFL  ........................................................................................................................................previously
P R E F S .............................................................................................................................................................previous
PREFT .................................................................................................................................................previous to





P R E J/A L .....................................................................................................................................................prejudicial
P R E J S ...............................................................    prejudice
P R E K ....................................................................................................................................................... prerequisite
PREKD .................................................................................................................................................prerequisited
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PREKT/-G .............................................................................................................................................prospecting
PREKT/ I F ..................................................................................................................................................prospective
P R E K T /IF Z ............................................................................................................................................prospectives
P R E K Z ....................................................................................................................................................prerequisites
FREL ...................................................................................................................................................... preliminary
FREL ..........................................................................................................................................................presently
F R E M ..........................................................................................................................................................premium
FREMS ....................................................................................................................................................... premise
PREMZ ......................................................................................................................................................premises
PREN/DOR/PREN .....................................................................................discussion off the record
P R E N /S A IL ...............................................................................................................................................prehensile
PRENGS ................................................................................................................................................presentation
P R E N G S /-Z .......................................................................................................................................... presentations
P R E N L ......................................................................................................................................................preferential
P R E N S .......................................................................................................................................................... presence
P R E N T ............................................................................................................................................................ present
P R E N T /-B L .............................................................................................................................................presentable
PRENT/D ................................................................................................................................................presented
PRENT/-G ...............................................................................................................................................presenting
PR E N T /-M T........................................................................................................................................... presentment
PRENT/-MTS ......................................................................................................................................presentments
P R E N T /B L I............................................................................................................................................. presentably
PRENTS ...................................................................................................................................................... presents
P R E R B ........................................................................................................................................................appreciate
P R E S/D E N S............................................................................................................................................. precedence
PRET ............................................................................................................................................................ pretrial
PRET/- F T ...................................................................................................................................................... prettiest
FREX ..............................................................................................................preliminary examination
PREZ ..........................................................................................................................................................president





P R IB D ........................................................................................................................................................prohibited
P R I B Z .......................................................................................................................................................... prohibits
PRIE ...........................................................................................................................................................privilege
P R I E E ...........................................................................................................................................................precisely
P R IF M ............................................................................................................................................................... prism
P R I E N .............................................................................................................................................................. prison
PRIFN/ER .................................................................................................................................................. prisoner
P R IF N /E R Z ................................................................................................................................................ prisoners
PRIFNS ...............................................................................................................principles of evidence
PRIENT ................................................................................................................................................. prison term





P R IF R N Z .....................................................................................................................................................prisoners
P R I F T .............................................................................................................................................................. privity
F R I G S .......................................................................................................................................................... precision
P R IG S /D ..................................................................................................................................................precisioned
P R IG S /-G .................................................................................................................................................precisioning
P R I G S /Z ....................................................................................................................................................precisions
PRIE ................................................................................................................................................................April
FRIE  principle of law
P R I E T  presumption of guilt
PRIM/FAIRB  .....................................................................................................................................prima facie
P R IM T .........................................................................................................................................................perimeter
PRIM ...........................................................................................................................................................principle
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PRIN/PAL ................................................................................................................................................... principal
P R IN S  presumption of innocence
P R IN Z ...........................................................................................................................................................principles
PRIR .................................................................................................................................................................. prior
P R IR B ................................................................................................................................................................ perish
P R IR T  prior to
PRIS ...............................................................................................................................................................precise
P R I S E ..................................................................................................................................................principle of law
P R I S E .................................................................................................................................................principles of law
PRISLZ ............................................................................................................................................ principles of law
P R O /F A N T ...................................................................................................................................................profanity
P R O /H IB D .................................................................................................................................................prohibited
P R O /H IB G ............................................................................................................................................... prohibiting
P R O /H IB T .................................................................................................................................................... prohibit
PR O /H IB TS...................................................................................................................................................prohibits




PR O /M BR N ...........................................................................................................................................pro-American
PRO/PRAOrrS .................................................................................................................................proprietorship
PRO/PRAOITSAZ ........................................................................................................................... proprietorships
P R O B .............................................................................................................................................................problem
P R O B /M IK .............................................................................................................................................. problematic
PROB/TIF ..................................................................................................................................................probative
PROBL ........................................................................................................................................................probable
P R O B L T .....................................................................................................................................................probability
PROBT .......................................................................................................................................................probative
PROBZ .......................................................................................................................................................problems
P R O E ..............................................................................................................................................................proceed
PROED .........................................................................................................................................................proceed
P R O E F N ......................................................................................................................................................... profane
PROEFNT ...................................................................................................................................................profanity
P R O E F R  parole officer
PROEG .....................................................................................................................................................proceeding
P R O E G T ....................................................................................................................................................prerogative
PROEGTS ..............................................................................................................................................prerogatives
P R O E K T ...........................................................................................................................................................protect
PROEL ............................................................................................................................................................parole
P R O E M ........................................................................................................................................................ promote
PROEMD ................................................................................................................................................. promoted
PROEMG .................................................................................................................................................promoting





P R O E P T ................................................................................................................................................... appropriate
PROER ......................................................................................................................................................procedure
P R O E R L .....................................................................................................................................................procedural
PROES ........................................................................................................................................................proceeds
PROEX ............................................................................................................................................................. proty
P R O E X Z .......................................................................................................................................................... proxies
PR O F/T A O E R .............................................................................................................................................. profiteer
PROFD .......................................................................................................................................................professed
P R O F D Z .................................................................................................................................................... Providence
P R O F G S ..................................................................................................................................................... profession
PROFR ............................................................................................................................................ presiding officer




PR O FT A B L..................................................................................................................................................profitable
PROFTABLT .......................................................................................................................................... profitability
PROFTAD .................................................................................................................................................... profited
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PROFT/-G ..................................................................................................................................................profiting
PR O FinS ................................................................................................................................................prosthesis
PROFTS ..........................................................................................................................................................profits
P R O F Z ..........................................................................................................................................................professes
P R O G ........................................................................................................................................................... progress
P R O G /-G ..................................................................................................................................................progressing







P R O ID  provide d
P R O IG ..........................................................................................................................................................providing
PROIR  ............................................................................................................................................................ prior
PROIRT ........................................................................................................................................................ priority




P R O IR T S ..................................................................................................................................................... priorities
P R O I Z ........................................................................................................................................................... provides






P R O M S................................................................................................................................presumption of innocence
PROPGS .............................................................................................................................................. appropriation
P R O P T ...................................................................................................................................................... appropriate
PROR .............................................................................................................................................................. proper
PRORL .......................................................................................................................................................properly




P R O S/P E R T ................................................................................................................................................prosperity
PROS/THEFS ........................................................................................................................................... prosthesis
P R O U ............................................................................................................................................................produce
PROOF ................................................................................................................................................... productive




P R O ................................................................................................................................................................. prudent
P R O B G S ...................................................................................................................................................production






P R O G T S ................................................................................................................................................ promulgates
PROJ ...........................................................................................................................................................prejudge
P R O J Z ......................................................................................................................................................... prejudges
PROKT ........................................................................................................................................................product
F R O M .......................................................................................................................................................... premium
P R O M ...........................................................................................................................................................presume
PROM/P ......................................................................................................................................................Pahrump
PROM/HF ............................................................................................................................................ presumptive
P R O M G S ................................................................................................................................................presumption
P R O N S ..........................................................................................................................................................prudence
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FRONT ......................................................................................................................................................... prudent
F R U P ................................................................................................................................................ prudent person
F R U R ..............................................................................................................................................................procure
F R I ^  ....................................................................................................................................................... procured
FRORG ...................................................................................................................................................... procuring
PRORZ ........................................................................................................................................................procures
FOD ................................................................................................................................................. public defender
FOD ........................................................................................................................................................... put down
F O D Z ................................................................................................................................................public defenders
F O F P ...............................................................................................................................................................of such
POFRNLG ....................................................................................................................................................... punch
F O G T ...............................................................................................................................................................putting
PO IV N A E R ................................................................................................................................................ pulmonaty
FOLGDZ ...................................................................................................................................................... puddle
P O M T ........................................................................................................................................................punishment
POMTS ..................................................................................................................................................punishments
PONGS ...................................................................................................................................................punctuation
F U N L .............................................................................................................................................................punctual




F O P D  picked up
f o r  ...............................................................................................................................................................of your
PORG/PORG ............................................................................................................................................ Pittsburgh
P U R J ................................................................................................................................................................. pu^e
F O R J /-G ..........................................................................................................................................................purging
FORJD ...........................................................................................................................................................purged
f u r j z  ...........................................................................................................................................................^
FORNS ......................................................................................................................................................pursuance
PORNT ....................................................................................................................................................pursuant to
F O R P ............................................................................................................................................................. purpose
PORP/-FL ................................................................................................................................................ purposeful




POMTS ; ; p u " r ^
PORPZ ....................................................................................................................................................... purposes
f o r t ......................................................................................................................................................... public trial
P O T Z ................................................................................................................................................................... putz
POZ/-L ............................................................................................................................................................puzzle
F W /W ................................................................................................................................................ bench warrant
R O R . R ................................................................................................................................................................ are
R -B G S ........................................................................................................................................................... reduction
R-BT .............................................................................................................................................. reasonable doubt
R - D ......................................................................................................................................................................ready
R - G Z .................................................................................................................................................................reside
R - G Z ............................................................................................................................................................... right side
R'FI- ................................................................................................................................................................ reflect




R E ...................................................................................................................................................................... really
R'ET ..................................................................................................................................................... red light
R - N .................................................................................................................................................................... reason
R - N G ......................................................................................................................................................... right hand
R-NDZ .......................................................................................................................................right-hand side
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R  reasonable
........................................................................................................................................................ residential





R NT ............................................................................................................................................................ resident
respective
™  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
R-PT/U .....................................................................................................................................................respectful
R - R .................................................................................................................................................................railroad
R RG ............................................................................................................................................................ railroad
R - R D Z ...........................................................................................................................................................railroads
R 'R F T ............................................................................................................................................................reporter
R'RS ........................................................................................................................................rules and regulations
R'RT  railroad track
R - T O R - R T .....................................................................................................................................................are the
R N ........................................................................................................................................... recross examination
R NT ........................................................................................................................................redirect examination






R A E K G S ........................................................................................................................................................reaction
RAEKT .............................................................................................................................................................react
R A E L ...................................................................................................................................................................real
RAEMT ................................................................................................................................................. arraignment
? ^ N ..............................................................................................................................................................arraign





R A E R ............................................................................................................................................................... rather
R A E R B L ......................................................................................................................................................rationally
R A E R T H ...........................................................................................................................................................rather
RAES ................................................................................................................................................................arrest
R A E S / -D ....................................................................................................................................................... arrested
S : z  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
R A E X .................................................................................................................................................real estate tax
RAFRB ........................................................................................................................................................... ravish
RAFRN ...................................................................................................................................................rather than
R A F R N G ............................................................................................................................................................. rank
RAFRNLG ....................................................................................................................................................... ranch
R A G S ............................................................................................................................................................... ration
RAIB .................................................................................................................................................................rabbi
R A ID /O E ............................................................................................................................................................ radio
RAID/OLG ................................................................................................................................................. radiology
R A ID /O LG S............................................................................................................................................... radiologist
RAID/YUS ...................................................................................................................................................... radius
R A IF R P B L G S .................................................................................................................................................. range
RAIL/RI ......................................................................................................................................................... raillery
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R A O E /A L T ....................................................................................................................................................... reality
RAOEFD........... ................................................................................................................................................recessed
R A O E F N L .....................................................................................................................................................recentiy
R A O E F N T ....................................................................................................................................................... recent
RAOEFRZ . ; ! ! ; ; ! ! ! ; ! ; ; ! ; ; ; ; ; ; : ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;,S
R A O E F S ............................................................................................................................................................ recess




RAOET ............................................................................................................................... reading of the complaint




R A O IR B S /N S.......................................................................................................................................righteousness
RAOIRPS .................................................................................................................................................. righteous
R A O IRPS/-N S....................................................................................................................................... righteousness
RAOIRPS/LI ........................................................................................................................................... righteously
R A O IT /F L I...................................................................................................................................................rightfully
RAO L G .......................................................................................................................................................radiology
R A O L G S .....................................................................................................................................................radiologist
R A O N T  rate of interest
RAOPD ................................................................................................................................................. rate of speed
R A O R ......................................................................................................................................................... rear door
^ O T ....................................................................................................................................... reading of complaint
RAOORB ................................................................................................................................are you sure
RAOUS ........................................................................................................................................................... reduce
R A O U T ............................................................................................................................................................. route
R A O X ..........................................................................................................................................reference of the fact
R A O X Z ................................................................................................................................... reference of the facts
R A O Z ................................................................................................................................................................ radios
f a r  ................................................................................................................................................................regard
RARBL ......................................................................................................................................................... rational
R A R B L /A O IZ ............................................................................................................................................rationalize




R A R D Z ..........................................................................................................................................................regards






R A R L ..........................................................................................................................................................regardless
RARLS ......................................................................................................................................................regardless
RAUFR .........................................................................................................................................................revolver
R A U L ................................................................................................................................................................. recall
R A U L D ......................................................................................................................................................... recalled
R A U L G ........................................................................................................................................................ recalling
RAULZ ............................................................................................................................................................recalb
RAUNS ..........................................................................................................................................................Uranus
R E /A F K ............................................................................................................................................................ re-ask
R E /D U N /D A N T ........................................................................................................................................redundant
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R E /G U R J ................................................................................................................................................... regurgitate
RE/GURJ/TAIT . .  ........................................................................................................................regurgitate
RE/LAIGS .................................................................................................................................................... relation
R E Æ A O E F ........................................................................................................................................................relief
RE/LBF .......................................................................................................................................................... relieve
R E /P A IR B L ................................................................................................................................................repairable
RE/PLAOI ........................................................................................................................................................ rephr
R E /P L A O ID ..................................................................................................................................................... replied
R E /P L A O IG ................................................................................................................................................... replying
R E /P L A O IZ ......................................................................................................................................................replies
R E /P U B G S ...............................................................................................................................................replication
RE/PLUCr .................................................................................................................................................. replicate
R E /P O G S .................................................................................................................................................... reposition
RE/SEFRB .....................................................................................................................................................reserve
RE/SES ........................................................................................................................................................... recess






RE /ST R A IN T S.............................................................................................................................................restraints
RE/TAIN/-BL ............................................................................................................................................retainable
RE/VEN/-J .................................................................................................................................................... revenge
R E B ......................................................................................................................................................................rebel
R E B ............................................................................................................................................................. remember
R E B /A N S ...............................................................................................................................................remembrance
REBD .....................................................................................................................................................remembered
REBG ................................................................................................................................................... remembering







R E F .................................................................................................................................................................... refuse
R E F /R E N ...................................................................................................................................................... reverend
R E F L S ..........................................................................................................................................................relevance
R E F I T ............................................................................................................................................................ relevant
REFLTS ........................................................................................................................................................resolute
^ F ^ .............................................................................................................................................................recently
REFPGS ................................................................................................................................................... respiration
REFR ................................................................................................................................................................. refer
R E F R B ..............................................................................................................................................................reserve
RBFRD ....................................................................................................................................................... referred
REFRG ...................................................................................................................................................... referring
R E F R G T  referring to
R E F R L .............................................................................................................................................................referral




R E F R T ................................................................................................................................................................revert
REFRT/-D ......................   reverted
REFRT/-G ..................................................................................................................................................reverting
REFRTS ..........................................................................................................................................................reverts
R E F R Z ................................................................................................................................................................refers
R E F T /- D ...........................................................................................................................................................rested
R E F T /- G ..........................................................................................................................................................resting
R E F I S ..................................................................................................................................................................rests
R E G ..................................................................................................................................................................register
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REG/U ....................................................................................................................................................... regular^
R E G D Z ......................................................................................................................................................... regicide
R E G S ..........................................................................................................................................................regulation
R E G T ...............................................................   regularity
REGTS ................................................................................................................................................... regularities
R E J ...................................................................................................................................................................register
R E J ......................................................................................................................................................................reject
REJ/-G .....................................................................................................................................................registering
R E I D .......................................................................................................................................................... regstered
REIDZ .........................................................................................................................................................regicide
R E I T ............................................................................   register
R E I Z .............................................................................................................................................................registers
REK .................................................................................................................................................reasonable care
R E K T .............................................................................................................................................................recollect
R E K T /-D .................................................................................................................................................... recollected
R E K T /-G ................................................................................................................................................... recollecting
REKTS ...................................................................................................................................................... recollects
REL ................................................................................................................................................................. relate
R E L / n F ..........................................................................................................................................................relative
REL/TIFL ...................................................................................................................................................relatively
R E l/n F Z  ....................................................................................................................................................relatives
R E L D ............................................................................................................................................................... related





R E L S ..............................................................................................................................................................reckless
R E L S ............................................................................................................................................................... release




R E M T ..................................................................................................................................................................remit
REMT/-D ................................................................................................................................................... remitted
REMT/-G .................................................................................................................................................. remitting
R E M T /A N S ................................................................................................................................................remittance
REM T/ANS/-Z .......................................................................................................................................... remittances
R E M T /E N T .................................................................................................................................................. remittent
REMTS ............................................................................................................................................................remits
REN ................................................................................................................................................................render
R E N D ....................................  rendered
R E N G ...........................................................................................................................................................rendering
RENGS ....................................................................................................................................................... rendition
RENGS ....................................................................................................................................................... retention
R E N Z .............................................................................................................................................................. renders
REOERG/-G .........................................................................................................................................reorganizing
REP ........................................................................................................................................................... represent
R E P /A N ....................................................................................................................................................Republican
REP/BAIT ................................................................................................................................................. reprobate
R E P /U K ........................................................................................................................................................Republic
R E P / n F ...............................................................................................................................................representative
REP/TIFZ .........................................................................................................................................representatives
R E P D ....................................................................................................................................................... represented
R E P G ...................................................................................................................................................... representing
REPGS ...............................................................................................................................................representation
REPGS/-Z ........................................................................................................................................ representations
R E P Z ......................................................................................................................................................... represents
RER .............................................................................................................................................................. register
R E R D .......................................................................................................................................................... registered
R E R G ......................................................................................................................................................... registering
R E R Z .............................................................................................................................................................registers
R E S ..................................................................................................................................................................... recess
R E S /IPS /L O K ...............................................................................................................................les ipsa loquitur
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R E F .................................................................................................................................................................. receipt
R B T /R I K ........................................................................................................................................................rhetoric
FI .................................................................................................................................................................. railway
................................................................................................................................................................... realize















RIG /M O RTS............................................................................................................................................. rigor mortis
FIGS ........................................................................................................................................................ realization
F U /n  ..............................................................................................................................................................rigidity
F I I T ...................................................................................................................................................................rigidity
R I K ................................................................................................................................................................requisite
RIRZ ..........................................................................................................................................................requisites
R I L G D Z ........................................................................................................................................................... riddle
RIN/STAIMT ..................................................................................................................................... reinstatement
RIN /ST A IM T S.................................................................................................................................... reinstatements
RIND .....................................................................................................................................................right hand
R I N D Z .................................................................................................................................................right-hand side
RING ...................................................................................................................................................................ring
RIPBLG .................................................................................................................................................... arithmetic
RIPB LG/M EBG T.......................................................................................................................................arithmetic
RIFLS ............................................................................................................................................ res ipsa loquitur
R I F S .................................................................................................................................................res ipsa loquitur




RIRK .....................................................................................................................................refresh my recollection
FIRM ................................................................................................................................. refresh my memory
R IR M T ..................................................................................................................................................... requirement
RIRMTS ............................................................................................................................................... requirements
RIRZ ............................................................................................................................................................ requires
R T T ....................................................................................................................................................................reality
RTT/RAID ................................................................................................................................................ reiterated
RTT/RAIG ............................................................................................................................................... reiterating
R IT /R A IT .......................................................................................................................................................reiterate
Rrr/RATTS .................................................................................................................................................reiterates
R N - D Z ................................................................................................................................................. right-hand side
RO .......................................................................................................................................own recognizance
RO&BM/RO*EMZ ......................................................................................................................roman numerals
RO*EM/RO’EM .......................................................................................................................... roman numeral
R O /R O ................................................................................................................................................................. OR.
R O B ........................................................................................................................................................................ rob
R O B T ..............................................................................................................................................................Robert
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S ™ .  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ■
R O E N ..................................................................................................................................................................Reno
S  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : «=5%
ROENT ........................................................................................................................................................... rodent
ROENT/-DZ .......................................................................................................................................... rodenticide




R O E R G S ...........................................................................................................................................................Rogers
............................................................................................................................................... reorganizes
ROEa  reference to the fact
ROEXZ  reference to the facts
RUE ...............................................................................................................................................................revolve




R G I % .............................................................................................................................................................. recover
R G E R ............................................................................................................................................................. revolver
R G E Z ............................................................................................................................................................. revolves
R ° I ............................................................................................................................................................ right of way
R U I ................................................................................................................................................................. roadway
RGIGS .................................................................................................................................................... recognition
R G I K ..............................................................................................................................................................rhetoric
R O I N ....................................................................................................................................................................iron
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
R G R B ............................................................................................................................................................... robber
R O R D ................................................................................................................................................................ record
RORD/-D ................................................................................................................................................... recorded
RORD/-G ..................................................................................................................................................recording
R O R D /-G S ...............................................................................................................................................recordation
R O R D /G Z ................................................................................................................................................ recordings
RORD/ER ................................................................................................................................................... recorder
R O R D /E R Z .................................................................................................................................................. recorders
R O R D Z .......................................................................................................................................................... records
R O R S .............................................................................................................................................................resource
R G R F ................................................................................................................................................................ report
R O R T /-D ........................................................................................................................................................ reported
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
S Ü F  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
R O U G T .......................................................................................................................................................... routing
R O U L D .......................................................................................................................................... around the world
R O U T ................................................................................................................................................................... rout
RGX ............................................................................................................................................................... recross
R H „  are you
R U B E ..................................................................................................................................................... are you able
RUBLT  are you able to
R U B L T S  are you able to say
R^E ................................................................................................................................................................ review
R U F G ........................................................................................................................................................... reviewing
R U P M ................................................................................................................................................. are you familiar
R U F Z ...............................................................................................................................................................reviews
R U G S ..............................................................................................................................................................Russian
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RULDZ ....................................................................................................................................... rules of evidence
R U E T ............................................................................................................................................................... result
R U E T /-D ....................................................................................................................................................... resulted
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
S n o  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
R U R  are you positive
R U R B ..................................................................................................................................................... are you sure
R U R K ..................................................................................................................................refresh your recollection
R U R E .................................................................................................................................................................rural
R U R M  refresh your memory
R U R N .............................................................................................................................................................. return
RURN/-BL ............................................................................................................................................... returnable




R U S ..........................................................................................................................................................are you sure
................................................................................................................................................................... recess
R U S .................................................................................................................................................................. reduce
R U Z ................................................................................................................................................................... refuse
S-B .................................................................................................................................................................. as best
S-B .......................................................................................................................................................... southbound
S - B S  as best as
S-D/S-D ..................................................................................................................................South Dakota
B-GZ ..................................................................................................................................................... south side
S-F .....................................................................................................................................................................serve
S FD ...........................................................................................................................self-serving declaration
S-FD .............................................................................................................................................................. served
S-FG .......................................................................................................................................................self-serving
S EG ............................................................................................................................................................. serving
S - F K ............................................................................................................................................................... scientific
S-FPS ........................................................................................................................................................as much as
S-FRM T/S-FRM T...........................................................................................................................State of Vermont
S - F S  as far as
S - F S .................................................................................................................................................................. service
S-FS/-BL ...................................................................................................................................................serviceable
S-FS/-BLT........................................................................................................................................... serviceability
S -F S /-D ............................................................................................................................................................ serviced
S -F S /-G ...........................................................................................................................................................servicing
S -F S /-S ............................................................................................................................................................ services
S-FS/MAN ..............................................................................................................................................serviceman
S-FS/MEN ..............................................................................................................................................servicemen
S - F Z ................................................................................................................................................................... serves
........................................................................................................................................................... sergeant
S-K/S-K ............................................................................................................................................South Carolina
S - K S ........................................................................................................................................................ as quickly as
S - E S  as well as
S ' M ...................................................................................................................................................................system
S-M/AOIZ ..............................................................................................................................................systematize
S-M /A O IZ /E R ....................................................................................................................................... systems tizer
S - M /I K ........................................................................................................................................................... systemic
S -M /M IK .................................................................................................................................................... tystematic
S-M /M IK /L I.......................................................................................................................................... systematical^
S-MS ........................................................................................................................................................as many as
S-MT ........................................................................................................................................................centimeter
S -M T /S -M T ....................................................................................................................................State of Montana
S-MZ ............................................................................................................................................................ systems
S - N , .................................................................................................................................................................. season
S-N/-BL ...................................................................................................................................................seasonable
S-N/BU ................................................................................................................................................... seasonably
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S - N T S ............................................................................................................................................................ sentence
S-NZ ..............................................................................................................................................................seasons
S - P ............................................................................................................................................................... subpoena
S - P ................................................................................................................................................................... suspect
S -P /D E X ..................................................................................................................................subpoena duces tecum
S-PD .......................................................................................................................................................subpoenaed
S-PG ...................................................................................................................................................... subpoenaing
S - P O S ........................................................................................................................................... summary probation
S-PT ..............................................................................................................................................................support
S - P T S ............................................................................................................................................................ supports
S-PZ ......................................................................................................................................................... subpoenas
S - R .....................................................................................................................................................................senior
S-RBLD ......................................................................................................................... circumstantial evidence
S-RG .............................................................................................................................................................. surgery
S-RG/JEN ......................................................................................................................................Surgeon General
S -R G Z /JE N .................................................................................................................................... Surgeons General
S-RL ..............................................................................................................................................................surgical
S-RT ............................................................................................................................................................ seniority
S - R T S ..........................................................................................................................................................civil rights
S - S ...................................................................................................................................................................... assist
S-XT .................................................................................................................................................................sextet
S - Z  is his
S A B T .......................................................................................................................................................... sabbatical
SAE ................................................................................................................................................................ satisfy
SAEGS ................................................................................................................................................ satisfaction
S A E L T /S A E L ................................................................................................................................................. Seattle
S A E N ...............................................................................................................................................................sixteen
S A E N ...............................................................................................................................................................sustain
S A E N /n F K ...................................................................................................................................................scientific
SAENS .......................................................................................................................................................... science
S A E R D Z .................................................................................................................................................... Cedar City
SAERN ....................................................................................................................................................... ascertain
SA E R N D ................................................................................................................................................ ascertained
SA E R N G .................................................................................................................................................. ascertaining
S A E R N Z ......................................................................................................................................................ascertains
S A E S /-D ........................................................................................................................................................ assessed
S A E X ....................................................................................................................................................................sexy
SA E R N G .............................................................................................................................................................. sank
S A IF G ...........................................................................................................................................................safeguard
S A I F T .................................................................................................................................................................safely





S A K S ..................................................................................................................................................... civil action
SA IV T O U N  City of Allentown
SA L G D Z ........................................................................................................................................................... saddle
S A L T .....................................................................................................................................................................salt
S A M D ..........................................................................................................................................................same day
SAN/BERND ............................................................................................................................San Bemadino
S A N /D A IG ............................................................................................................................................San Diego
SA N /F R A N ...........................................................................................................................................San Francisco
SA N /H A O Z ................................................................................................................................................ San Jose
SA N /K L E M ...........................................................................................................................................San Clemente
SANGS ........................................................................................................................................................ sanction
SAOEBGS ...............................................................................................................................Caesarean section
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SAOEFR
SAOEFT ..............................  X:: :
X:: X:: x: : :  x: :  x x  x : xx : x ; : : 3 : ;  
^Sg™.x x : x x : x  x : x  x x  x : x  x : x  x ^ 2
 scene of the accident
SA O E A B G T ......................................................................................................................................................sciatic
SA O ID/SA O ID .................................................................................................................................... State of Idaho
S A O I P  side of
SAOIFK ......................................................................................................................................................scientific
SAOIFK/LI ............................................................................................................................................ scientifically
Œ  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
SA01GS/-Z ..................................................................................................................................................citations
SAOIK/SM ABGT................................................................................................................................psychosomatic
l î s r ' .  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : S S S
SAOIMT
^A O JM T S.......................................................................................................................................assignments
S A O IN ...................................................................................................................................................................sign
SAOINATTS.................................................................................................................................................. synovitis
2 2 3 T . :  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 3 : 2
= B L  ; : : : : : : : ; : : ; : : : : : : : : ; : : : ; : : : : : : : : S
SAORD ..................................................................................................................................... so ordered
SAGS .................................................................................................................................................. as soon as
SAOU/SAOILGDZ ...................................................................................................................................... suicidai
S A O U C H .......................................................................................................................................................... suture
S A O U D Z .........................................................................................................................................................suicide
SAOUM ........................................................................................................................................................ assume
S A G U R B ....................................................................................................................................................... as usual
SA G U T /-B L ...................................................................................................................................................suitable
SAGUT/-BLT  .................................................................................................................................... suitability
SAPD ............................................................................................................................................................. sapped
SAPT  speedy and public trial
S A R ......................................................................................................................................................................cigar
SARK/-FM ...................................................................................................................................................sarcasm
SARK/SARK State of Arkansas
S t  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
S A R L Z .......................................................................................................................................................... cigarillos
^ A ^   c i^ ts
SAUB  assault and battery
S A U L T .............................................................................................................................................................. assault
SAURN ..........................................................................................................................................................Saturn
..............................................................................................................................................................assault






S B -M T ........................................................................................................................................................... intimate
SB -M T/-D .....................................................................................................................................................intimated
SB -M T/-G .................................................................................................................................................... intimating
SB-MTS ..................................................................................................................................................... intimates
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SB/-T/-GS ............................................................................................................................................intimidations
SBAEN .........................................................................................................................................................substain
S B A IL ................................................................................................................................................................. entail
SB A M /SB A M ...............................................................................................................................State of Alabama





S B A O IM ....................................................................................................................................................entire time
S B A O I R ............................................................................................................................................................ entire
SBAOIRL .....................................................................................................................................................entirely
SBAOIRM ............................................................................................................................................... entire time
SEAGIRT .....................................................................................................................................................entirety
SBAGIS ............................................................................................................................................................ entice
SBAGRGS .................................................................................................................................... into consideration
SBAGT ...................................................................................................................................................... into the
S B A G U S ................................................................................................................................................. sexual abuse
S B A U L T ........................................................................................................................................City of Baltimore
SBEFT ....................................................................................................................................................... as best
SBEFXS ...................................................................................................................................................... as best as
S B E L G S ................................................................................................................................................... intelligence
S B E L G T ..................................................................................................................................................... intelligent
SBEND ............................................................................................................................................................intend
S B E N G S ....................................................................................................................................................... intention
SBERU ........................................................................................................................................................ entering
S B E R M T ......................................................................................................................................................interment
SBERN ............................................................................................................................................................ intern
S B B R N L ......................................................................................................................................................... internal
S B E R N L /U ..................................................................................................................................................internally




S B I T S ...............................................................................................................................................................entities
SBL- ............................................................................................................................................................assemble
S B L -D ..........................................................................................................................................................assembled
S B L -G ........................................................................................................................................................ assembling





S B L IN  City of Brooklyn





SB R-/K EK T............................................................................................................................................. interconnect
SB R-/N A BL............................................................................................................................................ interminable
SBR-/PLAIT ...........................................................................................................................................interpolate
SB R -/P G E Z ..................................................................................................................................................interpose




S B R -G .............................................................................................................................................................entering
SBR-NL ................................................................................................................................................. international
SBR-NT ................................................................................................................................................. international
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S E f  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
S B R - R ............................................................................................................................................................ interior
.....................................................................................................................................................intrastate
: : : : : : : : : : : : :  : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : : : :




:= D  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :'r„"S
SBRAOUS ................................................................................................................................................ introduce
S B R A P ..............................................................................................................................................................entrap





: % o s  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  ' " = =
SBROUFL ............................................................................................................................................ interspousal
SBRUBGS ............................................................................................................................................introduction
S B R } ^  ..........................................................................................................................................................
^ B R U P ......................................................................................................................................................... interrupt
: : : : : : : : : :  : : : : : : : : : : : : :  : : : :
S B R U S ............................................................................................................................................. interest of justice
S B U F L ...............................................................................................................................................City of Buffalo
SB ......................................................................................................................................................................does
SD-/TIN ..................................................................................................................................................discontinue
SD -/T IN D ................................................................................................................................................discontinued
SD -/11N G ...............................................................................................................................................discontinuing
SD-fTlNGS .......................................................................................................................................discontinuation
S D -/T IN Z ................................................................................................................................................ discontinues
SD/VANG ........................................................................................................................................... disadvantage
SD-/VANGD .....................................................................................................................................disadvantaged
SD -/V A N G Z......................................................................................................................................... disadvantages
SD-BLT ......................................................................................................................................................disability
S D -B L T S ................................................................................................................................................... disabilities
S D - N T ............................................................................................................................................................. doesn’t
......................................................................................................................................................... does she
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
s d ^ l t ' : :  : : : ; ; ; ; : ; ; : ; : ; ; ; : ; : : ; : ; : ; ; : : : ;




S D A F P ........................................................................................................................................... accidents happen
S D A F P D .....................................................................................................................................accidents happened
SDAFPG  accidents happening
SDAIFR ....................................................................................................................................................... disfavor
S D A L S ................................................................................................................................................... City of Dallas
S D A N ................................................................................................................................................ Saturday night
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S D A O E S ......................................................................................................................................................... decease
S D A O ID ........................................................................................................................................................... decide
^ B ' ^ ................................................................................................................................................ accident happen
SDAFD  accident happened
®BATC  accident happening
SDAPZ .......................................................................................................................................... accident happens
. discharging
. discharge
S D A R ID .........................................................................................................................................  discharged
^ B A R J Z ..................................................................................................................................................... discharges
®BE .............................................................................................................................................................. does he
SDEBL ............................................................................................................................................does he believe
SDEFB .............................................................................................................................................. store detective
S D B F N S ...................................................................................................................................Secretary of Defense
S D E F R B  \  deserve
SDEL/SDEL ............................................................................................................State of Delaware
S B E N .................................................................................................................................................................dozen
SDEND ................................................................................................................................... does he understand
S D E N G S ..................................................................................................................................................... dissention
3: %?  : : : : : : : : : : :  : : : : : : : : : : : :  : : : :
SDEPT ................................................................................................................................................ does he want
S D E R .............................................................................................................................................................does her
SDERK ........................................................................................................................................... does he recollect
SDERL ................................................................................................................................................does he recall
5 5 5 % ? ..............................................................................................................................................does he remember
SDERN .......................................................................................................................................................... discern
SDERN/-MT .........................................................................................................................................discernment
S D B R N D ..................................................................................................................................................... discerned
S D E R N Z .........................................................................................................................................................discerns
S D H A W ..................................................................................................................................................... discharge
SDHARJD ................................................................................................................................................discharged
SDHARJZ .................................................................................................................................................discharges
B D I F E ..........................................................................................................................................................dismissal
S D IG S ............................................................................................................................................................. decision
S D I N G S .....................................................................................................................................................distinction
S D IR B ......................................................................................................................................................... distinguish
S D IR B /-B L ......................................................................................................................................... distinguishable
S D I R B D ............................................................................................................................................ distinguished
S D I R B G ................................................................................................................................................distinguishing
S D I R B Z ............................................................................................................................................... distinguishes
SDIS ...............................................................................................................................................................dismiss
SD rr ................................................................................................................................................................does it
S D L A E D ....................................................................................................................................... deceive or mislead









S D O R D /-D ................................................................................................................................................disordered




SDOUR ..................................................................................................................................................... does our
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ISSf* : : : : : : : : : : : :  : : : : : : : : : :  : : : :
SBRUBGS ..............................................................................................................................................destructtoi
S D R U F T .........................................................................................................................................................distrust
. : : ; :
S B J ^  .......................................................................................................................................... accidents occur
SD X JF R D ...................................................................................................................................accidents occurred
S B U F R G ......................................................................................................................................accidents occurring
SDUGS .....................................................................................................................................................discussion
S D U R  does your
SDURD.......... ....................................................................................................................................accident occurred
SDURG.......... ............................................................................................................................... accident oceuning
S p U R S ...............................................................................................................................................accident occurs
SBUS ..............................................................................................................................................................discuss
SB -  is he
................................................................................................................................................... sedative
S E F /-R B P ..................................................................................................................................................receivership
CT7C7/nr T ..........^....................................................... receivabilify
SE F Æ L 1Z ...............................................................................................................................................receivabilities
....................receivers
S E F B L ......................................................................................................................................................... receivable
SEFBLZ ................................................................................................................................................... receivables
SEFB ............................................................................................................................................................received
SE FD /N EFD  received in evidence
. receiving
SEFIV K RO L..............................................................................................................................................self-control
S E F L D Z ................................................................................................................................................. several days
SEFLTS ............................................................................................................................................several times
SEFRB/-L X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  c e S  
SEFRB/SAOrrS ......................................................................................................................................... cervicitis
S E F R L ..............................................................................................................................................................several
SEFRULI . severally
SE F R P B L G T S .......................................................................................................................................... searchlight
SEFZ ............................................................................................................................................................ receives
SEKD .............................................................................................................................................................. second
S E K D /- D ......................................................................................................................................................seconded
S E K D /-G .....................................................................................................................................................seconding
S E K D /A IR L .............................................................................................................................................. secondarily
SEKD/HAND .........................................................................................................................................secondhand
S E K D /U ....................................................................................................................................................... secondly







SE M /B L A M ...........................................................................................................................................assemblyman
SE M /B L E M ...........................................................................................................................................assemblymen
S E M /B L I .......................................................................................................   assembly
S E M /B L Z .....................................................................................................................................................assembles
SBM/FINL ..................................................................................................................................................semifinal
S E N ...................................................................................................................................................................... send
S E N /T O R .........................................................................................................................................................senator
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S E N L ......................................................................................................................................................... essential
..........................................................................................................................................................senility
SENS/-BL ....................................................................................................................................................sensible
SE N S /-B L T .................................................................................................................................................sensibility
SENTS .....................................................................................................................................................sentence
S E P .................................................................................................................................................................... accept
s e p t  .....................................................................................................................................................September
S E R .................................................................................................................................................................... certify
S E R /-F P L T ............................................................................................................................................... searchlight
S E R /B L U M ............................................................................................................................................cerebellum





SERLT .......................................................................................................................................... as the result
SERLTS ................................................................................................................................................ as the results
S E R M ..............................................................................................................................................................sermon
SERMT ...................................................................................................................................................... cerement
S E R M T S ...................................................................................................................................................cerements
S E R N ...............................................................................................................................................................certain
SERNL ........................................................................................................................................................certainty
SERNT ....................................................................................................................................................... certainty
s e r t ........................................................................................................................................................certificate
SF-K .............................................................................................................................................................gstemic
S F - L D  City of Philadelphia
SF-M ............................................................................................................................................................... ^ te m
S F -M T ........................................................................................................................................................Qistematic
SF-S ......................................................................................................................................................... as far as
S F A /S F A ........................................................................................................................................... State of Virginia
SFAEN .....................................................................................................................................................seventeen
S F A IN ...............................................................................................................................................................sustain
S F A O E N ...........................................................................................................................................................Sistinc
SFAOIF ...........................................................................................................................................................suffice
SFAOIFTS .................................................................................................................................. suffice it to say
SFARS .....................................................................................................................................................as far as
SFERN ...........................................................................................................................................................cistern
S P I F F .............................................................................................................................................................. sorriest
SFLA /SFLA ........................................................................................................................................State of Florida
S F O L S ........................................................................................................................................................ as follows
SFR- ................................................................................................................................................................. sister
SFR-FPLT ............................................................................................................................................................Sr.
SFRAN ............................................................................................................................................... San Francisco
S G - ..........................................................................................................................................................something
SGA/SGA .....................................................................................................................State of Georgia
S O A R .................................................................................................................................................................. cigar
SGOET ......................................................................................................................................................scapegoat
S G O E T S .................................................................................................................................................... scapegoats
SGRAE ........................................................................................................................................................disagree
S G R A E F .................................................................................................................................................. stenography
S G R A F R ................................................................................................................................................ stenographer
S G R A ID .....................................................................................................................................................centigrade
SGRET ........................................................................................................................................................cigarette
S H - ...........................................................................................; ......................................................................... she
S H - .....................................................................................................................................................................short-
SH-RPT .............................................................................................................................................short report
S H A /G R IN .....................................................................................................................................................chagrin
SHA/SHIA ........................................................................................................................................ State of Hawaii
S H A B ..........................................................................................................................................................shall be
S H A F .........................................................................................................................................................shall have
SHAIN ...................................................................   Cheyenne
SH A M /SH A M  State of New Hampshire
S H A G ..................................................................................................................................................................shoe
SHADED ........................................................................................................................................................ she’d
SH A O E L .............................................................................................................................................................she'll
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IÎKS5 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : t :
S H A O U D ......................................................................................................................................................... issued
S H A O U G ..................................................................................................................................................... issuing
SHAOUNS .................................................................................................................................................issuance
S H A O U R ..........................................................................................................................................................assure
EKSIir'. ........................ S
SHAOZ ............................................................................................................................................................shoes
S H E F /I .............................................................................................................................................................. Chevy
SHEFRL .....................................................................................................................................................Chevrolet
S H E F S ..........................................................................................................................................................she was
S H E F T ........................................................................................................................................................... sheet of
SHEGZ ..................................................................................................................................................... she goes
SHEKD ..................................................................................................................................................... she could
..........................................................................................................................................................She will
SHELX) .................................................................................................................................................she would
S H E L G Z .................................................................................................................................................she alleges
S H E F D .................................................................................................................................................she happened
SHBPTS ..................................................................................................................................................she wants
SHER ...............................................................................................................................................................sheriff
S H E R B D ....................................................................................................................................................she should
SHERD ................................................................................................................................... sherifFs department
S H E R P T ................................................................................................................................... sheriffs department
SHEETS ............................................................................................................................................ sheet of rights
SHES .............................................................................................................................................................. she is
SHFSHI ............................................................................................................................................ State of Ohio
S H I M T ...........................................................................................................................................................shipment
SHIMTS .....................................................................................................................................................shipments
S H I R B .................................................................................................................................................................finish
S H O G ..........................................................................................................................................................shotgun
SHOGD .................................................................................................................................................. shotgunned
SHOGZ .......................................................................................................................................................shotguns
S H O I K ..........................................................................................................................................................Chicago
S H O N ........................................................................................................................................................His Honor
S H O R .................................................................................................................................................................shore
S H O R K T ......................................................................................................................................................shortcut
SHCRKTS ..................................................................................................................................................shortcuts
SHORL ...................................................................................................................................................... shoreline
S H O R L D .......................................................................................................................................................shoulder
SH O R L G T S......................................................................................................................................................shortly
S H O R P T ................................................................................................................................... short period of time
s h o r t  .............................................................................................................................................................short
S H O R T /F T ................................................................................................................................................... shortest
SHORT/KHAIN/-J .............................................................................................................................. short change
SHOURLD .................................................................................................................................................. shoulder
SH O U R L D /-D .......................................................................................................................................... shouldered
S H O U R L D /-G ......................................................................................................................................... shouldering
SHOURLDZ .............................................................................................................................................shoulders
SHOURNT  show you are innocent
SHR- .................................................................................................................................................................. sure
S H R - T ................................................................................................................................................................surety
SHUF ..................................................................................................................................................... should have
S H U F T ................................................................................................................................................ should have the
SHUNT ......................................................................................................................................................shouldn’t
SHUP ..........................................................................................................................................................shut up
S H U R ...................................................................................................................................................................sure
SHURL ........................................................................................................................................................... surely
S I B L  as I believe
S I B L D ....................................................................................................................................................as I believed
SIF ................................................................................................................................................................ as I have
S I F L ....................................................................................................................................................................... civil
SIFL/LI ............................................................................................................................................................civilly
S I F L T ............................................................................................................................................................... civility
S IF L T S .............................................................................................................................................................civilities
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SIER ................................................................................................................................................................. sister
s l S S  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : s
SIFRNLG .........................................................................................................................................................cinch




f m s '
: 5 m - :  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  : : ; : : : : :
: K con : : : : ....................................................................................................................................... s S
SIUKONZ ................................................................................................................................................... silicones
SIL/SIL ........................................................................................................................................... State of Illinois
S I M ....................................................................................................................................................................similar
S IM /L I............................................................................................................................................................ similariy
......................................................................................................................................................... similarity
S IM T S ........................................................................................................................................................ similarities
S I N / - J ..................................................................................................................................................................singe
SIN/FU .......................................................................................................................................................... sinfully
........................................................................................................................................................ singeing
SIN/SIN ............................................................................................................................................State of Indiana
SINDZ ................................................................................................... ........................................as I understand
SING ....................................................................................................................................................................sing
SINS/ERT ....................................................................................................................................................sincerity
SINT  since the
SIRK ......................................................................................................................................................as I recollect
.....................................................................................................................................................circumstance
S IR K /A L ...............................................................................................................................................circumstantial
S I R K T ................................................................................................................................................................ circuit
......................................................................................................................................................... as I recall
SIRM  as I remember
S K - ......................................................................................................................................................................... ask
SK-D ..............................................................................................................................circumstantial evidence
SK-D ............................................................................................................................................................. succeed
SK J .............................................................................................................................................. sexual knowledge
S K - L S ................................................................................................................................................ sexual liaison
S K -N T ................................................................................................................................................... sexual intent
................................................................................................................................................................sexpot
S K - R S  sexual intercourse
SK-T  ask the
SK-T/SK-T ................................................................................................................................ State of Connecticut
S K -X T  sex act
SKA/SKA ........................................................................................................................................ State of Kansas
S K A B D Z .....................................................................................................................................................scabicide
S K A B D Z ...................................................................................................................................................scabietidde
S K A E L D ..................................................................................................................................................... concealed
S K A E L G .................................................................................................................................................... concealing
SKAEN ................................................................................................................................................. Schenectady
S K A E N S ......................................................................................................................................................constancy
S K A I R S /n ..................................................................................................................................................... scarcify
SKAL/SKAL .................................................................................................................... State of California
SKALD .....................................................................................................................................................so called
SKAND ......................................................................................................................................asked and answered
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S K A N S ......................................................................................................................................................... constance
S K A N T ........................................................................................................................................................... constant
S K A O E D ....................................................................................................................................................... concede
SK A O E D /-D .................................................................................................................................................conceded
SK A O E D /-G ................................................................................................................................................conceding
S K A O E L ........................................................................................................................................................ conceal
S K A O E L /-M T ....................................................................................................................................... concealment
SKAOELZ .................................................................................................................................................. conceals
SKAOID ......................................................................................................................................................... suicide




S K A O U L ...................................................................................................................................................... schedule
SKAOUMGS ....................................................................................................................................consummation
S K A O U R ..........................................................................................................................................................secure
SKAOURL ...................................................................................................................................................securely
SKBAEKT ....................................................................................................................................... sympathectomy





S K E K T ..................................................................................................................................................... Schenectady
SKELGDZ ..................................................................................................................................................schedule
SKBLGS  physical examination
S K E P T ..............................................................................................................................................................skeptic
SKEPT/AL ..................................................................................................................................................skeptical




SKH-FP ............................................................................................................................................ as much as
SKHAG .......................................................................................................................... City of Chicago
SKI/SKI .............................................................................................................................. State of Kentuclqr
S K I F T .............................................................................................................................................................. consist
S K I N L .......................................................................................................................................................consistently
S K I N T ......................................................................................................................................................... consistent
SKITS/-DZ ........................................................................................................................................... schizonticide
S K L - ....................................................................................................................................................................sexual
SKL-BS ........................................................................................................................................... sexual abuse
SKL-PLGS .............................................................................................................................. sexual exploitation
S K L A R .............................................................................................................................................................circular
SKLEFLD ...................................................................................................................................City of Cleveland
S K L E R B G T .................................................................................................................................................. sclerotic
SKLIS ........................................................................................................................................let me ask you this
S K L I U ................................................................................................................................................ exclusive judges







SK O /T H R A P S...................................................................................................................................psychotherapist
SKOAT .......................................................................................................................................................suit coat
SKOE .............................................................................................................................................................. psyche
SKOEFP ..................................................................................................................................................... scope of
SK O E FP T ................................................................................................................................................. scope of the
S K O E T ..........................................................................................................................................................scapegoat
SKOETS ................................................................................................................................................... scapegoats
SKOJ ................................................................................................................................Scotty’s Junction
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. psychotic
S K O L .............................................................................................................................................................. console
SKOL/SKOL .............................................................................................................................. State of Colorado
.....................................................................................................................................................physiology
S K O L G S ...................................................................................................................................................physiologist
SKOND ....................................................................................................................................... asked or answered
SKORT ......................................................................................................................................................civil court
SKORT .............................................................................................................................................. supreme court
....................................................................................................................................................... psychosis




SKP-RBD ............................................................................................................................................and she had
SK P -R B L ................................................................................................................................................ and she will
S K P -R B L D ....................................................................................................................................... and she would
S K P -R B S and she is
SKPAF  and a half
SKPEBLZ ....................................................................................................................................... and he believes
............................................................................................................................................and he feels
S K P E K D ................................................................................................................................................and he could
SKPEKS ............................................................................................................................................and he can say
S K P E K Z ............................................................................................................................................ and he can see
S K P E L D ............................................................................................................................................and he would
S K P E N Z ............................................................................................................................................and he knows
SK PE FT S...............................................................................................................................................and he wants
SKPERKZ ...................................................................................................................................and he recollects
SKPERLZ ............................................................................................................ .......................... and he recalls
SKPERMZ ...................................................................................................................................and he remembers
S K P H A F  and a half
SKPIBL .................................................................................................................................................and I believe
..........................................................................................................................................................and I have
SKPIFL .......................................................................................................................................................and I feel
SKPIKD ................................................................................................................................................ and I could
SKPIKS ................................................................................................................................................ and I can say
SKPIKZ .................................................................................................................................................and I can see
SKPILD .................................................................................................................................................and I would
S K W N .....................................................................................................................................................and I know
SKPIPT ................................................................................................................................................ and I want
SKPIRK ............................................................................................................................................and I recollect
SKPIRL ................................................................................................................................................ and I recall
S K F IR M ........................................................................................................................................and I remember
S K P I S ............................................................................................................................................................ and I s ^
S K P U B L ........................................................................................................................................... and you believe
S K P U F L .................................................................................................................................................and you feel
S K P U K D ............................................................................................................................................ and you could
S K P U K Z ........................................................................................................................................... and you can see
S K P U L D ............................................................................................................................................and you would
SKPUN ............................................................................................................................................ and you know
S K P U P T ............................................................................................................................................... and you want
S K P U R K ........................................................................................................................................and you recollect
S K P U R L ............................................................................................................................................ and you recall
SK F U R M ...................................................................................................................................... and you remember
SKPUS ................................................................................................................................................ and you say






SKPWEKS ........................................................................................................................................and we can say
SKPWEKZ ....................................................................................................................................... and we can see
S K R A E S .......................................................................................................................................................... secrecy
SKRAK .......................................................................................................................................................sacroiliac
S K R A O E ...........................................................................................................................................................psyche
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S K R A O M ................................................................................................................................................. Sacramento
S K R A R B ......................................................................................................................................................skin rash
SKRARBZ .............................................................................................................................................. skin rashes
IISId ■ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
g S o  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :





S K R O E M ................................................................................................................................................. Sacramento




S K U ................................................................................................................................................................. ask you
SKULGTS ......................................................................................................................................................scuttle




S K U R L ............................................................................................................................................................securely
S K U R M T ................................................................................................................................................ securement
SKURN ........................................................................................................................................ask Your Honor




S K W -D ...................................................................................................................................................... square yard
SKW-FT ................................................................................................................................................ square feet







S K W A L Z ..........................................................................................................................................................squalls
SKWAN ......................................................................................................................................................squander
S K W A U L ........................................................................................................................................................... squall
S K W A U L Z ..................................................................................................................................................... squalls
SKWED ................................................................................................................................................. sequestered
S K W E F T .................................................................................................................................................square feet
SKWEG ................................................................................................................................................ sequestering
S K W E N S ......................................................................................................................................................sequence
SK W EN S/-D ............................................................................................................................................... sequenced
SK W EN S/-G .............................................................................................................................................. sequencing
S K W E N S/-Z ................................................................................................................................................sequences
SKWER ..................................................................................................................................................... sequester
SKWEZ ................................................................................................................................................... sequesters
SKWIKS ................................................................................................................................................ as quickly as
SKWIPT ......................................................................................................................................................subscript
S L - F ..................................................................................................................................................................... solve
SI^FP ................................................................................................................. as little as possible
S L - K D ............................................................................................................................................................selected
SL-KS ...........................................................................................................................................................selection
S L - K T ................................................................................................................................................................select
S L -K T /-G ...................................................................................................................................................... selecting
S L -K T S.............................................................................................................................................................. selects
S L - K Z .............................................................................................................................................................. selects
SI^LS/SL-LS Salt Lake City
S L - M T ........................................................................................................................................................settlement
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SL-S ..........................................................................................................................................................as well as
S L A /S L A  State of Louisiana
SLAFK/SLAFK ................................................................................................................State of Alaska
SLAFT ..........................................................................................................................................................salacity
S L A IR B S....................................................................................................................................................... salacious
SLAOIF .............................................................................................................................................................saliva
SLAOILGTS ................................................................................................................................................. slightly
SLAOIF ......................................................................................................................... something like that
SLAOIPBLG ................................................................................................................. something like this
S L A O I T ............................................................................................................................................................. slight
SLAORBS .................................................................................................................................................. salacious
SLAOUGS ....................................................................................................................................................solution
S L A O U G S /-Z ..............................................................................................................................................solutions
S L A O U L G T S ............................................................................................................................................ absolutely
S L A O U S .....................................................................................................................................................St. Louis
S L A O U T ........................................................................................................................................................absolute
S L A O U T ............................................................................................................................................................salute




SLAS  City of Las Vegas
S L E B G S ....................................................................................................................................................... selection
SLEFM ........................................................................................................................................................solecism
S L E F M Z ...................................................................................................................................................... solecisms




S L E R .......................................................................................................................................................... accelerate
S L E R B L ........................................................................................................................................................ celestial
SLERD ....................................................................................................................................................accelerated
SLERG ...................................................................................................................................................accelerating
S L E R G S ...................................................................................................................................................acceleration








S U F D .............................................................................................................................................................solicited
S L I F G ............................................................................................................................................................ soliciting
SUFGS ....................................................................................................................................................solicitation
SUFGS/-Z ..............................................................................................................................................solicitations
S L I F R ..................................................................................................................................................................sliver
S U F Z ............................................................................................................................................................... solicits
S U K S ......................................................................................................................................................... civil action
SU L /K W A G E .............................................................................................................................................. soliloquy
S L I L S .......................................................................................................................................................... as little as
SLIN ................................................................................................................................................................insulin
SUS ............................................................................................................................................................. solidtor
S L O E F T .......................................................................................................................................................... slowest
S L O E R N ................................................................................................................................................... slower than
SLOIFR .........................................................................................................................................................solicitor
SLOIFRZ .................................................................................................................................................. solicitors
S L O K ............................................................................................................................................................ cellblock
S L O N G S ...................................................................................................................................................... as long as
S L U K ....................................................................................................................................................................sulk
S L U M /-P ............................................................................................................................................................slump
S M - ...................................................................................................................................................................... some
SM -/W R -....................................................................................................................................................somewhere
SMB .......................................................................................................................................................... somebody
S M -B L ............................................................................................................................................................... symbol
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. somebody else
SM‘D /S M -D ...................................................................................................................................State of Maiyland
S M - F T  some of the
SM-G ........................................................................................................................................................ something
SM-PLS .................................................................................................................................................. someplace
S M A ..................................................................................................................................................................asthma
SMA/SMA  State of Massachusetts
S M A B G T .....................................................................................................................................................asthmatic
SMAEM  City of Miami
S M A F  as a matter of law
SMAFK  as a matter of fact
SMAFL  as a matter of law
SMAFT  as a matter of fact
SM A I/SM A I State of Maine
SMAIGS .................................................................................................................................................. summation
SMAL/-FT ...................................................................................................................................................smallest
SM A N /H A N ...................................................................................................................................City of Manhattan
S M A O E T ................................................................................................................................................... swap meet
S M A O E Z ........................................................................................................................................... some of these
SMAOF  so move
S M A O IM .....................................................................................................................................................sometime
SMAOIMZ ...............................................................................................................................................sometimes
S M A O T H ........................................................................................................................................................ smooth
S M A R T /-F T .................................................................................................................................................. smartest
S M A T ......................................................................................................................................................... asthmatic




S M E N T S ....................................................................................................................................................... cements
SMERK ............................................................................................................................................South America
S M I  is my
SMI/K-RBS .........................................................................................................................................semiconscious
S M IG S .......................................................................................................................................................submission
SM IN /S M IN ................................................................................................................................. State of Minnesota
SM IRB/SM IRB............................................................................................................................... State of Michigan
SMIS/SMIS ...........................................................................................................State of Mississippi
SMIT ..............................................................................................................................................................submit
SMO/SMO .................................................................................................................................... State of Missouri
SMOEZ ..............................................................................................................................................some of those
S M O N ...........................................................................................................................................................summon
SMONZ ..................................................................................................................................................... summons
S M O U ..........................................................................................................................................................somehow
SMULT ............................................................................................................................................... simultaneous
SMULT/LI ........................................................................................................................................simultaneously
S M L IN .......................................................................................................................................................... someone
SN- ..................................................................................................................................................................sensual
S N - C H ......................................................................................................................................................... inasmuch
SN-CHZ  inasmuch as
SN-D/SN-D ................................................................................................. State of North Dakota
S N -F P S  inasmuch as
S N -J/S N -J.....................................................................................................................................State of New Jersey
SN-K/SN-K  State of North Carolina
SN-L .............................................................................................................................................................sensual
SN -M /S N -M  State of New Mexico
SN-N ............................................................................................................................................... citation number
S N - N S ...........................................................................................................................................................sentence
SN-RS .........................................................................................................................................................as near as
SNAEFLG .....................................................................................................................................encephalography
S N A E R T ........................................................................................................................................................ senator
SNAERTS .................................................................................................................................................. senators
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S N A B T S ..............................................1 ........................................................................................................senates
SNAFK .................................................................................................................................................isn’t it a fact
SN A FT/M O FS........................................................................................................................................anastomosis
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : “ S S
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  S S
SNAIRB/-BL ............................................................................................................................................. insatiable
S N A IR D ........................................................................................................................................................ensnared
S N A IR G .......................................................................................................................................................ensnaring
SNAIRMT .............................................................................................................................................cnsnarement
S N A I R Z ........................................................................................................................................................ ensnares
................................................................................................................................................................ insight









SN A O G S ......................................................................................................................................................institution
SNAOI .............................................................................................................................................................inside
SNAOI ............................................................................................................................................................ signify
S N A O IF  inside of
SNACIFT ............................................................................................................................................ inside of the
S N A O IS ............................................................................................................................................................. incise
SNAOT ......................................................................................................................................................... institute
S N A O U G S ................................................................................................................................................. institution
SNAOULGS ............................................................................................................................................. insulation
SNAOUMGS ................................................................................................................................... instrumentation
SN A O U M T ..............................................................................................................................................instrument
SNAOUMT/AL ....................................................................................................................................instrumental
SNAOUMTS ..........................................................................................................................................instruments
S N A O U R K  City of Newark
SNARK ............................................................................................................................................ isn't that correct
S N A R K T ............................................................................................................................................isn’t that correct
SNARS .................................................................................................................................................in so far as
SNART ................................................................................................................................................isn’t that right
S N A T .................................................................................................................................................................senate
SNAT/OR ......................................................................................................................................................senator
S N A T /O R L ..................................................................................................................................................senatorial
S N A T /O R Z .................................................................................................................................................... senators
S N A T /R A L ..................................................................................................................................................senatorial
 ................................................................................................................................ scene of the accident
SNEB/SNEB ......................................................................................................................State of Nebraska
S N E B G S ........................................................................................................................................................insection
S N E D ............................................................................................................................................................... instead
SN EF/SN EF State of Nevada
SNEFB .........................................................................................................................................................sensitive
SNEFL/GRAEPBLG .................................................................................................................... encephalography
=  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
I S  ■ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :“ “£ p S S
S N E F N L .....................................................................................................................................................incessantly
S N E F N T ........................................................................................................................................................incessant
S N E K D Z ..................................................................................................................................................... insecticide
SNEKT ............................................................................................................................................................. insect
SNENS / - F B .................................................................................................................................................... sensitive
............................................................................................................................................... inseparable
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SNEPBLG/IK ........................................................................................................................................... anesthetic
s n e r g s  ........................................................... .‘‘S î o n
S IŒ R T ................................................................................................................................................................ insert
S N I D Z ........................................................................................................................................................... insidious
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
I S  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
S N I F T ..................................................................................................................................................... significant
SNIG ......................................................................................................................................................insignificant
SNIG/LET ..................................................................................................................................................... sniglet
® N IG D ..........................................................................................................................................................instigated
S N I G S ............................................................................................................................................................. incision
S N I G S ..................................................................................................................................................... instigation
S N I G S ......................................................................................................................................................signification
............................................................................................................................................................instigate
SN IG T /-G .................................................................................................................................................instigating
SNIGTS ......................................................................................................................................................instigates
SNIL ................................................................................................................................................................ instill
S N I L D .............................................................................................................................................................instilled
S S t - : : :
S N I L Z ...............................................................................................................................................................instills
SNIN ...................................................................................................................................................... insignificant
SNIN/RAIRT ..........................................................................................................................................incinerator
S N I N L ................................................................................................................................................... insignificantly
SNINLT .................................................................................................................................................. incidentally
S N I N S .................................................................................................................................................... insignificance
S N I S ........................................................................................................................................................ insignificance
S N O B L ........................................................................................................................................................... insoluble
S N O E F L ........................................................................................................................................................snowfall
S N O E N S ......................................................................................................................................................insolence
S N O E N T ........................................................................................................................................................ insolent
SN O F U E N T ................................................................................................................................................. insolvent
SN O FL/SN E ............................................................................................................................................ insolvency
SNOFRS ................................................................................................................................................... in so far as
SNOFRS ..................................................................................................................................................... insofar as
SNOL/-BL ................................................................................................................................................. insoluble
SNONL .................................................................................................................................................is not only
SNORK ....................................................................................................................City of New York
SNORK/SNORK ...............................................................................................................State of New York
SN U G S ...................................................................................................................................................... constitution
SNUGS/-L ....................................................................................................................................... constitutionally
S N U K S   no single instruction
S N U IV -N .......................................................................................................................................................... insulin




S N U R N S ....................................................................................................................................................insurance
SNURZ ..........................................................................................................................................................insures
SNUT ..................................................................................................................................................... constitute
so * s  ’ X  : ; ; : ; X  ; X  ; ; X  : : : : ; : : : ; ; ; ; : ; ; ; ; ; ; :s.6.&
SOBT ..........................................................................................................................................................sobriety
SOCH ..........................................................................................................................................................so much
SO D /S O D .............................................................................................................................................. South Dakota
SO E /S A O IT ..................................................................................................................................................... society
SOEF ..........................................................................................................................................................so forth
SOEFLS .................................................................................................................................................... so he feels
S O E F S .........................................................................................................................................................so he was
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SOEK/SOEK .............................................................................................................................. Stale of Oklahoma
S  ; : : ; : : : ; ; : : ; : ; ; : : : : : : ; ; ; ; ; : ; : ; ; : ; “ “' S
S O E R B D ................................................................................................................................................so he should
SO E RB T /-D .................................................................................................................................................associated
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ; ; : ; : : : : : Æ
SOERN .................................................................................................................................................southeastern





a m S r  : : : : : : : : : :  : : : : : : : : : : : : :  : : : : :
. sophomores 
. . sovereign 
. sovereignty
something like that
S O IF D ...........................................................................................................................................................so waived
I S S  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ; : : : : : : S I S
S  . ; ; : ; ; : ; : : : ; : : ; : ; : : : ; : : : : ; : ; : ; : ; : :
S O I R B D  so I should
SOK/SOK ..........................................................................................................................South Carolina
S O K T  social security
SOLD/ER ...................................................................................................................................................... soldier
S O L D /E R Z .................................................................................................................................................... soldiers
S D L G .............................................................................................................................................................. so long
S O L G T S ..........................................................................................................................................................solittk
SDM ............................................................................................................................................................. so many
SO M /L E N T ................................................................................................................................................ somnolent
S O N D ............................................................................................................................................................ so found
S O N G ...................................................................................................................................................................song
SOR/SOR ...............................................................................................................................State of Oregon
S O R B ............................................................................................................................................................associate
S O R B .............................................................................................................................................................. so she
SORBD ..................................................................................................................................................... associated
5 5 5 5 5 c ................................................................................................................................................ associating
S O R B G S ................................................................................................................................................ association
SORBZ ......................................................................................................................................................associates
S O R D ................................................................................................................................................................ sordid




S O R N ............................................................................................................................................................southern
S O U B .....................................................................................................................................................southbound
S O U D ......................................................................................................................................................... southward
SOUDZ ..................................................................................................................................................... south side
SOUFL ................................................................................................................................................ so you feel
SOUKD......... ............................................................................................................................................. so you could
SOURBD .................................................................................................................................. so you should
. southerly
S O U T ................................................................................................................................................................sought
. soyouwi
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S P -F T S .........................................................................................................................................................specialists
S P - B ..............................................................................................................................................................specially
SP-LT ......................................................................................................................................................... specialty
S P 'P ..............................................................................................................................................................spell that
: : : : : : : : :  : : : : : : : : : : :  : : : : : : : : : : : :  : : I g S g
S P A /S P A .................................................................................................................................. State of Fennn'lvania
SPAETS .............................................................................................................................................speak for itself
SPAF ......................................................................................................................................................... osteopath
S P A F /I ....................................................................................................................................................... osteopathy
S P A F K .......................................................................................................................................................osteopathic




SP A IN S /-N S..................................................................................................................................... spontaneousness
SPAINT .................................................................................................................................................. spontaneity
S P A IR B S .......................................................................................................................................................spacious
S P A J Z .........................................................................................................................................speculative damages
SPAL ............................................................................................................................................. sodium pentothal
S P A L T ........................................................................................................................................................... specialty
S P A N T  Spanish interpreter
SPAOEF .....................................................................................................................................................speed of
SPAOEFT ............................................................................................................................................ speed of the
SPAOIL ................................................................................................................................................ speedy trial
S P A O IN L ...........................................................................................................................................................spinal
SPAOIR ............................................................................................................................................................ spire
S P A O R ............................................................................................................................................................ sponsor
S P A O R D ....................................................................................................................................................sponsored
S P A O R G .......................................................................................................................................
"specify
S P E F D ...........................................................................................................................................................specified
SPEFGS ................................................................................................................................................ specification
SPEFGS/-Z ...........................................................................................................................................specifications
S P E F K ............................................................................................................................................................. specific
S P E F K /L I ...................................................................................................................................................specifically
S P E F Z ........................................................................................................................................................... specifies
S P E K T ..............................................................................................................................................................inspect
S P E I7 -E R ..........................................................................................................................................................speller
S P E L T ................................................................................................................................................................7pelt
SPERBIV-FT................................................................................................................................................. specialist
S P E R B L T .......................................................................................................................................................specialty




SPEX  subpoena duces tecum
SPIFF .......................................................................................................................................................... specialist
S P IF F S ......................................................................................................................................................... specialists
S P I N T ...................................................................................................................................................specific intent
S P I R ................................................................................................................................................................ conspire
S P I R D .............................................................................................................................................................spirited
S P I R L ............................................................................................................................................................spiritual
SPIRLZ ..................................................................................................................................................... spirituals
SPIRS .........................................................................................................................................................conspiracy
S P I R T .................................................................................................................................................................spirit
S P IR T S ............................................................................................................................................................... spirits
S P I Z .............................................................................................................................................................. specialize
SPIZ/-D ................................................................................................................................................... specialized
SPIZ/-G .................................................................................................................................................. specializing
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SPLAIT/-D X . . ! ! ! : . ! ! ! . ! X X 
S P L ^ - G .................
spLAoiD X X X X X X X X X
SPLAOIG .............................................................................





................................................................................................................................. spell your last na—
f   spell your last name, please
S P U B G S .................................................................................................................................................. supplication
SPUBGS/-Z •supplications 
speed limit
..................................................................................................................................... spell your first name
..........................................................................................................................spell your first name, please
........................................................................................................................................sexual exploitation
 spell your whole name
SPLOURMS  spell your whole name, please
fp i't iP M C .............................................................................................................................................spell your name
5 5 r r   spell your name, please
S P L U S ...............................................................................................................................................................surplus
: : : : : : : :  : : : : : : : : : : :  : : :
i i s  : ! S









5 5 5 S   spirochaeticideSPOIRDZ . spirocheticide 
. sodium pentothal
s S  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
I r o m A o  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  S S w
S P O N D Z ..................................................................................................................................................... responds
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
t S k  - : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
i î S Ï Ï I T ..........................................................
. respondent
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X ' '
: : : : : :  : : : : : : : : : : :  : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  : 
I ™ ™ :'- . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  ’." Ï Î S
S P O R G S ....................................................................................................................................................asportation
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S P O R K ........................................................................................................................................................... sporadic
S P O R L D ........................................................................................................................................... City of Portland
S P O R N ............................................................................................................................................................ sponsor
S P O R N D .................................................................................................................................................... sponsored
S P O R N G ................................................................................................................................................... sponsoring
S P O R N Z .......................................................................................................................................................sponsors
S P O R S /-Z ................................................................................................................................................. conspiracies
S P O R T .................................................................................................................................................................sport
S P O U N T .......................................................................................................................... certified public accountant
SPDZ/TRI ..............................................................................................................................................suppository
S P O Z /T R IZ ...........................................................................................................................................suppositories
S P R - .....................................................................................................................................................................super
SPR-/KBOEZ ....................................................................................................................................... superimpose
SPR-/STRURKT ................................................................................................................................superstructure









S P R A G S /-Z ..............................................................................................................................................separations
S P R A IG S .....................................................................................................................................................aspiration
SPRATT ....................................................................................................................................................... separate
S P R A T ............................................................................................................................................................separate
SPRAT/-D .................................................................................................................................................separated
SPRAT/-G ................................................................................................................................................separating




S P R E R ............................................................................................................................................................superior
S P R E S .............................................................................................................................................................Cypress
SPRIT .................................................................................................................................................................spirit
S P R O IR T ..............................................................................................................................................superior court
SPRORT . supreme court
SPOP ..........................................................................................................................................................speak up
SRAEN ..................................................................................................................................................... surrender
S R A B N D ................................................................................................................................................. surrendered
S R A E N G ................................................................................................................................................ surrendering
SRAENS ..................................................................................................................................................surveillance
S R A E N Z ....................................................................................................................................................surrenders
SRAI ...............................................................................................................................................................survey
S R A I D ........................................................................................................................................................... surveyed
S R A I G .......................................................................................................................................................... surveying
SRAINS ..................................................................................................................................................surveillance
S R A I Z ............................................................................................................................................................. surveys
SRAOEBL ................................................................................................................................................... cerebral
SRAOIF ......................................................................................................................................................... survive
S R A O IF D ....................................................................................................................................................... survived
S R A O IF G ...................................................................................................................................................... surviving
S R A O IF L ........................................................................................................................................................ survival
S R A O IF R ........................................................................................................................................................survivor
S R A O IF R Z ..................................................................................................................................................survivors
S R A O IF Z ........................................................................................................................................................ survives
SRAOIP ................................................................................................................................................ strike that




SREKD  as previously marked
S R E N /E R ..................................................................................................................................................... surrender
SREN/ERD .............................................................................................................................................surrendered
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SREN/ERG .surrendering




5 5 5 5 ^     Rhode Island
^R*R ............................................................................................................................................................... sorrier








5 5 5 5 îî5 c   surrounding
S R O U N G S ................................................................................................... surrounding circumstances
S R U L ............................................................................................................................................................ as a rule
SRULT .....................................................................................................................................................a sa result
S T -D /S T -D  State of South Dakota
ST-K/ST-K  State of South Carolina
V,..........................................................................................................................................is it correct to say
CT-N/ST-N ...................................................................................................................................State of Tennessee
ST-RKT ................................................................................................................................................... is it correct
^ - R E ...................................................................................................................................................... sister-in-law
®^'REZ ................................................................................................................................................ sisters-in-law
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
I ÎS : : : : :::::: : : : : : ::::::: : : : : : ::::: : :::::
STAEB/-MT ...................................................................................................................................... establishment
S T A E B D ................................................................................................................................................... established
S T A E B G .................................................................................................................................................. establishing
S T A E F D  circumstantial evidence
S T A E M T ...............................................................................................................................................establishment
STAEN ........................................................................................................................................................substain
^ A F L  ...................................................................................................................................................... statistical
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . S
S T A I G T .......................................................................................................................................................... stating
- : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
STAIRLT ....................................................................................................................................................... starlit
S T A IR T S  statement of rights
S T A N ................................................................................................................................................................. stand
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
2 !% %   circumstantial
STANL ....................................................................................................................................................substantial
S T A N L D ................................................................................................................................circumstantial evidence
S T A N L D ......................................................................................................................................... substantial doubt
^ A ^   circumstance
f f r .  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
CTAOE ' X  X  X  ; : ; ; :
STAOEFN ......................................................................................................................................................Steven
S T A O E N  St. Augustine
STAOIGS ................................................................................................................................................ institution
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STAOP ........................................................................................................................................
S T A O R G .................................................................................................................................................St. George
ST A O R P S..................................................................................................................................................... stuporous
S T A O R T ...................................................................................................................................................... statutory
STAOUGS ............................................................................................................................................. substitution
S T A O U L ............................................................................................................................................... constitutional
STAOUNT .................................................................................................................................................... student
ST A G U N T S ...................................................................................................................................................students
S T A G U T ........................................................................................................................................................institute
S T A P T ........................................................................................................................................................ standpoint
.........................................................................................................................................................starting
STARLT ........................................................................................................................................................starlight
ST A R L T S...................................................................................................................................................... starlights
STAS .............................................................................................................................................................statistic
^ A S Z ........................................................................................................................................................... statistics
S T A T S ................................................................................................................................................................status
ST A T S/K W O E ........................................................................................................................................status quo
............................................................................................................................................................statistics
STAU/STA ...........................................................................................................................................State of Utah
STAUFRM ..................................................................................................................... state your full name
S T A U L T ....................................................................................................................................statute of limitations
STAURJ ........................................................................................................................................... state your name
S T A U T .............................................................................................................................................................. statute
ST'EF ..................................................................................................................................................... instead of
Sl'EF N ............................................................................................................................................................ Stephan
ST'ttPKD .................................................................................................................................................step forward
SXttF R N L G .....................................................................................................................................................stench
STBFRP/RAOlZ ....................................................................................................................................extemporize
S IE F T ....................................................................................................................................................instead of the
|>IhlN T ............................................................................................................................................................ incident
SPEN T ................................................................................................................................................... specific intent
S IE R / IL T .........................................................................................................................................................sterility
ST'ERNGS ...........................................................................................................................................consternation
S i t t lr i/S C O E P ......................................................................................................................................... stethoscope
ST E X /S T E X .........................................................................................................................................State of Texas
STH-KT  is this correct
STEIA ERK T isn't that correct
^PHAK  is that correct
S T H A L ............................................................................................................................................. sodium pentothal
^ P H A R K  is that correct
STHARKT  is that correct
S T H A R T .................................................................................................................................................. is that right
STHAULT ........................................................................................................................................is that all right
STHIKT  is this correct
S T H IR K T  is this correct
STHGL .........................................................................................................................................sodium pentothal
STHGRLD ..............................................................................................................................................stockholder
ST H G R L D Z ............................................................................................................................................ stockholders
SPHR-G ...............................................................................................................................is there anything
S T H R -G S ....................................................................................................................................is there anything else
S n  ........................................................................................................................................................................ city
Sn/NORK .......................................................................................................................... City of New York
S T I F ................................................................................................................................................................... city of
STIFKT .....................................................................................................................................................certificate
S T I K T ....................................................................................................................................................... is it correct
STIM ...............................................................................................................................................................qstem
STIMGS .................................................................................................................................................... estimation
S P I M T ............................................................................................................................................................estimate
ST IM T /-G .................................................................................................................................................... estimating




S T IN S /-Z ...................................................................................................................................................citizenships
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 .
S E S »  . g S
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
STKRAEG
S S  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
SIKRAIZ .......................................................................................................................................
STLAOUS . . .  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  SLLouk
®TLAU ........................................................................................................................................................state law
^TLEG  esteemed colleague
 esteemed colleagues
STOE/PABGT . osteopathic
SrO ErraRA OrrS ..........................................................................................................................osteoarthritis
^ D E D  ............................................................................................................................................. state code
S T O E F P ................................................................................................................................................... as to each
ST O E P/A E T H ...........................................................................................................................................osteopathy
STOES ................................................................................................................................................ as to these
^ D P P  ................................................................................................................................................ as to which
 as to any
S r o I K .............................................................................................................................................................. systolic
S P O IL  Standard Oil
S T O IN  stop sign
^^OIPD ................................................................................................................................................ so stipulated
S P O M .............................................................................................................................................................stomach
S P O M ..........................................................................................................................................................
ST O M /A B G T ........................................................................................................................................ symptomatic
SPOMS ..................................................................................................................................................... symptoms
.symptoms
5  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
^ O U N  X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X ^ t  d t S
STPAIPBL ..................................................................................................................................................incapable
S P P L O Z .......................................................................................................................................................... inclose
S I P L U D ..........................................................................................................................................................include
STPORJ/-BL ..........................................................................................................................................incorrigible
S P P R - ................................................................................................................................................................stupor
S P P R U S ..................................................................................................................................................... stuporous
STPUFRP/ENT .......................................................................................................................................incumbent
SPR- ................................................................................................................................................................center
SPR-FT ................................................................................................................................................ center of the
S P R - L ............................................................................................................................................................... central
SPRAE ......................................................................................................................................................... straight
strategySPRAE ...................................................................................................................................
S P R A E G ........................................................................................................................................................ stranger
S T 'R A E K ........................................................................................................................................................strategic
S I R A E L ..................................................................................................................................................... strategical
S P R A E N ..................................................................................................................................................... straighten
S P R A E Z ...................................................................................................................................................... strategies
XiKAG/LUS ............................................................................................................................................astragalus
S P R A U T ................................................................................................................................................straightjacket
XX
S P R A IN G S ............................................................................................................................................strangulation
blR AINL .................................................................................................................................................... strangle
S P R A I R ....................................................................................................................................................... strangler
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: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  .“ " Æ
S T R A O IK T  strike it
: : Z S







sr.  :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :“SS
................................................................................................................................................. stricken out
..............................................................................................................................stricken from the record
i>lKlS .......................................................................................................................................................industrious
S T R T T  strike it
S : : : : . " S ;
STROrr  City of Detroit
s iK O rr  ..................................................................................................................................................strike it out
S'i KOUNT  stricken out
^ T R G U T  strike out
^ P R D F ...........................................................................................................................................constructive notice
S“i'RUG/-L ................................................................................................................................................... struggle
S P R U K T ........................................................................................................................................................ instSet
S T R U M T ................................................................................................................................................... instrument
STRUMT/AL ....................................................................................................................................... instrumental
b'l'KUMT/AlVLI ................................................................................................................................ instrumentally
ST R U M T/A L T................................................................................................................................... instrumentality





S T G G S ......................................................................................................................................................substitution
STUGS/-Z ........................................................................................................................................... substitutions
^ P D M ........................................................................................................................................................... stomach
^ P D P D ...............................................................................................................................................................stupid
^ P G P S .........................................................................................................................................................stuporous
^PGR ......................................................................................................................................................... state your
^PGR ...............................................................................................................................................................suture
BTURD ........................................................................................................................................................ sutured
S T U R L ...................................................................................................................................................state your full
S T U R Z ............................................................................................................................................................. sutures
^PGZ ....................................................................................................................................................... substitutes
 is it with the
S T W A B L ...................................................................................................................................................... infallible
ST W A E M ..........................................................................................................................................................infamy
STWAENS .....................................................................................................................................................infancy
STWAENT ................................................................................................................................................ infan tiy
STWAENT .....................................................................................................................................................infinity
SVWA I D .......................................................................................................................................................... invade
SIWAIFRLG ............................................................................................................................................... inveigle
ST W A IG S....................................................................................................................................................... invasion
STWAINT .............................................................................................................................................substantiate
S T W A IR B L ................................................................................................................................................ invariably
STWATT ......................................................................................................................................................infatuate
ST W A J/A IT ................................................................................................................................................invaginate
ST W A L /-B L ................................................................................................................................................invaluable
S T W A L D ..........................................................................................................................................................invalid
STW A LD/ATT............................................................................................................................................invalidate
STW A L T ......................................................................................................................................................invalidity
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STW AND .................................................................................................................................. substantial doubt
® P ^ A N L .................................................................................................................................................... substantial
ST W A N L ................................................................................................................................................. substantially
STWANIVLI ........................................................................................................................................ substantially
ST W A N S...................................................................................................................................................... substance
ST W A N T ............................................................................................................................................................ infant





STWAO .....................................................................................................................................................yes, it was
STWAOEBL ...............................................................................................................................................enfeeble
ST W A O E F B L ............................................................................................................................................. infeasible
STWAOELD .................................................................................................................................................. infield
STWAOERN ................................................................................................................................................ environ
STW A OER NZ ...............................................................................................................................................environs
STWAOES .....................................................................................................................................................envious
S T W A O G S ..............................................................................................................................................substitution
S T W A O im ...................................................................................................................................................... invitee
ST W A O IRM T........................................................................................................................................ environment
STWAOIRN ................................................................................................................................................ environ
ST W A O IR N Z ............................................................................................................................................... environs
STWAOrr ........................................................................................................................................................ invite
STW A O IT /I...................................................................................................................................................... invitee
STWAOU ................................................................................................................................................. substitute
STWAOUGS ................................................................................................................................................infusion
S T W A O U Z ....................................................................................................................................................... infuse
ST W A O U Z /-Z ..................................................................................................................................................infuses
STWARBGS ............................................................................................................................................. infarction
S T W A R B L ................................................................................................................................................. invariable
S T W A R K T .......................................................................................................................................................infarct
S T W A U R T ................................................................................................................................................... infuriate
STWEBGS ................................................................................................................................................... infection
^PWEFGS ................................................................................................................................................ infestation




S rW E K T ....................................................................................................................................... infect





ST W E N L .................................................................................................................................................subsequently
S T W E N L G T S.............................................................................................................................................. infinitely
ST W E N T ............................................................................................................................................................invent









^ P W E R J ...................................................................................................................................................... submerge
ST W E R I/-G ...............................................................................................................................................submerging
STWERJD ............................................................................................................................................... submerged
STWERJZ ................................................................................................................................................ submerges
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lîT". : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ; : .
STWI/TAIGS ............................................................................................................................................ invitation
.......................................................................................................................................................enviable
ST W ID /Y U S................................................................................................................................................. invidious
^ P ^ D Z  ......................................................................................................................................................invidious
5 P W IF B L ....................................................................................................................................................... invisible
SrWIFPBLG ............................................................................................................................................. envisage
SrrwiG/RAIT ........................................................................................................................................... invigorate
= . z  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
SP W IL G D Z/-T ............................................................................................................................................. infidelity
S P W IL G S................................................................................................................................................... infiltration
STWILT ...................................................................................................................................................... infiltrate
STW INS/-BL................................................................................................................................................ invincible
^ N P  ......................................................................................................................................................... infinite
S T W IR M .......................................................................................................................................................... infirm
ST W IR M /A E R ............................................................................................................................................ infirmary
S T W IR M /R I................................................................................................................................................. infirmary
^PWIRMT ..................................................................................................................................................infirmity
SPWny-GS .................................................................................................................................................invitation
S T '^ T A E G S ............................................................................................................................................. inflationary
SiPWLAIGS .................................................................................................................................................. inflation
ST W L A IG S/R I.........................................................................................................................................inflationary
^PWLAIM ....................................................................................................................................................inflame
^P"TAIMGS ......................................................................................................................................inflammation
S P W L A IT .......................................................................................................................................................... inflate
SP '^T A T T .......................................................................................................................................................inviolate
^ P W P A M /IR I ......................................................................................................................................inflammatory
S T W L A M T /R I......................................................................................................................................inflammatory
SP'^TAUZ .................................................................................................................................................influenza





S P W U K T ........................................................................................................................................................... inflict
5 P W L O E ...........................................................................................................................................................inflow
STTWLOEP ................................................................................................................................................. envelope
STWLOR/SENS ..................................................................................................................................inflorescence
ST W L O R N S...........................................................................................................................................inflorescence
STWLUND ...............................................................................................................................................influenced
SrWLUNT/RI ......................................................................................................................................... involuntary
STW L U R B L.....................................................................................  influential
S T W L U X ............................................................................................................................................................influx
S T W O ....................................................................................................................................................... involuntary
STWOE ....................................................................................................................................................status quo
SrrW O EBG S............................................................................................................................................... invocation
ST W O E K ..........................................................................................................................................................invoke
STWOELD ...................................................................................................................................................... infold
STWOERN .................................................................................................................................................... inferno
S T W O F R P S .............................................................................................................................................. encompass
ST W O FR P Z ........................................................................................................................................... encompasses
S T W O I................................................................................................................................................................envoy
STWOIS ......................................................................................................................................................... invoice
STWOIZ ........................................................................................................................................................invoices
ST W O R D ...................................................................................................................................................... suborder
STWORDZ ...............................   suborders
S T W O R L .......................................................................................................................................................informal
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S y O R M  ...................................................................................................................................................... infonn
: : : : : : : : : : : : :  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  : :
^32%' : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  :
.................................................................................................................................................inferiority
SrWRABGS .............................................................................................................................................infraction












S T W U R B Z .................................................................................................................................................... suburbs
SUB/KR-T ............................................................................................................................................subcontract
SU B /K R -T /-G ..................................................................................................................................... subcontracting
SU B /K R-T/OR...................................................................................................................................... subcontractor
S U B /K R -T /O R Z .................................................................................................................................subcontractors
SU B /K R -TS.............................................................................................................................................subcontracts
SGB/MRAOEN ....................................................................................................................................... submarine
SU B/M RA O EN Z................................................................................................................................... submarines
S U B /R A O S ................................................................................................................................................ sub tosa
S U B /S -M ..................................................................................................................................................... subsystem
SUB/S-MZ ............................................................................................................................................... subsystems
SUB/SORl .................................................................................................................................................subsidiary
SU B /SID /R I................................................................................................................................................. subsidiary
S U B /S ID /R IZ ..........................................................................................................................................subsidiaries
S U B L .................................................................................................................................................as you believe
SUBLD ............................................................................................................................................ as you believed
S U B S ........................................................................................................................................................ subsistence
S U B T ............................................................................................................................................................... subject
SUD . . . . ■.............................................................................................................................................sudden
SUD/U ........................................................................................................................................................suddenly
S U P ..........................................................................................................................................................as you have




S U F K T S ......................................................................................................................................................suffocates
S U F L ...........................................................................................................................................................successful
S U F L ......................................................................................................................................................... sufficiently
S U F L Æ J ....................................................................................................................................................successfully
S U F P B L .................................................................................................................................................... susceptible
S U F R ................................................................................................................................................................. suffer
SUFRB ................................................................................................................................................................surf
SUFRB ............................................................................................................................................................. surge
S U F R B S .......................................................................................................................................................... surface
SUFRBS/-D  ...............................................................................................................................................surfaced
SU F R B S /-G ...................................................................................................................................................surfacing
SUFRD .........................................................................................................................................................suffered
SUFRG ........................................................................................................................................................suffering
S U F R G Z ...................................................................................................................................................... sufferings
S U F R J ..............................................................................................................................................................suffrage
S U F R J Z ....................................................................................................................................................... suffrages
SU F R N G .............................................................................................................................................................. sunk
SUFRZ ........................................................................................................................................................... suffers
SUFS ..........................................................................................................................................................sufficiency
S U G S ..........................................................................................................................................................suggestion
S U G S /-Z ....................................................................................................................................................suggestions
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suG T/.D  ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ; ; . . . „ _
S U G T /-G ....................................................................................................................................................suggesting
S U G W .................................................................................................................................................... suggestive
SUGT/IFL ............................................................................................................................................. suggestively
S U G T S ............................................................................................................................................................suggests
S U K .................................................................................................................................................................succeed
SUKZ ................................................................................................................................................ as you can see
.............................................................................................................................................................. as a rule
SULGTS ...........................................................................................................................................................subtle
SUMGS ..................................................................................................................................................assumption
S U N ..................................................................................................................................................................Sunday
SUNDZ ....................................................................................................................................... as you undeistand
s u n g  ................................................................................................................................................................. sung
S U P G S .....................................................................................................................................................supposition
SUPT ................................................................................................................................................ superintendent
S U P T S ............................................................................................................................................superintendents
SURG ............................................................................................................................................................ surgeon
SURJ/RI .........................................................................................................................................................surgery
SURK ................................................................................................................................................ as you recollect
SURL ..................................................................................................................................................... as you recall
SURL ..............................................................................................................................................................surely
.............................................................................................................................................................surgical
S U R M ............................................................................................................................................. as you remember
SURP .....................................................................................................................................................as you were
S U S .................................................................................................................................................................. success
SUS/PIRBS ............................................................................................................................................... suspicious
S U T /S U T  State of Utah
S W -  search warrant
S W - ................................................................................................................................................................... sexual
SW-F/SW-F  State of West Virginia
S W - L S .......................................................................................................................................................... as well as
SWA/SWA  State of Iowa
SWAIFD .....................................................................................................................................................so waived
SW A T T .............................................................................................................................................................. situate
S W A O E T .......................................................................................................................................................... sweet
SWAOIG/SWAOIG ......................................................................................................................State of Wyoming
SWAOL ............................................................................................................................................swimming pool
SW A O LG TS.................................................................................................................................................... sweetly
S W A O U T ................................................................................................................................................ sworn duty
SW A RB/SW AR B..................................................................................................................... State of Washington
S W A R B T ......................................................................................................................................City of Washington
SWAUFLT .......................................................................................................................................... sexual assault
SWAUK .......................................................................................................................................................sidewalk
SWAUL ...........................................................................................................................................................sexual
S W A U L T .............................................................................................................................................. sexual assault
S W E ....................................................................................................................................................................as we
SWEBL ............................................................................................................................................as we believe
S W E B L D ........................................................................................................................................... as we believed
SWEF .....................................................................................................................................................as we have
S W E P T ......................................................................................................................................................... southwest
S W E K ..........................................................................................................................................................as we can
SWEKZ ............................................................................................................................................as we can see
S W E L S .......................................................................................................................................................... as well as
S W E N D Z .........................................................................................................................................as we understand
S W E R .......................................................................................................................................................... as we are
SWERK ............................................................................................................................................as we recollect
SWERL ..................................................................................................................................................as we recall




SW IFK /SW IFK..............................................................................................................................State of Wisconsin
SWOEN ........................................................................................................................................................ swollen
SWR- .......................................................................................................................................................somewhere
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T-/S-MT/KR- .................................................................................................trial settlement conference
r-/S/KR- trial settlement conference
T-BL ..........................................................................................................................................................to be able
.....................................................................................................................................................the business
i,"!'  ....................................................................................................................................................the defendant
1 -DPZ,.................................................................................................................................. tend to prove or disprove
.............................................................................................................................................................. television
^  .................................................................................................................................................at which time
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
T - N D /- D ........................................................................................................................................................attended
..........................................................................................................................................................attends
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :







^"RT ..................................................................................................................at the present time
. it's ( = contraction of it is)
TABGS .....................................................................................................................................terms and conditions
TABLT .............................................................................................................................................................tablet
 take into consideration
t a b  ................................................................................................................................................................ testate
: : : : : :  : : : : : : : : : : : : :  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
TAEKZ ............................................................................................................................................................. takes
TAEMT ..........................................................................................................................................................attempt
T A E M T /-G ................................................................................................................................................attempting
T A E N ................................................................................................................................................................ attend
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: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  : ' S
TAENZ .........................................................................................................................................................attends
TAERBS ..................................................................................................................................................... tenacious
T A E T S ................................................................................................................................................................tenets
TAFD .....................................................................................................................................................that effect
TAFK ...................................................................................................................................................................task
T A F R L G ...........................................................................................................................................................tangle
TAFRN .......................................................................................................................................................... tavern
T A F R N G ..............................................................................................................................................................tank
T A F R P ..............................................................................................................................................................Tampa
TAFT .................................................................................................................................................................. tadt
TAFT/LI ........................................................................................................................................................... tacitly
TAGDZ .............................................................................................................................taking into consideration
T A I  at a
T A I ..................................................................................................................................................................... today
T A I B L ..................................................................................................   table
T A IM S  at the same place
T A IM T  at the same time
t a in  ................................................................................................................................................................attain
t a in  ............................................................................................................................................................. contain
TAIN/-MT .............................................................................................................................................. attainment
T A IN D ............................................................................................................................................................attained
T A IN G ........................................................................................................................................................ attaining
T A I N Z .............................................................................................................................................................. attains
T A IP /W R IG .............................................................................................................................................. typewriting
T A IP /W R IN .............................................................................................................................................. typewritten
TAIRGS ................................................................................................................. take into consideration
TAIT ......................................................................................................................................................... at a time
TAKS ....................................................................................................................................................to that action
TALGTS ............................................................................................................................................................ tattle
T A L T S  at all times
TAM/PA .........................................................................................................................................................Tampa
t a g  to a
T A G .........................................................................................................................................................................too
TAGCH .....................................................................................................................................................too much
TAGEBGS  at the scene of the accident
T A G E D Z .........................................................................................................................................................tedious
TAGELDZ  ..................................................................................................................................................tediously
T A G E T H ............................................................................................................................................................ teeth
TAGFN .....................................................................................................................................................too often




T A G IL G D Z ......................................................................................................................................................... tidal
T A G IL G D Z ........................................................................................................................................................titled
T A G IL G T S ..........................................................................................................................................................title
T A G IL G T S /-Z ....................................................................................................................................................titles
TAGILT .............................................................................................................................................................. title
T A G I M T ..............................................................................................................................................advertisement
TAGIMTS ........................................................................................................................................ advertisements
TAOINT .........................................................................................................................................................tonight
T A G IP /W R I................................................................................................................................................. typewrite
TAOIP/WRIR ........................................................................................................................................... typewriter
T A O I Z .......................................................................................................................................................... advertise
TAOI2V-D ............................................................................................................................................... advertised
TAOI27-G .............................................................................................................................................. advertising
T A O IZ /-M T ......................................................................................................................................... advertisement
TAOIZ/-MTS ....................................................................................................................................advertisements
TAOI27-Z ................................................................................................................................................advertises
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T A O I Z /E R .................................................................................................................................................advertiser
TA01ZŒRZ ...........................................................................................................................................advertisers
T A O J ............................................................................................................................................................too large
TAOLG .....................................................................................................................................................too long
TAOLGTS ................................................................................................................................................ too little
TAOLT ..................................................................................................................................................... too late
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  : : : : : : :




T A O R B L ................................................................................................................................................ tubercular
T A O R B S .................................................................................................................................................. tuberculosis
T A O R G S .................................................................................................................................took into consideration
T A O T ................................................................................................................................................ at another time
t a c t ......................................................................................................................................................... took the
TAOTH ............................................................................................................................................................. tooth






T A F T ....................................................................................................................................... at that particular time
t a t  .....................................................................................................................................................at that time
T A U /R A O B N .................................................................................................................................................taurine
T A U /F A ..............................................................................................................................................................Utah
T A U L .................................................................................................................................................attorney at law
TAUiy-FT .....................................................................................................................................................tallest
F A U L T S ................................................................................................................................................ at all times
TAULZ ............................................................................................................................................ attorneys at law
TBA .................................................................................................................................................to be arranged





T B L A U Z ........................................................................................................................................................ tableaux
TBLOE........ ........................................................................................................................................................tableau
T B L O E Z ........................................................................................................................................................ tableaux
T B O U N S ........................................................................................................................................to be announced
T E .................................................................................................................................................................. at the
TE/TROFPT ............................................................................................................................................ retrospect
t e d  ................................................................................................................................................ the defendant
T E F .....................................................................................................................................................................testify
T E F D ............................................................................................................................................................. testified
T E F D .......................................................................................................................................................... the effect
T E F G ............................................................................................................................................................testifying
T E F K ..................................................................................................................................... telephone conversation
TEFKT .....................................................................................................................................................the effect
T E F L .......................................................................................................................................................... telephone
TEFLD ................................................................................................................................................. telephoned
TEFLG ................................................................................................................................................telephoning
S  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ■ :ÏÏ
Sf/.D : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  :’“ ' S
T E F T /-G ........................................................................................................................................................... testing
T E F T S ...................................................................................................................................................................tests
TEG .............................................................................................................................................................integrity
™ .............................................................................................................................................................to the jury
TEK ...........................................................................................................................................................technique
TEK/-L .................................................................................................................................................... technical
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.........................................................................................................................................................technically
TEK/LT ................................................................................................................................................ technicalities
T O K /N O L G ............................................................................................................................................... technology
TEKS ................................................................................................................................................. to the action
t e l s  ................................................................................................................................................................tell us
TEM .................................................................................................................................................................. item
TEM ......................................................................................................................................................temperature
T E M /E R T ....................................................................................................................................................... temerity
T E M /P R A L ..................................................................................................................................................temporal
TEMT/G-L ............................................................................................................................................... temptingly
t e n / t e n ....................................................................................................................................................Tennessee
TEND/SI ...................................................................................................................................................... tendenqr
TENDZ ...................................................................................................................................................... teniacide
T E P ..........................................................................................................................................................the plaintiff
TEPD ................................................................................................................................................................. tepid
TBPT ........................................................................................................................................at the particular time
TERL ............................................................................................................................................................material
T E R L /A O IZ ...............................................................................................................................................materialize
TERL/AOIZ/-D ....................................................................................................................................materialized
TERL/AOIZ/-G ...................................................................................................................................materializing
TERL/A O IZ/-Z .........................................................................................................................................materializes
TBRL/IFM ............................................................................................................................................. materialism




T E R L T ........................................................................................................................................................ materiality
T E R L Z ...........................................................................................................................................................materials
TERMG
TBRMT  ................................................................................................................................... terminate
TERMT/-D ............................................................................................................................................ terminated
TERM T S ..................................................................................................................................................terminates
i L i ........................................................................................................................................................... at the time
TETS ......................................................................................................................................................at the times
T E X /T E X ........................................................................................................................................................... Texas
T F - K T  the fact
TH ........................................................................................................................................................................ this
TH*IFT .................................................................................................................................................anesthetist
T H -D Z  this side
T H - P D ................................................................................................................................................. this happened
TH-S ................................................................................................................................................................ this is
T H A ........................................................................................................................................................................that
THADZ  that side
THAEFS .................................................................................................................................................that he was
T H A E K D ............................................................................................................................................ that he could
T H A E L D ............................................................................................................................................ that he would
THAEN ........................................................................................................................................................ thirteen
THAEPTS ........................................................................................................................................that he wants
THAER ......................................................................................................................................................... theater
THABR/SKLER/OFS .......................................................................................................................atherosclerosis
THAERBD ........................................................................................................................................that he should
T H A E R K  that’s correct
T H A E R T ....................................................................................................................................................that’s right
T H A E R Z ........................................................................................................................................................theaters
THAFRNG ....................................................................................................................................................... thank
T H A F S  that was
THAFZ  that was
T H A ID ................................................................................................................................................................they’d
T H A I F ......................................................................................................................................................that I have
T H A I F .............................................................................................................................................................. theyVc
THAIFS ................................................................................................................................................. that I was
T H A I K D ................................................................................................................................................ that I could
T H A I L ................................................................................................................................................................they’ll
THAILD ................................................................................................................................................. that I would
THAILG ....................................................................................................................................................... theology
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T H A I P T ................................................................................................................................................ that I want
T H A R  .......................................................................................................................................................... they’re
THAIRBD ............................................................................................................................................that I should
THAKD .....................................................................................................................................................that could
T H A L .......................................................................................................................................................... pentothal
THALD ................................................................................................................................................ that would
t h a n .................................................................................................................................................................. than
THAOEFS ........................................................................................................................................................thesis
T H A O E F Z .......................................................................................................................................................theses





THAPD .............................................................................................................................................. that happened
THARB ........................................................................................................................................................ that she
THARBD ............................................................................................................................................that should
T H A R B L ................................................................................................................................................ that she will
T H A R B L D ..........................................................................................................................................that she would
T H A R B S ................................................................................................................................................... that she is
THARK ............................................................................................................................................that is correct
T H A R K S .................................................................................................................................................that’s correct
THARP ...................................................................................................................................................... that were
THART ................................................................................................................................................ that is right
T H A R T S ....................................................................................................................................................that’s right
T H A S  that is
t h a t  that the
THAUBL ........................................................................................................................................that you believe
THAUF ................................................................................................................................................ that you have
T H A U F L  that you feel
THAUKD .......................................................................................................................................... that you could
THAUL .......................................................................................................................................................that is all
THAULD ....................................................................................................................................... that you would
THAULT ..........................................................................................................................................that is all right
T H A U M ...............................................................................................................................................that you mean
T H A U N ............................................................................................................................................... that you know
THAUND ................................................................................................................................. that you understand
T H A U P B G ...........................................................................................................................................that you think
T H A U P T ................................................................................................................................................ that you want
T H A U R /U S................................................................................................................................................thesaurus
T H A U R B D .........................................................................................................................................that you should
THAURK ........................................................................................................................... that you recollect
THAURL .......................................................................................................................................... that you recall
THAURM ...........................................................................................................that you remember
THAURP ........................................................................................................................................... that you were
THAUS .................................................................................................................................................. that you say
T H A Z .................................................................................................................................................................that’s
THE ................................................................................................................................................................... they
THEAT/KAL ............................................................................................................................................. theatrical
THED  ............................................................................................................................................they had
T H E F ......................................................................................................................................................... they have
THEFD ................................................................................................................................................they have had
THEFG .............................................................................................................................................. they have gone
THEKD .....................................................................................................................................................thqr could
THEKT ..................................................................................................................................................... anesthetic
T H E L ......................................................................................................................................................... they will
THELD ................................................................................................................................................ they would
t h e n ...................................................................................................................................................................then
THEPD .............................................................................................................................................. they happened
THEPT .....................................................................................................................................................they want
T H E R ......................................................................................................................................................... they are
THERBD .............................................................................................................................................. they should
T H E R M S ........................................................................................................................................................ thermos
THERMT ............................................................................................................................................thermometer
T H E R M T S .......................................................................................................................................... thermometers
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T H I R Z ............................................................................................................................................................ thinkers
THIZ ............................................................................................................................................................... thinks
THOEZ ............................................................................................................................................................ those
T H O I N T .................................................................................................................................................at this point
T H O L ..........................................................................................................................................................pentothal
T H O R ...............................................................................................................................................................author
T H O R /- Z ........................................................................................................................................................ authors
THORD ......................................................................................................................................................authored
THORG .....................................................................................................................................................authoring
T H O R G S ...............................................................................................................................................authorization
THORT ......................................................................................................................................................authority
TOORT/AIFB ....................................................................................................................................... authoritative





T H O U .......................................................................................................................................................... thousand
THOUD .............................................................................................................................. thousand dollars
T H O U T H .................................................................................................................................................. thousandth
THOUZ .................................................................................................................................................... thousands
THR- ................................................................................................................................................................. there
T H R - B ............................................................................................................................................................. thereby
THR-BT ...................................................................................................................................................thereabout
T H R -B T S ..................................................................................................................................................thereabouts
THR-FR ......................................................................................................................................................therefore
THR-FRM ................................................................................................................................................therefrom
THR-KD ................................................................................................................................................ there could
T H R - R  there are
THR-RBD .................................................................................................................................there should
T H R - S  there is
T H R - T ..............................................................................................................................................................thereto





T H R A P /IF T ..................................................................................................................................................therapist
THRAT ......................................................................................................................................................... thereat
THREN ....................................................................................................................................................... threaten
T H R E N D ................................................................................................................................................... threatened
T H R E N G .................................................................................................................................................. threatening
T H R E N Z ......................................................................................................................................................threatens
T H R E R B L D ................................................................................................................................................. threshold
THRIKT ........................................................................................................................................................arthntic
T H R I N ..............................................................................................................................................................therein
THRTTS ....................................................................................................................................................... arthritis






T H R O U P  throw up
T H R O U T ................................................................................................................................................. throughout
t h r u .............................................................................................................................................................through
THRUP .................................................................................................................................................... thereupon
THRUT .................................................................................................................................................. throughout
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. Thuisd^
HFD ......................................................................................................................................................... this effect
HFL .............................................................................................................................................................. actively
H F N S  time for sentence
TIFRLG ............................................................................................................................................................ tingle
TIFRPBLGS .................................................................................................................................................... tinge
TIPS ...........................................................................................................................time for sentence
T H .................................................................................................................................. to the best of my knowledge
H K  - .......................................................................................................................................................... particular
T IK /L I ........................................................................................................................................................particularly
TIKS ......................................................................................................................................................to this action
HKZ ......................................................................................................................................................... particulars
T I M ....................................................................................................................................................................... item
TIM/FLU/PAGED .............................................................................................. intimidate, influence, and impede
TIM/PAOED/FLU .............................................................................................. intimidate, impede, and influence
H N   ............................................................................................... continue
TIN/-F .......................................................................................................................................................... continuity
TINDZ .................................................................................................................. take into consideration
t in e  ........................................................................................................................................................... continual
TINL/LI .................................................................................................................................................... continually
TIFT ........................................................................................................................ at this particular time
T IR K S ............................................................................................................................ to the best of my recollection
T I S ................................................................................................................................................................ advertise
T I T .............................................................................................................................................................at this time
T I Z  at his
T K A R  the car
T K L E R K ........................................................................................................................................................the clerk
TKORT .................................................................................................................................. tell the court
TKORT  the court
T L - ............................................................................................................................................................... telephone
TL-/FRAF .........................................................................................................................................telephotograph








T L -G S ........................................................................................................................................................... television




TLAFRPZ ............................................................................................................................................ tail lamps
TLAID ............................................................................................................................. at a later date
TL A TT  at a later time
TLANT ...............................................................   Atlanta
TLAOEFT ..................................................................................................................................................... at least
T L A O E S ............................................................................................................................................................at least
T L A O E T .......................................................................................................................................................... athlete
TLAOETS .................................................................................................................................................... athletes
t e a s ........................................................................................................................................................Tallahassee
T L B T  to let
TMAIK ..................................................................................................................................................... to make
TMATT ........................................................................................................................................................ intimate
TMAOINL  to my knowledge
T M A T .............................................................................................................................................................intimate
t o b  ............................................................................................................................................; to be
TOBGS  terms or conditions
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T O B L  to believe
T O E F K T  to the effect
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  “""S:
: : : ; ; : ; : : : : : ; : ; : : ; : : : : ; ; : ; ; : ; : ; ; ; :
T O E R ............................................................................................................................................................together
TOERM ..................................................................................................................................................... tomorrow
TOERN ........................................................................................................................................................attomiqf
TOERNL  .........................................................................................................................................attorney at law
TOET/ALT ..................................................................................................................................................... totality
T O P .................................................................................................................................................................. to have
T O F K ..................................................................................................................................................... to the fact
T O F R L G ........................................................................................................................................................... toggle
TOFRLGS ........................................................................................................................................toggle switch
TOG  to go
T O G T ............................................................................................................................................................together
TOID ....................................................................................................................................................too wide
TOU ...............................................................................................................................................to my knowledge
T O I L T ................................................................................................................................................................. toilet
TOIRKS ........................................................................................................................................ to ray recollection
T O J .................................................................................................................................................to acknowledge
t o m  ..........................................................................................................................................................tomorrow
T O M T .................................................................................................................................................at some time
TON/PA .......................................................................................................................................................Tonapah
t o n s  ..........................................................................................................................................................the ones
T O N T ..............................................................................................................................................................tonight
T O P B L T ............................................................................................................................................ the only time
T O P G  to do
T O R /N A O D ....................................................................................................................................................tornado
TOR/NAODZ ............................................................................................................................................tornadoes
T O R B  at or about
T O R D .............................................................................................................................................................. toward
T O R K ............................................................................................................................................ at the comer of
T O R M ..........................................................................................................................................................tomorrow
t o t .......................................................................................................................................................... at no time
t o t .....................................................................................................................................................................to the
TOU ............................................................................................................................................................... to you
TOULD ................................................................................................................................... to have and to hold
T O U R J ........................................................................................................................................to your knowledge
T O U R K S ................................................................................................................................... to your recollection
T O U R N D ............................................................................................................................................ to your mind
TOUS ..................................................................................................................................................................tous
t o u t  it out
T O X ...................................................................................................................................................................... toxic
T O X D ........................................................................................................................................................intoxicated
T O X G ....................................................................................................................................................... intoxicating
T O X Z ........................................................................................................................................................ intoxicates
T O Z  to his
TF-G .......................................................................................................................................................... taxpaying
TF-B ............................................................................................................................................................ taxpayer
T F - R Z .......................................................................................................................................................... taxpayers
TPAO ..................................................................................................................................................................fora
T F H - T  in the
TFOINT ................................................................................................................................... at this point in time






TR-B .............................................................................................................................................................. trial by
T R - B D ........................................................................................................................................................transcribed
T R - B G ...................................................................................................................................................... transcribing
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^  B G S ....................................................................................................................................................transaction
T R - P B ............................................................................................................................................................. transfer
TR-FE/AOE ............................................................................................................................................ transferee
toS L  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  t Z f I %
T R - P R D ....................................................................................................................................................transferred






T R -PR N S ..................................................................................................................................................transference





T R - L Z ..............................................................................................................................................................trillions






T R - F G ...................................................................................................................................................... transporting
TR-FGS ...............................................................................................................................................transportation
T R F T ...........................................................................................................................................................transcript
T R - F Z .......................................................................................................................................................... transports
T R A /JE K T /R I............................................................................................................................................. trajectory
TRAD/IRBL ............................................................................................................................................ traditional
TRAD/IRBL/LI .....................................................................................................................................traditionally
T R A E G S ................................................................................................................................................concentration
TRAEL .................................................................................................................................................. traditionally
TRAER ..................................................................................................................................................... temporary
T R A E R L ................................................................................................................................................... temporarily





T R A P ................................................................................................................................................................ traffic
TRAPK ............................................................................................................................................................ traffic
: : : : : : : : : : : : :  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  : : : :
TRAPL ............................................................................................................................................................ travel




T R A IG D .......................................................................................................................................................... trading
T R A I R B ........................................................................................................................................................tradition
TRAIRBL ........................................   traditional
TRAIS/B L ...................................................................................................................................................traceable
TRAIS/-BLT ...........................................................................................................................................traceability
T R A L ......................................................................................................................................................... traditional
T R A O E G T ..................................................................................................................................................... treating
T R A O E M T ................................................................................................................................................. treatment
TRAOEN .......................................................................................................................................................tureen
T R A O E N Z ..................................................................................................................................................... tureens
T R A O E P ......................................................................................................................................................trespasser
TRAOEPS .................................................................................................................................................... trespass
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. triumph
T R A O IF K .......................................................................................................................... trial settlement conference
T R A O IF R  truck driver
T R A O IF R Z  truck drivers





T R A S /E R .....................................................................................................................................................trespasser
T R A T ........................................................................................................................................................traffic trial
TRAUK ..................................................................................................................................................... traumatic
TRAUM ......................................................................................................................................................... trauma
I R A U M /I K .................................................................................................................................................traumatic
TRAUM/nZ .......................................................................................................................................... traumatize
T R A U M D Z ............................................................................................................................................... traumatize
T R A U M D Z /-Z ......................................................................................................................................... traumatizes
T R A U M T ..................................................................................................................................................... traumatic
T R A U M Z ........................................................................................................................................................traumas
TRAUT  Terre Haute
1 R A X .......................................................................................................................................................... true facts
TRAXT ................................................................................................................................................. true fact
I R E ...........................................................................................................................................................tremendous
T R E F P D ....................................................................................................................................................trespassed
T R E F P G ................................................................................................................................................... trespassing
.................................................................................................................................. trespasses
T R E F R N L G ...................................................................................................................................................... trench









T R I B D .......................................................................................................................................................transcribed
T R I F K .............................................................................................................................................................. terrific
TRIG ..................................................................................................................................................... contributing
T R I G S .....................................................................................................................................................contribution
T R I G S ..........................................................................................................................................................transition
T R I G S /D ................................................................................................................................................. transitioned
T R IG S /-G ................................................................................................................................................ transitioning
T R IG S /-Z ....................................................................................................................................................transitions
TR IK /M O N D Z ...................................................................................................................................trichomonacide
TRIE ............................................................................................................................................................ tranquil
T R I E T ........................................................................................................................................................ tranquility
TRIPBZ ..................................................................................................................................................tiypanocide
TRIPGS ................................................................................................................................................ transcription






T R O I K ..............................................................................................................................................................tricycle
T R O r r ............................................................................................................................................................. Detroit
T R O E ..............................................................................................................................................................control





T R O P B G .....................................................................................................................................................electronic
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T R O R  the record
TRORD  the record
TRORL ................................................................................................................................................... comptroller
TRORL ...................................................................................................................................................... controller
T R O R N T ..................................................................................................................................................... true or not
TRORT ................................................................................................................................................... traffic court
TRORT ................................................................................................................................................. traffic report
T R U B ............................................................................................................................................................ attribute
TRUBL .......................................................................................................................................................... trouble
T R U D ........................................................................................................................................................truck driver
T R U J .......................................................................................................................................................... trial judge
T R U N .......................................................................................................................................................... true name
T U ................................................................................................................................................................. Tuesday
T U F R .................................................................................................................................................................... turf
TUL .................................................................................................................................................................actual
TUL/LI ..........................................................................................................................................................actually
T U M T ...................................................................................................................................................... at some time
TUN ..........................................................................................................................................................opportune
T U N T ...................................................................................................................................................... opportunity
TUNTS ................................................................................................................................................ opportunities
T U R J  to the best of your knowledge
TURKS  to the best of your recollection
T W .........................................................................................................................................................................two
T W * r r  to wit:
T W A * .............................................................................................................................................................. T.W.A.
TWAENT .................................................................................................................................................... it wasn’t
T W A IF T .....................................................................................................................................................toxic waste
TWAIT .......................................................................................................................................................... actuate
TW A N /TW AN ................................................................................................................................................ Tijuana
TWAO  it was
T W A O E N T  between the
TWAOER .................................................................................................................. it would appear
TWAOID ....................................................................................................................................................too wide
TWAPT ..................................................................................................at what particular time
T W A R D ...........................................................................................................................................................toward
TWARDZ .....................................................................................................................................................towards
T W A R T ............................................................................................................................................................thwart
TWE .................................................................................................................................................................. three
T W B N ............................................................................................................................................................. between
TWERDZ .................................................................................................................................................two thirds
T W E R N ........................................................................................................................................................ attorney
T W H A T  at what time
TWIMT .................................................................................................................................................at which time
TWIRB ..................................................................................................................................................... television
T W T T ..................................................................................................................................................... at which time
TWO .....................................................................................................................................................................two
T W G IN T  at what point in time
T W O IR D Z ................................................................................................................................................. two thirds
T W O N T .................................................................................................................................................at one time
T W R I ...........................................................................................................................................................typewrite
TWRIN .................................................................................................................................................... typewritten
TWRIR ......................................................................................................................................................typewriter
T W R IR G .................................................................................................................................................... typewriting
T W U N T .................................................................................................................................................at one time
U 'N /U 'N  .........................................................................................................................................United Nations
UBL ..................................................................................................................................................... you believe
U B L D  you believed
U B L S .................................................................................................................................................... you believe so
U D  you had
U P ............................................................................................................................................................... you have
UFBLD ....................................................................................................................you have believed
UFD ..................................................................................................................................................... you have had
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U F L ..............................................................................................................................................................you feel
UFLS ..........................................................................................................................................under the influence
U F R L ..................................................................................................................................................... fortunately
U F R P B G ...............................................................................................................................................................une
UFRT .......................................................................................................................................................... fortunate
U P R T ...................................................................................................................................................... unfortunate
UK ..............................................................................................................................................................you can
U K /N O T .................................................................................................................................................you cannot
UKD ..................................................................................................................................................... .you could
UL ..............................................................................................................................................................you will
ULD ..................................................................................................................................................... you would
ULG ..................................................................................................................................................... you allege
ULTS ..............................................................................................................................under all the circumstances
UM-UM .....................................................................................................................................................mm-hmm
U N -U N ........................................................................................................................................................... unh-unh
U N /-K T /-B L .........................................................................................................................................unaccountable





UN/SAIM/SIMS ................................. under the same or similar circumstances
UN/SAIMS  under the same circumstances
UN/SEPBL ........................................................................................................................................... unacceptable
U N /S IM S  under the similar circumstances
UNO ..........................................................................................................................................................you think
U N G S ......................................................................................................................................................unconscious
U N G S  you think so
U N L .....................................................................................................................................................................uncle
UNLS .................................................................................................................................................under the rules
U N S ........................................................................................................................................................United States
U N T ......................................................................................................................................................... under the
U P /T O ..............................................................................................................................................................up to
U P B G .......................................................................................................................................................... unknown
U P B G /-L ............................................................................................................................................................uncle
U P G ................................................................................................................................................ you plead guilty
U ^  up the
UPT/-D .................................................................................................................................................. you wanted
UR  you are
U R B .....................................................................................................................................................................usual
U R B ..............................................................................................................................................................you shall
U R B D .....................................................................................................................................................you should
U R B L ..............................................................................................................................................................usually
U R B T .......................................................................................................................................................you wish to
U R K .........................................................................................................................................................you recollect
U R K D ................................................................................................................................................you recollected
U R L ......................................................................................................................................................... .you recall
U R L D ......................................................................................................................................................you recalled
URM ................................................................................................................................................ you remember
U R M D ..............................................................................................................................................you remembered
URN .....................................................................................................................................................Your Honor
U R N T ......................................................................................................................................................... urine test
U R P ..............................................................................................................................................................you were
US  you say
U T /U T .................................................................................................................................................................Utah
U T S .......................................................................................................................................under the circumstances
U X D Z .......................................................................................................................................................... uxoricide
UZ ........................................................................................................................................................United States
UZ  you see
V * A ......................................................................................................................................................................V.A.
V F / W - ............................................................................................................................................................. V.F.W.
V - B ......................................................................................................................................................... have been
V-BD ................................................................................................................................................ have been had
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y-BG ...................................................................................................................................................... vehicle code
"  B O S ...........................................................................................................................................vehicle code section
V-BLD ............................................................................................................................................have believed
X'B - ......................................................................................................................................................... have had
V -F L T ............................................................................................................................................................ have felt
y  G  have gone
y  G .................................................................................................................................................................... having
V 'G D ...........................................................................................................................................................veiygood
V-LD .................................................................................................................................................................. valid
V - N ........................................................................................................................................................................ vein
V-NT ...............................................................................................................................................................haven’t
V-PT .................................................................................................................................................vice president
V -P T /-R B L ...................................................................................................................................vice presidential
V - R ........................................................................................................................................................................very
V-RD ......................................................................................................................................................... voir dire
V-RKD ....................................................................................................................................... have recollected
V-RLD .................................................................................................................................................have recalled
V-RMD .............................................................................................................................. have remembered
V - S .....................................................................................................................................................................versus
V - T .............................................................................................................................................................. have the
.............................................................................................................................................................. have his
V A Æ A O IT ......................................................................................................................................................variety




V A E D ...............................................................................................................................................................evaded





V A E G ..............................................................................................................................................................evading
V A B G ............................................................................................................................................................ vagrancy
VAEGS ......................................................................................................................................................... evasion
V A E L .............................................................................................................................................................evaluate
V A E L .................................................................................................................................................................valley
VAELD ......................................................................................................................................................evaluated
VABLG ..................................................................................................................................................... evaluating




VAENS ...........................  relevance
VAENT .........................................................................................................................................................relevant
VAENT ............................................................................................................................................................vanity
VAERT   view of the matter




V A G S ........................................................................................................................................................ vaccination
V A G S  Veteran’s Administration
VAIBL ........................................................................................................................................................available
V A IB L T .................................................................................................................................................... availability
V A I D ......................................................................................................................................................... vaccinated
VAIFB .......................................................................................................................................................... evasive
V A I G .........................................................................................................................................................vaccinating
VAIGS ........................................................................................................................................................vacation
V A I L ....................................................................................................................................................................vale
VAIRT ...........................................................................................................................................................variety
VAIRTS ........................................................................................................................................................varieties
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V A J/O E M T .............................................................................................................................................vagotomy
V A L .....................................................................................................................................................................value




V A L D .................................................................................................................................................................valid
V A L D .............................................................................................................................................................. valued
VALD/-GS ................................................................................................................................................validation
VALD/ATT ................................................................................................................................................... validate
V A L G ............................................................................................................................................................. valuing
VALOS ......................................................................................................................................................valuation
V A L T ............................................................................................................................................................evaluate
V A L T ............................................................................................................................................................ validate
V A L Z ...............................................................................................................................................................values
VAM .....................................................................................................................................................Viet Nam
VAM .............................................................................................................................................................vitamin




V A N T ............................................................................................................................................................... vanity
VAO ................................................................................................................................................................ video
VAOED  venereal disease
VAOEK ......................................................................................................................................................... vehicle
V A O E N S ..........................................................................................................................................................Venus
VAOFR .................................................................................................................................................Vancouver
V A O W A IR B S .............................................................................................................................................vivacious
V A O I B L ...........................................................................................................................................................viable
VAOIFS ...................................................................................................................................violation of section
VAOIFT ............................................................................................................................................violation of the
V A O IL G T S .........................................................................................................................................................vital
VAOINS ....................................................................................................................................................... violence
V A O I N T ......................................................................................................................................................... violent
VAOIRMT ............................................................................................................................................environment




V A G P .....................................................................................................................................................video tape
VAORS ..............................................................................................................................................divorce action
V A G T .....................................................................................................................................................video tape
VAGUN ...........................................................................................................................................................venue
V A P B G S ...................................................................................................................................................vaccination
VAR/AGrr ..................................................................................................................................................... variety
V A R D ...............................................................................................................................................................varied
V A R L ...........................................................................................................................................................variously
VARS ............................................................................................................................................................. various
V A R T .............................................................................................................................................................. variety
V A R T S ............................................................................................................................................................varieties
V A R Z ............................................................................................................................................................... varies
V A S ......................................................................................................................................................... Virginia City
VASLD ..................................................................................................................................................... vacillated
VASLG .................................................................................................................................................... vacillating
V A S L G S .................................................................................................................................................... vacillation
V A S L T ............................................................................................................................................................vacillate
VASLTS ......................................................................................................................................................vacillates
V A T /-E R ...................................................................................................................................... view of the matter
VAUFT .............................................................................................................................................value of the
V A U L ................................................................................................................................................................ value
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V E * T .....................................................................................................................................................................vet





: : : : : : y  : y  : : : : : y  : : : : y  : : : : : : : : :
VEK ............................................................................................................................................................... vehicle
3 :%^ *. :::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : :: :: :: :: : ::
VEFGT/ORZ
. veiywell
^ L G T S  ; . ; ....................... veiy'little
VEMT......................................; ; ; ; ; idewi^pS
convenient
™-D...............
i g m s - : : : : : : : : :  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  : : : : : : : : : : : : :
envelop
..................................................................................................................................verbally
^ r m d z  : v ^ w Z
33S : : : : : : : : : : :  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  : : : : ^ 3 :
v e r t /b r a ..........................................................................................................................................vertebra
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
v e r t s  ......................................................................................................................................................... verdicts
VET ............................................................................................................................................................. .veteran
V B T /F O R Z  Veteran's of Foreign Wars
VEÎGT ............................................................................................................................................................victim
VIBL ................................................................................................................................................................visible
■ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
™  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
VIGS ............................................................................................................................................................ vigorous
VIM ................................................................................................................................................................ victim
V IM /A O IZ ................................................................................................................................................victimizing
V I N ................................................................................................. •............................. vehicle identification number
V IN /V IN .............................................................................................................................................................V.I.N
\arau-z ; ; :'Sk
VIRBUAIZ/-G ....................................................................................................................................... visualizing
VIRBIVAOIZ ...............................................................................................................................................visualize
V IRBIV AO IZ/-D ........................................................................................................................................ visualized
V IR B U A 0 1 Z /-Z .........................................................................................................................................visualizes
V IR E S ............................................................................................................................................................... vicious
VIRDZ ..........................................................................................................................................................viricide
VIRDZ .........................................................................................................................................................virucide
V I S .....................................................................................................................................................................advice
VIS/RA ...........................................................................................................................................................viscera
V I T ..................................................................................................................................................................... victim
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V I Z ....................................................................................................................................................................advise
VO ...............................................................................................................................................................volunfaiy
VO/LI ........................................................................................................................................................ voluntarify
VOD ........................................................................................................................................................... voir dire
V O E B G S .......................................................................................................................................................vocation
V O E B G S /-Z ................................................................................................................................................. vocations
V O E D ................................................................................................................................................. Evidence Code
V O E D  vehicle code
VOEDZ ................................................................................................................................Evidence Code Section
VOEDZ .....................................................................................................................................vehicle code section
VOEGT .......................................................................................................................................................... voting
V O E K ............................................................................................................................................................provoke




V O E L .........................................................................................................................................................vocational




V O F ...................................................................................................................................................................involve
V O F G ........................................................................................................................................................... involving
VOFMT ................................................................................................................................................. involvement
V O F Z ............................................................................................................................................................ involves
y ° I  ; .............................................................................................................................................................. invoice
V O IF M .........................................................................................................................................................voyeurism
Æ  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :'” S 5
VOIR .............................................................................................................................................................. voyeur
VOIR/STIK ............................................................................................................................................... vtyeuristic
V O IR D ........................................................................................................................................................... voir dire
V O IR Z .............................................................................................................................................................voyeurs
V Orr ............................................................................................................................................................ invoiced
VOIZ .............................................................................................................................................................invoices
V O L .................................................................................................................................................................. volume
V O M T ................................................................................................................................................................vomit
VOR .......................................................................................................................................................... voluntary
V O R D ...................................................................................................................................................... volunteered
V O R G ..................................................................................................................................................... volunteering
VORGS ............................................................................................................................................ divorce action
V O R K ................................................................................................................................................. divorce court
V O R L ................................................................................................................................... voluntarily
VORS ..............................................................................................................................................................divorce
V O R T ..................................................................................................................................................divorce court
VOUFR ................................................................................................................................................... Vancouver
VU ................................................................................................................................................................ have you
V U B ......................................................................................................................................................have you been
V U F R ................................................................................................................................................. have you ever
VUFRG ...................................................................................................................................... have you ever gone
VUG ................................................................................................................................................. have you gone
V U L D ................................................................................................................................................. have you lived
VUZ .................................................................................................................................................have you seen
W 'lB .......................................................................................................................................................women’s lib
W- .......................................................................................................................................................................with
W - B .............................................................................................................................................................westbound
W - D Z ........................................................................................................................................................... west side
W -F /W -F ............................................................................................................................................ West Virginia
W-FL .............................................................................................................................................................willfully
W-FT .................................................................................................................................................waiver of time
W -M ....................................................................................................................................... ! . ! ! ! !  William
I V - N ....................................................................................................................................................................within
W-ND .................................................................................................................................................witness stand
W-NS ..............................................................................................................................................................witness
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W -N S /-D ......................................................................................................................................................witnessed
W -N S /-G .................................................................................................................................................... .witnessing
W -R B L D .................................................................................................................................................... windshield
W-RBLDZ ..............................................................................................................................................windshields
W-RPT ......................................................................................................................................with respect
IV-RS ...................................................................................................................................................... with respect
W - R T  were the
I V -T  with the
W-Z ..............................................................................................................................................................with his
W A  with a
W A A V A ..............................................................................................................................................................Iowa
WAB ........................................................................................................................................................what about
W A B T  what about the
WABFS ..................................................................................................................................................what he was
W A E N T ........................................................................................................................................................... wasn’t
WABR
WAERJ .......................................................................................................................................award any damages
WAERNT ...................................................................................................................................................warranty
W A E R T ............................................................................................................................................................ water
W A E S ..........................................................................................................................................................what he is
W A E T  was it
W A E T .................................................................................................................................................................water
W A E T H ........................................................................................................................................................ weather
WAF  one half
WAFBGD ........................................................................................................................................... wait a second
W A F G  what if anything
W A F R ................................................................................................................................................................waiver
W A F R D .......................................................................................................................................................waivered
W A F R G ......................................................................................................................................................waivering
W A F R Z ......................................................................................................................................................... waivers
W A IF R B  aware of
WAIFRBT .............................................................................................................................................aware of the
WAIFS .................................................................................................................................................... what I was
WAIGT ..........................................................................................................................................................waiting
WAIMT ................................................................................................................................................wait a minute
WAKD ................................................................................................................................................wait a second
WAO  it was
WAO ....................................................................................................................................................................was
W A G E D .............................................................................................................................................................. we’d
W A O E F ............................................................................................................................................................ we’ve
WAOEKD ...................................................................................................................................................weekend
W A G E K D Z ...................................................................................................................................................weekend
W A G E L ..............................................................................................................................................................we’il
W A G E R .............................................................................................................................................................we’re
W AG IG/W A G IG .........................................................................................................................................Wyoming
WAGK ............................................................................................................................................................ Waco
WAGL .......................................................................................................................................... wading pool
WAOM ............................................................................................................................................... .waiting room
WAON ..................................................................................................................................................would know
W A G S  would say
WAGUBL  would you believe
WAGUFL ..............................................................................................................................................wonderfully
WAOUFL ..........................................................................................................................................would you feel
WAGUND ..............................................................................................................................would you understand
WAGUPT  would you want
W A O U T ...............................................................................................................................................would you tell
WAGUTS .....................................................................................................................would you tell us
W A P T  written promise to appear
W ARB/W A RB.........................................................................................................................................Washington
W ARBS/W ARBS........................................................................................................................... Washington, D.C.
W A R B T .................................................................................................................................................. Washington
W A R N T .........................................................................................................................................................warrant
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Ï X îL o b - : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
WARNT/AOEZ ..................................................................................................................................... warrantees
W A R N T /I...................................................................................................................................................... warranty
...........................................................................................................................................................warranty
W A U R B T ..................................................................................................................................... what do you wish to
WAURBTS  what do you wish to say
W A U R M ........................................................................................................................................what is your name
yEEG S  with an explanation
V T E D Z ...........................................................................................................................................................west side
.................................................................................................................................................................we have
WEF/WEF ..........................................................................................................................................West Virginia
W E F D  we have had
w e f t ..................................................................................................................................................................west
^ E T S  we thought so
V/EG  week ago
^ G S  with an explanation
S  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ; : ; : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
V fE K D  week day
WEKDZ  week days
WEL  .we will
WEL/N-FD...... ........................................................................................................................................well-informed
W E L D .......................................................................................................................................................... we would
W E N S .......................................................................................................................................................Wednesday
W E P .............................................................................................................................................................. weapon
W E P D ...............................................................................................................................................w ehappeZ
: :::::: : : : : : :::::: : : : : : :::::: : : :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : X  : : : : : : : : ;'” ' 5
WES/-D ..................................................................................................................................................... westward
^  - .................................................................................................................................................................when




W H -L T ............................................................................................................................................... when will the
WH-RB ......................................................................................................................................................when she
W H -R B L ...........................................................................................................................................when she will
WH-RBLD ...................................................................................................................... when she would








W H A /W E  what we
WHADZ  what side
 .WHAED .................................................................................................................................................what he had
'VHAEK .................................................................................................................................................what he can
WHAEL .................................................................................................................................................what he will
VfHAEPTS ..........................................................................................................................................what he wants
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V /H A F R ...................................................................................................................................................... whatever
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
.................................................................................................................................................... what I had
...................................................................................................................................................what I have
W H A IF B ....................................................................................................................................... what I have been
IV H A IFD ........................................................................................................................................... what I have had
WHAIK .....................................................................................................................................................what I can
: ::::::::: : : :::::::::: : : ::::::::3%%:
W H A IP T ...................................................................................................................................................what I want
W H A IR B ...................................................................................................................................................what I shall
W H A K D ....................................................................................................................................................what could
V fH A L D ...................................................................................................................................................vriiat would
w h a m  .....................................................................................................................................................what time
W H A O E F P ............................................................................................................................................... wheelchair
W H A P D ............................................................................................................................................what happened
WHAR .........................................................................................................................  what are
W H A R B  what she
WHARBD ............................................................................................................................................what she had
WHARBD ............................................................................................................................................what should
WHARBL  what she will
WHARBS ............................................................................................................................................... what she is
WHARKS ................................................................................................ what were the circumstances
W H A R F .....................................................................................................................................................what were
W H ^  what is
WHAT ....................................................................................................................................................... what the
WHAU .....................................................................................................................................................what you
WHAUBL .................................................................................................................................. what you believe
W H A U D .................................................................................................................................................what you had
W H A U F ............................................................................................................................................what you have
WHAUFB ................................................................................................................................. what you have been
WHAUFD ................................................................................................................................... what you have had
WHAUFL ....................................................................................................................................... .what you feel
WHAUFN  what you have known
W H A U K  what you can
W H A U L  what you will
W H A U M ........................................................................................................................................... what you mean
W H A U N ............................................................................................................................................what you know
WHAUND ............................................................................................................................... what you understand
W H A U PB G .......................................................................................................................................what you think
WHAUPT ....................................................................................................................................... what you want
W H A U R  what you are
WHAURBGS  what is your occupation
W H A U R B S what is your business
W H A U R M .................................................................................................................................what you remember
WHAURP ....................................................................................................................................... what you were
WHAURPGS ........................................................................................................................... what is your position
W H A U S  what you say
W H A U T  what you tell
WHAUTS ....................................................................................................................................... what you tell us
WHAZ .....................................................................................................................................................what his
WHAZ ...........................................................................................................................................................what’s
WHE ......................................................................................................................................................... when he
WHED ................................................................................................................................................. when he had
WHEFR ......................................................................................................................................................whenever
WHEFS ................................................................................................................................................. when he was
WHEFS ...................................................... where he was
WHEK ..................................................................................................................................................when he can
W H E K D ............................................................................................................................................when he would
W H E L ...................................................................................................................................................... when he will
W H E P T S............................................................................................................................................when he wants
WHERBD .......................................................................................................................................when he should
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V H E S ........................................................................................................................................................when he is
 when I
I V H I D .......................................................................................................................................................when I had
IVHIF .....................................................................................................................................................when I have
IV H IF B  when I have been
WMFD .......................................................................................................................................... when 1 have had
'V H I F S ....................................................................................................................................................... when I was
I V H I K ........................................................................................................................................................when I can
WHIKD ............................................................................................................................................when I could
WHIL ....................................................................................................................................................... when I will
WHILD ............................................................................................................................................when I would
WHILGTS .....................................................................................................................................................whittle
W H I M ........................................................................................................................................................ vidien I am
WHIPD ........................................................................................................................................when it happened
W H IP T .....................................................................................................................................................when I want
WHIRB ................................................................................................................................................ when I shall
W H IR B D ............................................................................................................................................when I should
K -  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
W H O /S O F R ...............................................................................................................................................whosoever
WHOBL ................................................................................................................................................ who believe
WHOBLD ....................................................................................................................................... who believed
W H O B L Z ............................................................................................................................................who believes
W H O D ........................................................................................................................................................... vdio had
W H O E F S ................................................................................................................................................ who he was
WHOEPTS ....................................................................................................................................... who he wants
W H O E T P D  who he wanted
W H O P ..........................................................................................................................................................who have
WHOFB .............................................................................................................................................who have been
WHOFD ............................................................................................................................................who have had
WHOFL .....................................................................................................................................................who feel
W H O F L T ....................................................................................................................................................... who felt
WHOFR .......................................................................................................................................................whoever
WHOFRLGD ....................................................................................................................................... who killed
WHOFS .....................................................................................................................................................who was
WHOIFS ................................................................................................................................................ who I was
W H O I P T .................................................................................................................................................who I want
W H O IPT /-D ....................................................................................................................................... who I wanted
W H O K ............................................................................................................................................................who can
W H O K /N O T............................................................................................................................................who cannot
WHOKD ................................................................................................................................................ who could
WHOLS ................................................................................................................................................ wholesale
W H O M /S O F R ....................................................................................................................................... whomsoever
WHONDZ  who understand
WHONDZ/-Z  who understands
W H O N G ................................................................................................................................................ who think
WHONGZ ............................................................................................................................................who thinks
WHOPD  who happened
WHOPT/-D  who wanted
WHORB .....................................................................................................................................................who shall
WHORK ............................................................................................................................................... who recollect
WHORKD .......................................................................................................................................who recollected
WHORKZ  who recollects
WHORLZ  who recalls
WHORMD  who remembered
WHORMZ  who remembers
WHORP .....................................................................................................................................................who were
W H O S  who is
WHOULD  who would
W H O U P T ....................................................................................................................................................who want
W H O U P T .............................................................................................................................................. who you want
W H O U P T D ...................................................................................................................................... who you wanted
WHOUPTS ............................................................................................................................................who wants
W H O U R .................................................................................................................................................... when our
W H O U R B D  who should
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3%:™. ::::::: : : : : : : : ::::::::: : : : : : :
.............................................................................................................................................................whether
 whether she
^HR-RBL ..........................   whether she will
..........................................................................................................................................whethershcis
 whether the
WHR-Z  whether his
IVHRA ......................................................................................................................................................wliethera
WHRAO . whether or not
^ R A O E D  .........................................................................................................................whether or not he had
WHRAOEFS .........................................................................................................................whether or not he was
............................................................................................................................. whether or not he will
i r a ^ O E S  whether or not he is
W H R A O ID  whether or not I had
V H IR A O IF .............................................................................................................................. whether or not 1 have
WHRAOIFS  whether or not I was
W H R A O IK  whether or not lean
W H R A O IL  whether or not 1 will
V H R A O IM  whether or not lam
WHRAOUD .......................................................................................................................whether or not you had
W H R A O U F whether or not you have
W H R A O U L ............................................................................................................................whether or not you will
WHRAOUR ........................................................................................................................whether or not you are
W H R A O U R P  whether or not you were
 whether he
W H R E D .............................................................................................................................................whether he had
W H R E FS.............................................................................................................................................whether he was
W H R E K ............................................................................................................................................. whether he can
WHREKD .....................................................................................................................................whether he could
v n R E L .............................................................................................................................................whether he will
W H R E R B D  whether he should
'VHRES ................................................................................................................................................ whether he is
V H R l  whether 1
............................................................................................................................................whether 1 had
WHRIF ..............................................................................................................................................whether 1 have
W H R IF B ..................................................................................................................................... whether 1 have been
W H R IF D .......................................................................................................................................whether 1 have had
W H R IF S ................................................................................................................................................whether 1 was
............................................................................................................................................whether lean
WHRIKD ........................................................................................................................................whether 1 could
WHRIL ............................................................................................................................................whether 1 will
WHRIM .................................................................................................................................................whether lam
W H R IR B ..............................................................................................................................................whether 1 shall
W H R IR B D  whether 1 should
W H R O R N T.........................................................................................................................................whether or not
WHROUR  whether our
WHRU  whether you
WHRUBL ...............................................................................................................whether you believe
W H R U F ......................................................................................................................................... whether you have
WHRUFB ............................................................................................................................ whether you have been
WHRUFD ................................................................................................................... .whether you have had
WHRUFL .................................................................................................................................. whether you feel
W H R U K ........................................................................................................................................... whether you can
WHRUKD ................................................................................................................................... whether you could
W H R U L ...........................................................................................................................................whether you will
W H R U M ........................................................................................................................................whether you mean
W H R U N ........................................................................................................................................whetheryou know
WHRUND .......................................................................................................................... whetheryou understand
W H R U P B G ....................................................................................................................................whetheryou think
W H R U R  .whetheryou are
W H R U R BD ................................................................................................................................. whetheryou should
WHRURL ................................................................................................................................... whether you recall
WHRURM ................................................................................................................... whetheryou remember
WHRURP .....................................................................................................................................whetheryou were
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........................................................................................................................................whetheryou say
V/HRUT  ..........................................................................................................................whetheryou tell
W H R U T S .......................................................................................................................................whether you tell us
..........................................................................................................................................................when you
WHUBL ........................................................................................................................................when you believe
^ V H U F ............................................................................................................................................... when you have
IVHUFD ...................................................................................................................................... when you have had
WHUFL ............................................................................................................................................when you feel
W H U F L S .......................................................................................................................... while under the influence
W H U F R S ............................................................................................................................................when you first
V /H U K ................................................................................................................................................ when you can
W H U K D ............................................................................................................................................when you could
V H JH E ................................................................................................................................................ when you will
WHULD ........................................................................................................................................when you would
W H U N ............................................................................................................................................ .when you know
W H U N D  when you understand
WHUPBG ....................................................................................................................................... when you think
VIHUPT ............................................................................................................................................when you want
W H U R ................................................................................................................................................ when you are
WHURBD ..................................................................................................................................... when you should
WHURL ........................................................................................................................................... when you recall
W H U R M  when you remember
WHURP ............................................................................................................................................when you were
W H U S ................................................................................................................................................ when you s ^
W H U T ................................................................................................................................................ when you tell
WHUTS ...........................................................................................................................................when you tell us
^   which
W I B ...............................................................................................................................................women’s liberation
W I F ..................................................................................................................................................................witness
WIFD ..................................................................................................................................................... witnessed
WIFG .....................................................................................................................................................witnessing
W IF K W IF K ............................................................................................................................................ Wisconsin
WIFL ...............................................................................................................................................................willful
WIFL/MAELS ......................................................................................................................willfully and maliciously
W IFL/M A LS............................................................................................................................. willful and malicious
WIFR .....................................................................................................................................................whichever
W IF R N G .............................................................................................................................................................wink
WIFZ ......................................................................................................................................................... witnesses
WIL/KRUPT/NOE .....................................................willfully, corruptly, and knowingly
W IL /M IL  willfully and maliciously
WIL/NOE/KRUPL .....................................................willfully, knowingly, and corruptly
W IL /N O L ................................................................................................................................ willfully and knowingly
WHVOR/MIL ........................................................................................................................willfully or maliciously
WIL/OR/NOL ......................................................................................................................willfully or knowingly
W I M ..................................................................................................................................................................women
W I M T ................................................................................................................................................ wait a minute
W I N G ................................................................................................................................................................. wing
W IN G T S ..................................................................................................................................with strings attached
WINT ................................................................................................................................................ .with interest




W I S .....................................................................................................................................................witness stand
W I T ..................................................................................................................................................................witness
W L * 1 B ..................................................................................................................................................... women’s lib
WLIB ...........................................................................................................................................women’s liberation
W U B G S ......................................................................................................................................women’s liberation
WO .................................................  would
WOB ..........................................................................................................................................................would be
WOE .............................................................................................................................................................window
W O E N .............................................................................................................................................................window
W O E N .............................................................................................................................................................wooden
WOENT ............................................................................................................................................................won’t
WOF .....................................................................................................................................................would have
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. would have been
WOFBLD .............................................................................................................................. would have believed
WOFD ..................................................................................................................................... would have had
W O F L ................................................................................................................................................................... wolf
W O F N ............................................................................................................................................... would have been
WOFRKD ............................................................................................................... would have recollected
WOFRLD .............................................................................................................................. would have recalled
WOFRMD ..........................................................................................................................would have remembered
WOFRPT/-D ..........................................................................................................................would have wanted
w S  : : : ; : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : -
W O I R ........................................................................................................................................................... waterway
: : : : : : : : : : : : : :  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  : :








W O R /I R ......................................................................................................................................................... worrier
WORBGS .............................................................................................................workman’s compensation
W O R B L ...................................................................................................................................................... workable
: : : : : : : : :  : : : : : : : : : : : :  : : : : : : : : : : : :  :
W O R K /-B L ..................................................................................................................................................workable
WORK/-BLT .......................................................................................................................................... workability
w S i S ? , : : : : : : : : : :  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
WORKS .............................................................................................................................workmen’s compensation
W ORKS/KM-P................................................................................................................................. workmen’s comp
W O R K Z ............................................................................................................................................................w ork
W O l ^  ......................................................................................................................................................worthless
W O R P ................................................................................................................................................. word processor
W O R P G ............................................................................................................................................word processing
W O R P Z ............................................................................................................................................word processors
WOU ....................................................................................................................................................... would you
WOUB ............................................................................................................................................ .would you be
WOUF .............................................................................................................................................would you have
W O U F B  would you have been
W O U F D  would you have had
WOUFPT/-D ....................................................................................................................... would you have wanted
W O U FR K D  would you have recollected
W O U F R L D ...........................................................................................................................would you have recalled
WOUFRMD  would you have remembered
WOUM ............................................................................................................................................would you mean
W O U M T ........................................................................................................................................would you mean to
WOUMTS ............................................................................................................................. would you mean to say
WOUN ............................................................................................................................................would you know
W O U N D ...........................................................................................................................................................wound
WOUP ......................................................................................................................................................... workup
WOUPBG ........................................................................................................................................would you think
W O U P B G S  would you think so
W O U R K .......................................................................................................................................would you recollect
W O U R L ............................................................................................................................................would you recall
W O U R M ....................................................................................................................................would you remember
W O U S .................................................................................................................................................would you say
WOUT ......................................................................................................................................................... without
WOUT ............................................................................................................................................ would you tell
WOUTS ...........................................................................................................................................would you tell us
WR- ................................................................................................................................................................ where
WR/PON ...............................................................................................................................................whereupon
W R B .............................................................................................................................................................whereby
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W R - R B L ...........................................................................................................................................where she will
.................................................................................................................................................where she is
......................................................................................................................................................... where is
x : x : : x : : : :  x : :
WRAFRLG ...................................................................................................................................................wrangle
WRAKT  written contract
W R A O M ...............................................................................................................................................waiting room
W R A O U ...................................................................................................................................................withdrew
WRARD ..................................................................................................................................................with regard
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :




W R A U L Z .................................................................................................................................................withdrawals
W R A U N ................................................................................................................................................... withdrawn
W R A U R .................................................................................................................................................what is your
W R A U R J....................................................................................................................................... what is your age
W R A Z ........................................................................................................................................................... whereas
WREFR ..................................................................................................................................................... udierever
WREFRNLG ............................................................................................................................................... wrench
WREFRNS ....................................................................................................................................... with reference
................................................................................................................................................with relation
W R E P T S ....................................................................................................................................... .where he wants
W R I D ........................................................................................................................................where did you reside
WRIF ........................................................................................................................................... .where did you live
WRIFRLG ....................................................................................................................................................wriggle
W R I F S ......................................................................................................................................................where I was
W R I G ............................................................................................................................................................. writing
WRIGZ ....................................................................................................................................................... writings
W R IK T ............................................................................................................................................written contract
W R I N ............................................................................................................................................................. written





W R O F ............................................................................................................................................................wdiereof
WROID ......................................................................................................................... where do you reside
W R O IF .............................................................................................................................................where do you live
W R O N ...........................................................................................................................................................whereon
...................................................................................................................................................... whereupon
WRUPT ....................................................................................................................................... where you want
W R U R ................................................................................................................................................ when you are
WRURP ....................................................................................................................................... where you were
^ ............................................................................................................................................................... with you
W U F L ........................................................................................................................................................ wonderful
W U F L /L I ................................................................................................................................................. wonderfully
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WUFLS .............................................................................................................................while under the influence
WUFM ................................................................................................................................were you familiar
W U F T ..........................................................................................................................................................one of the
W U M ................................................................................................................................................................ womb
WUNZ ............................................................................................................................................................. one’s
WUP ............................................................................................................................were you present
X-BT .................................................................................................................examination before trial
X-FP ........................................................................................................................................................... exchange
X -F P D ..........................................................................................................................................................exchanged
X -F P G ........................................................................................................................................................ exchanging




X - M D ...........................................................................................................................................................examined
X - M G ..........................................................................................................................................................examining
X - P .................................................................................................................................................................... expect
X-P/AENS ................................................................................................................................................expectancy
X -P G S ........................................................................................................................................................expectation
X -P G S /Z ..................................................................................................................................................expectations
X-PT ................................................................................................................................................................export
X-RT ................................................................................................................................................................ expert







X A U F G S .................................................................................................................................................... exhaustion
XAUFT ......................................................................................................................................................... exhaust
XAUFZ ........................................................................................................................................................exhausts
X E P G ........................................................................................................................................................... excepting
XEPGS ...................................................................................................................................................... exception
X E P T ................................................................................................................................................................except
XER ............................................................................................................................................................. exercise
X E R D ........................................................................................................................................................... exercised
X E R G ...........................................................................................................................................................exercising
XET ...........................................................................................................................................................extension
X I B ....................................................................................................................................................................exhibit
X I D ..................................................................................................................................................................... exited
XIFD ...............................................................................................................................................................existed
XIFG .............................................................................................................................................................. existing
X IF N S ............................................................................................................................................................existence
XINGS ......................................................................................................................................................extinction
X1T/-G . . ! ! .................. ! ..................................................................................................................exiting
XrrS ...................................................................................................................................................................exits
XLU .............................................................................................................................................................. exclude
X L U D ............................................................................................................................................................ excluded
X L U F ............................................................................................................................................................exclusive
XLUFL ..................................................................................................................................................... exclusively
XLUFZ ............................................................................................................................................  exclusives
X L U G ........................................................................................................................................................... excluding
X L U Z .............................................................................................................................................................excludes
X O G T .................................................................................................................................................................exotic
X O G T /L I....................................................................................................................................................... exotically
XON .................................................................................................................................................................excon
XORD/NAIR ...................................................................................................................................... extraordinaire
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X O R D /N A IR /I......................................................................................................................................extraordinary
X O R D /N A IR L ................................................................................................................................... extraordinarily
XORPD ...................................................................................exemplary or punitive damages
XOT/IK ...........................................................................................................................................................exotic
..........................................................................................................................................................especially
X F - N S ................................................................................................................................................ expert witness
X P - N Z ...............................................................................................................................................expert witnesses
............................................................................................................................................................. experts
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  : : : : : : :




X PL A IN Z ....................................................................................................................................................... explains









X P R E S .............................................................................................................................................................express
XRAI .................................................................................................................................................................x-ray
X R A I F M ................................................................................................................................................... x-ray film
XRAIGS ....................................................................................................................................... x-ray examination
X R A I P ................................................................................................................................................ jt-ray picture




X U P ......................................................................................................................................................... exculpatory
XUP/RI ................................................................................................................................................ exculpatory
™  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : Æ
Y-DZ .................................................................................................................................................................ideas





Y - L / L I .............................................................................................................................................................. ideally
Y-LD ................................................................................................... ideals
Y-LD .....................................................................................................................................................why would
Y - L G S ...................................................................................................................................................... idealization
Y-LT .....................................................................................................................................................yellow light
Y-RD ............................................................................................... beyond a reasonable doubt
Y -R L D  beyond all reasonable doubt
Y A E D ..........................................................................................................................................................yesterday
Y A E N ........................................................................................................................................................... eighteen





Y A O U F L .......................................................................................................................................................youthful
YAOUL ............................................................................................................................................................you’ll
YAOUR .......................................................................................................................................................... you’re
Y A O U R M S ..................................................................................................................................................humerus
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YAOURP .....................................................................................................................................................Europe
................................................................................................................................beyond a reasonable doubt
YARLD  beyond all reasonable doubt
Y A U R D  beyond all reasonable doubt
. yesterday
..........................................................................................................................................................yesterdays
33 X X  : x: ! X X  X X  ! x: ; x x  x x  x x  HZ:
™  X X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X :
YERLD  year old
Y i D ............. y S d




YOERN .......................................................................................................................................................yes or no
Y O I N ................................................................................................................................................................. union
Y O R K /Y O R K ............................................................................................................................................NewYork




Y U R S ............................................................................................................................................................. yourself
Y U P ................................................................................................................................................................. yours
^ R  .....................................................................................................................................................his and her
ZILT ............................................................................................................................................................. zillionth
g "  : : : : : : : : :  : : :
S  X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X x Æ
Z O E R ................................................................................................................................................................... zero
ZOERN ..........................................................................................................................................................zero in
ZON/ZON ....................................................................................................................................................Arizona
ZGR ..........................................................................................................................................................his or her
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a m b - ...................................................................................................................................................................KPW-
a m p - ...................................................................................................................................................................KPW-
an- ........................................................................................................................................................... N-ORAN
a n d - ....................................................................................................................................................................SKP-
annesth- ................................................................................................................................................... NEPBLG
a n t e - ..................................................................................................................................................................AENT
a n t i - ...................................................................................................................................................................AINT
a p p en d - ..........................................................................................................................................................PAEND





c o n f - .....................................................................................................................................................................KW-
c o n s - ...................................................................................................................................................................SKW-
c o n t i a - ................................................................................................................................................................KRA
conv- ................................................................................................................................................................ KW-
c y s t - .................................................................................................................................................................... SIFT
d e f - .....................................................................................................................................................................DW-
d e m - .....................................................................................................................................................................DM-
d e n - .....................................................................................................................................................................DM-
didn’t- ...............................................................................................................................................................TKP-
duoden- .......................................................................................................................................................DWAD
d u r in g - .................................................................................................................................................................DR-
e m b - ...................................................................................................................................................................KPW-
embl- ........................................................................................................................................................ KPWHR-




e n f - ................................................................................................................................................................... STW-
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N-ORIN
c- (soft sound) .................................................................................................................................................SM
phlebotom-
polio- ................................................................................................................................................................FOIL
p r o - ......................................................................................................................................................................PRO
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P ^ li-  ................................................................................................................................................................ SKO
P ^ h i a t r - ...........................................................................................................................................................SKR-
P ^ h o - ................................................................................................................................................................ SKO




s t e o - .................................................................................................................................................................. STWE
s u b - ................................................................................................................................................................... STW-
qmp- ............................................................................................................................................................ SKPW-
syphil- ................................................................................................................................................................SFIL




u m b - ...................................................................................................................................................................KPW-
u m p - ...................................................................................................................................................................KPW-
un- ........................................................................................................................................................... N-ORUN
u n d e r - ..................................................................................................................................................................N-R
under- ................................................................................................................................................................. NR-
underetand- ...................................................................................................................................................... N-RS
u r e t h r - ........................................................................................................................................................ URPBLG
w a s - ...................................................................................................................................................................WAO
SUFFIXES
- a b i l i ty ...............................................................................................................................................-BLTORBILT
- a b i l i ty ..................................................................................................................................................................-LT
- a b ly ......................................................................................................................................................................BU
-about .................................................................................................................................................................... B-
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•as ...............................................................................................................................................................S-OR-S
-atic ik o R T IK
-believe ..............................................................................................................................................................-BL
-b e lie v e d ...........................................................................................................................................................-BLD
-beUeves ........................................................................................................................................................... -BLZ
- b e n y .................................................................................................................................................................. BRI
-bilily ............................................................................................................................................... -BLTORBILT
-buqr ...................................................................................................................................................................-BZ
-by t h e ...................................................................................................................................................................-BT








-ckle ......................................................................................................................................................... ! -BLG
- c l e ..................................................................................................................................................................-FRLG
-c o n s id e r .............................................................................................................................................................. -KS
-correct ........................................................................................................................................................... -RKT
-could .......................................................................................................  -BGD
-could ..................................................................................................................................................................-KD
-ction ................................................................................................................................................................-BGS
• d a l .................................................................................................................................................................-LGDZ
•days ..................................................................................................................................................................-DZ
■ddle ............................................................................................................................................................-LGDZ
- d e l .................................................................................................................................................................-LGDZ
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